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ABSTRACT 

The Chilean novelist and short story writer Enrique Lafourcade 

has shown throughout his prose fiction a propensity to concentrate on 

the negativistic in life. This investigation explores in depth the par

ticular utilization of the nihilistic mode in his fiction as being indicative 

of his literary Weltanschauung. Minor studies have been made examin

ing isolated aspects of his novelistic art but no complete critical study 

exists which treats of the author's use of the nihilistic philosophy in his 

works. This inquiry, then, is meant to provide a deeper insight into 

this modern writer's literary creativity. 

The nihilistic mode is quite evident from Lafourcade's first 

work, El libro de Kareen (1950) to his latest, Frecuencia modulada 

(1968). As such, it acts as an agent which binds diverse elements 

such as character, theme and novelistic devices, and produces a 

unified whole based upon a negative view of humanity. 

For the purpose of defining the nihilistic philosophy in order 

to better interpret Lafourcade's prose fiction, it was deemed neces

sary to explore the social and political implications of nihilism. Since 

Lafourcade's negative world view is in consonance with that expressed 

by his nihilistic precursors, specific constituent elements of nihilism 

espoused by Nietzsche, Camus, Hegel, and Thielicke were examined to 

viii 
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provide an ideological approach to the author's works. Understanding 

these varied nihilistic credos aids in interpreting Lafourcade's explicit 

employ of the nihilistic mode. 

When placed within a literary perspective, it becomes clear 

that Lafourcade, as leader of the Generation of 1950, has rejected the 

narrow novelistic limits of criollismo, that literary vogue which 

depicted man in a losing struggle with the forces of nature. His genera

tion of writers portrays the intrinsic psychological problems besetting 

modern man. The hero is shown to be a victim of a totally complacent 

and materialistic society; he experiences a tragic loss of values. Un

able to rise above his personal ethical tragedy, the individual becomes 

dehumanized. Lafourcade and his generation have transcended national 

themes in their presentation of basic psychological problems which 

affect man on a universal scale. 

A critical study of the main characters in Lafourcade's works 

reveals three main types: the alienated individual, the ethical rebel, 

and the victim. In each case these characters manifest within them

selves a conflict of values; personal axiologies come into direct con

flict with the ethos or value system established by society. The final 

solution to this conflict comes for many of these individuals' when they 

readily prostitute their values to the debased system of their society. 

When reconciliation is not possible, then existenqe continues as a type 

of life-in-death; dehumanization follows as a logical consequence. The 
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secondary characters are shown to demonstrate the same nihilistic 

traits as the main protagonists. 

Certain nihilistic themes recur throughout Lafourcade's fiction. 

These thematic choices impart a certain negative consistency to the 

author's works. Main nihilistic themes examined are the deterioration 

of society, the search for personal identity, the materialistic quest 

and revolution. 

A discussion of the most outstanding, literary devices utilized 

by Lafourcade lends esthetic depth to his nihilistic achievements in 

prose. His deft use of point of view, time and space, symbolism and 

allegory, and other novelistic elements serves to heighten the effects 

of his nihilistic presentation. 

Nihilism adds an important dimension to Lafourcade's 

Weltanschauung. His concentration on the negativistic aspects of life 

is a cogent commentary on the present state of man in the universe. 

Lafourcade views modern man as a creature who is psychologically 

confused and unavoidably lost because he is unable to experience life 

authentically. In a cosmos where personal and collective values have 

become chronically debased, the individual turns nihilistic, that is, 

devoid of those ethical qualities which identify him as a respected 

member of society. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Enrique Lafourcade Valdenegro has made an indelible impact 

upon Chile's literary world. In a very short period of time he has 

produced a number of novels, "poems in prose, " and short stories, 

which will undoubtedly award him lasting rank in Chilean letters. 

The purpose of this study is to examine and analyze in detail a 

somewhat neglected area in the study of Enrique Lafourcade and his 

novelistic production. A close examination of the total novelistic 

creation of Enrique Lafourcade shows quite clearly his propensity to 

concentrate mainly on the negativistic aspects of life. This nihilistic 

mode, particularly evident in characterization and transcendental 

themes, pervades many aspects of Lafourcade's prose fiction. The 

nihilistic mode actually acts as a unifying element in his works. A 

critical analysis of this mode can elucidate and help define more 

clearly the contemporary relevance of Lafourcade as a literary artist. 

The importance of this particular segment of his W eltans chauung can 

thus be deduced and evaluated in the light of his works. 

The nihilistic mode is a significant factor in the totality of 

Lafourcade's works and is omnipresent from his earliest novel, 

1 
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1 2 El libro de Kareen (1950) to his latest, Frecuencia modulada (1968). 

The author's almost obsessive concern with the nihilistic is evident in 

his choice of themes and characters. Use of symbolic devices further 

accentuates his tendency toward nihilistic portrayal. 

Critical studies on Lafourcade, while not lacking, are, never

theless, quite difficult to obtain. Many of the initial studies and com

ments on his earlier work exist only in the form of brief articles in 

local Chilean newspapers, and copies appear to be almost nonexistent. 

It has only been in very recent years that critics have turned their 

serious attention toward Enrique Lafourcade and his prose fiction. To 

date, many literary critics have explored, only in a very superficial 

way, diverse facets of Lafourcade's works. As yet, no single critical 

volume has appeared examining.in detail Lafourcade's novelistic art. 

Various critical articles have been written dealing with certain 

aspects of Lafourcade's prose fiction. Claude Hulet has pointed out 

with acute insight the utilization of degenerate characters in Lafour-

3 
cade's roman a "clef, La fiesta del Rey Acab. Raul Silva Castro has 

1. Enrique Lafourcade, El libro de Kareen (Santiago, 1950). 

2. Lafourcade, Frecuencia modulada (Mexico, 1968). 

3. Claude Hulet, "Lafourcade's roman-h clef," Hispania, vol. 
XLV (March, 1962), 67-69. 
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also noticed this element of degeneracy so prominent in Lafourcade's 

works. He has shown Lafourcade's insistence upon depicting 

esperpentic scenes which tend to emphasize decadent situations and 

4 
individuals. Fernando Alegria reads into Lafourcade's novels an 

attempt to illustrate the utter desperation of man on a universal plane 

in which man inexorably moves toward total annihilation. Alegria also 

notes the apparent influence of the French and Italian existential 

writers on Lafourcade, particularly in his use of the social and philo-

5 sophical parable as a didactic device. Jorge Campos has analyzed 

briefly but cogently the latest novel of Lafourcade, Frecuencia 

modulada, in terms of theme, characterization and stylistic devices. 

He, too, has recognized the preponderance in Lafourcade's prose of 

anguished individuals whose final downfall in society comes as a result 

of their own actions. The satirical aspect of the personal allusions in 

0 
Frecuencia modulada is not overlooked by Campos. Enrique Lafour

cade and his literary relationship to the "Generation of 1950" has been 

carefully examined by Dorothy Hayes de Huneeus. She has explained, 

in some detail, the moral corruption illuminated in Lafourcade's 

4. Raul Silva Castro, "Enrique Lafourcade, novelista, " El 
Mercurio, August 21, 1959, 21, 

5. Fernando Alegria, "Nuevos prosistas chilenos, " Asomante, 
vol. XVI (October-December, 1960), 20-26. 

6. Jorge Campos, "Frecuencia modulada de Enrique 
Lafourcade, " Insula (October, 1968), 11, 16. 
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7 
La fiesta del Rey Acab. The dialectical symbology of Para subir al 

cielo has occupied the critical attention of Eduardo Godoy Gallardo. 

He has also discussed briefly the internal versus external problems of 

g 
the various personages in the novel. Francisco Dussuel has concen

trated on studying Lafourcade's Fabulas and has explained in depth his 

particular didactic use of the fabula to teach a moral, political, or 

9 
literary truth. Ricardo Latcham's study of the extreme concern of 

Lafourcade with modern man's psychological problems and metaphysi

cal posture in the contemporary world ig particularly revealing. ̂  In 

still another article, Latcham concentrates on the allegorical nature 

of El principe y las o vej as. 

All of the previous studies, while undoubtedly contributing 

valuable criticism of Enrique Lafourcade and his prose works, have 

scarcely touched upon the nihilistic mode in particular. No complete 

7. Dorothy Hays de Huneeus, "Recent Chilean Literature, " 
Americas, vol. X (October, 1958), 39-43. 

8. Eduardo Godoy Gallardo, "Enrique Lafourcade, Invencion 
a dos voces, " Revista Iberoamericana, vol. XXX (July-December, 
1964), 336-339. 

9. Francisco Dussuel, "Enrique Lafourcade, Fabulas de 
Lafourcade, " Atenea, vpl. CLIII (January-April, 1964), 189-191. 

10. Ricardo Latcham, "Para subir al cielo por Enrique 
Lafourcade," in Carnet Crltico, ed. Ricardo Latcham (Montevideo, 
1962), 179-189. 

11. Latcham, ''El principe ̂  las ovej as por Enrique 
Lafourcade. " in Carnet Critico, ed. Ricardo Latcham (Montevideo, 
1962), 185-189. 
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study exists on this key segment of his fiction, and it is hoped that 

this examination will help to shed more critical light upon such an 

important element in his works. 

Enrique Lafourcade Valdenegro was born, in Santiago, Chile, 

on October 14, 1927. Since that time, he has established residence in 

various cities of the world, including Madrid, where he served as 

Agregado Cultural for the Chilean Embassy in Spain.from 1959 to 1962. 

Lafourcade studied in France at the Sorbonne during 1954. He also 

traveled in Italy during 1955 as a recipient of an Honor Fellowship 

awarded by the Italian government. In 1960 he spent several months 

visiting writer's workshops and university Spanish departments in the 

United States as a guest of the Department of State. During the Spring 

semester of 1961, he was author in residence at UCLA at the invitation 

of the Department of Spanish and Portuguese. At the present time, he 

resides in Santiago where he is an art critic and professor of literature 

at the University of Chile. 

Lafourcade's first novel, El libro de Kareen, appeared in 

12 
1950, when the author was only tjjj/enty-four years old. This novel 

was immediately recognized by being awarded El Premio Marcial 

13 
Martinez. Pena de muerte, his second novel, followed in 1952. In 

12. Lafourcade, El libro de Kareen (Santiago, 1950). 

13. Lafourcade, Penia de muerte (Santiago, 1952). 



1954 Lafourcade compiled his first collection of Chilean short stories, 

which were published under the title of Antologia del nuevo cuento 

14 
chileno. In 1956, the novelist brought out a collection of his own 

15 
short stories which he entitled Asedio. This collection contained an 

extended short story, "Asedio" and a short story based on the death of 

the poet Vicente Huidobro. In 1958 Lafourcade also wrote and pub-

16 
lished his fourth novel, Para subir al cielo. In 1959 Lafourcade 

edited another collection of stories, this time stories which belonged 

specifically to writers of the so-called "Generation of 1950. " The 

collection, which contains a succinct introduction by Lafourcade about 

the Generation of 1950, was published by Editorial Zig Zag. as Cuentos 

17 
de la Generacion de 1950. La fiesta del Rey Acab also appeared.in 

1959 and won acclaim for its author by capturing the Premio Municipal 

18 de Novela. This novel was Lafourcade's first to be translated, into 

English. It was published by St. Martin's Press in New York in 1963 

14. Lafourcade, Antologia del nuevo cuento chileno (Santiago, 
1954). 

15. Lafourcade, Asedio (Santiago, 1956). 

16. Lafourcade, Para subir al cielo (Santiago, 1958). 

17. Lafourcade, Cuentos de la Generacion de 1950 (Santiago, 
1959). 

18. Lafourcade, La fiesta del Rey Acab (Santiago, 1959). 
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19 with the title King Ahab's Feast. In 1961, Lafourcade's novel El 

principe y las ovejas was an immediate success and was awarded the 

20 21 coveted Premio Gabriela Mistral. Invencion a dos voces, which 

Lafourcade had originally intended to publish with the title La mujer 

cibernetica, followed in 1963 and, in the same year, a collection of 

Lafourcade's "fabulas" were gathered together and published asFabulas 

22 
de Lafourcade. His most recent novels include Novel a de Navidad, 

23 24 
1965; Pronombres personales, 1967; and Frecuencia modulada, 

25 
1968. No attempt will be made at this time to give a critical ap

praisal of specific works of Lafourcade. In the course of this investi

gation, general critical comments will be advanced only insomuch as 

they help.to elucidate further the theme of nihilism. 

Nihilism, as a general social and political trend, will be 

examined in detail from an historical point of view in Chapter 2. 

Leading philosophers and writers who are outstanding spokesmen for 

19. Lafourcade, King Ahab's Feast, trans, by Renate and Ray 
Morrison (New York, 1963). 

20. Lafourcade, El principe y las ovejas (Santiago, 1961). 

21. Lafourcade, Invencion a dos voces (Santiago, 1963). 

22. Lafourcade, Fabulas de Lafourcade (Santiago, 1963). 

23. Lafourcade, Novela de Navidad (Santiago, 1965). 

24. Lafourcade, Pronombres personales (Santiago, 1967). 

25. Lafourcade, Frecuencia modulada (Mexico, 1968). 
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the nihilistic mode will be discussed, focusing critical attention on 

their varied approaches to the problem of nihilism and their contribu

tions to the nihilistic credo. So that a more complete understanding 

of Lafourcade's use of the nihilistic will be clearly understood in sub

sequent chapters, Chapter 3 will explore the various constituent 

elements of nihilism. Nihilism will be shown to be an important feature 

of contemporary letters. Of necessity, the scope of this discussion 

does not permit a lengthy treatise on nihilism and all of its manifold 

manifestations in literature, nor does it pretend to be one. Only cer

tain selected negativistic currents will be mentioned in order to present 

a perceptive understanding of the varied ramifications which nihilism 

encompasses. It is hoped that this exposition will lead to a more com

plete realization of Lafourcade's role in the nihilistic heritage. 

Chapter 4 will review briefly the vogue of criollismo in Latin 

American literature in general, and in Chilean letters in particular. 

An understanding of the basic tenets of this literary trend is important 

in that its insistence upon depicting external reality above all, 

primarily man's relation to the land, provided the basis for the 

ideological revolt by the later, nihilistically-oriented Generation of 

1950, led by Enrique Lafourcade. 

Part of Lafourcade's fame and, perhaps, even his notoriety, 

rests upon his role in the so-called Generation of 1950. Chapter 5 

will deal specifically with this contemporary literary generation, 
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exploring its foremost insistence upon portraying not only external 

reality but also probing the inner psychological recesses of the human 

mind. The status quo of Chilean prose fiction was somewhat shaken 

by this Generation which, under the theoretical leadership of Enrique 

Lafourcade, rejected a continuance of the strong criollista tendencies 

so prevalent in earlier Chilean fiction. As a renovating generation, 

both in ideology and theme, this generation sought to reexamine the 

position of Chilean letters and to insist even more on the importance 

of contemporary problems, especially metaphysical ones, which affect 

not only the backwoods dweller or the city inhabitant within a constrained 

geographical setting, but problems which have a universal importance 

and affect men everywhere. Of supreme interest here is the insistence 

upon negativistic themes and the importance of nihilism as an active 

catalyst and all-pervading aspect of modern man's dilemma. It is 

hoped that with this nihilistic perspective as a background, Lafourcade's 

specific use of the nihilistic may at once become cogent and germane. 

Chapter 6 will be concerned with examining in detail Lafourcade's 

insistence upon endowing his fictional characters with a personal con

stitution which causes them to become inevitably alienated from those 

around them. This particular nihilistic trait will be shown to be a 

recurring motif which is found throughout Lafourcade's works of prose 

fiction. 
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Chapter 7 will deal specifically with examining those novelistic 

characters who are rebels against the ethics or the ethical system of 

their society. From a completely subjective point of view man is 

depicted as one who openly shows disdain, for the moral code of his 

society. In so doing, he denies the validity of any honored value sys

tem. This, idea is basic to nihilism, for nihilism is a negation of 

values, or a rearranging of the hierarchy of values so that it corre

sponds to the own egoistic demands of its creator. 

Chapter 8 explores to what extent social pressures and debased 

value systems actually contribute to Lafourcade's portrayal of various 

victimized individuals. These characters strive to formulate some 

positive values by which to shape their anguished lives. Overwhelmed 

by the spiritual vacuum which confronts them at every turn, these 

pathetic creatures are cast as victims of a hostile milieu which refuses 

to recognize their humanity. 

In Chapter 9 attention will be focused on selected secondary 

characters. The approach will be mainly to determine how these 

minor characters exhibit nihilistic traits and to what extent they in

fluence or are influenced by the main characters. Their contributions 

in helping to create an aura of pessimistic desperation and utter 

negation will be discussed. Consistently, in both the primary and 

secondary characters, the relevance of these diverse character traits 

will further reinforce the thesis that Lafourcade's utilization 
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of nihilistic characterizations is indicative of his great concern with 

society's trend toward a cosmos which is shaped to a great extent by-

nihilistic forces. 

Chapter 10 will offer a critical examination of the most out

standing nihilistic themes as they are evidenced in the complete works 

of prose fiction of Enrique Lafourcade. The apparent deterioration of 

modern society shown through the widespread concentration upon deca

dent states, criminality and utter destitution is a major nihilistic 

theme treated by Lafourcade. The futile search for self-realization, 

for personal identity amid obvious nihilistic circumstances, also 

occupies a place of prominence among the author's themes. Other 

recurring themes such as the materialistic quest and revolution, which 

help compose and illustrate the negativistic element of Lafourcade's 

Weltanschauung, will also be studied in detail. 

Chapter 11 deals with technique and use of symbolic devices, 

only insofar as they shed further light on Lafourcade's creation of a 

nihilistic ambient. Here point of view, Biblical symbolism and 

allegory and other novelistic devices will be discussed briefly as they 

have an immediate bearing on the theme of this investigation. 

The conclusion will bring together the collected evidence to 

support the thesis that Lafourcade's literary psyche is strongly 

oriented toward total negation. The contribution of the nihilistic to his 

characterization and thematic choices will be reviewed. An important 
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consideration of the conclusion will be to point out that Lafourcade, 

by employing the nihilistic mode in his works, has created novels 

universal in problematic scope and contemporary in theme. 

It is hoped that this examination of the nihilistic trend so vividly 

portrayed in Lafourcade's prose fiction will serve as a stimulus for 

future studies of this present-day novelist and his literary creations. 

There is little doubt that he is a highly significant contemporary writer, 

not only in his native Chile, but throughout the novelistic world and, 

therefore, deserving of more critical attention than he has previously 

been given. 



CHAPTER 2 

NIHILISTIC PERSPECTIVE: 

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS OF NIHILISM 

Although the term "nihilism" was used as early as 1790 by the 

German Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi (1743-1819), * it was the Russian 

novelist Ivan Turgenev who made the concept popular in his novel 

2 Fathers and Sons, published in 1862. The first avowed nihilist was 

the main character of that novel, Eugene Vassiliev Bazarov. In the 

discussion which Arkady Petrovich has with his father, Nikolai 

Petrovich, and uncle, Pavel Petrovich, about Bazarov's new adopted 

philosophy, Turgenev has an opportunity to express his views concern

ing nihilism: 

1. Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi was a leading critic of Emmanuel 
Kant. His main critical works are Uber die Lehre des Spinozas, in 
Briefen an Herrn Moses Mendelssohn (Breslau, 1785) and 
Sendsechreiben an Fjchte (Hamburg, 1799). 

2. Sydney Bailey points out that there were several nihilists 
who preceded the publication of Fathers and Sons. "Nicholas 
Bobrolubov, another Nihilist, died the year before Fathers and Sons 
appeared. And Michael Bakunin, though he was never a consistent or 
systematic thinker, was an apostle of Nihilism 15 years before 
Turgenev's novel was published. " Sydney D. Bailey, "Bolshevism and 
Nihilism, " Fortnightly (March, 1953), p. 190. 

13 
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"A nihilist, " said Nikolai Petrovich. "That comes 
from the Latin nihil, nothing, as far as I can judge; 
the word must mean a man who . . . who recognizes 
nothing?" 
"Say-who respects nothing, " interposed Pavel 
Petrovich . . . 
"Who regards everything from the critical point of 
view, " said Arkady. 
"Isn't that exactly the same thing?" asked Pavel 
Petrovich. 
"No, it's not the same thing. A nihilist is a person 
who does not bow down to any authority, who does 
not accept any principle on faith, however much that 
principle may be revered. 

Nihilism is, essentially, according to Turgenev, an egoistic attitude, 

in which the individual is not bound by any particular code of ethics or 

rule of conduct. "The nihilism of the early 1860's began, apparently, 

with the most radical negation imaginable; the rejection of any action 

4 that was not purely egoistic." Dimitri Ivanovich Pisarev (1840-1868), 

a Russian literary critic and social philosopher, wrote a cogent criti

cism of Fathers and Sons, in which he praised the attitude of Bazarov., 

which he defined thusly: "I am a stranger to the order of existing 

things, I have nothing to do with it, thus the only value resides in 

5 
rational egoism.11 

3. Ivan Turgenev, Fathers and Sons, trans, by Richard Hare 
(New York, 1958). 

4. Albert Camus, The Rebel, trans, from the French by 
Anthony Bower (New York, 1956), p. 154. 

5. Ibid. 



Nihilism began as a concept referring to the extreme revolu

tionary doctrine which sought to destroy the basic existing structure 

of society, but soon came to signify the ultimate rejection of the 

dominant religious and moral beliefs of Western Civilization. "The 

whole history of Nineteenth and Twentieth Century German literature 

mirrors this crisis of belief. In Russia, the term was applied in the 

early Nineteenth Century to those writers who refused to abide by any 

Q 
leading principles; they became accusers of the established order. " 

The German philosophers are really the ones who take up the 

term and enlarge upon its significant role in philosophy and literature. 

With Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (1844-1900), nihilism becomes 

almost prophetic. "With him nihilism becomes conscious for the first 

time. He recognized nihilism for what it was and examined it like a 

clinical fact. He said of himself that he was the first complete nihilist 

7 of Europe. " Nietzsche founded his fundamental philosophy on a base 

of negativism. "Instead of methodical doubt, he practiced methodical 

negation, the determined destruction of everything that still hides 

g 
nihilism from itself, of the idols that camouflage God's death. " 

6. Charles I. Glicksberg, The Tragic Vision in Twentieth 
Century Literature (Illinois, 1965), pp. 160-161. 

7. Camus, pp. 65-66. 

8. Ibid., p. 66. 
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Nietzsche had considered nihilism as a practical or applied 

concept, as referring almost always to moral conduct, or the complete 

absence of it. It is, as Nietzsche had said, "... la devalorizacion de 

los valores superiores, la colocacion de los distintos valores en 

lugares que no correspondent su jerarquia y rango. Segun Nietzsche, 

el nihilismo moral es laconsecuencia de lainterpretacion de laexistencia 

9 
dada por la Europa cristiana y moderna. " Nihilism then, as an attack 

upon the basic axiological system of values, tends toward denying the 

importance of any such values. The nihilist creates his own arbitrary 

value system, one which corresponds more exactly to his own personal 

being and moral vicissitudes. "Moral" nihilism is a convenient term 

used widely " ... to denote the doctrine that moral norms or standards 

cannot be justified by rational argument. It was Nietzsche who had 

come to realize, even before the advent of the Freudians., that man is 

basically irrational and that man's feelings unconsciously dictated his 

logical (or illogical) final actions. As he saw it, there is "... no goal 

for humanity, no cosmic support for moral aspirations. Men must 

chart their own course and create their own gods, so that they may be 

led to believe in life, and truth is but a means to a desirable end. 

9. Jose Ferrater Mora, ed., "Nihilismo, " Diccionario de 
filosofia, vol. II (Buenos Aires, 1965), p. 289. 

10. Paul Edwards, ed., The Encyclopedia of Philosophy, vol. 
V (New York, 1967), p. 515. 

11. Charles I. Glicksberg, "Nihilism in Contemporary Litera-
ture, " The Nineteenth Century, vol. CXLIV (October, 1948), p. 216. 
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The obliteration of a conventional set of values, established by 

a society, is the ultimate aim of the steadfast nihilist. These so-called 

"values" were, according to Friedrich Nietzsche, " . . . invented by the 

12 weak, to enable them to triumph over the strong. " Modern man, 

caught up in a world of conflicting and sometimes "absurd" values, 

seeks a more concrete formulation of "good" and "bad." "At the root 

of his disease is a metaphysical emptiness, a profound incapacity to 

formulate a system of values that will order his experiences and make 

his life meaningful, a singular lack of faith in himself as the spokes-

13 
man for humanity. " 

Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860) was not interested solely in 

the social and political sides to nihilism. In his philosophical treatise, 

14 
The World as Will and Idea (Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung), he 

15 
sought to explain the metaphysical implications of nihilism. 

Schopenhauer came to find "... that pessimism was the only way 

which could describe man and his institutional system. The greatest 

16 realities in life were suffering, disease and death. " 

12. Frank N. Magill, ed., Masterpieces of World Philosophy 
in Summary Form, vol. II (New York, 1961), p. 696. 

13. Charles I. Glicksberg, "Literature and the Meaning of 
Life, " The South Atlantic Quarterly, vol. LV (April, 1956), p. 160. 

14. Trans, by R. B. Haldane and J. Kemp (London, 1906). 

15... Glicksberg, ..The Tragic Vision. . ... , p. 161. 

16. Frederick Mayer, "Nihilism in Modern Civilization, " 
Education (June, 1951), pp. 603-605. 
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Martin Heidegger (1899- ), in his work Existence and 

17 
Being (Sein und Zeit), 1927, attempted to define nihilism as a type 

of general forfeiture, or decline (Verfall) of the West, "... the 

nothingness of forgetting Being. But. dread is the mood which awakens 

human being to conscience, to resolve, to authenticity. To face 

nothingness, to be 'in nothing,1 before nothing, is to overcome the 

18 forgetfulness of Being, that is, to overcome nihilism. " 

In a very real sense, much of the literature of the Twentieth 

Century is permeated with nihilistic overtones. Nihilism has come to 

be an accepted philosophy in Western letters. It is, however, "... 

not an isolated phenomenon; it is the final expression, so far, of 

19 
tendencies that have for a long time been growing stronger. " At 

the beginning of this century Dadaism became a short-lived literary 

and artistic movement in Western Europe. As a movement it sought 

to destroy, however absurdly, all organized artistic standards by 

making nonsense an end in itself. Its goal was "... to free the indi-

20 
vidual for his own aesthetic and moral existence." It is this freedom 

17. Trans, by John Mcquarrie and Edward Robinson (New 
York, 1962). 

18. Edwards, The Encyclopedia. . . , p. 463. 

19. Robert Payne, "Doctrine of Death, " Saturday Review of 
Literature, vol. XXXIII,(April 15, 1950), p. 12. 

20. Wesley Barnes, The Philosophy and Literature of 
Existentialism (New York, 1968), p. 213. 
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of moral and artistic expression which .is at the very root of the 

nihilistic philosophy. The Twentieth Century hero (or anti-hero) is 

infected by a nihilism which has pervaded his very moral fibre. 

According to the German.critic and poet, Gottfried Benn (1866-1956), 

21 
the mark of the great man is his total commitment to nihilism. 

Nihilism, which began initially as a total rejection of social 

and political institutions, has come to have many varied psychological 

and metaphysical implications in our own day. As such, it has actually 

enjoyed the position of a world view. "El nihilismo se ha expresado 

22 
a veces en forma de una 'concepcion del mundo' ... . " This world 

view has been brought about in part by the all-pervading.fatalism which 

overshadows contemporary life. According to the social philosopher 

Charles I. Glicksberg, nihilism was hastened into a place of promi

nence in this century by " . . . the horror of life in the Twentieth 

Century, the two world wars, the gradual perfection of the technological 

23 
weapons of destruction and the rise and spread of totalitarianism. ..." 

21. Glicksberg, The Tragic Vision. . . , p. 12. 

22. Ferrater Mora, "Nihilismo, " Diccionario ... , 
p. 289. 

23. Charles I. Glicksberg, Modern Literature and the Death 
of God (The Hague, 1966), p. 28. 
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Professor Herman Wein of the University of Gottingen has commented 

on the rise of nihilism today and how the members of the younger 

generation "... tend to think of the nihilist not as a cynical or despair

ing atheist but as a robotlike conformist. For them nihilism is caused 

not so much by the atheism as by industrialization and social pressures, 

and its typical consequences are not selfishness or suicide but indif-

24 
ference, ironical detachment, or sheer bafflement. 

The emergence of nihilism during this century and its advocacy 

by contemporary writers is explained, in part, by the complete refusal 

to abide by any rules or to accept set limits of logic. Nihilism then 

"... is not necessarily solipistic or wildly irrational, though it may, 

of course, be both. The nihilistic 'affirmation' may, as in the case of 

Nietzsche, be aggressively 'reasoned out' and wear the mask of sanity 

that is characteristic of Nineteenth Century thinkers. Contemporary 

writers, in other words, exhibit in an extreme form what thinkers of 

25 
the last century were but beginning to shadow forth dimly andfitfully." 

Nihilism becomes the end result, the logical conclusion, of 

unquestioned reliance on our "superior" value system. According to 

Albert Camus, in his timely work, The Rebel (1951), "... the free 

mind will destroy these values and denounce the illusions on which 

24. Edwards, The Encyclopedia . . . , p. 515. 

25. Glicksberg, "Nihilism. . . , " p. 216. 
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they are built, the bargaining that they imply, and the crime they com

mit in providing the lucid intelligence from accomplishing its mission: 

2 0 
to transform passive nihilism into active nihilism. " After a close 

examination of the existing value system, the individual comes, accord

ing to Camus, to realize fully the base fraud which it perpetuates. For 

Camus, the rebel is one who ultimately makes a value judgment in 

which (he) "... refuses to approve the condition in which he finds 

27 
himself. " Even for Nietzsche, the meaning of nihilism in its most 

elementary terms is based on the fact that "... the highest values be

come devaluated (or 'invalidated'), and the cause of this devaluation is 

the insight that we have not the slightest justification for positing a 

transcendence, or an in-itself of things, which is divine, which is 

28 
morality incarnate. " Whatever values the nihilistic individual may 

possess spring from his own personal idiosyncrasies and are not 

necessarily in harmony with the greater values or value system of the 

society to which he belongs. Albert Camus further illustrates this 

rejection of values in The Rebel when he adds that "... one is justified 

29 
in using any means at one's disposal. . . , " and thus negates any 

26. Camus, p. 70. 

27. Ibid., p. 23. 

28. Hans Jonas, "Gnosticism and Modern Nihilism, " Social 
Research, vol. XIX (December, 1952), p. 441. 

29. Camus, pp. 103-104. 
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sort of established system of values. As we shall see in the following 

chapters, Lafourcade's main characters succumb quite readily to the 

malady of "moral" nihilism, for their value systems are of their own 

volition, and rarely in harmony with the established values of their 

society. 

In man's quest for a meaningful cosmos, he is confronted 

constantly with the basic ontological question, that is, what is my real 

purpose in being; in existing? Another type of nihilism explained in 

part by the German philosopher and writer Helmut Thielicke, is 

"na'ive" nihilism. "Na'ive" nihilism, in its extreme form, dictates that 

man demonstrates little concern about his ultimate goal or end in life, 

his total energies are thoroughly exhausted in the present situation, 

without contemplation upon the finality of his existence. His naivete 

emanates from his abject refusal to bring up the question of meaning 

in itself. But he does not negate the question of meaning, he simply 

remains unaffected and refuses to allow the question to appear impor

t a n t .  T h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  n a i v e  n i h i l i s t  m a y  b e  e x p l a i n e d  a s  " . . .  a  

matter of unquestioning surrender to the moment, to the immediate 

activity, the immediate duty, the immediate pleasure. Na'ive nihilism 

signifies the refusal to see one's life in the light of its final purpose, 

30 
in the light of its meaning. " 

30. Helmut Thielicke, Nihilism, its Origin and Nature, with a 
Christian Answer, trans, from the German by John W. Doberstein 
(London, 1961), p. 148. 
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"Naive" nihilism may also be associated with "reflective" 

nihilism or nihilism which, according to Thielicke, "continues to 

stand its ground in the face of the question of meaning. Rather the 

question of meaning, is faced in full and unflinching, consciousness and 

31 then answered in despair with the words 'There is no meaning. 

The omnipresent quest for meaning and the ultimate and consequential 

anguish which accompanies it, will be observed later as a prime 

malady of the Lafourcadian character. 

Nihilism, considered as a basic political doctrine, opposes the 

established social order. "El nihilismo niega el orden social actual, 

pero tiene fe en un futuro mejor, en el que la libertad individual con-

32 
seguira su propio orden. " The present day political nihilist attempts 

to project himself altogether outside his society and culture (even when 

he finds it to be an impossible task). As an individual, this nihilist 

places himself in direct opposition to his society and continues to 

object to and reject summarily "... its conceptual categories, its 

33 
laws and ethics, its rules of right reason. " Anarchy is a basic 

corollary to social nihilism in its firm "... negacion de todo principio 

31. Ibid., p. 159. 

32. Federico Sainz de Robles, Ensayo de un diccionario de la 
literatura, vol. I (Madrid, 1964), p. 904. 

33. Glicksberg, "Nihilism. . . , " p. 216. 
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34 
de organizacion. " As the means to an end, in this particular case, 

rejection of all established norms, both in society and in the individual 

conscience, "... el nihilismo, como el anarquismo, preconiza la 

violencia sobre todo; en la violencia que no retrocede ante ninguno de 

35 
los actos que la moral corriente califica de crimenes." The nihilist 

who does not believe in what exists is an advocate of social nihilism. 

3 6 
In this sense then, even socialism is nihilistic. 

34. Sainz de Robles, vol. I, p. 904. 

35. Ibid., p. 905. 

36. Camus, p. 69. 



CHAPTER 3 

NIHILISTIC PERSPECTIVE: 

MAIN CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS OF NIHILISM 

Nihilism, in its many negative forms, is constantly manifested 

in modern literature. Certain obvious elements of nihilism are 

immediately recognizable in contemporary works of prose fiction. 

The alienation of the individual, for example, has come to be an im

portant motif for innumerable works of modern literature. The 

contemporary protagonist has been plunged into the darkness of 

despair and the pit of nihilism by his chronic feeling of aloneness, of 

total and complete alienation from not only the world about him, but 

even from himself. Trapped in a highly technological world in which 

industrialization and the associated social pressures have made life 

somewhat trivial, man adopts an attitude of isolated detachment. At 

the root of his estrangement from life itself is the fear of death, 

which "... persists in the unconscious and haunts him incessantly. 

This is primarily the reason for his alienation, since he sees himself 

as helpless in the grip of forces he can neither placate nor control. "* 

1. Charles I. Glicksberg, "Nihilism in Contemporary 
Literature, " The Nineteenth Century, vol. CXLIV (October, 1948), 
p. 222. 

25 
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The protagonist seeks in vain his identity; his inability to define his 

very being leads to his ultimate anguish and despair. The cause of 

this anguish is not so much the fear of impending death as.it is the 

" . . .  l o s s  o f  f a i t h  i n  l i f e ,  t h e  f a c t  o f  t h e  a l i e n a t i o n  o f  m a n  f r o m  t h e  

2 universe, from the rest of mankind, and from himself. " 

Modern man, and indeed, the modern hero or anti-hero, is 

made a prisoner of his own self, his ego, and, as such, is unable to 

transcend himself and relate to others. He feels, as do many of 

Lafourcade's protagonists, without firm footing and without any respon

sibility whatsoever. The rejection of established systems of value and 

reality, advocated by this nihilistic individual, lead to the ultimate in 

estrangement which "... makes a discovery of identity impossible; 

3 
one has no identity if nothing else is present." This inner feeling of 

detachment from reality effects in the nihilistic character a state of 

extreme neuroticism and a resulting feeling of guilt and alienation. 

The modern literary character feels "... self-estranged, a dismayed 

exile on earth, no longer sure of his relation to the universe. From 

Kafka onward, modern literature bears poignant witness to the anguish 

4 of man's dereliction. " It should be noted here that man's alienation 

2. Charles I. Glicksberg, "The Literature of Death, " Prairie 
Schooner, vol. XXX (Summer, 1956), p. 118. 

3. Leslie Paul, "The Writer and the Human Condition, " 
Kenyon Review, vol. XXIX (January, 1967), p. 31. 

4. Glicksberg, "The Literature. . . , " p. 157. 
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from his cosmos or cosmic environment forms the very basis of the 

metaphysical situation in which the modern protagonist finds himself 

and which has also fomented modern existential thinking with its atten

dant nihilistic implications. "The essence of existentialism is a 

certain dualism, an estrangement between man and the world, with the 

loss of the idea of a kindred cosmos—in short, an anthropological 

..5 
acosmism. ... 

The dehumanization or "nihilistic objectification" of man has 

enjoyed great notoriety as a literary theme in recent years. Such is 

the modern tendency "... to make of man a 'thing' to be 'utilized.' 

Man begins to emerge as a digit in statistical nomenclature, he is 

0 
spoken of as a material or a labor force. ..." As this man:is seen 

as protagonist, he becomes, in effect, dehumanized, nothing more 

than a shade of his former self, without real potential as a member of 

the human family. The German philosopher Georg Wilhelm Friedrich 

Hegel (1770-1831) had attempted quite early to define man's relation to 

the state in a doctrine of dehumanization or humanoid mechanization, 

in which the individual was little more than a robot, without real feel

ings or emotions. Hegel espoused the dicta that "the state exists in 

5. Helmut Thielicke, Nihilism, its Origin and Nature, with a 
Christian Answer, trans, from the German by John W. Doberstein 
(London, 1961), p. 135. 

6. Robert Payne, "Doctrine of Death, " Saturday Review of 
Literature, vol. XXXIII (April 15, 1950), p. 61. 
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its own right" and "the ultimate function of the true state is so to act 

7 
that individuals do not exist. " Frightening, but true, this is the fate 

of many of the protagonists who struggle in the works of Enrique 

Lafourcade; they have lost their basic humanity, their incentive for 

g 
true spiritual growth. 

Nihilism always sees man as an object. He cannot escape the 

gradual process of eventual self-disintegration, which is all too euphe-

g 
mistically called the history of the human mind. Man's objectification 

tends to make of him a creature that follows the path of least resistence; 

he becomes conditioned to external stimuli and eventually his responses 

" . . . become more and more stereotyped and unproductive. 

Dehumanization leads to sterility of action and final collapse of creative 

ability. The theme of the dehumanization of man is utilized frequently 

by Lafourcade. 

Confrontation with a meaningless world is another major theme 

found in nihilistic literature. The meaning of the cosmos becomes 

increasingly difficult for the nihilistically-oriented individual to com

prehend. It was Friedrich Nietzsche "... who in his description of 

7. Ibid. 

8. Thielicke, p. 29. 

9. Aron Gurwitsch, "On Contemporary Nihilism, " Review of 
Politics, vol. VII (April, 1945), p. 197. 

10. Paul Tillich, The Courage to Be (New Haven, 1953), p. 136. 
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European nihilism presented the picture of a world in which human 

existence has fallen into utter meaninglessness. The nihilistic 

character feels a certain degree of impotency in his world and eventu

ally he becomes neurotic. "In a universe that he considers utterly 

meaningless, all his labors must perforce appear futile and self-

12 defeating. " Paul Tillich, one of the foremost Protestant thinkers 

of our time, in his famous treatise. The Courage to Be, has cogently 

summed up the problem of modern man's confrontation with the over

whelming orb of meaninglessness which surrounds him: "Twentieth- i 

Century man has lost a meaningful world and a self which lives in 

meanings out of a spiritual center. The man-created world of objects 

has drawn into itself him who created it and who now loses his sub-

13 jectivity in it. " "Whatever the philosophies and the ideologies say, 

literature testifies that man seeks in vain, outside his moments of 

14 
orgasm, for meaning, hope or identity. " 

Man's loss of a religious orientation or center is another basic 

element frequently encountered in nihilistic prose, for nihilism has an 

adverse effect upon man's belief in a deistically-oriented religion. 

11. Glicksberg, "The Literature. . . , " p. 155. 

12. Tillich, p. 139. 

13. Paul, p. 38. 

14. Hans Jonas, "Gnosticism and Modern Nihilism, " Social 
Research, vol. XIX (December, 1952), p. 433. 
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The individual experiences a total loss of faith in the hereafter; for in 

his total rebellion against established values and institutions, he sum

marily rejects religion as being just another constraining device where

by man is subjugated and held prisoner. The conviction of the nihilist 

in this regard is that man is an end in himself. In a universe which he 

considers so subjectivised there can be no need for such a concept as 

God or an end purpose in life. But, if such be the case, then man is 

inevitably doomed to perpetual anguish and despair, for he lives in 

constant terror of the infinite. The nihilist is thus rendered impotent, 

not just as a result of his bitter and unmitigated skepticism, but by 

the accompanying "... emotional anesthesia, his distrust of spiritual 

15 
values, his;incurable lack of faith. " From the nihilistic individual's 

disbelief in any higher power or deity springs his need to create and 

perpetuate his own set of values. 

The somewhat frightening affirmation by Friedrich Nietzsche 

16 
that "God is dead" expressed the nihilistic situation at best, for 

" . . .  t h e  d e a t h  o f  G o d  m e a n s  n o t  o n l y  t h e  a c t u a l  d e v a l u a t i o n  o f  h i g h e r  

values, but the loss of the very possibility of obligatory values as 

17 
such. " The nihilistic character possesses "... a state of mind 

15. Glicksberg, "The Literature. . . , " p. 157. 

16. The now cogent "God is dead" statement originated in Die 
froliche Wissenschaft written by Friedrich Nietzsche in 1882 and 
translated in 1967 by Walter Kaufmann and R. J. Hollingdale as The 
Gay Science (New York, 1967). 

17. Jonas, p. 442. 
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which realizes that God is dead and that man liberated from the bond

age of religious or moral authority, is 'free' to make himself in a 

18 universe that remains alien. ..." This freedom which the anguished 

nihilist experiences has been described quite succinctly by Jean-Paul 

Sartre. It "... is the actus purus of the self-creator; it means en

countering oneself as a tabula rasa and determining by one's own will 

what is to be written upon it. There is no Creator who planned man 

and was there beforehand with his design and bestowal of a definite 

19 
essence." The essence then of the nihilistic attitude is that there 

exists no such thing as a "reward and punishment" beyond this life, no 

immortality; and, therefore, all values which one encounters must 

necessarily be relative only to the single individual; he chooses and, 

in doing so, affirms his existence. 

The element of absurdity is preponderant in nihilistic literature; 

for, if there be no eternal reward and man's death is the final result 

of his existence on earth, then life itself is rendered absurd for the 

nihilistic protagonist. "This is the nihilism that dominates a large 

part of existentialist literature. Once God ceases to be the creator 

and controller of the human drama; once existence is'infected with the 

cancer of absurdity; then death, like life, becomes irremediably 

18. Charles I. Glicksberg, The Tragic Vision in Twentieth 
Century Literature (Carbondale, 1965), p. 7. 

19. Thielicke, pp. 170-171. 
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20 
absurd." The presence of the absurd is a pervasive element omni

present in the nihilistic constitution; for, how can the nihilist succeed 

in explaining existence if he knows that life is ultimately pointless? 

The realization of the absurdity of existence and the eventual 

absurdity of finality causes a certain apprehension by the nihilist of 

the "nothingness, " that is, the oblivion beyond the grave, the unknown. 

"For the man alienated from God, from nature, from his fellow man 

21 
and from himself, what is left at last but Nothingness ? John 

Killinger, in speaking of Ernest Hemingway's concept of the "nada, " 

describes this concept as " . . . the Nothingness of the existentialist, 

the strange, unknowable, impending threat of nihilation, the Nichts of 

22 
Heidegger, the neant of Sartre, and the nada of Unamuno. " It is 

this Nothingness toward which death tends which confuses the meaning 

of life itself. The nihilist individual establishes as his dictum the 

thesis Nihil sive Deus, that is, nothingness is absolute! Nihilism as 

a philosophical concept literally proclaims one truth which is supreme, 

"... that ultimately nothingness prevails and the world is meaningless.' 

20. Charles I. Glicksberg, Modern Literature and the Death 
of God (The Hague, 1966), p. 91. 

21. John Killinger, Hemingway and the Dark Gods (Lexington, 
1960), p. 15. 

22. Wesley Barnes, The Philosophy and Literature of Existen
tialism (New York, 1968), p. 48. 

23. Thielicke, p. 27. 
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This is the nihilistic despair felt by the nihilist as he complains against 

the Nothingness, or unknown. The constant confrontation with this 

Nothingness, "... expresses itself in anxiety, in horror vacui, a 

24 
dreadful feeling of being adrift, exposed, and helplessly abandoned. " 

In other words, the realization that the existence of the self is absurd 

effects a chronic feeling of anguish in the nihilist-prone individual and 

gives him a sense of insecurity. 

The power of negation is the great catalyst of the nihilistic 

mentality and, as such, is a leading element in present nihilistic lit

erature. The nihilist finds conditions in the established social organi

zation so deplorable that destruction is to him desirable for its own 

sake, independent of any constructive program. "Nihilism is not only 

despair and negation, but, above all, the desire to despair and to 

25 
negate. " In the nihilist's haste to destroy everything, he is also 

eager to destroy himself. "Negation is a refusal of existence. By 

means of it a being (or a way of being) is posited, then thrown back to 

M 2 6  
nothingness. 

This insistence upon negation leads to another nihilistic element, 

the element of death and suicide so prominent in the literature of 

24. Ibid., p. 169. 

25. Albert Camus, The Rebel, trans, from the French by 
Anthony Bower (New York, 1956), p. 58. 

26. Jean-Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness, trans, by Hazel 
E. Barnes (New York, 1956), p. 11. 
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nihilism. The desire for self-annihilation is a prime motivating factor 

for the confirmed nihilistic protagonist; for, through death, he can end 

his extreme feelings of Angst; his unavoidable anguished existence. 

The metaphysical malaise which he suffers leads him to the ultimate 

in negation, and, as a consequence, to suicide. A state of absolute 

nihilism in the individual results in acceptance of the idea of death and 

suicide, for man controls his own destiny in this way. In committing 

suicide the nihilist so affirms his own deistic nature and his triumph 

over life. "Thus nihilism, which means the separation of the world 

from its absolute relation to God, leads to the destruction of the 

27 
self. " Suicide, which is wholly acceptable to the nihilist of today, 

naturally leads to the extreme of fostering murder. Absolute negation 

is " . . . not consummated by suicide. It can be consummated by 

28 
absolute destruction, of oneself and of others. " Albert Camus has 

remarked in The Rebel that "... if our age admits with equanimity, 

that murder has its justifications, it is because of this indifference to 

29 
life which is the mark of nihilism." 

The nihilist finally comes to the conclusion that he is quite 

justified in perpetrating murder; it is a simple matter of indifference 

27. Thielicke, p. 115. 

28. Camus, p. 7. 

29. Camus, p. 6. 
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when he feels, from his negativistic point of view, that the victim is 

already predestined to death and condemned by absurdity to die. 

Nihilistic characters "... do not hesitate to murder and in this way 

deny the absolute value of life. In so doing they align themselves with 

30 
man's eternal enemy-death." Since the "... nihilist places no 

31 value on human life..." he is free to create his own value system 

and shape his final destiny by dictating the end of his earthly existence. 

This almost obsessive concern of the individual with murder and death 

finds its way into many modern prose works, especially those of 

Enrique Lafourcade. Man is presented as an animalistic creature who 

lashes out blindly at others, and, more often than not, destroys him

self in the process. 

The complete disintegration of fixed values or norms of conduct 

is an important component of the literary work saturated with nihilism. 

The protagonist is presented as a defeated representative of a thoroughly 

decadent milieu in which all established moral values of decency, once 

honored and held supreme, are debased and obliterated almost alto

gether. For this nihilistic individual there is absolutely no set system 

of values; he simply follows his own subjectivised desires in a quest 

which often leads to decadence. As a result, the nihilistic ambient of 

30. Herbert Hochberg, "Albert Camus and the Ethic of 
Absurdity," Ethics, vol. LXXV (January, 1965), p. 96. 

31. Payne, "Doctrine of Death, " p. 61. 
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the novel is replete with such repulsive aspects of life as human 

depravity, crime, carnal love, and violence, and really borders on a 

type of neo-naturalistic portrayal of man and his society. There is not 

an established value system in which the avowed nihilist can place his 

complete trust. The clash of values in contemporary society and the 

ever impending threat of certain destruction only offer this. defeated 

individual a nihilistic credo in which the loss of values holds a 

cherished position. 

This chapter has been concerned with examining briefly various 

outstanding elements of the nihilistic philosophy as they are manifested 

in literature. These assorted constituent elements of nihilism will be 

applied in later chapters to Lafourcade's characterizations and use of 

themes. Other incidental traits of nihilism will be pointed out as they 

form an integral part of the total nihilistic scheme of Lafourcade's 

works. 



CHAPTER 4 

FOCUS ON THE EXTRINSIC: THE VOGUE OF CRIOLLISMO 

Criollismo, as a general Latin American realistic trend in 

literature, did not become prominent until the end of the nineteenth 

century although, much earlier, writers had written in the criollista 

vein. Criollismo has rightly been called " ... la razon de ser de un 

mundo inconfundible, la inspiracion fundamental y obsesiva del alma 

de un continente y de su paisaje entranado; es el aliento cotidiano de 

un pueblo, su realidad espiritual. Es unidad telurica trascendente. 

Perhaps the first Chilean to call attention to the importance of 

emphasizing the literary treatment of Creole characters and back

ground was Jose Victorino Lastarria (1817-1888), who, in a speech 

delivered before La Sociedad Literaria de Chile in 1842, had said what 

the aims of the Chilean writer should be: "Fuerza es que seamos 

originates; tenemos en nuestra sociedad todos los elementos para 

serlo, para convertir nuestra literatura en la expresion autentica de 

2 
nuestra nacionalidad. " In other words, Lastarria is referring to a 

1. Lautaro Yankas, "Dilucidacion del criollismo," Atenea, 
vol. CXXI (June, 1955), p. 402. 

2. Milton Rossel, "Significacion y contenido del criollismo, " 
Atenea, vol. CXXI (June, 1955), p. 11. 

37 
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literature which springs from native fonts, "... para lo cual basta 

mirar en torno nuestro la naturaleza y las circunstancias humanas de 

3 
America. " Homero Castillo, in his critical study of criollismo, 

states that there is a very perceivable strain of criollismo throughout 

Chilean letters "... desde los tiempos de Jose Victorino Lastarria 

en cuyos relatos hay atisbos americanistas e intenciones nativistas 

4 bastante discernibles." Alberto Blest Gana (1830-1920) gave even 

greater maturity to criollismo and its depiction of Chilean life when he 

wrote the realistic novels Martin Rivas (1862), El ideal de un calavera 

(1863) and Durante la reconquista (1897). With the publication in 1912 

of Cuentos del Maule, by Mariano Latorre, criollismo really comes to 

the fore as a literary tendency of importance. Latorre is considered 

the leader of the Chilean regionalist school; and, in these assorted 

stories, he presents a careful documentation of man and his inevitable 

bonds with the land and sea. In many of Latorre1 s stories nature 

plays an active part as the central character and man. is relegated to a 

secondary role. In these tales, "... el protagonista efectivo esta 

compuesto por un conjunto de cerros, caminos, bosques, rios, casas 

y estrellas. Los hombres pasan por esos relatos como relampagos 

3. Ibid. 

4. Homero Castillo, El criollismo en la novelistica chilena 
(Mexico City, 1962), p. 30. 
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5 
mortecinos. " Latorre, in response to the question of why he was so 

determined to show man's constant subordination to nature, said "Mi 

intencion, al acercarme al mar, al campo, a las cordilleras de la 

costa y de los Andes, a las selvas del Sur, a la vida de las colonias 

alemanas de Quilaco y Puron, especialmente, y a los chilotes, fue la 

de interpretar la lucha del hombre de la tierra, del mar y de la selva 

0 
por crear civilizacion en territorios salvajes lejos de las ciudades." 

He goes on to say that "... este aspecto de inmediata lucha con el 

medio, siempre hostil (soledad, frio, hambre), es lo que da a este 

tipo de hombre un caracter original, tipico, epico. A veces el medio 

7 aplasta al hombre ..." Man's struggle against the unsurmountable 

forces of nature is often harsh and the human element is shown by 

Latorre to be weak indeed when pitted against the natural elements. In 

this sense, criollista literature attains a naturalistic cast in which man 

is shaped and ultimately destined by the determining forces of nature. 

It is interesting to note that since Latorre placed such concentration 

on the medium, he made no attempt to create characters with lasting 

universal significance; there is no profound psychological expose of his 

5. Raul Silva Castro, Historia critic a de la novela chilena 
(Madrid, 1960), p. 241. 

6. Mariano Latorre, "Algunas preguntas que no me han hecho 
sobre el criollismo, " Anales de la Universidad de Chile, No. 100 
(Santiago, 1955), p. 79. 

7. Ibid., p. 76. 
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protagonists. "Solo pudo describirlos exteriormente y eso quiza lo 

g 
logro con cierto rigor. " This vogue of criollismo, made so impor

tant in Chilean literature by Mariano Latorre, was to enjoy an active 

and prolonged life, especially outstanding during the period 1920 to 

1940. 9 

Criollismo is characterized mainly by the insistence of the 

writer upon portraying life in the rural areas; and he does so by 

describing in minute detail the customs, physical surroundings and 

rustic types which he encounters in the country. "El criollismo es la 

exaltacion de la tierra, el reflejo de lo chileno dent^o de un sentimiento 

popular. City life, on the other hand, rarely enters into the writ

ings of the criollista, for to him, the city seems to possess little 

which can properly be called authentically Chilean; it has been cor

rupted to a certain extent by outside influence and has turned away 

from traditions. The criollista delights in describing the lower class 

types as the so-called "salt of the earth." He very seldom concen

trates his attention on the upper class, for he finds it "... cosmopolita, 

8. Mariano Latorre, Mariano Latorre: Algunos de sus mejores 
cuentos, prologue by Manuel Rojas (Santiago, 1957), p. 13. 

9. Jaime Peralta, Cuentistas chilenos de la generacion de 
1950 (Madrid, 1963), p. 11. 

10. Mario Ferrero, "La prosa chilena del medio siglo, " 
Atenea, vol. CXXXI (July-September, 1959), p. 107. 
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sin color local .. . Luis Durand, one of the later Chilean expo

nents of the criollista movement, defines criollismo as " ... la 

creacion novelesca que se refiere a las costumbres y a la vida del 

12 
pueblo chileno en el campo. " In this sense the criollista is a true 

costumbrista. Not only does the criollista writer document local cus

toms, but he also presents in his works a true reproduction of the 

manner of speaking of regional types to authenticate further his por

trayal of the rural ambient. 

The human problems encountered by the typical criollista pro

tagonist are basically extrinsic, that is to say, they have more to do 

with such problems as survival and human relationships than with any 

intrinsic psychological problems which might affect his conduct. To a 

very great degree the characters are shown as individuals unable to be 

masters of their own fate. They are shaped mainly by their immediate 

physical environment, and in this regard, are victims of a naturalistic 

type milieu. 

Strains of criollista activity are far from absent in contempo

rary Chilean letters, for the writers have not wholly abandoned the 

reliance on giving a somewhat "photographic" picture of life in the 

1 1 .  H e r n a n  D i a z  A r r i e t a ,  Historia personal de la literatura 
chilena (Santiago, 1954), p. 16. 

12. Hernan Poblete Varas, "El cuento en Chile," Journal of 
Interamerican Studies, vol. VI (October, 1962), p. 465. 
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various regions of Chile. Ricardo Latcham has acutely observed that 

" . . .  l a s  p r o m o c i o n e s  m a s  r e c i e n t e s  n o  h a n  a b a n d o n a d o  l a s  r u t a s  

clasicas del criollismo sino que lo han superado con observaciones 

desconocidas antes y con la incorporacion de todos los aspectos 

13 negativos de la realidad ..." In the new generations of writers the 

description of rural types, customs and landscapes, is not an end in 

itself but "... hay el clamor febril, hay la acusacion violenta. La 

injusticia social es el leitmotiv de la mayoria de sus creaciones; el 

14 
proletariado es el gran personaje." 

Criollismo endeavors, in the final analysis, to describe in 

detail man in his relation to the various regions of Chile. As a regional 

literature which depicted principally rustic types, their various cus

toms and traditions, criollismo, at the height of its popularity, served 

an interesting purpose in that it provided an insight into the way the 

rural inhabitants struggled against the overwhelming forces of nature. 

Description of this character was mainly extrinsic; little psychological 

profundity was shown, although morality and moral implications are to 

be found in many of the criollista sketches. 

1 3 .  R i c a r d o  A .  L a t c h a m ,  " P e r s p e c t i v a s  d e  l a  l i t e r a t u r a  
hispanoamericana contemporanea: la novela, " Atenea, vol. CXXX 
(April-September, 1958), p. 307. 

14. Hernan Poblete Varas, "Novelistas de hoy, " Atenea, vol. 
CXXXII (July-September, 1960), p. 170. 
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This type of rural-oriented literature continues to enjoy great 

popularity in Chile, but its period of predominance is definitely past. 

New literary tendencies have taken its place which seek to expand the 

limits of the all too regional criollismo. "Los novelistas y cuen-

tistas chilenos sienten la necesidad de ir algo mas alia de los esbozos 

criollistas de Lastarria y Blest Gana, en cuyas obras no solo pre-

domina lo urbano sobre lo rural con tanta falta de contrapeso que bien 

se notan las preferencias de los autores por los m^dios que mejor 

15 
c o n o c i a n  . . . "  T h e  c o n t e m p o r a r y  w r i t e r s  a r e  d i v i d e d  a s  t o  t h e  

question of the actual validity of criollismo in Chilean letters. "Hay 

quienes . .. niegan toda importarlcia a esta tendencia y otros se limitan 

a sefialar su desintegracion frente a las necesidades mas exigentes de 

16 la actualidad." According to some contemporary critics, there are 

various vulnerable points in criollista literature. These have been 

enumerated as "(1) Que los escritores criollistas buscan sus temas en 

el bajo pueblo, especialmente en el campesino. (2) Que los criollistas 

han tornado lo accesorio por lo principal, dando desmedida importancia 

a lo pintoresco, al pintar y. describir minuciosamente las costumbres 

y el paisaje, y (3) Que no existe propiamente un pueblo chileno con 

1 5 .  H o m e r o  C a s t i l l o ,  " M a r i a n o  L a t o r r e  y  e l  c r i o l l i s m o ,  "  
Hispania, vol. XXXIX (December, 1956), p. 438. 

1 6 .  L a t c h a m ,  " P e r s p e c t i y a s .  .  .  ,  "  p .  3 0 7 .  
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17 caracteristicas bien difereneiadas. " Criollismo is considered by 

many of the younger writers as being somewhat superficial, without 

much literary justification. 

The contemporary Chilean novel, and indeed the Latin Ameri

can novel as a whole, is more concerned today with problems which 

affect man on a universal plane, not just those which happen to a back

woods huaso in some remote region of Chile. Chile no longer holds 

the interest of the reader just as a fragmented area of distinct regions, 

whose inhabitants are semi-savage; now the main interest lies in the 

everyday social and psychological problems of the individual cosmo

politan Chilean, without any regard to his geographical origin. In an 

effort to diminish the importance of nature upon man, Fernando Alegria 

has attempted to sum up the present status of the Latin American novel 

by stating that "... la novela hispanoamericana contemporanea es una 

novela de problemas donde el hombre--no ya el paisaje--ocupa el 

centro de nuestra atencion angustiosamente afanado en definir su 

18 
individualidad ... " The modern character creation is significant 

in that he usually suffers from the same psychological problems as 

any one of his counterparts, Chilean or otherwise. On this point, one 

1 7 .  R o s s e l ,  " S i g n i f i c a c i o n  . . .  ,  "  p .  1 8 .  

18. Fernando Alegria, "Una clasificacion de la novela con
temporanea, " in Ija novela iberoameri^ana, ed. Arturo Torres-
R i o s e c o  ( A l b u q u e r q u e ,  1 9 5 2 ) ,  p .  6 3 .  
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of the most devastating criticisms made thus far of the criollista 

movement, in general, is that "... el alma chilena-fpasiones,'senti-

mientos, ideas, sensaciones especificamente chilenos--no existe, ya 

19 
que el alma chilena es igual en cualquier punto del globo, " Even 

t h o u g h  t h e  c h a r a c t e r  i s  C h i l e a n  i n  n a t i o n a l i t y ,  h e  i s ,  i n  e f f e c t ,  " . . .  

20 
espejo de una realidad humana mas que de una realidad nacional ..." 

This is important, for in most of the prose fiction of Enrique Lafourcade 

this is precisely the case, the majority of his Chilean character types 

quickly transcend any nationalistic bounds and become universal types 

with definite problems approaching cosmic importance. 

Arturo Torres-Rioseco, in commenting on the modern Chilean 

novel and what it should strive to present, has this to say about 

criollismo as a literary movement: "Hemos malgastado mucho tiempo 

en la novela criolla, y no podemos mostrar al mundo una obra maestra 

en este genero. Chile es un pais de cultura claramente europea, y es 

en esta tradicion donde debemos buscar la expresion de nuestro 

21  
genio. " This is precisely what the Generation of 1950 in general, 

and Enrique Lafourcade in particular, present in the greater part of 

1 9 .  R o s s e l ,  " S i g n i f i c a c i o n  . . .  ,  "  p .  2 1 .  

2 0 .  P o b l e t e  V a r a s ,  " N o v e l i s t a s  .  .  .  ,  "  p .  1 7 2 .  

2 1 .  A r t u r o  T o r r e s - R i o s e c o ,  " L a  n o v e l a  c h i l e n a  c o n t e m p o r a -
nea, " Journal of Inter-American Studies, vol. VI (October, 1962), 
p .  5 1 6 .  
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their works; their literature^ is a cosmopolitan picture of the Chilean 

individual in his various circumstances. Now the problem of the 

Chilean is not localized in any one particular regional setting; he is 

beset with problems which go beyond any encountered in a typically 

criollista atmosphere. Most Chileans today, be they novelistic crea

tions or men of flesh and blood, are quite cognizant of a world which 

is in constant crisis, "... un mundo en transicion, donde todo aparece 

trastornado por insolubles contradicciones, en una lucha desesperada 

para sobrevivir bajo la amenaza de catastrofes universales, que, 

inclusive, ponen en peligro la existencia misma de la humanidad 

- .22  
entera. 

The modern Chilean writer is no longer content with focusing 

his novelistic attention on isolated human problems that affect only a 

particular segment of his countrymen. "El narrador de nuestros dias 

describe el individuo desde dentro y desde una perspectiva subjetiva, 

amplia el campo de su mirada abarcando lo exterior en terminos de 

la vision personal del protagonista, revelando de esta su acostumbrada 

23 
carencia de logica y racionalismo. " He attempts to clarify on a 

larger scale "... los grandes problemas de la ontologia y la 

2 2 .  Y e r k o  M o r e t i c ,  " E l  r e a l i s m o  y  e l  r e l a t o  c h i l e n o ,  "  i n  E l  
n u e v o  c u e n t o  r e a l i s t a  c h i l e n o  ( S a n t i a g o ,  1 9 6 2 ) ,  p p .  4 5 - 4 6 .  

2 3 .  I v a n  A .  S c h u l m a n ,  " L a  n o v e l a  y  l a  n u e v a  t e c n i c a ,  "  i n  
C o l o q u i o  s o b r e  l a  n o v e l a  h i s p a n o a m e r i c a n a  ( M e x i c o ,  1 9 6 7 ) ,  p .  2 6 .  
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24 metafisica, el ser, la angustia, la nada ..." The modern Chilean 

novel differs greatly from the previous criollista novel in that it pos

sesses "... un tejido psicologico mas rico, un estilo mas delicada-

25 mente elaborado ... " 

The recent Chilean novel, and especially the novel produced by 

such novelists as Enrique Lafourcade, deals to a great extent with 

sociological problems and the omnipresent nihilism which is presently 

diffused throughout all aspects of modern society. Man is shown to be 

an individual at odds with his society, a society which demands of him 

a certain social responsibility which he cannot, or simply will not, 

provide. His whole system of values has become confused, and he is 

prone to support and even defend the most repulsive values imaginable; 

and, in so doing, he adds to the total corruption and decadence of his 

nihilistic society. 

2 4 .  E n r i q u e  L a f o u r c a d e ,  " L a  n u e v a  l i t e r a t u r a  c h i l e n a ,  "  
Cuadernos Americanos, vol. XXI (July-August, 1962), p. 249. 

2 5 .  P o b l e t e  V a r a s ,  " N o v e l i s t a s  .  .  .  ,  "  p .  1 7 4 .  



CHAPTER 5 

FOCUS ON THE INTRINSIC: ENRIQUE LAFOURCADE 

AND THE GENERATION OF 1950 

Criollismo, with its exaggerated emphasis on a regional type 

literature, had enjoyed its apogee during the first half of this century. 

Now new literary tendencies were conceived which sought the investi

gation of new facets of life and reality. This new literary endeavor 

reached a head in the summer of 1958, when a group of writers met in 

conference at Chilian, Chile. This meeting, which was designated the 

"Segundo Encuentro de Escritores, " convened from July 19 to July 24, 

to discuss the progress and present state of Chilean letters. Out of 

this conference came a declaration of renovating character. These 

writers recognized the need to supplant the local with the universal 

and to repudiate once and for all the earlier trend of criollismo. The 

artists who took part in this literary discussion spoke of a spontaneous 

new group which was comprised of a number of young Chilean writers 

who had certain literary goals in common and who were producing 

their works around the year 1950. Enrique Laf our cade had previously 

discussed this new generation of writers in the prologue to his collec

tion of short stories, Antologia del nuevo cuento chileno, published in 

48 
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1954. * In a subsequent conference which he gave in the Sala America 

de la Biblioteca Nacional de Santiago in 1956, Lafourcade spoke of a 

definite generation which he preferred to designate as the "Generation 

2 
of 1950. " In an article published in El Mercurio of Santiago in 

December, 1958, Lafourcade, in speaking of the present generation of 

writers, enumerated the following aspects as the most important in 

characterizing the group as a whole: " ..el florecimiento de una 

narrativa psicologica de especulacion espiritual, con situaciones 

3 
menores de origen urbano. " Ricardo Latcham, who has studied many-

aspects of Chilean prose fiction, has pointed out the distinct genera

tions which lead up to this new generation. He perhaps divides up too 

conveniently the various groups of writers into generations which 

correspond to decades: "Generacion de 1900, Criollista; Segunda 

generacion criollista la de 1910 (Pedro Prado, Mariano Latorre); 

Generacion de 1930 (Grupo Indice); Generacion neocriollista de 1940; 

. .. y por ultimo, la naciente Generacion de 1950, cuyo enfasis se 

4 
percibe mejor en la novela y en el relato corto. " 

1. Santiago, 1954, pp. 13-18. 

2. Enrique Lafourcade, "La nueva literatura chilena, " 
Cuadernos Americanos, vol. XXI (July-August, 1962), p. 242. 

3. Enrique Lafourcade, "Literatura chilena actual, "El 
Mercurio (December 21, 1958), p. 2. 

4. Ricardo Latcham, "Sobre la llamada Generacion literaria 
de 1950, " La Nacion (August 24, 1959), p. 19. 
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This new Generation of 1950, composed of some twenty-five 

5 
main writers, possesses, according to the leader of the Generation, 

Enrique Lafourcade, certain distinguishing characteristics. These he 

specifies as: 

1. Es una generacion individualist a y hermetica. 
2. Pretenden concebir la literatura por la 

literatura, por lo que ella misma significa como 
hecho estetico, desentendiendose de llamados, 
mensajes, reivindicaciones. 

3. Es una generacion culturalmente mas amplia que 
las anteriores. 

4. Es una generacion abierta, sensible e inteligente. 
Todos los escritores que la integran conocen a 
fondo, o estan en trance de conocer, la literatura 
contemporanea y la problematica fundamental de esa 
literatura. 

5. Es una generacion antirrevolucionaria. 
6. Es, en consecuencia, una generacion vocacionalmente 

comprometida. g 
7. Pretende ser una generacion deshumanizada. 

Ricardo Latcham adds to this list the fact that the Generation of 1950 

7 
as a whole is n ... morbosa, critica, inconformista, y algo erotica. " 

However radically inclined they might be to present the shadier 

5. Enrique Lafourcade, prologue to Antologla del nuevo cuento 
chileno (Santiago, 1954), pp. 15-16. In the Generation of 1950 Enrique 
Lafourcade placed the following writers: Guillermo Blanoo, Armando 
Cassxgoli, Alfonso Echeverria, Mario Espinosa, Claudio Giaconi, 
Cesar Ricardo Guerra, Jaime Laso, Enrique Molleto, Eugenio Guzman, 
Enrique Lihn, Maria Eugenia Sanhueza, Pablo Garcia, Efubert Miiller, 
Jorge Edwards, Felix Emerich, Gloria Montaldo, Margarita Aguirre, 
Luis Alberto Heiremans, Yolanda Gutierrez, Jose Donoso, Pilar 
Larrain, Fernando Balmaceda, Maria Elena Gertner and Alberto Rubio. 

6. Ibid., pp. 14-17. 

7. Latcham, "Sobre la llamada . .  . ,  "  p .  19. 
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aspects of life, the members of the Generation of 1950 were readily 

accepted by many established literati. These older writers recog

nized the Generation for what it openly professed to be, a new group 

of literary artists who possessed certain renovating traits in common 

and who were attempting to change dramatically the face of Chilean 

prose fiction. In a very general sense, this new generation, accord

ing to Lafourcade, "... tiende a una literatura de desplazamiento 

universal, con problematica fundada en la experiencia burguesa, con 

solucionar dentro de distintas posturas esteticas, ya psicologicas, ya 

8 
realistas, ya alegoricas." 

Jose Ortega y Gasset, in his monumental work, El tema de 

nuestro tiempo comments on the phenomenon of "generations" in 

literature: " ... cada generacion representa una cierta actitud vital, 

desde la cual se siente la existencia de una manera determinada .... 

Cada pulsacion tiene una fisonomia peculiar, unica, es un latido 

impermutable en la serie del pulso, como lo es cada nota en el 

9 
desarrollo de una melodia. " He goes on to say that "... una genera

cion es una variedad humana. Los miembros de ella vienen al mundo 

dotados de ciertos caracteres tipicos, que les prestan una fisonomia 

8. Lafourcade, "La nueva ... , "p. 254. 

9. Jose Ortega y Gasset, El tema de nuestro tiempo, in 
Obras completas, vol. Ill (Madrid, 1947), p, 8. 
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conuin, diferenciandolos de la generacion anterior."*^ This definition 

of "generation" is quite elucidating, for this new generation of Chilean 

writers is indeed in agreement upon the need for a new sensibility in 

Chilean letters, the need to explore heretofore unexplored areas of 

novelistic wealth. 

The new generation of writers, while receiving the accolades 

of many contemporary authors, nevertheless, evoked the criticism of 

others. In 1959, a heated polemic erupted between those writers who 

recognized the idea of a "Generation of 1950" and those who eagerly 

sought to invalidate the existence of any such renovating element. 

The polemic began in 1959 when a journalist condemned, in a critical 

newspaper article,this new group of young writers. Although he 

reluctantly recognized their passing value to Chilean literature, he 

continued to judge them from his overtly orthodox viewpoint in noting 

that: 

En todos ellos (Jose Donoso, Claudio Giaconi y 
Enrique Lafourcade) por encima de sus diversas 
caracteristicas personales, hay una serie de 
marcados elementos comunes: filosofia subyacente 
o manifiesta de la desesperanza; ambiente pagano, 
materialista, a veces de abyecta sQrdidez; predilec-
cion por las miserias humanas (ebrios, delincuentes, 
meretrices, afeminados) y afan realista que se 
solaza en las escenas chocantes y las palabras 

11  procaces. 

10. Ibid., p. 147. 

11. Jaime Peralta, Cuentistas chilqnos de la generaci6n de 
1950 (Madrid, 1963), pp. 22-23. 
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Aside from feeling that the Generation delighted in base depictions of 

perversion and decadence, this journalist condemned these writers 

and said that their literary creations were based mainly upon "... 

12 
una filosofia desastre. " He further asserted that the present social 

situation in Chile was not really that bad, at least not bad enough to 

conceive literature which was only "... un morbo iniciativo y 

13 
decadente--una literatura materialista; sombria y desesperanzada. " 

The strongest criticism leveled against these new writers is that they 

seek a universality in evil, in despair, in anguish, and, to expose 

these sordid moments, they resort to cruel and disgusting language. 

Almost immediately, the polemic spread in which staunch 

advocates and avowed critics of the Generation discussed the literary 

validity of the group, both in radio discussions and in university 

literary circles. After the polemic had eventually subsided and its 

attendant discussions had finally ended, there could be little doubt in 

anyone's mind that the Generation of 1950, was, in effect, an affirmed 

reality. It was agreed that the writers of this group did offer to the 

literary world prose fiction with a new approach, a new sensibility 

which was in harmony with the unsettled present literary "crisis" so 

12. Ibid. 

13. Ibid. 
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14 
often referred to in contemporary Chilean literature. The Genera

tion was definitely iconoclastic, no longer content to be restrained 

within the traditional regionalistic bounds of literature. Enrique 

Lafourcade has observed that the young Chilean writers who make up 

the Generation of 1950 possess " ... el valor de escapar de las 

clausuras de escuelas, doctrinas, o ideologias paralizantes (y) se 

entrega (n) a una experimentacion tecnica, intelectual, sin perdida de 

altura lirica. 

The literary raison d'etre of this new generation is extremely 

significant. Nihilism comes of age as a prime motivating element in 

the novelistic characters of this generation, manifesting itself mainly 

as a result of a general tendency growing out of man's utter discontent 

with his contemporary situation, seeking ultimately to negate his 

higher instincts and motivations. These new writers emphasize 

emphatically the need to probe deeper into the underlying weaknesses 

and faults of the present social milieu in Chile, exposing the abject 

nihilistic undercurrents which abound in their contemporary society. 

14. This idea of a "crisis" has been examined in detail by 
Juan Loveluck in his article "Crises y renovacion en la novela de 
hispanoamerica, " in Coloquio sobre la novela hispanoamericana 
(Mexico, 1967). He defines the crisis as " . .. un momento de signo 
positivo--en cuanto despertar a ciertas evidencias--un amplio 
estado de toma de conciencia, de revision y de proposicion de nuevos 
caminos, que dejaron de ser los comunmente recorridos, "p. 121. 

15. Enrique Lafourcade, "La virtud de los herejes, " El 
Diario Ilustrado de Santiago (March 13, 1959), n.p. 
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As an indictment of degenerate social conditions, the fundamental 

attitude of this generation "... tiende ahora a expresar el desagrado 

frente a los aspectos s6rdidos o vulgares de un mundo en que el 

escritor se siente incdmodo, pero cuyos problemas no es capaz de 

16 
solucionar. " The attitude of desperation, of utter nihilistic thought, 

is not confined solely to the Generation of 1950, for Lafourcade him

self has affirmed that the same general attempts at thematic renovation 

and the concentrated emphasis on present adverse social conditions 

have taken place in concomitant, generations in both Uruguay and 

17 Argentina. Hernan Poblete Varas has even commented on the rather 

close affinity which the younger Chilean writers seem to have with the 

Generation of 1950 in their " ... espiritu cosmopolita, su cultura, y 

espiritualidad y por la actitud entre esc^pticaeironicacon que enfren-

tan la existencia. 

The so-called "crisis" in the contemporary Latin American 

novel was exemplified by the Generation of 1950 in their endeavors for 

change. A completely new approach was deemed necessary, not only 

in novelistic theme, but also in characterization and style. It was 

16. Ricardo Latcham, "Perspectivas de la literatura hispano-
americana contemporanea: la novela, " Atenea, vol. CXXXII (April-
September, 1958), p. 306. 

17. Lafourcade, "La nueva .. ., " p. 254. 

18. Hernan Poblete Varas, "El cuento en Chile, " Journal of 
Interamerican Studies, vol. VI (October, 1962), p. 475. 
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imperative that the new Chilean prose reflect the more important con

temporary problems of mankind, concentrating on the Chilean in 

particular but, at the same time, reflecting themes of universal im

portance. 

El planteo de la crisis de la novela llevo a los nuevos 
autores, surgidos en torno a 1950, a la comprobacion 
de que las formulas narrativas en uso habian perdido 
lo principal de su vigencia. Era necesario, asimismo, 
una revision y sustitucion de mitos que consonaran con 
nuevos sistemas de vida, con apetencias espirituales 
tambien nuevas y con las apelaciones caracteristicas 
de la sensibilidad moderna . . . 

Ivan Schulman has stressed the need for a new direction in Chilean 

prose fiction, a prose which, by design, is contemporary in spirit. 

En la sociedad en que el destino del hombre no puede 
medirse en terminos objetivos o esquematicos, como 
en la que vio el nacimiento de la novela criolla, y, en 
una epoca en que la angustia individual es sintomatica 
y simbolica de una sociedad agonica, las nuevas e ~ 
innovadores tecnicas narrativas son casi imprescin-
dibles. 20 

The various members of the Generation of 1950 concentrate 

mainly on exposing malignant social conditions and on exploring the 

human psyche. "La injusticia social es el leitmotiv de la mayoria de 

, .21  
sus creaciones; el proletariado es el gran personaje ... Now it is 

19. Loveluck, "Crisis y . . ., " p. 13. 

20. Ivan A. Schulman, "La novela y la nueva tecnica, " in 
Coloquio sobre la novela hispanoamericana (Mexico, 1967), p. 25. 

21. Hernan Poblete Varas, "Novelistas de hoy, " Atenea, vol. 
CXXXII (July-September, 1960), p. 170. 
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not the overwhelming influence of nature upon man which holds the 

center of the narrative, but base sociological conditions. The localized 

problems which constantly plagued the rural inhabitant and which, were 

described in such minute detail by the criollistas, are summarily 

rejected by these writers, since they find more relevant problems 

22 
existent in the urban environment. Their vision of Chile becomes, 

in effect, 

Una vision mucho mas estrecha, extraida de la 
observacion de determinados medios sociales 
bastante proximo s a los artistas. De esto puede 
deducirse que si el criollismo fue en lo fundamental 
una resultante de las idiosincrasias del Valle 
Central, la Generacion de 1950 reducira aun mas 
estos limites para hacer de su posicion literaria un 
fenomeno exclusivamente capitalino. ̂ 3 

There is also a strong attempt by these new writers to fill the 

psychological vacuum created in part by the criollista novel. They 

accomplish this by presenting each character, not as a simple exten

sion of his immediate natural environment, but as a creature endowed 

with multifarious psychological complexities. Often the principal 

characters in their novels and short stories are no more than young 

people like the writers themselves, "... naufragos de la crisis con-

24 
temporanea que se debaten en angustias psicologicas y morales ... " 

22. Fernando Alegria, "Estilos de novelar o estilos de vivir, " 
in Coloquio sobre la novela hispanoamericana (Mexico, 1967), p. 143. 

23. Peralta, p. 18. 

24. Ibid.,  p. 19. 
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It is the proletariat that really occupies the principal role in these 

prose works. The proletariat, as visualized by the writer of this 

generation, no longer possesses the over-simplified nature of his 

criollista counterpart; instead, this class is quite vivified " ... no a 

la manera de Martin Rivas--el heroe provinciano, que llega, sufre, y 

25 
triunfa--sino como un sujeto de auto-analisis. " This individual is 

chosen, more often than not, as a representative member of his society 

as a whole, whose psychological traumas come about as an inevitable 

result of his existence in a social environment saturated with strong 

nihilistic influences. 

A frequent theme of these writers, which recurs constantly 

throughout their works, is the theme of the loss of established values, 

a major nihilistic component of present-day society. They seem to be 

acutely aware of " .. . la ausencia de perspectivas, la desorientacion 

vital, la desvalorizacion del trabajo, de los afectos (el matrimonio 

siempre aparece en quiebra total) de las organizaciones, de la politica, 

2 6 
de todos los 'valores' en fin. " Through the medium of their works, 

they succeed in showing "... la dura verdad del derrumbamiento 

moral, la falacia de los 'valores' en vigencia, la mentira de las 

25. Poblete Varas, p. 474. 

26. Yerko Moretic, "El realismo y el relato chileno, " in El 
nuevo cuento realista chilena (Santiago, 1962), pp. 51-52. 
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banderas y los partidos, la falsedad en que se fundaban las normas de 

27 conveniencia social . .. . " 

The interpretation of reality which the Generation of 1950 

represents so completely in their prose works is one which encom

passes both the physical and mental activities of man. Their concen

tration is based upon a thorough investigation of reality, not only on 

an exterior plane, but reality "... en sus mutiples aspectos onto-

logicos, metafisicos, religiosos, psicologicos, sociologicos, este-

28 
ticos. " The essence of existence in the contemporary nihilistic 

world is interpreted and illustrated by these writers in terms of what 

effect that existence has on the intrinsic psychological' composition of 

their protagonists. Their purpose is evidently to examine and explain 

"... no ya tan solo los grandes problemas de la ontologia y la meta-

fisica, el ser, la angustia, la nada, sino aquella familia de relaciones 

29 sutiles entre hombre y circunstancia, entre yo profundo y ambito." 

There are basically two main facets to the renovation in letters 

proposed by the Generation of 1950, one, "... un sistematico rechazo 

de lo nacional entendido a la manera criollista; por otro, una adhesion 

27. Ibid., p. 45. 

28. Lafourcade, "La nueva . . . , " p. 249. 

29. Ibid. 
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30 a la problematica y estructuras de la moderna novela europea. " 

From their cosmopolitan point of view they concur on the importance 

of interpreting the position of the individual Chilean, not only in his 

immediate relation to his own society, but, in a wider sense, in his 

relation to mankind as a whole. What are the metaphysical and onto-

logical problems which man in general suffers? "Se pretende llegar 

a lo universal por el camino del cosmopolitismo, de la moda burguesa, 

31 
de la vision turistica. " Their interpretation of the modern Chilean 

psyche focuses upon " ... lo antropologico, en su perspectiva 

espiritual metafisica, antes que cientifica o historica .. . and leads 

to a greater comprehension of his contemporary psychological dilem

mas. The works of the writers of this generation, lend themselves to 

myriad reflections upon philosophical and theological questions which 

continue to perturb modern man. In this sense, their prose creations 

are a very germane commentary on the present psychic state of man. 

Criollismo, which had previously emphasized rather emphat

ically the extrinsic; man's complete dependence upon his natural 

30. Eduardo Godoy Gallardo, "Enrique Lafourcade, Invencion 
a dos voces, " Eevista Iberoamericana, vol. XXX (July-December, 
1964), p. 337. 

31. Mario Ferrero, "Solo buenos y malos, " Las ultimas 
noticias (Santiago, July 2, 1960), n. p. 

32. Lafourcade, "Lanueva .. . , " p. 255. 
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environment, now succumbs to a type of fiction which concerns itself 

mainly with the inner life of man, his intrinsic psychological processes 

and his resultant actions within society. Enrique Lafourcade's 

reliance upon such an intrinsically oriented literature leads him to 

stress firmly the nihilistic mode in his prose fiction. With this point 

firmly in mind, the following chapters will explore in more detail 

Lafourcade's portrayal of protagonists who exhibit definite nihilistic 

characteristics. 



CHAPTER 6 

NIHILISTIC CHARACTERIZATION: THE ALIENATED INDIVIDUAL 

One very significant aspect of the characters created by 

Enrique Lafourcade is that the majority of them are hopelessly af

flicted with the nihilistic trait of alienation or disaffiliation. * That 

alienation plays a very important role in the delineation of his nihilistic 

characterizations is clearly evidenced by the fact that alienated indi

viduals are omnipresent throughout Lafourcade's prose fiction, from 

his earliest novel, El libro de Kareen (1950), to his latest, Frecuencia 

modulada (1968). A multitude of characters, both major and minor, 

are stricken with this particular nihilistic malady, which tends to 

shape and dominate to a large extent their total portrayal. In an 

attempt to define himself and relate to others, the Lafourcadian hero 

is tragically defeated, for he exists within acosmic atmosphere which 

1. Erich Fromm explores the implications that freedom has 
upon modern man's actions and how that freedom implies a certain 
degree of alienation. His statement on the meaning of freedom for 
the individual is germane to a complete discussion of Lafourcade's 
alienated heroes: "... freedom has a twofold meaning for modern 
man: that he has been freed from traditional authorities and has be
come an 'individual, ' but at the same time he has become isolated, 
powerless, and an instrument of purposes outside of himself, alienated 
from himself and others." Escape from Freedom (New York, 1941), 
p. 270. 
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is totally oblivious to his human pleadings for alliance and love. As a 

result of his continuing failure to achieve a meaningful relationship 

with those with whom he comes in contact, he is thrown into a state of 

deep despair and neuroticism.from which there is no escape. M. 

Cabaleiro Goas considers the despairing and anguished state of mind a 

common malady of the individual who exists in this modern age: "Se 

habla hoy tanto de la angustia porque la angustia es un sentimiento 

casi permanente en la vida de los hombres a quienes nos ha corres-

2 
pondido existir en esta etapa del siglo XX." To plead his woeful 

situation, the alienated individual pours forth a seemingly endless 

monologue which reflects his anguish and grief. He is unable, due 

either to psychological or sociological causes, to transcend his sub-

jectivised self and relate to others. His nihilism also results from 

total immersion in an uncomprehending universe which remains 

essentially cold to any attempts at reconciliation. 

For convenience in analyzing this important segment of the 

nihilistic individual as it is shown in the Lafourcadian characteriza

tions, main personages are presented in chronological order as they 

appear in each of Lafourcade's works of prose fiction. Only major 

exponents of this nihilistic trait will be examined in detail; however, 

other influencing characters who are also alienated will be mentioned. 

2. M. Cabaleiro Goas, "La angustia del hombre de hoy, " 
Papeles de Son Armadans, vol. XXXII (January, 1964), p. 11. 
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Corollary textual documentation will be interspersed in firm support 

of interpretative statements concerning each personage, and other 

critical evidence will be utilized frequently to further elucidate the 

depiction of alienation. 

The unnamed protagonist/narrator of the short poetic novel El 

libro de Kareen transmits to the reader his inner feelings of abject 

aloneness and anguish through the medium of an interior monologue. 

Having observed an attractive young woman in the park one day, the 

narrator becomes quickly infatuated with the idea of having her for his 

lover. He finds out from a little girl who sometimes accompanies the 

woman that her name is Kareen. From that day forth, he continues to 

wait in the park and watch Kareen as she strolls through, all the while 

his hidden desires to become acquainted with her increase. His 

thoughts of unbridled anxiety while waiting indicate the depth to which 

he was needful of her presence: "Horrible espera. Pero todo, 

cualquiera certeza aun la de que no vendria, era mejor que esperar. 

3 
Y en esa espera, desesperar. " 

His endless monologue is one in which he searches his own 

soul for the true meaning of love, so that he will be able to communi

cate that love to Kareen. After some hesitation, he finally becomes 

acquainted with her but still feels awkward and uneasy when forced 

3. Enrique Lafourcade, El libro de Kareen (Santiago, 1950), 
p. 21. 
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into talking to her. Communication is difficult. In a concentrated 

effort to be with her as much as he can, the protagonist waits for 

Kareen everywhere she goes, and his constant presence causes a cer

tain uneasiness in Kareen. His narration illustrates the anguish he 

feels when his presence betrays his vital need for love and affiliation. 

"•jUd! jUd! aqui,'me dijiste. Palabras de bienvenida, pero de sorpresa 

y confusion. Entonces comprendi. No compartes esa violenta 

4 necesidad de verte, ese impulso que me hizo esperar ... . " For 

some time after their initial meeting, the narrator found it difficult to 

relate himself to Kareen; and, with some temerity, he sadly announced 

to her: "Hablamos precipitadamente cual si conocieramos lo pro-

visorio de ese momento. Y como hablamos de ese modo, casi con 

5 
angustia, no podemos comunicarnos nada. " The very thought of 

exteriorizing his profound feelings, of communicating with another 

human being, leaves the protagonist in a state of complete anguish and 

uncomprehending mental confusion. "^Como puedo explicar ese temor 

que me acomete en tu presencia? Es desconfianza. Es la sensacion 

de ser tan vulnerable a la burla. En instantes parecidos es cuando he 

g 
experimentado mi debilidad." His communicative efforts seem to be 

hampered by his ever present feelings of insecurity and anxiety. 

4. Ibid., p. 23. 

5. Ibid., p. 25. 

6. Ibid.,  p. 32. 
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Even the very existence of Kareen effects, in the protagonist an 

extreme sense of Angst by realizing that his love for her can never be 

consummated. The feelings which he experiences of insecurity also 

add to his acute sense of total failure and abandonment. "Existen 

instantes ... en que mi amor era mas grande, mas urgente .. . mas 

7 
conmovedora mi soledad. " Her unquestioned acceptance of his affec

tions can be the only relief for his continuing aloneness. On one 

occasion, while listening to one of the Brandenburg concertos, he 

lapses into a sudden state of despair and exclaims: " j Como me ha 

g 
dolido su existencia!" Abandonment and its accompanying anguish 

have caused the protagonist to regret knowing that Kareen exists. 

Without close communication with her, he turns into a neurotic (a 

common nihilistic state) and harbors a hidden desire to erase her 

existence from his mind. "Un dxa comunique que tu no tenlas existen

cia real ... . Dude un instante, pero no pude evitar este pensa-

9 
miento. " He is really no better off psychologically as a result of 

acknowledging her existence, and exclaims in bitter retribution for 

her amorous rebuff: " j Cuanto me pesaba tu existencia! 

7. Ibid., p. 50. 

8. Ibid., p. 35. 

9. Ibid., p. 27. 

10. Ibid.,  p. 49. 
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When the protagonist comes to find out, quite by accident, that 

Kareen has moved from her home without even bothering to inform him, 

his fear of isolation is heightened even more: "jlmposible comunicarte 

este temor ya que al oirte, toda la angustia--que en el fondo debiase a 

la posibilidad de que no estuvieses, de oir una voz, 'Kareen se ha 

marchado y no sabemos adonde ni cuando pueda regresar; desa-

p a r e c i a j A s  f u r t h e r  e v i d e n c e  o f  h i s  s u f f e r i n g  a n d  b i t t e r  a n g u i s h  a t  

being so alienated from Kareen1 s attentions, he offers up a plaint to 

her in the form of an accusation, "Nunca hablas aceptado el sufrimiento 

12 humano como la manera mas profunda de vivir" (as he had constantly 

done). 

Virtually devoid of all exterior action, El libro de Kareen 

focuses its attention on the inner anguish and suffering caused when 

the narrator seeks in vain some form of outward amorous affiliation 

with Kareen. His disturbed psychological state is exhibited to the 

reader as a perpetual request, a crying out for acceptance and under

standing. Confused and plunged into an abyss of estrangement, he 

repeats again and again his constant need for love and association: 

" ... si mis deseos eran mas o menos confusos, mas o menos pro-

visorios, habia uno que mantenla identico: no sentirme abandonado, 

11. Ibjd., p. 47. 

12. Ibid.,  p. 42. 
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13 
solo en el mundo. " His ultimate failure to achieve an enduring 

relationship with Kareen is echoed in his repeated tragic request: 

14 
" . . .  q u e  n o  m e  a b a n d o n e .  "  T h e  n i h i l i s t i c  d e s p a i r  c a u s e d  b y  t h e  

alienation of this compassionate individual is a grim foreshadowing of 

things to come, for this particular character ingredient is repeated 

constantly in subsequent Lafourcadian personalities. 

Aurelio de Arze, the tortured protagonist of Pena de muerte 

(1952), is a supreme study in nihilistic alienation. He is character

ized as a pathetic individual who is simply "out of touch" with the 

normal everyday world about him and who, forced into an inevitable 

conflict with the surrounding social and cultural milieu, remains 

thoroughly uncomprehending. In his ineffective attempts at self-

definition, he succeeds in alienating himself from those who happen to 

touch his life. He wants and needs to be understood by others, to have 

some comradeship in life, but his better intentions to establish lasting 

relationships deteriorate and doom him to eventual failure. Part of 

Aurelio's shortcoming in life is due to his refusal to actively engage 

in anything with genuine interest, as do his companions. He is pic

tured as an extremely sensitive individual, prone to frequent attacks 

of nausea and afraid of any real commitment to people or ideals. His 

13. Ibid., p. 78. 

14. Ibid.,  p^ 79. 
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whole problem may be summed up by the descriptive statement: 

15 
" . . .  p a d e c e  d e  v i v i r . "  A u r e l i o  i s  s u m m a r i l y  d e s c r i b e d  a s  "  .  . .  

un ser desequilibrado y dolorido; hambriento, sobre todo, de un poco 

16 
de fraternidad, " His shallow friendship with various seashore 

acquaintances is not really a permanent nor profound one; nevertheless, 

Aurelio continues to cling to them for companionship. He cannot 

stand the thought of being alone, not even for a minute; and when his 

companions are suddenly called away, he hurriedly inquires of them, 

"^Me dejan?--les preguntd con voz angustiada. Tenia miedo de que 

le dejaran. Necesitaba la compaftia, la proximidad del hombre, de 

17 
sus semejantes. Le producia verdadero panico el estar solo." 

The need to define himself and to authenticate his real identity 

in a nihilistic world with which he feels little real affinity, depends to 

a great extent on his successfully relating himself to his. immediate 

associates. All attempts at communication end in failure for Aurelio 

and " . . .  jamas encuentra  comprension en ninguno de  los  seres  con 

18 
quienes conmueve. " In one desperate instance of estrangement, he 

15 .  Enrique Lafourcade,  Pena de muerte (Santiago, 1952). 
Editorial comment inside front cover. 

16 .  Ibid., prologue by Benjamin Subercaseaux, p. 13. 

17 .  Ibid., p. 29. 

18 .  Eduardo Godoy Gal lardo,  "Enrique Lafourcade,  Invencion 
a dos voces, " Revista Iberoamericana, vol. XXX (July-December, 
1964) ,  p .  337.  
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walks terribly alone and dejected along the beach when suddenly he 

feels a hand reach out and touch him on the shoulder. He mentally 

savors this physical contact with another person, as it gives him a 

sense of superficial affiliation and communication. It turns out to be 

Orlando, another common seadog who becomes Aurelio's friend and 

constant companion. In a determined effort to effect Aurelio's suc

cessful integration into the lascivious life of the port, Orlando takes 

him to visit the numerous bars and houses of prostitution abounding 

along the beaches. Aurelio readily accepts Orlando's gratuitous tute

lage into the life of sensual pleasures which these seafaring people 

enjoy. While Aurelio attempts, in all sincerity, to become an active 

part of this riotous way of life, he is still a tragic disaffiliate, not 

entirely certain of the real meaning of his existence. He slowly comes 

to a total awareness of his basic problem of alienation through clumsy 

outward attempts to relate himself to those about him. 

Part of Aurelio's problem of disassociation stems from his 

innate feelings of insecurity. He is portrayed throughout the novel as 

an extremely weak-willed individual who commands little, if any, 

respect from others. As a result, he really has little respect for him

self. Aurelio de Arze's alienated state is quite similar to that of the 

estranged individual described in detail by Erich Fromm: 

An individual may be alone in a physical sense 
for many years and yet he may be related to ideas, 
values, or at least social patterns that give him a 
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feeling of communion and 'belonging. 1 On the other 
hand, he may live among people and yet be overcome 
with an utter feeling of isolation, the outcome of 
which, if it transcends a; certain limit, is the state 
of insanity which schizophrenic disturbances represent. 
This lack of relatedness to values, symbols, patterns, 
we may call moral aloneness and state that moral 
aloneness is as intolerable as physical aloneness. ̂  

In one instance Aurelio and Orlando enter a beachside cafe for 

some liquid refreshment. After enjoying several drinks Aurelio turns 

to the motley group of sailors and fishermen assembled there and 

awkwardly offers a greeting to them in the form of a toast. Receiving 

absolutely no response from those engaged in the liquid revelry, 

Aurelio is visibly shaken at his failure to evoke the attention of others. 

"Nadie respondio . . . una violenta angustia empezo a crecer, a 

2 0 acumularse en su pecho. " The extreme anguish which he then feels 

is juxtaposed to his perpetual failure to establish meaningful contacts 

with others. Aurelio de Arze's state of loneliness may be further 

elucidated by examining Clark Moustakas cogent comments on lone

liness: "... the person experiences loneliness in a vague and 

indifferentiated form--the loneliness anxiety of feeling alone even in a 

crowd, of talking incessantly with others while not saying anything 

i.21 meaningful or productive, 

19 .  Fromm, Escape from Freedom, p. 19. 

20 .  Lafourcade,  Pena . . . , p. 57. 

21 .  Clark Moustakas ,  Loneliness (New York, 1961), p, 21. 
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Juan, another mariner and incidental companion of Aurelio, 

is also anxious to know more about this enigmatic personality. He is 

prevented from establishing any real friendship with Aurelio because 

he simply does not understand the actions of this "outsider. " After he 

fails to become involved in Aurelio's life, Juan severely rebukes 

Aurelio and verbally blames him for not endeavoring to understand the 

feelings of others as a necessary prerequisite for friendship. Aurelio, 

speaking out in his defense, claimed that a significant factor in his not 

understanding others was the fact that he was partially deaf in one ear. 

This absurd rationale is entirely unacceptable to Juan, who becomes 

enraged for Aurelio's responding with such a miserable excuse: "jNo 

es posible ya tener ningun contacto, ninguna relacion humana pro-

22  
funda! " At a complete loss for words, Aurelio hesitatingly tries to 

defend his actions by explaining why he feels and acts the way he does, 

"Porque--vacilo--existen los demas, Juan. Cada ser existe aislado. 

Cada ser vive como en el primer dia de la creacion. Eso es lo que 

23 tu no entiendes .. . No podras ... . " 

Eduardo, a young athletic man whom Aurelio happens to meet 

through Orlando, also finds it increasingly difficult to understand and 

sympathize with Aurelio. Attempting to show his regard for Eduardo's 

22 .  Lafourcade,  Pena .. . , p. 80. 

23 .  Ibid .  (My emphasis .  )  
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friendship, Aurelio gives him a bouquet of flowers in an outward 

gesture of appreciation. Eduardo, in turn, promptly gives the bouquet 

to his new girlfriend. Displaying his possessive nature and filled with 

a jealous rage, Aurelio chides Eduardo for his show of ingratitude: 

"Creo que lo correcto es no obsequiar una cosa regalada, ^no es 

24 
as i?" Prom this  point  on,  he  and Eduardo are  no longer  c lose  

friends, for this act of selfishness causes Eduardo to avoid Aurelio's 

companionship whenever possible. 

Aurelio obviously suffers from the failure to establish a mean

ingful existence. This failure only serves to accentuate even more 

the effect of his complete alienation. As a direct result of his estrange

ment from life, he collapses into a state of mental depression and 

extended anguish from which there is absolutely no relief. Lamenting 

to God his deplorable and confused state of mind, Aurelio adds to the 

portrayal of his spiritual impoverishment: ";Oh, que me pasa, Dios 

mio! He intentado comprender, y no he comprendido. Juan, Eduardo, 

Orlando . .. todos realizan dentro de si ese misterioso y solemne acto 

de existir. A nadie piden consejos, y, por lo mismo, a nadie pueden 

25 
comunicar cosa alguna. Actuan, son seres vivos ..." But it is 

just not Aurelio's fault that he is misunderstood, for the people with 

24 .  Ibid., p. 137. 

25. Ibid.,  p. 88. 
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whom he associates refuse to exert themselves to any great extent 

(other than superficial gestures) to comprehend Aurelio1 s destitute 

situation. Everyone whom he had approached for some sign of under

standing had simply chosen to deny him, "... se habian negado a 

- n  . ,26 
oirle. 

As a rather extreme example of the nihilistic chasm into which 

Aurelio had finally fallen, Lafourcade pictures him as a perfect 

disaffiliate, seated on a small "vase de nuit, " or chamberpot, medi

tating upon his achieving complete disassociation from others: 

Una sensacion de abandono, de soledad absoluta, 
le embargo. Habla estado ahi para enterarse de que 
estaba solo. De que era el hombre, el ser humano 
mas abandonado del mundo. Y de que no habia 
logrado aprender a soportar esa soledad. Juan solia 
decirle que sentia tal miedo de si mismo que se 
prepipitaba sobre la gente para hablarle. 'Tu ya ni 
siquiera conversas. Monologas. Pero necesitas que 
escuchen tu monologo. Esa es toda la relacion que has 
sabido establecer con tus semejantes. ̂  

Aurelio de Arze is really an excellent characterization of modern 

man at his confused best, a perfect example of the nihilistic pro

tagonist who is ". . . defeated by a life so antagonistic, so impossible 

to understand and, therefore, cope with, that his struggles are only 

pathetic, impotent gestures. 

26 .  Ibid., p. 89. 

27 .  Ibid., p. 92. 

28 .  S idney Finkels te in ,  Existentialism and Alienation in 
American Literature  (New York,  1965) ,  p .  244 .  
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Throughout the novel, Aurelio's final confession of incom

prehension is simply postponed by seemingly meaningful acts which 

are, in reality, only frail attempts to touch the hearts of others and 

shape his alienated self. His psychological and sociological estrange

ment, and extreme mental confusion, permeates his every outward 

action and leads him quickly to utter defeat at the hands of an unmoved 

society which simply has no time to be concerned. Aurelio's world 

becomes, in effect, a private one, closed and completely disassociated 

from the one which exists all about him. As a lamentation and asser

tion of his innocence in failing to establish an understanding of others, 

he inquires of Juanito, a youthful fisherman, "^Por que, Juanito, 

siempre tiene que pasarme esto a mi? ^Que he hecho? ^A quien he 

29 
causado mal? ^Por que me hieren?" His attitude at this point is 

completely pessimistic, for he has tried all avenues of approach and 

has still failed miserably to establish a genuine affiliation with anyone. 

His tragic lack of association forms the basis of his mental anguish 

30 
and leads, in the end, to his attempted suicide. He tries to kill 

himself by walking stoically into the sea. But Aurelio, the prime 

29.  Lafourcade,  Pena . . .  ,  p .  182 .  

30 .  S^ren Kierkegaard descr ibed this  fut i le  s tate  in  h is  Fear 
and Trembling and The Sickness unto Death. He spoke of ". . . godless 
man's essential dread at 'being dominated by an alien power which 
threatens our dissolution1--by which he meant the anxiety that loss of 
self can produce. Despair about loss of self he called a 'sickness unto 
death. '" Translated by Waltdr Lowrie (New York, 1954), as quoted by 
Eric and Mary Josephson, editors, in Man Alone--Alienation in 
Modern Society  (New York,  1967) ,  p .  15 .  
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example of the nihilistic loser, cannot even effect his own destruction; 

he is retrieved from the water by a group of fishermen and forced into 

continuing his ill-defined existence. With some excitation, he scurries 

to Juan for consolation and understanding; but, of course, these signs 

of affection are not given. Instead, Juan rebukes him severely for 

coming to him and turns a deaf ear to his pleadings with the sarcastic 

remark: "Si quieres suicidarte, hazlo, pero hazlo de una vez, no 

31 
vaciles. " Aurelio, then, bitterly vents his hatred on Juan and 

reprimands his heartless attitude: "Cuando pedi ser comprendido, 

cuando necesitaba urgentemente serlo, no me comprendieron . . . 

32 
Y ahora . . .  .  "  His  f inal  act  of  absurdity  i s  to  repeat  h is  previous  

suicidal attempt. Again, it turns out to be an embarrassing fiasco. 

He is saved and returns to his life of perpetual dread and defeat, 

detached from his companions and destined to continued estrangement. 

Lucanor Cisneros, the main personage of Para subir al cielo 

approaches the problem of alienation in a way distinct from that of 

Aurelio de Arze. Lucanor is a middle-aged mariner from Spain who 

is forced to remain in the busy port of Valparaiso after his ship sails 

away without him. He is depicted as the excellent exponent of the 

individual who fails to realize the true significance of his life. As he 

31 .  Lafourcade,  Pena . . .  ,  p .  193.  

32. Ibid.,  p. 194. 
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becomes superficially involved in the activities of the port inhabitants, 

he comes to understand just to what extent he is detached from their 

fulfilling way of life. His perpetual quest for understanding and 

authentication of his life is presented in terms of his psychological 

shortcomings. Ricardo Latcham has cogently considered Lucanor's 

main problem to be one of loneliness, and characterizes him as the 

33 
very "... sxmbolo de la soledad individualista. " 

As an active defense mechanism against utter alienation, 

Lucanor devises all manner of diversions and social "engagements" 

to prevent himself from becoming lost and irremediably alone. With

out his total commitment and integration into life, he senses the 

meaninglessness of his existence and is reduced to the position of a 

stranger. His apparent unquenchable lust for life is really just his 

reply to the threat of estrangement, although he ultimately fails to 

prevent his complete alienation from others. His failure comes about 

due to his repeated inability to understand the feelings and reactions 

of his immediate associates. 

Soon after Lucanor realized that he was alone in a strange port 

and without any acquaintances there whatsoever, he felt a sudden 

overwhelming sense of anguish and nostalgically remembered his good 

33. Ricardo Latcham, "Para subir al cielo por Enrique 
Lafourcade, " in Carnet Critico, ed. Ricardo Latcham (Montevideo, 
1962), p. 181. 
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times in Europe, carousing with fellow mariners: "Durante algunos 

momentos imagino lo bello que serxa llegar a El Havre, coger una 

barca de Pescadores hasta Honfleur y beber alii en 'Le Cheval Blanc1 

un pernod. j Oh entonces, solo entonces, estariavivo! Mientras 

, 3 4  tanto, iria de un puerto a otro, embriagandose con cerveza ... . " 

The only thing which really concerns Lucanor is that he must avoid 

loneliness at all costs; and, to do this, he simply allows himself to be 

swept away by insignificant events which surround him. Total and 

unflinching commitment to life is his solution to the threat of ennui and 

alienation. His confession is relevant to show his state of mind: 

Solo importaba existir .... Entregarse, ceder, 
dejar pasar el tiempo. Llenar con anticipacion los 
dias. Rapidas actividades, no demasiado agobiantes, 
aunque suficientes para que la conciencia quedara 
paralizada. Cansarse fisicamente, he ahi el secreto. 
Y, despues, dormir, ingresar en ese mundo extrafio 
en donde el hombre yace sin asombro. En donde todo 
parece natural, posible. ̂  

Lucanor is an example of a man who really manifests little 

ambition in life; he simply has no goals. His frequent feelings of 

inadequacy and frustration came from the fact that Lucanor "... 

36 
nunca se sintio unido a nada. " His greatest delight came from his 

34. Enrique Lafourcade, Para subir al cielo (Santiago, 1958), 
p. 11. 

35. Ibid. 

36. Ibid., p. 153. 
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allowing the mainstream of life to just carry him along. In this way, 

no genuine effort or act of voluntad was really necessary. Lucanor 

simply existed. His life of seemingly unconnected and meaningless 

acts was described as: 

Una armoniosa sucesion de hechos y actos en los 
cuales el, Lucanor, casi no tenia nada que ver; 
hechos y actos, por otra parte, que, de cierta 
manera, lo embriagaban creandole un suave sopor, 
una hipnosis deleitosa. Ir de un puerto a otro. 
No actuar por si mismo. Ser llevado. ;Oh, que 
comodo ser conducido atraves del tiempo! Ir de 
un dia a otro dia .. . , y asi, de esa simple manera, 
envejecer. 37 

In actuality, his act of doing helped him mitigate his scorn for people, 

a scorn based on the fact that he simply could not feel a close per

sonal affinity to them. As a revelation of his scornful attitude toward 

the simple folk of the port, Lafourcade portrays Lucanor1 s sentiments 

in this regard: "jOh como odiaba a la gente! j Como odiaba la alegria 

38 
y el fervor que parecian tener! " 

Lucanor is invited by a complete stranger, Felipe, to have a 

few drinks with him in a local cantina. Readily accepting this chance 

to relate himself to someone else, he quickly follows Felipe and some 

of his dock friends to the nearest bar. Lucanor's observations upon 

seeing these mariners together in comradeship reveal something of 

37. Ibid., p. 12. 

38. Ibid. 
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his own inner need and desires; these fellows "... tenian algo ingenuo, 

torpe. Esa ayidez por relacionarse, aunque fuese provisionalmente, 

con el resto de sus semejantes. Esa necesidad imperiosa de buscar 

39 
mujer, amigos, alcohol. " His needs are exactly the same, for 

loneliness is only dispelled once he feels that he is an integral part of 

the life of his companions. 

Evidence of Lucanor's continuing engagement with life to avoid 

alienation is exemplified by the various rples which he assumes 

throughout the novel. On the spur of the moment he becomes a proud 

matador when the local gentry stage an amateur bullfight. He accepts 

the challenge to further show his avid interest in life; and in this 

assertion he finds a certain amount of personal satisfaction, coupled 

with a touch of fatalistic presentiment: "Lucanor sintio una extrana 

40 
exaltacion. Acaso fuera la posibilidad, la inminencia de la muerte." 

His moment of glory is short-lived, however, for when he fails to 

plant the sword properly, the enraged bull gores to death an innocent 

child. Of course, all blame for the accident falls upon Lucanor's 

shoulders. Another important role which he plays is that of a 

guardian. He cares for a young widow who has become mute (and, 

therefore, also isolated) as a result of watching the horrible death of 

39. Ibid., p. 13. (My emphasis.) 

40. Ibid., p. 86. 
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her two small children. His continual preoccupation with such "roles" 

helps Lucanor banish the thought of estrangement from his mind; in 

his doing he, thus, achieves freedom from the imminent threat of 

being lost and alienated. 

Lucanor1 s acquaintance with a venerable old prostitute and 

madam gives him an opportunity to learn something about life and the 

everyday sinful existence of the port inhabitants. Dofia Amalia, the 

prostitute with a heart of gold, becomes fondly attached to Lucanor 

and helps him find other friends in Valparaiso. Amalia is also a some

time soothsayer and palmreader. When the occasion arises, she takes 

time to tell Lucanor's dismal fortune. She sternly warns him that he 

has come to Valparaiso to finish out his existence; he will never leave 

the port alive. "Ha venido, usted, a morir aqui . .. tendra la opor-

41 tunidad de sacrificarse ... . " This is no great surprise to Lucanor, 

whose fatalistic attitude is a direct result of sensing the utter futility 
i 

of existing and whose only way to avoid facing the truth is to act. To 

render force and substance to his existing, Lucanor blatantly informs 

Amalia: "Yo lleno los dias de actos cortos, con sentido completo, 

como este. No me ha revelado nada que ya no conociese. Lo que he 

sabido siempre. Yo elijo. Hay libertad y creacion en mi sufri-

• + ..42 miento. 

41. Ibid., p. 21. 

42. Ibid., p. 22. 
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His persistent "suffering" is really just a manifestation of the 

inner anguish which he experiences as a result of leading a life which 

is only made comprehensible to him as he gives it meaning through his 

everyday callow actions. The persistent realization of life's inherent 

meaninglessness is what gives Lucanor the undeniable stamp Q£ the 

nihilistic individual. 

One evening, as Lucanor strolls along a sea wall, he happens 

to meet a beautiful young woman, Maria Angela, also out for a walk. 

After relating to her something of his confused life, she feels a certain 

irresistible attachment to him and is intrigued by his adventurous 

nature. Her thoughts of him reveal that she considers him an enig

matic person indeed: "Parecia, parecia un hombre muerto, y como 

43 obligado a vivir. jSi, eso era, un ser obligado a vivir! " Such is 

Lucanor's actual state--that is all he really attempts to do--live, but 

only day to day. 

At the onset, Lucanor's relations with Maria are distant; their 

understanding of one another is complicated by their inability to talk 

openly about each other's more intimate lives. Maria's apprehension 

at revealing her innermost feelings and Lucanor's somewhat secretive 

nature compound their problem of communication. Maria Angela's 

ever-watchful and ultra-snobbish mother also plays no small role in 

43. Ibid., p. 41. 
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adding to Lucanor's problem of disaffiliation. Dona Isidora sternly 

warns Lucanor when he comes to court Maria: "Nuestra familia ha 

sido muy especial. Siempre ha mantenido la pureza de su sangre y 

su situacion social. Los aventureros no han sido aceptados—agrego 

44 
dona Isidora, con una mirada de advertencia. " 

One afternoon, as Maria and Lucanor rove around the grounds 

of her estate, Lucanor bluntly tells Maria that he really does not 

understand her at all. He brazenly accuses her: "Ustedes, los seres 

45 
hermosos, son crueles. Viven en otro mundo. " Maria, exasperated 

with Lucanor's lofty attitude, blames the lack of communication on him: 

" jPero si es usted el que vive en otro mundo! --grito de pronto--, 

justed, que nunca dice lo que piensa! jUsted, que me irrita sobre-

manera--concluyo exasperada, levantandose! 

Maria Angela attempts constantly to relate herself to Lucanor, 

but he merely refuses to be moved by her amorous advances. He 

flatly tells her on one occasion that he is not really interested in 

47 
seeing her again. When they do happen to meet by chance, Angela 

becomes elated; but Lucanor, never becoming emotional about such 

48 
mundane things, passes it off as " . .. un simple azar. " Maria 

44. Ibid., p. 153. 

45. Ibid., p. 107. 

46. Ibid. 

47. Ibid., p. 65. 

48. Ibid., p. 100. 



Angela becomes furious, not only because Lucanor spurned her 

attentions, but because little actual communication has ever taken 

place between them. Perturbed at his matter-of-fact attitude, she 

pointedly asks what he really thinks he is. Lucanor wanted in his 

heart to respond by saying: "Un hombre que pretende ser autentico 

49 
consigo mismo. " But, instead, replied, "Un ser miserable. Un 

hombre que no se ha atrevido a luchar. Un hombre que se deja 

50 conducir de un sitio a otro; alguien que no cree en nada. " In dis

belief at Lucanor1 s nihilistic assertion, Maria mentions the element 

of love in one's life and what a significant role it plays. Lucanor can 

only respond sarcastically that love is not as important in life as she 

believes it to be. 

Love, for Lucanor, is only the means to achieve an end, an

other way by which he can assert himself and further avoid estrange

ment. Helmut Thielicke has explained that the element of love helps 

to alleviate and prevent nihilistic isolation. He states: "... the 

meaning comes to me in responsible action, in the 'doing' of love, in 

51 the engagement. " But the value of love is debased by Lucanor 

when, while on a picnic, he attempts to rape Maria. This brutal act 

49. Ibid., p. 112. 

50. Ibid. ! 

51. Helmut Thielicke, Nihilism, its Origin and Nature, with 
a Christian Answer, trans, from the German by John W. Doberstein 
(London, 1961), p. 162. 
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illustrates graphically to what extreme he will go to possess Maria 

and thus obliterate his utter sense of loneliness. The feeling of 

52 
Lucanor that Maria "... era un ser prohibido, lejano ..." only 

gave him greater cause to ravish her. He fails in his assault on her, 

and she succeeds in fleeing. His amorous defeat and renewed despera

tion are obvious: "Lucanor, la cabeza baja, no podia menos de anotar 

la circunstancia de que nada habia cambiado. Ahora si estaba 

53 
per dido. " He now felt that he had finally reached the end of his 

relationship with Maria Angela, and that perpetual estrangement was 

painfully imminent. 

But Maria Angela is also fearful of losing her grasp on Lucanor, 

the only one who had ever shown her any. true love. When she soberly 

comes to realize this fact, she reconciles herself with him and asserts 

that she will love him forever. In a test to see if she really does feel 

54 
genuinely attracted to him, Lucanor snips off her beautiful tresses, 

which, until this point, had symbolized Maria Angela's excessive pride 

52. Lafourcade, Para subir ... , p. 142. 

53. Ibid., p. 101. 

54. This symbolic action is known as coupeur de natte and 
refers to the perverts who enjoy cutting off the hair of the female. 
Sigmund Freud interprets the act as a symbolic one which stems from 
a libidinal urge in which the person carries " . . . out an act of 
castration on the female genital organ. " Sigmund Freud, Leonardo 
da Vinci and a Memory of his Childhood in The Complete Psychological 
Works of Sigmund Freud, vol. XI, translated from the German under 
the editorship of James Strachey (London, 1957), p. 96. 
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and lofty individuality. "Si Angela lo queria luego de esto, significaba 

que en su amor habia algo mas serio de lo que pensaba. De ese modo, 

55 
intentaba Lucanor justificar su acto cruel e irracional." Lucanor's 

disturbed actions turn out to be nothing more than blind gropings for 

meaning and direction in his confused existence. He reflects upon his 

agitated state in life: "Era eso la vida. La existencia del hombre 

estaba formada de tantos actos sin sentido, tantos gestos equivocados, 

tantas palabras nunca dichas. Era su silencio el culpable . .. ese 

56 
callar sistematico le hacia perder las cosas bellas y nobles." His 

final absurd act of humiliating Angela causes him to lose her love 

forever; and, in the end, her arrogant mother whisks her away on a 

long ocean voyage, and Lucanor never sees her again. His loneliness 

now becomes complete as he achieves total alienation from the only 

one who really made an effort to understand and love him. 

Don Ezequiel, a degenerate priest whom Lucanor comes to 

know, is another character who is quite aware of Lucanor's problem 

of relating himself to others. Having found out about Lucanor's 

attempted rape of Maria, the old priest decries Lucanor's lack of 

genuine love and affection for others: "Tu has perdido la capacidad de 

amar a tus semejantes. Tu no sabes que es eso, el amor. ^Que 

55. Lafourcade, Para subir ... , p. 178. 

56. Ibid. 
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hiciste de esa muchacha? ;La hermana de Antinous! La hasreducido. 

57 
j La has mancillado en la peor formal " In an endeavor to solve his 

loneliness and fear of disassociation, Lucanor made a vain attempt to 

possess Maria, but his clumsy efforts only caused him increased 

estrangement. Don Ezequiel sternly describes Lucanor's situation: 

58 
" . . .  h a y  a l g o  m e z q u i n o ,  m u e r t o ,  e n  t i ,  h i j i t o .  "  I n  t h e  e n d ,  

Lucanpr, finally rejected by all those whom he had attempted in some 

way to know and understand, walks stoically into the twilight, a defeated 

individual " ... la boca cerrada con furia, cruelmente, dispuesto a 

59 mantener su silencio hasta el fin." 

Lanzarote Bernales, the main character whose complicated 

personality is explored in depth in El principe y las ovejas, leads a 

turbulent life of continual searching for meaning and personal ful

fillment. He is beset with the need to relate, just as was Lucanor 

Cisneros, to a society which refuses to acknowledge him. Lanzarote 

had carried on a completely ethical existence until he experienced a 

psychological crisis which caused him to reevaluate his life in terms 

of its ultimate purpose. Fully dissatisfied with the meek, and stringent 

atmosphere of the monastery in which he lived as a monk, Lanzarote 

57. Ibid., p. 194. 

58. Ibid., p. 201. 

59. Ibid. 
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decides to forsake religious life and seek true meaning and affiliation 

outside the cloistered walls. 

Confused and alarmed at his inner hesitancy to leave the 

influence of the church, Lanzarote pleads with God to stop his rash 

action and give him a binding reason to remain within the moral and 

religious world. Receiving no "miracle" which would prevent his 

leaving, Lanzarote effects his escape and heads toward France. Erich 

Fromm has discussed at length this particular act of freedom: 

Acting against God's orders means freeing himself 
(the individual) from coercion, emerging from the 
unconscious existence of prehuman life to the level 
of man. Acting against the command of authority, 
committing a sin, is in its positive human aspect 
the first act of freedom, that is, the first human act. 
The act of disobedience as an act of freedom is the 
beginning of reason. 

On the way to France Lanzarote meets a strange individual on the 

Italian shore. The stranger turns out to be Mardus Anatolia, a man 

who is also seeking his identity in life. They decide to travel together; 

and Mardus, curious about Lanzarote's immediate goals in life, finds 

out that he is going to cast out his feeling of detachment by becoming 

involved in the voluptuous night life of Europe, His revelation 

indicates something of his firm and unqualified rejection of the sedate, 

ethical world for a more satisfying, challenging one: 

60. Fromm, Escape from Freedom, p. 34. 



jTom£ una decisi6n! Es cierto que yanotendr£ 
paz, nunca, nunca . . . Pero no quiero la paz. 
jEstoy harto de la paz! Es un anestesico, una 
tristeza, esa paz, esa tranquilidad que me saca 
de la vida ... . jLa vida! Esa exaltacion perma-
nente. La vida que existe solo al precio del peligro, 
del riesgo, de la perdida ... . ;Eso quiero ahora! 
j La violencia! jLa injusticia! ;E1 vicio! 

Before this, Lanzarote's condition was a sterile one, really dehuman

izing. He admits 

Yo parecia un cadaver. Si, un cadaver. Yo era 
Lazaro. Yo practicaba una especie de cibernetica 
del espiritu. Hast a mi bondad se expresaba 
automaticamente. jNo podia mas! El hombre 
nace para la exaltacion, para la gran aventura. 

Lanzarote, with his new found friend Mardus as mentor, sets 

off to experience the hedonistic pleasures of life by becoming an 

integral part of the amoral society found on the affluent French Cote 

D'Azur. In Lanzarote's complete surrender to this sybaritic exis

tence filled with sex, drink and gambling, he thereby seeks to affirm 

his identity and fix his relationship with the rest of mankind. With 

Mardus as his faithful companion, Lanzarote quickly becomes adept 

at gambling. His success is really phenomenal. But amidst this 

exciting world, there occasionally arises in his conscience a strange 

notion that he does not really belong; he feels a sensation of total 

61. Enrique Lafourcade, El principe y las ovejas (Santiago, 
1961), p. 30. 

62. Ibid., p. 31. 
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estrangement. His presentiment of disassociation is revealed as he 

walks alone down the beach and contemplates the frenzied life of those 

engaged in the glamorous excitement of the Riviera: 

. . .  m i r a n d o  a l  m a r  M e d i t e r r a n e o ,  a z u l  c i t o s o ,  
observando las embarcaciones que corrian, los 
nadadores alia abajo; entrecerrando sus ojos para 
ver esos desplazamientos, nadadores sombras, 
buques, aves, esa muchedumbre poblada de gritos, 
esos nifios con caramelos de color, esos ancianos 
ahogados, y las mujeres jovenes, desnudas, 
cubiertas de aceites, entregadas al sol; al advertir 
todo ese mundo vivo y fragil, le acometia una soledad 
sin solucion humana. Un deseo de huir de alii, de ese 
reino que no le pertenecia. 

The fear of disassociation, which Lanzarote tries to hide by 

constant involvement, always seems to mock his efforts to free him

self from the ever-chiding voice of his moral conscience. His 

involvement reaches a peak when he is initiated, into the realm of 

sexual delights. Valerie MacDermott, a young. American woman whom 

he cures of delirium tremens, succeeds in destroying his vow of 

chastity. After the deed is done, Lanzarote's conscience haunts him 

and causes him no minor sense of guilt. "Lanzarote ... tratando de 

contener un dolor violento que lo estremecio entero, una sensacion de 

culpa; profunda, una angustia hecha de esa materia densa, pesada y 

64 
aterrorizante, de que esta hecha la angustia de lps suerios. " His 

63. Ibid., p. 83. 

64. Ibid., p. 111. 
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struggle with conscience continues throughout his search for meaning, 

presenting a ceaseless dialectic between moral and amoral forces. 

His reversion to sensual pleasures is an affirmation of his existence, 

and he continues to condemn God and religion for suppressing man's 

natural motivations: "jBusco la libertad! No era libre, no era libre 

. . .  E l  h o m b r e  d e b e  s e r  l i b r e .  D i o s  e s  e l  d e s t r u c t o r  d e  l a  v i d a  m i s m a  

65 
y frente a esta elecci6n, elijo la vida ... .11 His ethical revolt, then, 

also effects his alienation from his Maker, as well as from the rest of 

humanity which lives according to some established rules of moral 

conduct. 

Mardus Anatolia plays no small role in Lanzarote's search for 

meaning and affiliation at the expense of moral values. Leading him 

through an alien world of depravity and. immorality, Mardus implores 

that Lanzarote enjoy life on any terms he can. The guilt feelings 

which Lanzarote frequently experiences are dispelled by Mardus1 

close companionship and helpful advice. Mardus helps in filling the 

void in Lanzarote's life. Also, he eases Lanzarote's justifications 

for the moral transgressions which he freely commits. Thrust into a 
I 

profoundly orgiastic world in which he is definitely the stranger, 

Lanzarote looks to the satanical-natured Mardus for understanding and 

moral support; for he appears to be the only one capable of appreciat

ing his desperate search for self. Lanzarote's need for Mardus is 

65. Ibid., p. 254. (My emphasis.) 
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evident: "Cuando estaba solo no aguantaba su propia conciencia. En 

cambio, con Mardus a su lado, todo andaba como sobre ruedas. 

Dijerase que la sola presencia de Anatolia le tranquilizaba. Ese era 

6 6 
su poder!" Mardus proudly admitted to Lanzarote that his success 

was due to his influence; "--Yo te precipito en la fuerza, en la violen-

67 cia, en el heroismo. Lanzarote's ultimate attempts to disas

sociate himself from Mardus' malefic influence are useless, for 

Mardus is really the only person who can keep him going in his search 

for self-realization. When Lanzarote does finally acknowledge the 

wicked aspect that Mardus has aroused in his way of thinking, it is too 

late; the die has been cast, and Mardus and Lanzarote perish together 

in an automobile crash. 

Lanzarote Bernales' constant psychological despair and mental 

confusion emanate directly from his loss of self. His continual 

interior plea is for understanding in the face of forces beyond his con

trol. In the obsessive search for self-definition and identity with 

others, he is utterly frustrated. Adding to his mental perplexity is an 

acute awareness that life, at best, is just a meaningless orb in which 

he is forced to seek a place. Charles I. Glicksberg has explained 

this situation, that is, the situation of the alienated hero who becomes 

aware of the meaninglessness of his existence: 

66. Ibid., p. 250. 

67. Ibid., p. 227. 
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Heightened awareness of the meaninglessness of the 
human situation in a meaningless cosmos has driven 
modern man into a state of extreme despair. . . . 
This is the crucial problem of the hero in much of 
contemporary fiction. . . he cannot affirm with con
viction. . . he has only a haunting vision of the 
essential absurdity of his condition. 

Lanzarote is a tragic fatalist, who sadly suspects that life is headed 

nowhere! He admits his despair to Mardus: 

He vivido con: la sensacion de que alguien, alguien, 
no se bien quien, pero alguien fuerte, en tocjos casos, 
me empujaba desde pequefio hacia una trampa, hacia 
un precipicio, me acorralaba sin posibilidad de 
regresar. Me obligaba a seguir. Me hacia avanzar 
en todo momento, hacia un foso. 

The unmitigated anguish which Lanzarote must suffer due to 

his realization that life is really pointless, is what contributes most to 

his estrangement. His continual fixation on the essential absurdity of 

his own existence leads him to alienation; he simply concludes that he 

does not belong. He represents then, in the final analysis, the ne 

plus ultra of the nihilistic individual, whose search to achieve a 

meaningful center results in his eventual collapse and final moral dis

integration. 

The complete and systematic alienation of a Caribbean dictator 

is explored in poignant detail in the novel La fiesta del Eey Acab. The 

68. Charles I. Glicksberg, "The Literature of Absurdity, " 
Western Humanities Review, vol. XXII, no. 2 (Winter, 1958). 

69. Lafourcade, El principe . .. , p. 34. 
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story takes place within a short twenty—four hour period which com

memorates the sixty-third birthday of Cesar Alejandro Carrillo Acab. 

The action of the novel unfolds on two distinct narrative planes, one 

which studies specifically the tormented life of the dictator Acab and 

another which has to do with the plotting of a clandestine group of 

conspirators intent upon overthrowing his despotic regime. 

Whereas the characters studied thus far were alienated to a 

great extent due to their uncomprehending confrontation with a world 

which was to them both meaningless and nihilistic ally-oriented, Acab's 

alienation comes about as a result of his very own mistaken actions; 

he is shown as an individual in direct conflict with his own society. 

As a result, he is unable to communicate effectively even with his 

closest friends and the members of his own immediate family. His 

constant fear of loneliness and abandonment reaches a culmination 

point when Acab painfully comes to realize that it is not the fault of 

others that he is so alienated; he is the one to blame. In his extreme 

display of megalomania, he has unavoidably effected his own 

estrangement and has successfully destroyed all hope for understand

ing from those about him. The whole novel, then, is a sharp portrayal 

of personal alienation and failure, focusing on the desolate personality 

70 
of Carrillo Acab. 

70. Eduardo Godoy Gallardo, in his timely study of Lafourcade's 
works, considers the whole novel to be " ... un estudio maestro de la 
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Acab is despised and rejected by all who know him. His 

infamous reputation as a sadistic ruler, who stops at nothing to retain 

complete power, has become legendary. His countrymen all fear and 

hate him, for his cruel dictatorship has only served to exploit them 

ruthlessly with the threat of death and torture. As a result of the 

unpopularity which Acab enjoys, he exists in a perpetual state of fear 

and alarm, for already several attempts have been made on his life. 

His well-founded apprehension only augments his anguished feelings 

of alienation, for he well knows that he can never really trust anyone, 

not even the most trustworthy of his associates. Enemies, both 

political and personal, surround him on all sides, awaiting the oppor

tune moment to topple him from power. As a result, rarely does he 

enter into genuine and fundamental relationships with others. His 

one-time friend and now personal advisor, General Josafat, is one of 

those individuals whom Acab knows is not entirely sympathetic to his 

cause. Acab had confessed his deep sense of disassociation and 

anguish to Josafat: 11 j N o  tengo nadie a mi lado! jNadie en quien 

71 confiar! " But Josafat has become more and more insensitive to 

Acab's feelings. He no longer respected his friend's position; he was 

soledad que rodea a Carrillo. " "Enrique Lafourcade, Invencion a dos 
voces, " Revista Iberoamericana, vol. XXX (July-December, 1964), 
p. 338. 

71. Lafourcade, La fiesta del Rey Acab (Santiago, 1959), 
p. 25. 
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simply afraid of his great power and unbridled wrath. Acab had also 

felt the rift growing between them; and out of resentment for Josafat's 

occasional impertinence in counsel, he realized that "... tendria que 

72 
deshacerse de el, tarde o temprano. " Acab's growing concern over 

his position of power eventually causes him to suspect everyone, for 

he secretly sensed that he was continually "... rodeado de perros y 

perras que lamerian su sari'gre. 

Acab is a confirmed megalomaniac, and this fact contributes 

immensely to his growing alienation from others. His powerful, 

inflexible rule admits to no close or lasting friendships. Friends whom 

Acab had once gone to for advice and consolation are now swept sum

marily away in his insensitive striving for more power and greater 

self-esteem. When Acab is asked to deliver the ceremonious coup de 

grace to a group of convicted political prisoners, he is momentarily 

stunned and dismayed to find out that he has inadvertently put to death 

an old friend and one-time professor of his. He attempts to hide his 

anguish and remorse under a cover of rationalization, passing off the 

72. Ibid., p. 71. 

73. Ibid., p. 182. Acab's fatalistic statement is a direct 
quote from the Bible. King Ahab was king of Israel from c869 to 850 
B. C. Having ruthlessly killed in order to gain more land and power, 
he was visited in a vision by the prophet of the Lord, Elijah, who 
predicted his downfall. God had told Elijah to forewarn Ahab: "Thus 
saith the Lord, 'Hast thou killed and also taken possession? 1 And 
thou shalt speak unto him saying, 'Thus saith the Lord, in the place 
where dogs licked the blood of Naboth shall dogs lick thy blood, even 
thine.'" Kings I, 21:19. 
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old man's unfortunate death as being in the best interests of the 

74 
state. The guilt which Acab subsequently feels from time to time 

for this senseless, brutal act helps to undermine his total confidence. 

Little relief from Acab's continuing estrangement is to be 

found within his own family, for they remain acutely uncommitted to 

sympathizing with him. The members of his family despise and dis

dain him, adding to his confused mental state. Jessie, his obese and 

depraved wife, is much more interested in attracting the amorous 

attentions of young politicians than in attending to Acab's need for com

panionship and understanding. She flatly refuses to listen to his 

problems and support him in time of crisis. Instead, "Lo intimidaba 

. . . Siempre, desde que se casaron. Lo miraba como a un criado. 

When he begs her to talk to him, she remains cooly indifferent to his 

plea: "Se una buena mujer. No tengo a quien hablar. Tengo que 

76 
decirte algunas cosas. " All that she delights in doing is insulting 

and belittling him: "Me das asco. Me repugnas. No pretendas acos-

77 
tarte conmigo. No me volveras a tocar. " Acab always sensed that 

Jessie never really loved him; she was just attracted to his illustrious 

wealth and powerful political position. 

74. Ibid., p. 51. 

75. Ibid., p. 123. 

76. Ibid., p. 124. 

77. Ibid. 
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Acab is also completely estranged from his three children. 

He just cannot communicate effectively with them and win their affec

tions. His eight year old son Carlitos, Acab's favorite and heir 

apparent to the dictatorship, can feel little more than pity and resent

ment toward his father. Acab had gone to Carlitos frequently for 

understanding and advice, but his son had only remained perplexed at 

his father's clumsy attempts at association. Carlitos is really the 

only one in whom Acab feels any degree of confidence. He confesses 

to him: "Nadie esta conmigo, Carlitos. Todos estan contra tu 

78 padre. " But Carlos refuses to be interested in what his father has 

to say, he is just too busy being a boy to care about the affairs of 

grownups. In the extreme, Acab even asks Carlitos1 advice on how to 

effectively torture a political prisoner. Carlitos again remains totally 

uncomprehending and deeply disturbed at his father's strange, 

sadistic request. Delfina, Acab's licentious and wild daughter, has 

slowly come to hate everything that her father stands for. She has 

become too involved sexually with Andres, Acab's ambassador-at -

large, to concern herself with her father's personal problems. Acab 

also feels little affection for her and suspects that she is conspiring 

79 
with others to overthrow his regime. Amenophis, Acab's dipso

maniac son, feels nothing for his father. He has seriously discredited 

78. Ibid., p. 76. 

79. Ibid. 
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the prestige of the whole family by his disgraceful actions while a 

student in the United States. Acab has thoroughly disowned him and as 

a punishment has forced him into semi- confinement in the palace. 

Amenophis harbors a deep hostility toward his overbearing father and 

does not hesitate to make it known to others that he wishes to see him 

80 
dead: "jQue se muera! jEso quiero! jQue se muera cuanto antes!" 

Acab's abject feelings of loneliness and apprehension keep him 

in a perpetual state of neurasthenia. His nervous attacks come about 

consistently as a direct result of his insecurity and utter rejection by 

others. In a pitiful condition and filled with despondency, he takes a 

personal account of his exasperating situation: 

No estaba bien. ^A que venia todo eso? Tenia 
malos los nervios . .. se ponia nervioso con facilidad. 
Entonces, tenia que esconderse, como ahora. Todo 
comenzaba con las manos. No podia mantenerlas 
tranquilas. Le temblaban. Comenzaban a temblarle, 
independientes. Tenia que sostenerselas, una con la 
otra. Los nervios. jAh, esa lucha, tanta lucha y 
sacrificio! jTanto miedo contenido durante anos para 
llegar a eso! Para esconderse en sus habitaciones 
porque temblaba, porque sentia ganas de matar, de 
hacer pedazos. 

A final indication of Acab's chronic inability to understand his 

fellow man comes when he sadistically carries out the execution of a 

80. Ibid., p. 150. 

81. Ibid., p. 185. 
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82 political prisoner. Jesus Galindez, a persecuted.intellectual, had 

earlier written and published a startling expos^ of Acab's corrupt 

dictatorship, and as a result Acab threatened to throw him. into the fur

nace of a steamship. Expecting JesiSs to grovel at his:feet and beg 

for mercy, Acab is astonished and visibly shaken when the old man 

voluntarily leaps into the flames without uttering a word. An extreme 

feeling of despair and confusion clouds Acab's conscience. He does 

not really understand the nobility behind Jesus' action and-can only sit 

down and weep in a state of unrelenting despondency over hisincom-

83 
prehension. Acab is, from this point on, keenly aware that basically 

it is he who is at fault; his disturbed state of mind constantly reminds 

him of his mistake: "^Por que toda esa angustia? ^Ese malestar, esa 

84 
sensacion de vigilancia, de culpa?" In a feverish attempt to ratio

nalize away Jesus' death and, thus, absolve himself of any guilt what

soever, he turns the blame on his wife Jessie: "jFue de Jessie toda la 

85 
culpa! jElla tuvo la idea de quemarlo vivo en la caldera] " 

82. The execution of Jesus Galindez did in fact take place. 
Harriet de Onis discusses the event in her article ''They Dined While 
Prisoners Died, " which deals with the regime of Rafael Trujillo of the 
Dominican Republic. Saturday Review (October 12, 1963), pp. 42-43. 

83. Lafourcade, La fiesta . .. , p. 195. 

84. Ibid., p. 216.' 

85. Ibid. 
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Acab's deteriorating mental state, complicated by his;com

plete alienation and despair, is only temporarily relieved by his 

engaging in drunken orgies. Immersion in his self-created amoral 

sphere only postpones the inevitable collapse of his private world and 

the repeated plea, " jSi tuviese a alguien que le ayudara, que lo 

86 
entendiera! " goes unanswered. The alienated master of a nihilistic 

milieu which he has helped to create himself, Acab dies an unceremo

nious death when a terrorist bomb ends his lonely suffering. 

The characters discussed thus far have been deeply affected, 

both psychologically and sociologically, by the nihilistic effects of 

alienation. Many of their specific personal problems of association 

can be directly related to their confrontation vis-S.-vis a nihilistic 

society which prevented any meaningful contact. 

The defeate4 narrator in El libro de Kareen was inevitably 

thwarted in his feeble attempts to establish a genuine and lasting rela

tionship with his beloved Kareen. His debilitating sense of estrange

ment and total incomprehension of life is what gave his portrayal a 

somewhat dehumanized, nihilistic cast. He simply failed to find any 

real significance for living, once contact was broken with Kareen. His 

final state may be described as one of total pessimism and, as such, 

may be related to the pessimistic nature of man described by Arthur 

86. Ibid., p. 183. 
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Schopenhauer in his renowned treatise on the metaphysical implica

tions of nihilism. 

Aurelio de Arze, in Pena de muerte, was incessantly plagued 

by the meaninglessness of his total environment. Unable to define his 

tenuous position within a society which remained acutely impartial to 

his advances, he became totally dehumanized and was finally led to the 

only possible affirmation of his nihilistic nature, that is, to choose 

suicide. 

Lucanor Cisneros, the young mariner in Para subir al cielo, 

sought temporary relief from the impending threat of loneliness by 

total commitment. In so doing, he characterized the individual de

scribed in detail by Helmut Thielicke, the man who only surrenders 

to the immediate moment, to temporal pleasures and, thus, refuses 

to contemplate the real meaning of his life in terms of an ultimate 

noble purpose. Lucanor's basic problem of alienation is never really 

resolved; and, in the end, he is doomed to perpetual estrangement. 

Lanzarote Bernales, who became so immersed in a totally 

nihilistic milieu in El principe y las ove.jas, never came to realize the 

true significance of his own existence within an amoral social environ

ment. His alienation was made complete, both from his ethical self 

and from his fellow man. The disintegration of his moral character 

compounded his tragic sense of disaffiliation and led finally to his own 

self destruction. 
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Carrillo Acab, of La fiesta del Hey Acab, is an alienated 

individual, not so much because of the influence of his society on him, 

but because of his own heinous acts. His deterioration comes about 

due to his stubborn disregard of acceptable ethical behavior, coupled 

with his inability to relate meaningfully to others. He is characterized 

as a true nihilistic individual who is lost and alienated. 

All of these characters then, due either to their psychological 

or sociological shortcomings, are alienated from others. In many 

respects they are all cast as tragic individuals, shaped and ultimately 

destined by their own particular problem of alienation. 

We have been concerned with examining major Lafourcadian 

characters whose personalities were affected and delineated by the 

adverse effects of nihilistic alienation. Their survival and effective 

motivations were tempered to a great degree by this negative nihilistic 

trait. Next, we will analyze and discuss another effect of nihilism 

upon the individual character creation, this time focusing upon the 

ethical rebel in society and how his total portrayal is affeqted by the 

influence of nihilism. 



CHAPTER 7 

NIHILISTIC CHARACTERIZATION: THE ETHICAL REBEL 

Many Lafourcadian characters are portrayed as rebels. Their 

specific act of rebellion is usually seen as an attack upon the estab

lished value system. The rebellion becomes, then, an ethical rebel

lion, in which the individual challenges the prevailing moral code, 

established and adhered to by the majority in society. Friedrich 

Nietzsche, the prophet of European nihilism, had described this revolt 

against the ethical state of society as the main touchstone of the 

avowed nihilistic individual. According to him, "... el nihilismo se 

refiere casi siempre a la moral y es la devalorizacion de los valores 

superiores, la colocacion de los distintos valores en lugares que no 

corresponden a su jerarquia y rango. Nihilism is shown at once to 

be the prime ingredient in the depiction of these "ethical rebels, " 

manifested in their outward absolute negation of all higher established 

human values. 

Man is described by Lafourcade as a completely .subjectivised 

individual; that is, he is completely free to make his own moral 

1. Jos6 Ferrater Mora, ed. "Nihilismo, " Diccionario de 
filosofia, vol. II. (Buenos Aires, 1965), p. 289. 

104 
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. choices; he honestly believes that he is an end in himself and as such 

he is not dependent upon any fixed axiological system which would per

haps hinder his ethical moves within society. Religion is thought to be 

nothing more than a cruel sham; and its importance, along with other 

cherished idols, is descredited and destroyed by him who rebels: in 

this manner. "In such a subjectivised universe there is no further 

2 need for God or a higher goal. " Entirely free to act according to the 

extreme dictates of his own egocentric self, many of these iconoclas

tic protagonists are dramatized as extremely base individuals, whose 

wanton rejection of ethical systems results finally in their inevitable 

fall into total personal degeneracy. Many simply cease to exist in a 

benevolent manner; they become dehumanized into a species sub homo 

sapiens, intent upon destroying not only all moral laws but also all 

those individuals who dare oppose their nihilistic revolt. As they face 

the world nihilistically, these characters encounter little apparent 

meaning or direction in life. The value systems and moral fibre of these 

rebels then are unavoidably drawn from their own subjectivised selves; 

they are at liberty to shape their own destinies in a milieu which re

mains essentially alien to them. The act of ethical rebellion takes on, 

for the majority of these characters, a fundamentally pejorative con

notation, for their categorical rejection of morality results in the 

2. Charles I. Glicksberg, Modern Literature and the Death of 
G o d  ( T h e  H a g u e ,  1 9 6 6 ) ,  p .  2 7 .  
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utter debasement of their higher human instincts and leads finally to 

their total ethical destruction. 

As the Lafourcadian rebel is relegated to an existence within 

a confused society which vacillates constantly in basic axiologies, his 

true being takes on a very temporal significance; for him there is no 

possibility, however remote, for final spiritual salvation. Death is 

unavoidable and, since life is rendered basically absurd, he must per

force fabricate a meaning, a personal set of values, however devalued 

they may be, by which to mold his misshapen, anguished existence. 

The formulation of a set of values is almost always based upon the 

ultimate self-satisfaction of its creator. Nobility and chauvinistic 

dedication to higher ideals are preponderantly lacking in Lafourcade's 

nihilistic rebels. In almost every instance, one witnesses the 

counterposing and clash of superior values such as nobility, love, 

loyalty and redemption against various debased values which are 

usually founded upon a base of materialism. The spiritual readily 

succumbs to the material. 

The confused conflict of differing axiologies so evident in the 

present social and political environment, with the accompanying col

lapse of all established ideal values "... is bound in Nietzsche's 

3 
view to produce an age of pessimism and therefore nihilism." What 

3. Alfred Weber, Farewell to European History; or, the 
Conquest of Nihilism, trans. R. F. C. Hull (New Haven, 1948), p. 123. 
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one finds evidenced in the nihilistic rebel is a strong, all-encompass

ing feeling of skepticism and pessimism. Lafourcade has liberally-

populated his novels with psychologically troubled and pessimistically 

oriented characters, whose lives are adversely affected as a result of 

their embracing all types of debased value systems. In their strictly 

pessimistic appraisal of the world as it now exists, they find it 

crucially inadequate in that it fails in every, instance to satiate their 

innermost psychological and physiological needs. These protagonists 

turn to the power of their own skepticism to invalidate any set system 

of constraining values. 

Chronic demoralization is a prime ingredient of the nihilistic 

rebel. Baseness and depravity are widely accepted by these individu

als as necessary demonic companions in their formidable quest for 

complete hedonistic fulfillment. The abolition of all limits of common 

decency is repeatedly shown to be a major component in their total 

portrayal. Drunks, prostitutes, anarchists, criminals, indeed, 

libertines of the lowest sorts dominate the pages of Lafourcade's 

prose fiction, adding to his total nihilistic view of contemporary 

society. To poirit out rather emphatically the critical collapse of 

ethical behavior in man and, at the same time, to show his preoccupa

tion with the serious disintegration of values in the world today, 

Lafourcade concentrates his attention on dramatizing the complete 

ethical deterioration of selected social outcasts. 
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A type of nihilistic rebellion examined and characterized in 

detail by Lafourcade is that of active revolt against the establishment, 

against the recognized social organization. This extreme form of 

rebellion is carried out by those revolutionary individuals who attempt 

to change the present state of their society by intemperate violent 

meains. Lafourcade depicts active anarchistic types who endeavor to 

create total chaos through the medium of terrorism and clandestine 

operations. These are the activists, the rebels who, while primarily 

political in their aims, are at the same time almost completely dis

regarding of any ethical code of behavior. For them, the means are 

justified by the end. Total negation is shown by these rebels in their 

complete denial of the existing political and social systems. This 

negative aspect of their crusade serves to reinforce their depiction as 

nihilistic individuals, for nihilism may frequently be regarded as the 

outward symptom "... of an acute psychotic disorder, characterized 

4 
by delusions of world chaos. " This is their ultimate goal--chaos on 

a general scale to upset the present ethical situation. Their revolt, 

however noble it may seem, invariably leads to no real value reforma

tions. The opposition to the system carries with it no idealistic 

corollary for constructive renovation; they simply strike out blindly 

for a change in the status quo. 

4. Ludwig Eidelberg, ed. "Nihilism, " Encyclopedia of 
Psychoanalysis (New York, 1968), 272, 
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Other so-called "ethical rebels" are not concerned with an 

extension of their system of values to the whole of their society; they 

do not attempt to change radically the established ethical system. 

They only react in a personal, somewhat subjective way against the 

accepted axiological system. Human values are tragically debased 

and finally nullified altogether by these protagonists who place sup

reme value upon the successful attainment of purely material and 

sensual goals. Satisfaction of self comes before all else, and the 

scale of values is summarily rearranged to suit the personal vicissi

tudes of the individual. In many cases, power and materialism be 

come the most overwhelming dominant values and all other values are 

mercilessly manipulated for their realization. Supreme values, in 

the final analysis, are easily devalued by the nihilistic rebel and put 

to the service of his own self. 

Antinous Erguirreizaga, whose anguished existence is des

cribed in Para subir al cielo (1958), leads a tormented life filled with 

varied negations. He had been raised in a wealthy, ultraconservative 

home. Having been thus blessed with an abundant amount of money to 

squander as he so pleased, Antinous frequently "... emprendia 

multiples faenas, sin concluir ninguna. Dibujante, musico, escritor, 

5 
deportista, aviador, mistico ... " without really finding any experi

ence which really satisfied him completely. 

5. Enrique Lafourcade, Para subir al cielo (Santiago, 1958), 
p. 33. 
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Giving himself up thoroughly to the material delights of life, 

Antinous uses his great wealth to buy only temporal happiness. His 

rash and entirely irresponsible nature is underscored dramatically 

when he carelessly wrecks his expensive sport car, causing the death 

of a pedestrian in the process. The value of human life is really of 

very little consequence to Antinous, who simply allows his mother to 

pay a large sum of money to the deceased's family to avoid any fur

ther legal action against him. Money becomes the supreme value for 

Antinous, and he frequently allows it to replace his conscience. When 

Antinous is severely reprimanded by his mother for his utterly 

thoughtless deed, all that he can sarcastically remark is: ",-De que 

6 
se <quejan?--poco valor tiene la vida. " His code of ethics quickly 

yields under the total influence of purely economic factors. Antinous 

continues to gain an infamous reputation for his irresponsible acts 

which go unchecked due to his powerful social position. On one 

occasion he invites Lucanor Cisneros, a close friend, to go for an air

plane ride with him. Taking off in a small craft without proper air 

clearance, Antinous proceeds to engage in all sorts of reckless flying 

stunts, such as buzzing the church steeple and endangering the lives 

of innocent bystanders. Undaunted by his friend's frightened warning 

of the obvious danger to others, Antinous smugly informs him that 

6. Ibid., p. 73. 
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there is absolutely nothing to worry about: "He dado instrucciones a 

mi abogado. Una fianza y listo. Vivimos en un mundo economico, tu 

sabes. jOh, fue delicioso! ^No crees? Hacia mas de tres meses 

7 
que no volaba. Se me habia olvidado manejar. " He feels no real 

sense of responsibility to anyone save himself and allows his in cau

tious conscience to dictate frequent extravagant acts. As a matter of 

8 
fact, Antinous simply "... se dejaba llevar por su demonio interior. " 

Antinous remains entirely aloof from any type of serious 

involvement in love or sexual activities. He rejects any form of grati

fication of this sort and rationalizes his apparent frigid condition as a 

desirable state by proclaiming that "... la pureza es siempre un 

9 
merito. " He then continues by giving a strong argument against the 

importance of sex in one's quest for personal fulfillment: " jEl sexo! 

^Por que todo ha de girar a su rededor? Hay cosas mejores: El sexo 

tiene mucho que ver con la muerte. Es casi lo mismo. This 

basic human emotion has no place in a life where economic means are 

all important. 

Antinous' ideas concerning religion reflect strongly his overtly 

negative attitude. He takes a rather heretical stand against organized 

religion and tends to be highly skeptical of its real validity as a 

7. Ibid., p. 110 

8. Ibid., p. 33. 

9. Ibid., p. 78. 

10. Ibid., p. 79. 
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redeeming institution. In Antinous' open criticism of the church and 

its pious disciples, he is totally unrelenting. He takes great pleasure 

in deriding the subdued appearance of the local priest, DonEzequiel, 

whom he ironically calls: "La salvacion vestida de negro. When 

the grizzled old man becomes aware of Antinous1 mocking skepticism 

and perpetual vacillation in faith, he sternly reminds him that at the 

center remains the omnipotent God, who is "... humildad, amor al 

12 
projimo: Amalo como a ti mismo. " Antinous can only laughingly 

13 
retort with the antithetical statement: "Odialo como a ti mismo. " 

His ceaseless deluge of blasphemies against God and religion are firm 

evidence of Antinous' complete denial of spiritual salvation and per

sonal redemption. 

Even Antinous' name has a significantly negative connotation. 

The priest is quick to point out pedantically to him its symbolic mean

ing, insomuch as it has a direct bearing on the need for Antinous to 

embrace a blind faith. Don Ezequiel calmly professed: 

--Hay que creer, eso es todo .... Hay que tener fe, 
Tinus. Tu nombre deberia hacerte tener fe. Anti-nous. 
^Sabes lo que significa? El nous es una invencion de 
mi compadre Anaxagoras, un projimo que vivio alia por 
el siglo sexto antes de Cristo. Tu eres anti-nous. Lo 

11. Ibid., p. 131. 

12. Ibid., p. 138. 

13. Ibid. 
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contrario de nous .... Y si eres una naturaleza irra-
cional, como tu nombre pareceria indicarlo, estas 
preparado, listo para tener fe. ̂  

The implication of the old priest's statement is that since Antinous has 

a name which would indicate a highly irrational nature, then he should 

be willing to accept, on unfounded faith alone, belief in a God and credo 

which will direct his life. His negative nature sets him apart from 

the rest of society. The only reply which Antinous can give for this 

revelation is a stern reproach, as he continues to blaspheme all that 

Don Ezequiel holds to be holy. His long enthusiastic inquiring, seen 

in his perpetual "... preguntas, dudas, sarcasmos, vacilaciones, en 

su revolteo alrededor del catolicismo, en la mofa que hacia de los 

15 buenos ritos ..." had finally led him to a desperate state of mind, 

to an unexplainable Angst in which Antinous felt complete spiritual 

abandonment, 

Antinous is an extremely melancholic individual, and this 

simple fact adds in no small measure to his despondent and negative 

attitude. Compounding his ever-present feelings of insecurity and 

despair is his overbearing mother, who, although she really loves 

Antinous very dearly, will not allow him any peace of mind. At every 

opportunity, she heaps all manner of uncalled for insults upon his head. 

14. Ibid., p. 146. 

15. Ibid., p. 172. 
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In one instance, when Antinous had nobly defended his sister's love 

affair with a friend, his mother had mercilessly chided him for con

doning such a base act: "jlmb^cil! jDegenerado! jDegenerado! 

jOcioso! jlmb^cil! Tu tienes la culpa, tu, mal hijo. jOcioso! Eres 

16 la verguenza de nuestra familia. " Her belligerent attitude toward 

her son brings about in Antinous a lasting sensation of insecurity and 

adversely affects his outlook on life. 

At the very root of Antinous' nihilistic posture is the self-

realization that he really has no important function in life; his existence 

is absolutely meaningless. While he professes to be an accomplished 

playwright, he has yet to produce one presentable dramatic work. In 

matters of love and romance, he is a contemptible failure and is per-

17 
petually beset with unexplained "crisis sexuales. " His half-hearted 

attempts in searching for a satisfying religious experience have led 

him, ultimately, to a denial of religion altogether. All of these uncon-

summated strivings make of Antinous a thoroughly defeated personage 

whose tragic situation is seen in his honest confession: "Yo soy un 

miserable. Tengo malas inclinaciones. Si, positivamente. Algun 

dla me arrojar6 al mar. ^No crees? jOh, el mar, con las olas, los 

1 8 peces y todo eso! ^No crees?" This is the only fatalistic affirmation 

16. Ibid., p. 169. 

17. Ibid., p. 171. 

18. Ibid., p. 191. 
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which he can ever make in his total nihilistic frame of mind. Antinous 

has unconditionally surrendered to the base materialism of the im

mediate moment for the total satisfaction of self, and, in so doing, 

has expressed his rebellion against the exalted, more spiritual values 

of human existence. 

El principe y las ovejas (1961) is a stark depiction of a world 

calloused and rapidly deteriorating under the evil influences of wealth 

and human depravity. Within this novelistic world moves a melange of 

corrupted characters, devoid of any real nobility or dedication to higher 

goals, intent primarily upon satisfying their own personal egos by com

plete capitulation to the carnal delights of life. The entire novel may 

be considered as a severe critique on the present moral predicament 

of contemporary society. One of the most infamous characters in the 

novel is Mardus Anatolia, a totally depraved and immoral personage, 

whose malignant characterization as an ethical rebel is the very 

epitome of evil. 

Lanzarote Bernales, whose alienated personality was examined 

in the previous chapter, first meets Mardus, when, in his escape to 

France, he runs across the old man resting by the Italian seashore. 

Lanzarote had felt an odd sensation upon encountering the strange-

looking, individual; it was almost as if he had been, waiting for his 

arrival. He confesses his disturbed state of mind to Mardus: 

Sabes. Cuando te vi sobre esas rocas. Cuando nos encontramos. 
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^Sabes, Mardus? Tuve una sensacion extrafia. Tuve como la 

seguridad de que tu me estabas esperando alii. Tuve la seguridad de 

que ya te conocia, y de que tu estabas alii, mirando el mar, unicamen-

19 
te porque sabias que yo .. . . " Indeed, Mardus had been awaiting 

Lanzarote; for throughout the action of the novel, he plays the role of 

the devil, the principe of darkness, leading Lanzarote into all types of 

sinful activities. His physical appearance also adds to his bizarre, 

somewhat foreboding depiction: He was "... alto, huesudo, con una 

barba rala y amarillenta, y una inmensa nariz, un apendice carnudo, 

violaceo, que contrastaba con su rostro seco; una fuente humeda, un 

20 
manadero en medio del pellejo arrugado y duro. " Mardus becomes 

Lanzarote's constant companion; and, together, they travel toward the 

French coast to enjoy la dolce vita. 

Mardus is a totally amoral individual* He has given himself 

up completely to the voluptuousness of life and, in so doing, has for

saken all submission to a Christian code of ethics or to any established 

social laws. His flagrant denial of morals is unequaled. Throughout 

his odyssey of debauchery, Mardus engages in frequent sexual orgies 

with many of the local prostitutes, determined to satiate his enormous 

carnal thirst. The possession of material wealth is also very important 

19. Enrique Lafourcade, El principe ̂  las ovejas (Santiago, 
1961), p. 29. 

20. Ibid., p. 27. 
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to Mardus, for he worships money for what it can buy-usually more 

cheap sex to satisfy his bestial appetites. When he and Lanzarote 

succeed in winning a substantial amount of money at the Cannes gam

bling casinos, Mardus can only think of spending the winnings on 

prostitutes. 

Mardus is frequently affected with diabolical psychological 

crises which bring about his unexplained reversion to a type of 

dehumanized, brutal individual. His perpetual immersion in strong 

drink acts in no small way to precipitate his transformation into an 

unmanageable psychotic. While in the company of Lanzarote, Mardus 

comes to know Valerie MacDermott, an attractive and wealthy Ameri

can girl on vacation with her blind father. Invited to accompany them 

on a Mediterranean yachting cruise, Lanzarote and Mardus accept the 

gracious offer without hesitation. The short voyage is one of excite

ment and drunken revelry which have an adverse effect on Mardus1 

state of mind. During the night Lanzarote awakens with a start to 

hear the desperate screams of Valerie. Mardus, in a crazed psycho

logical frenzy, brutally attempts to break into Valerie's cabin and 

rape her. In the resulting fight, Mardus, completely blinded to reality, 

tries to kill Lanzarote. In awe of his sudden demented state, 

Lanzarote exclaims: "--^Estas loco? jMardus! ^Me quieres matar? 

21 
^Te has vuelto loco?" Mardus goes completely berserk and, in his 

21. Ibid., p. 103. 
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utter madness, succeeds in roughing up Valerie. His uncontrollable 

attack is only ended when Valerie finally smashes him over the head 

with an. iron bar. Mardus had shown only animal instinct in this des

picable incident, a depraved refusal to act according to established 

moral standards. 

The few friends which Mardus has find it difficult, if not im

possible, to understand his outward repulsive nature and frequent 

hostile acts. Lanzarote is totally shocked over his attempt to murder 

him and sadly tells Valerie: "Era mi amigo .... Era mi amigo y 

queria matarme ... . No estoy preparado para tanto odio, asi, de 

22 
p r o n t o  . . . .  i , Q u e  l e  h a b i a  h e c h o ? "  U n d e r  t h e  c o m p l e t e  c o n t r o l  o f  

alcohol, Mardus gives free rein to his strong emotions and goes wild, 

attacking indiscriminately friend and foe alike in dazed, psychotic 

fury. It is only due to Lanzarote's constraining influence that Mardus1 

sinister acts are somewhat tempered. Mardus himself realizes the 

power, however slight, that Lanzarote seems to exercise over him, 

controlling his deranged emotional outbursts. His apologetic tone is 

indicative of his great despair and mental confusion: 

--No tengo perdon. Soy un asqueroso. jLo se! 
Pero mi amado Lanzarote, mi queridito ... . 
Comprende, intenta comprender--murmuraba 
Anatolia, sollozando y golpeando la frente blanca 
contra el suelo--que estaba borracho, que estaba 
enloquecido .... El alcohol, la tempestad, y esa 

22. Ibid., p. 107. 
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m u c h a c h a  . . . .  N o  m e  s e n t i a  b i e n .  N o  e r a  y o ,  
querido. ^Comprendes eso? No era yo. j ALguien 
estaba en mi lugar! ^Como pude hacer lo que hice? 
jMiserable de mi! jMatame, Lanzarote! jMatame! 
--gemia, aferrado a los pies del muchachol jSoy un 
desgraciado! jNo tengo perdon! Me come la 
lascivia. Me devora. Soy un viejo devorado, 
d e v o r a d o  . . . .  U n  v i e j o  l u j u r i o s o .  j P e r d o n a m e ,  
queridito! ^Podras perdonarme? ^Podras? Eres 
generoso como para tratar de perdonarme ... jNo 
quiero terminar asi! No podemos terminar, padre-
cito . .. iTe adoro, querido! jTeadoro! jPer
doname! ^ 

Fully aware of Mardus' uncontrollable and noxious nature, Lanzarote 

still cannot help but feel some degree of pity for the old lecher and 

tries to forget the terrible episode. He fully realized that in such an 

excited mental state Mardus tended to lose control of his senses. 

There are indications that Mardus had even tried to end his satanic 

existence by committing suicide, for one night Lanzarote had stumbled 

onto him in the bathroom. Puzzled over finding him there in the early 

hours of the morning, Lanzarote had later inquired of him: "Anoche, 

cuando te encontre en el hotel, en el cuarto de batlo, ^por que tenias 

la naVaja abierta? ^Por que rompiste el espejo y te contemplabas alii ? 

^Ibas a suicidarte? Nadie se afeita a las cuatro de la manana. ^Que 

24 ibas a hacer?" Mardus avoids a direct answer to Lanzarote's ques

tions. His apparent suicidal tendencies are a firm indication of 

2 3 .  

24. 

Ibid., pp. 117-118. 

I b i d . ,  p p .  5 2 - 5 3 .  
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Mardus' willingness to end his thoroughly unmanageable and demoral

ized life. 

Mardus is portrayed as a completely materialistic individual. 

His love of money and the power which it potentially represents are 

the principal motivations of his degenerate life. Not really lucky him

self, Mardus is allowed to share in the lavish wealth which Lanzarote 

accumulates from consistently winning at the gambling tables. 

Dependent primarily upon Lanzarote's gaming skill for the perpetuation 

of his income, Mardus constantly urges him to play for higher stakes. 

Lanzarote, not quite as eager to win as his companion, nobly confesses 

that he is not so completely controlled by money. He declares: "--

25 Soy un hombre respetable--" Mardus, quick to equate possession of 

material wealth with respectability, sarcastically adds: M--Lo eres. 

26 Con cien millones, lo eres ... . " Mardus goes relatively unchecked 

in his extravagant spending, using the power of money to indulge in all 

types of debauched activities solely for the benefit of self, until finally 

Lanzarote begins to realize what a detriment he is to his position. 

Lanzarote decides that he can no longer afford to support Mardus' 

lascivious activities. 

The propensity which Mardus has displayed repeatedly toward 

violence reaches a culmination point when he reveals that he has 

25. Ibid., p. 126. 

26. Ibid. 
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murdered a prostitute. In a state of great excitement as a result of 

an alcoholic binge, Mardus had forcibly raped the prostitute before 

tossing her body over a seaside' cliff. Persuading Lanzarote to help 

him escape to Montecarlo, where he will be safe from the authorities, 

Mardus shows absolutely no regret for having committed the brutal 

murder. He simply passes off the unfortunate incident with the ra

tionale: "No puedo responder por lo que haga cuando estoy borracho 

o excitado ... . No soy yo mismo. Ademas, era una perra. Por lo 

demas, no tengo ni una pizca de remordimiento . . . ni una pizca ... . 

27 
Una hembra como esa debe morir cuanto antes ... . " 

Mardus easily succumbs to his unprincipled behavior, regard

less of the consequences. In his avaricious life he eagerly carries 

Lanzarote along with him, also causing his involvement in all forms 

of demoralizing acts. Refusing to allow any element of moderation to 

affect his tenacious quest for the exciting and sensuous, in life, Mardus 

explains his wanton rebellion against the gross hypocrisy of those who 

pretend to support noble ethical standards. His pretentious statement 

of protest carries with it an implied reason for his emotional release 

through continual moral turpitude: 

-- jLa presion! ... Hay que levantar la presion, y 
echar humo y huir de aqui, de toda esta impostura 
--susurro al oido de Lanzarote--. De esta cienaga, 
llena de hombres falsos, querido. De jugadores y 

27. Ibid., p. 215. 
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rameras, de artistas de cine, de gangsters .... En el 
fondo, querido, soy un moralista, alguien que cree en 
la pureza de los seres humanos, en la pureza fundamental, 
en la conducta sometida a reglas fijas. 28 

Mardus1 persistent disregard of all moral laws would seem to contra

dict directly this statement of ethical conduct. If he pays any alle

giance at all to a fixed value system, then it must be, in consonance 

with his egregious conduct, a totally debased one. 

Throughout El principe las ovejas, Mardus has repeatedly 

shown his rebellious nature, scorning any fidelity to esteemed ethical 

values. He is a moral misfit, psychologically demented and out

wardly hostile to his surrounding social environment. His final atro

cious act is the cruel murder of Valerie MacDermott. During an auto 

trip to Paris, Mardus casually admits the crime to Lanzarote. In the 

ensuing struggle, the car careens out of control, and both Lanzarote 

and Mardus die in a fiery crash. 

Pat Flanagan,, one of the leading protagonists of Invencion a 

dos voces (1963), epitomizes the material decadence to which modern 

29 
civilization has apparently yielded. Pat rebels against any dedica

tion to superior ideals or values, directing his entire life toward the 

successful attainment of purely materialistic and temporal goals. 

2 8 .  Ibid., p. 227. 

2 9 .  T h e  t w o  c o m p l e m e n t a r y  n a r r a t i v e s  t h a t  g o  t o  m a k e  u p  t h e  
novel are dedicated to giving " . . . una valorizacion de las formas de 
vida de una sociedad fundada sobre bases economicas ... . 11 (Editorial 
comment inside front cover.) Enrique Lafourcade, Invencion a dos 
v o c e s  ( S a n t i a g o ,  1 9 6 3 ) .  
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Completely unethical in nature, he is only interested in satisfying 

himself above all else. His existence had been in a steady moral 

decline for some time. Attempting to earn a living from his profes

sion as a sculptor and artist, he had, unfortunately, met with little 

monetary success. Part of his failure had come about due to his over

indulgence in all types of debauched activities. His life had been filled 

with drunken revelries and sexual excesses. He had been discovered 

in Amsterdam by Professor S^ren Lundsvaar, an electronics expert 

and scientist, who employed Pat's services in the construction of a 

cybernetic woman, a mechanical robot. Pat had designed the exterior 

features of the woman's body and had created a truly beautiful creature, 

physically perfect in every way. Persuading the professor that they 

should travel to America to display the mechanical achievement, Pat 

carefully hides his ulterior motive--that of eventually making a for

tune from the beauty of the robot. 

To test the perfection of Joyce Lundsvaar (the robot), Pat and 

the professor decide to keep her mechanization a secret. Work pro

gresses on the machine as the professor continues to test the complex 

electronic equipment contained within the robot. In the meantime, Pat 

involves himself in various business deals, intent upon reaping a profit 

from the talents of the mechanical female. Once allowed to function 

for money in various beauty contests and advertising commercials, 

Joyce Lundsvaar's beauty becomes legendary, and there is a great 
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demand for her photogenic talents. Pat, completely disregarding the 

professor's warning that an overload on the robot could be disastrous, 

tries to convince the old man that they should take advantage of the 

situation for their own financial benefit. He is severely chastised by 

the professor for his insane dedication to materialistic gain: "El 

dinero te ha vuelto loco .... Tenemos mas que nunca, mas de lo que 

30 
nunca softamos tener. " Unrelenting in his insistence upon gaining 

wealth and power, Pat comments upon the great economic potentialities 

in a society dedicated to the superficiality of things: 

. . . hay posibilidades, posibilidades fantasticas 
con Joyce. Nos apoderaremos detodo . . . Iremos 
convenciendo. La inocencia del corazon de vidrio 
de Joyce, la exactitud de sus tubos electronicos, y 
el cuerpo y el color que le di; este es el pais donde 
se rinde culto a las grandes apariencias, donde se 
quema incienso a las mascaras. Joyce es una 
mascara. Y hare que la adoren. Que la sigan. Que 
la obedezcan ciegamente. Sera una nueva religion, 
con su liturgia exacta. 

Pat is entirely unscrupulous in his various business dealings, 

allowing his materialistic quest to supersede any personal loyalties 

which once he might have had. Completely disregarding the idealistic 

aims which the professor has projected for his scientific creation, 

Pat is intent only upon profiting as much as possible from the robot's 

talents. He signs a long term contract with an old friend, Arthur 

3 0 .  Ibid., p. 91. 

31. Ibid. 
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Joshua Simmonovitch, for the mechanical woman to appear as host on 

a series of syndicated television shows. When the robot short cir

cuits due to a work overload and is forced into quitting the programs, 

Pat breaks his contract obligation by having the robot judged by 

psychiatrists to be psychologically unfit to continue with this particular 

series. Simmonovitch, the unfortunate Jewish entrepeneur who had 

trusted Pat's integrity and who had tied up a fortune in the show, is 

left holding the financial bag. Pat has an ulterior motive here also--

he wants to buy back the contract so that he can negotiate for even 

more money from Denis Brown, a well-known hoodlum and rackets 

kingpin. Feeling no responsibility whatsoever for the financial losses 

which Simmonovitch will surely sustain, Pat sarcastically proclaims 

to him his own selfish materialism: "--Yo tengo la gallina. Eso es 

todo. Es mia. Y quiero que los huevos de oro sean mios. ^Entien-

32 d e s ? "  B l i n d e d  b y  t h e  g l i t t e r  o f  e c o n o m i c  g a i n ,  P a t  a b a n d o n s  a n y  

oath of loyalty to his closest friends. He remains in perfect accord 

with the egocentric dictum which he had once professed to Professor 

Lundsvaar: "Soy americano, ahora, con todos los derechos, incluido 

33 
el derecho de no pensar sino en mi mismo." This statement is also 

a cogent commentary on the tragic loss of loyalties to others which is 

3 2 ,  Ibid., p. 175. 

33. Ibid., p. 93. 
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characteristic of contemporary nihilistic society; the self and its 

gratification come above all else, 

A hopeless dipsomaniac, Pat allows the captivating, influence 

of alcoholic drink to control consistently his better judgment and out

ward behavior, thus facilitating his unrestrained rebellion against all 

established ethical norms of conduct. Under the deceptive stupefaction 

of strong drink, Pat easily falls to an indulgence in all manner of 

immoral and contemptible acts. In one such dire state of intoxication, 

he had even tried to assault Joyce sexually, the curvaceous robot which 

he had helped to create. His rationale for this base crime was simple; 

. . . la pobre y hermosa rubia necesitaba hacer un poco de vida 

34 
sexual. " Only the timely intervention of Professor Lundsvaar had 

prevented Pat from concluding his depraved deed. 

Pat's continuing efforts to place the beautiful robot at the ser

vice of his materialistic scheming come to an abrupt end. The 

professor, finally aware of the debased motives of his sordid colleague, 

succeeds in escaping with Joyce from Pat's evil influences. Falling 

again under the malevolent power of alcohol, Pat attempts in vain to 

drown his deep sense of failure. His moral rebellion reaches a final 

culmination point when, in a rampant psychotic rage, he brutally mur

ders Arthur Simmonovitch, illogically blaming him for his failure to 

34. Ibid., p. 97. 
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achieve success. With a solemn air, he grimly, declares: "--Te 

ejecuto en nombre de la ley. Te ejecuto porque me has impedido ser 

un artista, el mayor. 

Frecuencia modulada (1968) contains clearly delineated rebels 

who react in various ways against the established value system. This 

latest novel of Lafourcade is a highly complex tour de force whose 

rapid action takes place on several distinct narrative levels. One of 

the main threads has to do with the actions of a group of Chilean 

revolutionaries who are intent upon changing in a violent manner the 

present political and social situation of their country. This turbulent 

plot is juxtaposed to another important narrative, mainly psychological 

in nature, in which a young man carries on a running conversation with 

his sweetheart. Interspersed among these two main narrative planes 

are various other significant sub-plots which help to characterize in a 

multi-faceted way, the ethical flux of contemporary society. Myriad 

levels of society are explored in depth and presented for the reader's 

critical review. What Lafourcade has successfully achieved in this 

particular novel is a dramatic presentation of representative social 

strata, revealing in keen detail current ethical problems which affect, 

not only his countrymen, but the whole of present mankind. 

The active rebel is powerfully demonstrated in the tragic 

characterization of German Andrade, a physician who is the leader of 

35. Ibid., p. 239. 
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a somewhat inept band of revolutionaries, the Spartacos. He is the 

leading theoretical power behind the intended attack on the government 

system and acts as a cohesive force in the unification of his young 

idealistic followers. Blatantly affirming that the social and political 

structure of his country is corrupt and needful of a radical change in 

basic ethical ideologies, German proposes a drastic alteration through 

active rebellion. The existing system must be destroyed so that a 

beneficial, utopian-type regime can take its place. Contemplating the 

city in which he has spent his whole life, German comments on the 

present state of affairs: "Santiago feo, desordenado, lleno de gentes. 

Alii iba a reinar alguna vez, cuando Spartaco derrumbara todo, cuando 

36 
sus huestes, sus hordas, tomaran el control. " 

Extremely megalomaniac in nature, German consistently re

minds others that he alone is the leader of the Spartacos, the only one 

in whom absolute power resides. In a disputatious argument which 

German has with Andres, an impetuous and careless young rebel, he 

sternly advises: "La fuerza de Spartaco reside en la autoridad, en el 

principio de autoridad que yoalbergo. A1 doctor no se le discute . .. 

jamas. La autoridad, el principio de autoridad, descansa en un 

37 
dogma: el doctor no se equivoca. No puede equivocarse. " The 

3 6 .  E n r i q u e  L a f o u r c a d e ,  Frecuencia modulada (Mexico, 1968), 
p .  2 0 7 .  

37. Ibid., p. 78. 
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doctor frequently uses the lure of power to entice hesitant individuals 

into joining his revolutionary cause, promising to relinquish to them 

some of his power after the final victory is won. Power occupies a 

supreme position in German's value system, taking undue precedence 

over many other values. When Victorio, a respected publisher, asks 

what he will receive in return for dedicating his meager efforts to the 

new cause, German is quick to reiterate his offer: "A cambio de poder, 

Victorio. Lo que has buscado toda la vida, a cualquier precio, que-

mando amigos y enemigos, sacrificando todo, familia, hijos, hogar 

38 
. . . .  j E l  p o d e r !  "  P o w e r  i s  e l e v a t e d  t o  a  p o s i t i o n  o f  p a r a m o u n t  

importance by German. 

German is a cold, calculating individual who often vacillates 

when it comes to making important decisions. He is overly cautious 

of any rash actions which might endanger the position of his precious 

Spartacos. Up until this point, the organization had been relatively 

unmolested by the government, mainly because it was thought of 

basically as nothing more than a passive group of reformers. Fearing 

that once brought into the open with violent acts of terrorism the group 

will be obliterated, German intends to strengthen his forces before 

having any serious encounter with the authorities. When Andres tries 

to goad him into accepting his incautious suggestions for prematurely 

38. Ibid., p. 285. 
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fomenting terrorism and widespread acts of sedition, German is 

unimpressed by his fanatical enthusiasm and offers sound advice: 

"Pensar, hijo. Pensar antes de actuar. Y actuar una sola vez y dar 

39 
t^rmino a la obra ... . " Only through careful planning does the 

doctor envision the eventual triumph of the revolution. German prag

matically warns: "Todos queremos la accion. Pero no por la pura 

accion. La accion para obtener resultados previamente medidos, 

40 
previstos en sus detalles minimos. " The continual hesitancy which 

he shows in committing his followers to armed clashes brings about 

much harsh criticism from other revolutionary leaders. 

Finally coming to the realization that his Spartacos must make 

a definite move against the government in order to retain the good 

faith of other such insurrectionist bands in the area, German calmly 

states that "Spartaco deberia hacer algo. Nada de desfiles. Algo 

grande. Asesinar a alguien, ... a crearla ... el terror, la violen-

41 
cia. " In this extreme manner, he idealistically believes that 

eventually he can succeed in extending to the whole of Latin America 

" ... una revolucion como no se la imaginan. Dinamica, colectiva, 

sin lideres, sin mesianismos a lo Fidel Castro, con una autoridad 

3 9 .  Ibid., p. 91. 

40. Ibid., p. 88. 

41. Ibid., p. 208. 
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42 diseminada." To accomplish this noble feat, he brags: "Tengo a 

mis jovenes para esto. Mis preciosos Spartacos . .. Jovenes, 

43 i d e a l i s t a s . . .  A d e m a s  o b e d i e n t e s  . . .  D i s c i p l i n a d o s . . .  .  "  H i s  

diabolic plans finally include resorting to all manner of violent means 

to create a state of general havoc and confusion. He proudly an

nounces his intentions to Victorio: 

Vamos a botar el Gobierno. ^Entiendes? A 
derribarlo. Con violencia .. . atacando la ciudad. 
Transformandola en un caos. Con bonibas, con 
explosivos. Comenzare a volar edificios, a 
personas. Y cuando el terror se apodere de todos, 
cuando el Congreso eche humo, entonces mis 
g r u p o s  d e  c o m b a t e  e n t r e n a d o s  d u r a n t e  a r i o s  . . .  
mis ninitos ... como dices tu, tomaran el control 
de la ciudad ... Y controlado Santiago se controla 
todo el pals. ̂ 4 

In his rigorous adherence to revolutionary dogma he sees the impending 

cataclysmic turbulence as a truly justified measure and decrees that 

to attain a new political state such violent means are necessary, after 

45 
all, German is fully aware that El poder se toma por asalto. " 

Unfortunately, German has not formulated any genuine positive 

goals for the new proposed regime which is supposedly going to change 

4 2 .  Ibid., p. 2 7 4 .  

CO 

Ibid. 

44. Ibid., p. 284. 

4 5 .  Ibid., p. 

o
 

CO 
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the ethical face of his society. He is characterized as just another 

power-crazed, overtly chauvinistic rebel, who, when called upon to 

state the main purposes of the revolution, remains totally perplexed 

and intentionally vague. German is really a very weak-willed individ

ual who repeatedly hides his misgivings behind a cloak of authority. 

The exposition of his mental state reveals his true apprehensions 

about the whole affair: "^No habia acaso, en el fondo de si mismo, 

una cierta timidez, un miedo a tomar las grandes decisiones, los 

grandes riesgos? ^No tenia terror de que Spartaco, esa ilusion de 

poder, se desvaneciera en una gran caida?"^ 

The premature detonation of a terrorist bomb results in the 

accidental death of several leading revolutionaries and reveals the 

existence of the subversive Spartaco group to the authorities. Mass 

arrests of suspected agents are swiftly carried out; and German, 

terrified and angered over this clumsy misadventure, flees to his 

mother's house where he receives comforting solace and understand

ing. With the final collapse of the rebel organization, German sees 

the end of his idealistic dreams for power and social renovation. In 

the last instance, he is pictured as a completely dehumanized individ

ual, raving incessantly about his abject defeat: "--No existo, mama 

. .. Deje de existir. jQuiero volver a ser chico, mamita! ^Entiendes? 

46. Ibid., p. 207. 
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jQuiero ser chico! Mamita .. . Mamita ... £ste es un mundo injusto. 

47 
No puedo seguir viviendo en un mundo injusto." German's pitiful 

babbling is a startling testimony to his final demented mental state. 

In his attempts to overthrow violently the existing political and social 

system he has failed miserably. 

As a form of nihilistic counterpoint in Frecuencia modulada, 

certain individuals are presented who exhibit a type of passive rebellion 

against the present value system of their society. In a way, their 

protest takes on a particular social tone. Not advocating violent means 

to win their goals and not really reacting in a strictly criminal sense, 

these rebels openly criticize the present value system which, in many 

regards, they find exceptionally lacking. One of these passive ethical 

rebels is Lavinio Silva Ventura, known to his intimate friends as 

"Pincky. " 

Lavinio is an exceedingly sensitive, mild mannered poet and 

essayist who shows his constant concern for the present deteriorating 

condition of his culture. He is cast as a rather destitute individual 

who has fallen on financial hard times and must live off of the charity 

of his many literary patrons. His sickly appearance belies his pitiful 

state: he usually appeared to others "... rojo de alcohol y alimentos, 

con el cigarro a medio consumir en una de sus manos prensiles, flacas 

47. Ibid., p. 314. 
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y palidas. Le temblaba la barba de abanico de pelos biancos, tiesos, 

contra la piel encarnada, con la sangre a la vista, la sangre contenida 

por una delgada pelicula, una epidermis traslucida que dejaba ver 

adentro los capilares ahitos. 

Egocentricity is seen to be one of the most distinguishing fea

tures of Lavinio's personality. He is a very well-read person who en

joys impressing others with his cosmopolitan erudition and sharp, 

mordant wit. In his daily ritual of frequenting the Santiago cafes to 

chat with his literary friends, Lavinio projects a highly conceited 

nature. He feels that he is really too educated to associate with many 

lower class types and does not hesitate to insult openly those who fail 

to measure up to his high standards. Lavinio arrogantly proclaims to 

those who are seemingly less endowed than he: "--Me irrita la 

49 
ignorancia. " As a result of his overtly egocentric and snobbish 

attitude, most of his literary circles turn out to be nothing more than 

opinionated lectures in which Lavinio proceeds to criticize certain 

selected foibles of contemporary society. In this manner he voices a 

passive type of protest against certain established values, which, 

although decadent in nature, have become tolerated and finally accepted 

by mass-man. 

4 8 .  I b i d . ,  p .  1 6 7 .  

49. Ibid., p. 200. 
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Expressing a reforming need to critically reexamine the values 

of society, Lavinio boasts that he is presently completing a book which 

will undoubtedly be a definitive treatise on modern ethics. He idealis-

tically hopes that it will bring about a vigorous renovation of the 

present static state of the value system which has inexorably enslaved 

the freedom and higher aspirations of man. It will be " ... un libro 

sobre la moral, unaetica contemporanea que removera los cimientos 

50 
de las jerarquias. " In this noble pronouncement, Lavinio is echoing 

very clearly Nietzsche's concept of the state of nihilism, in which 

heretofore ordered hierarchies of value are radically rearranged with 

51 
the result that a completely new order is brought about. 

In a very practical way, Lavinio's own personal life is a per

fect example of the effects of having rearranged the value system. He 

considers himself to be free from having to adhere strictly to the 

present code of ethics subscribed to by the majority. In his subjectiv

ism, Lavinio ethically rebels against the influence of the establishment 

for he feels that the present prevailing mores of his society are highly 

undesirable and in dire need of more spiritualization. He reacts 

vehemently against the current mediocrity in values which his society 

50. Ibid., p. 172. 

51. Ferrater Mora, Diccionario de filosofia, p. 289. 
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has repeatedly refused to recognize by speaking out with his condemn-

52 
ing "voz de roedor. " 

What bothers Lavinio most is the facile capitulation by society 

of certain higher values to an ignoble idol of materialism. He specif

ically. issues a protest against the great debasement of his culture 

brought about by the mass communication media. Instead of allowing 

one to choose what he considers best in the way of cultural enrichment, 

everyone is made to accept without question "culturalina, " an abomi

nable, degenerate substitution. Lavinio's theory concerning this 

deplorable state of affairs is that everyone is obliged: 

. . .  a  t r a g a r  c u l t u r a l i n a  .  . .  u n a  p a p i l l a  c o m o  l a  q u e  
se les da a las guaguas, una papilla alimenticia que 
le meten a la fuerza en el colegio, en la Universidad. 
La prensa y la radio venden culturalina. Las revistas, 
la television. Un porcentaje enorme, un noventa y 
nueve por ciento de los chilenos, estan subalimentados 
por estos farinaceos del espiritu. 

The ultimate pejorative result of this debasement is the creation of a 

mass-man type of culture in which outstanding spiritual values are 

unavoidably smothered under a controlling and leveling materialism. 

This is the very type of culture which Jose Ortega y Gasset reacted 

against in his monumental treatise, La rebelidn de las masas, in 

which he spoke out against "... the emergence of a mass-society and 

52. Lafourcade, Frecuencia . .. , p. 168. 

53. Ibid., p. 169. (My emphasis.) 
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what he regards as. its vulgar values, its sameness, its threat to 'high' 

54 culture." The mass-man type of culture tends to destroy everything 

which is select and individual. 

Lavinio also bitterly rejects as an undesirable existing condi

tion the apparent heightened hypocrisy clearly manifested by the 

so-called "elite" within Chilean society. Speaking out against those 

who value outward appearances more than innate spiritual profundity, 

Lavinio denounces these self-appointed guiding agents as being a 

definite liability to the successful emergence of an ethically healthy 

society. He directs his critical comments to: 

. . . . .  e s t o s  o b e s o s  d e  a i r e ,  p r o f e s o r e s ,  a b o g a d o s ,  
politicos profesionales, directores de empresas, 
... £stos son los nuevos fariseos contemporaneos 
... j Fariseos de la noticia pintoresca, de-'la 
homeopatia atica de El Mercurio ... ! j Fariseos 
a la moda, lectores del Time o asiduos de inodoras 
conferencias de Extension ... ! j Fariseos Pop-Art, 
con Obras Completas virgenes en sus casas ... ! 
jPicantes! jPicanteria de la inteligencia! 
j Farinaceos blanqueados! 55 

Ricardo Latcham has noted that this unqualified rejection of Pharisaism 

is a dominant feature of all of Lafourcade's prose fiction. He states 

that Lafourcade consistently "... se rebela contra un medio hipocrita 

56 
y dominado por convencionalismos farisaicos. " 

54. Eric and Mary Josephson, eds. Man Alone- - Alienation in 
Modern Society (New York, 1967), p. 42. 

55. Lafourcade, Frecuencia ... , p. 169. 

56. Ricardo Latcham, ed., "Para subir al cielo por Enrique 
Lafourcade" in Carnet Critico (Montevideo, 1962), p. 181. 
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Lavinio values cultural ideals , too much to allow himself to be 

seriously affected by the deleterious aspects of utterly vitiated values. 

What he places most worth upon is the idealism and ethical response 

which must issue forth from the subjectivised self in an endeavor to 

better, not only oneself, but society as a whole. His passive act of 

revulsion from certain existing cultural "values" is in no way ruinous 

to his own elevated sense of ethical integrity. In his unqualified nega

tion, he, thus, asserts his freedom and sets himself apart from the 

general insensitivity and decadence which organized society currently 

exhibits. He proudly declares his rebellion against the mediocrity of 

the masses: jSoy libre! No pertenezco a ningun partido, ni 

generacion, ni grupo. Mi espiritu es libre .... He defendido rabiosa-

57 
mente mi libertad. " Thus, Lavinip categorically refuses to prosti

tute his higher instincts to mass society's debauched values. His 

quiet gesture of passive defiance is, at once, an implied criticism of 

the system and a challenging demand for change. 

Gregorio Velasquez, whose depraved life is examined in 

minute detail in Frecuencia modulada is an ethical rebel of quite a 

different breed. He is a prime example of the perverted individual 

who has completely forsaken fidelity to any superior values. His 

existence is shown to be a long series of criminal and degenerate acts 

57. Lafourcade, Frecuencia . . . , p. 201. 
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which make him the epitome of the valueless protagonist. Morality 

has no place in Gregorio's life, for this young man of twenty-four 

years is only interested in enjoying life on his own terms. He is the 

focal point for one of the secondary narrative actions in the novel and 

exemplifies the amoral, criminal element existent in modern society. 

Dependent wholly upon others for his subsistence, Gregorio is 

depicted as nothing more than a cheap hoodlum who gets his money 

where he can, usually by engaging in some criminal activity such as 

peddling dope or acting as a pimp. Lafourcade describes him in this 

manner: " ... el, Gregorio, era pobre. Un pobre gallo, que apenas 

ganaba lo justo. Una que otra cosita por aqui, unos cortes, una 

• •' i,58 comxsion ... . 

Gregorio is also quite an operator, manipulating various friend

ships for his own personal benefit so that he can gain materially from 

their affiliations. Rosario Astudillo, a long-time gangster and nar

cotics kingpin, has taken Gregorio into his confidence and provided 

him with a type of parental tutelage. Rosario had attempted, quite 

without success, to get Gregorio interested in some stable, lucrative 

line of business. He had also saved Gregorio from the police many 

times by bailing him out of jail when he ran into trouble with the law. 

Aside from these gratuitous acts, "Rosario ayud6 durante anos al 

58. Ibid., p. 161. 
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Gregorio .... Le comprd ropa. Le compro una moto. Le prestaba 

59 
plata. " But Gregorio's feelings toward Rosario are only superficial; 

he merely uses his friendship to an advantage, to reap material gain. 

He reveals his ingratitude by betraying the confidence placed in him by 

Rosario. Entrusted with the important delivery of several kilos of 

heroin for distribution to various pushers, Gregorio absconds with the 

forbidden merchandise, thus finally revealing to Rosario his thoroughly 

impersonal and materialistic nature. 

Gregorio's sensuous liaison with Lomo Liso, a corrupt Santiago 

prostitute, is also one of personal convenience. He really feels: little 

regard for her but is interested in the cash which she always seemed 

to have. She readily gives him money, not out of any great love for 

Gregorio, but because she is physically attracted to his youthful mas

culinity. He used her amorous sentiments to good advantage, for he 

frequently went "... a ver a La Lomo Liso a sacarle unos pesos a la 

6 0 
muy tonta. " When Gregorio comes into possession of a great deal 

of money as the result of a robbery, he eagerly severs their amorous 

relationship by informing Lomo Liso that he no longer has any use for 

her: "Ahora puedo hacer de mi vida lo que quiera. No dependo de 

61 nadie. " Her utter despair and disappointment at Gregorio's blunt 

59. Ibid., p. 187. 

60. Ibid., p. 149. 

61. Ibid., p. 298. 
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show of ingratitude are evident: "La Lomo Liso comenzo a llorar. 

Era injusto el nifio. Ella lo habia cuidado. Ella lo habia protegido 

siempre, desde que era un muchachito chico. Y ahora, le hacia la 

desconocida. 

Gregorio seems to enjoy destroying those who attempt to make 

his life meaningful. For him, friendship has little, if any, lasting 

value. He thinks nothing of insulting and belittling even his closest 

friends. Lavinio Silva Ventura, a friend of his, discussed earlier in 

this chapter, is perpetually made the fool by Gregorio's biting sar

casm. Constantly disbelieving of his companion's hostile gestures 

toward him, Lavinio, completely baffled, asks Gregorio: " $Por que 

tienes que ser cruel conmigo, tu camarada del fondo de la noche ? 

63 
jEres un primates, fuera del mundo sensible! " In spite of his pitiful 

inquiry, Gregorio continues his ridicule with another barbed, insult. 

Lavinio unrelentingly tries to make himself endeared to his negative 

friend by dedicating a long original poem to him. Gregorio, in an 

abrupt move of insensitivity and ingratitude, tears the poem to shreds 

and laughs in Lavinio's face. Severely- censuring him for his unkind 

act, Lavinio exclaims: "Lo hicistes pedazos. jSin leerlo, siquiera! 

Trabaj6 durante aftos en el poema. Y tu, ni siquiera le distes una 

62. Ibid. 

63. Ibid., p. 155. (My emphasis.) 
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mirada. ... Alii, en esas hojas de papel, donde estaba yo probandote 

64 
tu fragilidad." As a further indictment of Gregorio's really value

less nature, Lavinio accuses: "--No tienes prineipio. Ni tienes fin, 

tu . . . No hay fijacion afectiva. No hay valores. Ausente del mundo 

axiologico ... Increxble ... . Un exterminador, eso eres .... jMatas 

6 5 
lo que tocas! " This;is no great revelation for Gregorio, for he knows 

exactly what evil motivations are in his heart. In the form of a caus

tic reply to Lavinio1 s accusation, he enthusiastically announces: "Esta 

noche esta buena para matar algo ... o a alguien ... . ^No te parece 

0 .|66 
• • • • 

In..Gregorio's haste to enjoy only the material and sensual 

pleasures of life, he does not hesitate to commit murder. He is 

actually a psychopathic killer, who enjoys killing for the sake of killing, 

and derives from it a great feeling of calmness of spirit. Yerko 

Moretic has noted that various novels of Enrique Lafourcade are ex-

67 
cellent "... para el analisis psico-patologico. " In none, however, 

do the psychopathic attain such infamous stature as in Frecuencia 

modulada. 

64. Ibid., p. 196. 

65. Ibid. (My emphasis.) 

66. Ibid. 

67. Yerko Moretic, "El realismo y el relato chileno, " in El 
nuevo cuento realista chileno (Santiago, 1962), p. 79. 
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Gregorio's first incursion into murder occurs when he ap

proaches his uncle for some money. Unprincipled as Gregorio is, he 

lies to him by saying that the cash is needed to buy medicine for a 

physical ailment. His uncle, well aware of his nephew's faked illnesses, 

can feel little compassion for him: "Era un bandido, ese sobrino, el 

68 
mismo diablo. " When there is hesitancy on the uncle's part in hand

ing over the money, Gregorio nonchalantly smashes him over the head 

and grabs the cash box. His death is easily rationalized: "... el 

viejo se iba a morir cualquier dia. Y esa plata era de 61, legitimamen-

69 
te ganada. " Continuing this wicked rationale, he makes a mockery 

o f  G o d :  " . . .  e r a  D i o s  m i s m o  e l  q u e  l e  o r d e n a b a  m a t a r  a  s u  t i o ,  p a r a  

que se fuera cuanto antes con Dios, y la tia Carmelita, seguro que al 

70 
saber la muerte se iba a querer morir tambien." He soon gets his 

chance to kill her too, for she suddenly appears on the scene and 

Gregorio is forced to shoot her. Gregorio's matter-of-fact attitude 

as he watches the old woman die discloses his basic inhumanity: "... 

sintio una extraria excitacion. Era mucho mas facil con la pistola. 

Apenas habia que molestarse. .. Ademas no se veia sangre, una 

manchita en la espalda, una pequena manchita ... hizo un gesto de 

68. Lafourcade, Frecuencia . .. , p. 162. 

69. Ibid., p. 163. 

70. Ibid. 
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71 repugnancia. ; Era tan horrible la muerte! " His cold-blooded 

demeanor attests to his tragic loss of all reverence for human life. 

Gregorio receives a great psychological satisfaction, from perpetrating 

such murders. Immediately after doing away with his aunt and uncle, 

he experienced a profound feeling of relief. His conscience pro

claimed that he, Gregorio Velasquez "... si que estaba vivo, y puesto 

que estaba vivo, tenia todos los derechos, todo podia hacerlo. Todo. 

72 
Nada de escrupulos. " In this way he is pictured by Lafourcade as 

being completely outside of any fixed ethical system; he may follow the 

debauched dictates of his own immoral conscience for the gratification 

of self. 

Up to this time unable to afford the attentions of Ana Maria, an 

expensive but seductive prostitute, Gregorio, in an excited state of 

immense self-confidence, goes to purchase her sensuous charms. She 

had once refused his advances because he had little money. In a 

vengeful fit of anger Gregorio now exclaims: "... ya iba a ver quien 

73 
era Gregorio Velasquez. " The possession of the stolen money had 

given him added self-assurance. In a drunken stupor he mentally 

boasts of his recently acquired material power: "... veia las cosas 

71. Ibid., pp. 164-165. 

72. Ibid., p. 165. 

73. Ibid. 
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ahora. Nada de cuentos con el. Era un hombre con dinero. El era 

74 
Gregorio Velasquez ... . " Money continues to occupy a place of 

supreme importance for Gregorio. 

Ingratitude is again manifested by Gregorio when he harshly 

rebukes an old friend who had once loaned him money. Entering a bar 

to continue his drunken spree, Gregorio is anxiously greeted by 

Tato Valenzuela, an aging homosexual who was attracted to his strong 

physical appearance. Annoyed at being recognized, Gregorio refuses 

to acknowledge the old man's presence. Gregorio's friendship with 

him had been purely for economic interests, "... cuando necesitaba 

7 5  
que el Tato le soltara unos pesos ... . " Now that Gregorio is 

financially secure, he openly rejects any association with the old per

vert. 

Gregorio's whole life is seen as one of rapid moral deteriora

tion. Insanely obsessed with his assumed power over life and death, 

he never hesitates to destroy others who might happen to oppose his 

desires. Harboring a burning resentmetlt-towar d the prostitute Ana 

Maria and her despicable Arabian pimp, Gregorio has only one vin

dictive thought- -to murder them both. One afternoon, as he sits 

inebriated in a local bar, he sees what he believes to be Ana Maria, 

74. Ibid., p. 166. 

75. Ibid., p. 192. 
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talking with the pimp. Firing his pistol in a blind fit of vengeance, he 

kills both of the unfortunate individuals. Later, as he is escaping from 

the law, he is told that the two people he killed were only innocent by

standers. This is just another instance in which Gregorio's sadistic 

nature is graphically illustrated. 

Forced to flee from Santiago because of his heinous crimes, 

Gregorio travels to Concepcion, where he perpetuates his life of 

immoral deeds. Here he lures an unsuspecting businessman, into a 

secluded area, snatches his wallet, and dumps him, unconscious, into 

the river. Gregorio, ecstatic in his own depraved condition, brags 

to himself about how easy it is to kill others for their money: "Era 

facil liquidar a esos agricultores, o ganaderos, o industriales, a los 

76 
que tenian billetes." There is apparently no end to Gregorio's 

violent rebellion against all established moral values, for his flight 

from justice eventually leads him to Curacautin, where he again re

sorts to murder to obtain cash. 

Gregorio's entire troubled existence is portrayed as one of 

perfected degeneracy. His unqualified nay to all the supreme values 

of life serves only to accentuate his characterization as a totally 

negative and, therefore, nihilistic protagonist. He has allowed his own 

subjectivised self to create a set of values which completely disregard 

76. Ibid., p. 253. 
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the noble aspects of life; these values simply coincide with his deter

mination to satisfy self. This process of subject!vising values is 

known as nominalism, and is explained in detail by Jose Ferrater 

Mora as " ... una reduccion de todos los valores de orden superior 

a los valores de orden inferior, en los cuales hay efectivamente coin-

77 cidencia del valor con el agrado. " The convincing description given 

by Lavinio Silva Ventura aptly describes Gregorio's denial of all real 

moral values: "Gregorio . . . un hombrecito sin moral. Amoral com-

78 
pleto. No sabia distinguir entre el bien y el mal. " Relying mostly 

on unrestrained violence as a means whereby he can thus satisfy his 

own self desires, Gregorio indiscriminately flexes his debauched 

power to destroy others. His psychotic longing for self-gratification 

rises in a steady nihilistic crescendo as he subverts the basic axio-

logical system so honored by his society. He becomes a nihilistic 

rebel in a real sense when, through his negation of all higher values, 

he completely surrenders self to a perverted code of ethical conduct. 

Each of the various protagonists treated in this chapter has 

displayed, in some respects, an almost complete disregard for the 

existing value system of civilized society. Intent primarily upon ex

ercising freely their individual ethical prerogatives, they have all 

77. Ferrater Mora, "Valores, " Diccionario de filosofia, p. 869. 

78. Lafourcade, Frecuencia . . . , p. 194. (My emphasis.) 
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rebelled, often in a totally destructive and immoral fashion, against 

the prevailing values of the majority. It is their unqualified negation 

and subsequent debasement of all supreme values which makes them 

truly nihilistic individuals. 



CHAPTER 8 

NIHILISTIC CHARACTERIZATION: THE VICTIM 

Lafourcade's novelistic world is one saturated with unparal

leled cruelty and destructive violence. Unavoidably influenced by 

hostile alien forces, the hero readily gives way to the antihero, the 

crestfallen, unfortunate victim of formidable nihilistic circumstances. 

Sydney Finkelstein, commenting on the preponderance of the antihero 

in the modern novel, has rightly observed: 

It is commonplace today to speak of the 'no hero' 
novel. This does not mean that the central character 
is a 'little man, 1 one whose hand is not on the lever 
of history. It means that this 'no hero' is defeated 
by a life so antagonistic, so impossible to understand 
and therefore cope with, that his struggles are only 
pathetic, impotent gestures. *• 

The novelistic victim is forced to exist within a malevolent clime in 

which powerful social pressures affect adversely his life, infecting 

him with a serious debilitating sense of utter despair over his condi

tion. The result of this critical situation is often suicide or some 

other form of death-in-life; a ceasing to exist authentically. Many of 

the Lafourcadian victims become highly objectified beings--manipulated, 

1. Sidney Finkelstein, Existentialism and Alienation in 
American Literature (New York, 1965), p. 244. 

149 
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abused, and eventually made to submissively conform to depreciated 

norms of social behavior. External stimuli, in the form of material 

and base attitudes, shape the portrayal of these characters. As they 

are unavoidably controlled by a totally impartial and unsympathetic 

social climate, these individuals often turn spiritually prostrate, un

able to transcend their own weakened situations. The bitter plea which 

they perpetually send forth echoes their anguished psychological states, 

as they are dominated and consequently dehumanized by the effaced 

value system of their social environment. 

The compelling impact which the contemporary axiological 

vacillations exert on their insignificant lives confounds the noble in

stincts of these victims and invariably brings about unconditional sub

jugation to the nihilistic flux. At every instance they are beset with 

demonian norms of conduct which slowly but, nevertheless, effectively 

excoriate their moral fibre. Yielding with no little reluctance to the 

superior power of these devalued standards of ethical behavior, the 

victim is characterized as one who has painfully experienced a com

plete desorientaci6n vital, an undeniable loss of all spiritual values. 

He then comes into close harmony with his nihilistic milieu, having 

relinquished his allegiance to an ennobled ethical discipline. 

"Asedio" is a rather uncomplicated short story contained with

in Fdbulas de JLafourcade (1963) which focuses attention upon the many 

problems faced by Jorin Poliakof, a victimized member of the Chilean 
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Communist Party. Vicente Mengod, in his critical review of the 

story, has stated that: 

Una pregunta y una respuesta del filosofo Spinoza 
constituyen el nervio de Asedio. A medida que fluye 
la marcha rectilinea de los personajes ambas cobran 
sentido: "^La moral? Una especie de tristeza que 
lejos de aumentar la potencia de la vida, la disminuye." 

Jorin's whole life is shaped and negatively affected by his subjection 

to a completely nihilistic environment, that is, one in which values 

are confused and critically debased. The negations which meet him on 

all sides also help to condition his growing pessimistic outlook on life 

and aid in his portrayal as an unfortunate, lost individual. 

Jorin's life story is filled with pathetic reversals and endless 

destitution. He had been assigned by the Communist Party in Santiago 

to work as a lowly accountant, and in this trade he barely managed to 

eke out an existence for his poverty-stricken family. With his wife 

Ofelia seriously ill and his two children grimly undernourished, Jorin 

is continually given over to states of mental despair. The party re

mains cooly uncommitted to Jorin's personal problems and considers 

him as just another dehumanized pawn in its unrelenting struggle for 

world domination. Jorin had never been very successful in life; he had 

always played the role of loser. He had hoped, however, that through 

his membership in the Party he might be able to escape from his 

2. Vicente Mengod, Review of Asedio, by Enrique Lafourcade, 4 

Atenea, vol. CXXV (July-August, 1956), p. 162. 
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condition of abject destitution. Joaquin Mardones, a harsh, dogmatic 

communist official, realized quite well that Jorin would never attain 

any great stature in the Party ranks. He scorned his weak revolution

ary enthusiasm and admitted that Jorin "... no es buen militante. 

3  Demasiados problemas burgueses. Mujer, hijos enfermos." 

Jorin Poliakof is secretly entrusted by his party with the money 

from their growing treasury. At first, Jorin is outwardly grateful for 

this show of recognition and confidence; but as time progresses, he 

becomes increasingly aware of the hazardous responsibility which he 

has. Completely dissatisfied with his pitiful life, Jorin is always 

aspiring to something better. His complaint is indicative of the extent 

to which he has been victimized by circumstances: 

jOh los ninos! ^Por que fueron a tener ninos ? Era 
una vida asquerosa, esta. Si, claro que si. Estaba 
cansado de luchar por una causa tan larga, tan poco 
inmediata en sus resultados. La tierra sera un paraiso 
--rezongo entre dientes-- ... . ^No habria un medio 
de conseguir esa tranquilidad? No pedia mucho. Casa, 
c o m i d a ,  m e d i c o  p a r a  s u s  n i n o s  . . . .  N o  e r a  m u c h o  . . . .  
Habia tanta gente que tenia todo aquello. ^ 

His thoughts turn naturally to absconding with the large sum entrusted 

to his keeping, so that he can thereby escape from his impoverished 

condition. Only the fear of reprisal by the other ruthless party 

3. Enrique Lafourcade, Fabulas de Lafourcade (Santiago, 
1963), p. 35. 

4. Ibid., p. 41. 
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members causes him to reconsider taking such a drastic action. Be

sides, he had been carefully shadowed by a party strong-arm man, 

intent upon keeping an added vigilance over the money. 

Jorin's chance meeting with an old classmate, Daniel Aretzabal, 

helps to lead him down the road to total defeat. Daniel's life has been 

one of financial success and abundant affluence. He begins to stir up 

Jorin's interest by recounting how he had easily made a fortune by 

investing wisely in various budding enterprises. All that is really 

needed, according to Daniel, is enough initial capital for investment. 

After that, the profits begin to roll in. Responding to Daniel's tan

talizing suggestions, Jorin foolishly hands the treasury cash over to 

his friend. He has great visions of what the potential earnings from 

the money can mean to him: "Un buen negocio, y al otro lado, para 

siempre. Casa, medico, ropa limpia, tranquilidad. Danielle 

5  
inspiraba confianza .... Se veia hombre en grande, y seguro." As 

might be expected, his trustworthy pal bilks him out of the cash and is 

never heard from again, leaving Jorin to answer for the financial loss. 

Aware that his careless handling of the Party's funds makes 

him a doomed man, Jorin succeeds in persuading another long-time 

acquaintance, Alfredo Palomera, to help him escape. At this point, 

Jorin is desperate and profoundly worried about what will eventually 

5. Ibid., p. 53. 
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become of his unfortunate family. He sobs to Alfredo: "Perdi mi 

puesto en la notaria. ^Sabes? Ofelia esta enferma. Los niflos tienen 

hambre. jQu£ van a hacer ahora! Todo el Partido me sigue. Son 

g 
miles. " In complete sympathy with Jorin's frightening plight, Alfredo 

hastily suggests that he go to Valparaiso, where he can hide out with 

Evangelina, a close relative of his. Jorin loses no little time in ac

cepting this generous offer of help. 

Suspense and fear continue to grip Jorin as he becomes suspi

cious of everyone he meets, afraid that he will be killed for his 

thoughtless blunder. He distrusts even the most innocent-appearing 

bystanders, lest they turn out to be hired assassins. Feeling himself 

the victim of an antagonistic world, one which is really devoid of any 

real sensitivity to basic human suffering, Jorin voices a firm protest 

against the utter cruelty of life: 

Si esta vida no fuera una trampa, llena de palabras. 
Si el hombre no estuviese lleno de enganadores--
hablaba con el rostro alto, duro, como un automata 
--Si todo no fuera tan obscuro, tan sucio. Si existiera 
la salvacion ... . Si este mundo diera la felicidad al 
hombre ... . 

Jorin's perpetual monologue of anguish brings about increased feelings 

of aloneness and a total sense of self-condemnation. He is pictured 

6. Ibid., p. 75. 

7. Ibid., p. 99. 
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as quite the dehumanized individual, really just a poor, defenseless 

animal who has fallen prey to the rapacious attitudes of his society. 

Jorin's subsequent sojourn with the family of Evangelina 

Romero, Alfredo's distant cousin, helps to add to his feelings of 

anguish and despondency. Observing the quiet serenity of this family's 

home life, Jorin mentally savors the overly tranquil atmosphere, 

jealously wishing that he could somehow experience the same apparent 

happiness: "Esa paz en medio de la angustia. Existian seres tran-

g 
quilos. Habia en el mundo personas casi felices." Jorin has another 

opportunity to voice his undue sufferings when he carries on a lament

ing monologue with the aging grandfather of Evangelina. The old man, 

in a drunken daze, only demonstrates his total disinterest in Jorin's 

affairs by falling sound asleep. In an embittered monologue, Jorin 

then relates the placid life he enjoyed before being led astray by the 

impersonal, dogmatic principles of the Communist Party: 

Tenia amigos, Leia poesia. La Biblia. De tarde en 
tarde, un concierto. Mi espiritu era vivo. Era un 
ser vivo en el mundo, capaz de dudar, de asombrarme 
ante las cosas. Un ser dispuesto a todo. Y me meti 
en el Partido. Me dijeron que el Partido era la 
salvacion ... . Todos felices. ® 

Jorin's sad disillusionment only augments his victimized state. Now 

he is surely an individual who has completely forsaken all established 

8. Ibid., p. 91. 

9. Ibid., p. 95. 
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values by dutifully embracing the debased principles of the Communist 

conspiracy. 

The fleeting romance which Jorin has with Evangelina serves 

to heighten his characterization as victim. Overpowered by her warm 

voluptuosity, Jorin easily succumbs to her amorous advances. But 

sexual indulgence fails to relieve Jorin's deplorable state of mind. He 

only feels a greater sense of anguish and detachment. As a result of 

the tepid affair, "... Jorin jadeaba, angustiado, insatisfecho .. . 

tratando de retener algo que se le iba ... un ser humano que se le 

escapaba ... . What he had really given up was his ethical self. 

Surrendering to immoral, base activities evokes in Jorin a greater 

awareness of his decadent self-effacement into a somewhat dehuman

ized individual. Finding out later that two mysterious men are follow

ing his every move, Jorin regretfully suspects that his beloved 

Evangelina turned him in to the party. Angered and disillusioned with 

this flagrant demonstration of infidelity, Jorin protests against being 

made the victim of a world in which such injustice reigns supreme: 

A1 pensar en la muchacha, Poliakof no pudo contener 
una lagrima. Todo era asi en este mundo. Todo 
horrible. Parecia amor, ternura, pero era traicion, 
o d i o  . . .  E l  P a r t i d o  t o m a b a  l a  v i d a  d e  l o s  h o m b r e s  y  
la quemaba. Era como una gran llama en medio de 
la noche de los hombres, incineradora de impetus, de 

10. Ibid., p. 101. 
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nobles sentimientos, de sueftos. El Partido entregaba 
a sus militantes a la practica del odio libre.(in contrast 
to "amor libre"). H 

Jorin's flight from the vengeful wrath of the Party leads him to 

a secluded mountain resort area near Valparaiso. He succeeds in 

eluding his pursuers and makes his way through the dense woods toward 

an inviting guest house. In his frantic escape, Jorin's fatalistic 

attitude is clearly manifest in the psychological depiction of his d ete-

riorating mental state: 

El no tenia miedo, pero bastaba que su voluntad se 
descuidara, para que surgiera con fuerza inmerecida 
una sensacion de angustia, de sofocamiento, terrible, 
Una certeza de que el indice implacable del Partido le 
senalaba el castigo, el suplicio (los comunistas). .. . 
no eran personas. Sino una fuerza inmensa, ramifi-
cada sobre el mundo ... j ay del que desobedeciera! 
Y el era de los herejes. Sin amor, sin amigos. Todo 
el mundo tras 61, tras algo tan pequeno, tan insig-
nificante ... . Todo el mundo en su persecucion. *2 

In a last attempt to narcotize his growing apprehensions of 

Party retaliation, Jorin enters the noisy cantina of one of the local 

guest houses to try and get himself thoroughly drunk. Accosted by a 

pathetic invalid who is only interested in making small conversation, 

Jorin is unavoidably forced into listening to a long tale of woe. The 

elderly-appearing man points out his wooden leg and complains that 

he i's really only forty-five, prematurely aged by his beggarly 

1 1 .  

1 2 .  

Ibid., p. 104. 

Ibid., pp. 106-107. 
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condition in life. His lament has a particularly startling effect on 

Jorin, who can easily associate his own victimized situation with that 

of the drunken old fellow. The disabled stranger explains: "Si no 

fuera por la pierna. Hasta mujer tenia. Una gordita. Ahora ando 

solo. Lo que me dan. Lo que me arroja la gente. --Se le humedecie-

ron los ojos--Lo que me tiran los viejos amigos .... -Y tu? Andai 

13 
too revolcao ... . " His despondent statements have an all too 

familiar ring to them; and Jorin, visibly upset at such a despicable 

revelation, flees into the woods in utter panic. 

Jorin's tragic depiction as the hapless victim of a totally insen

sitive, nihilistic milieu, reaches a final crucial stage with his own 

tragic suicide. Believing that he is being surrounded by a pursuing 

mob of communist agents, Jorin. is shown in his final moments, pour

ing out a sardonic complaint against the terrible injustice which 

characterizes his evil society: "Le dolia la injusticia. ,iPor que 

tenian que existir gentes desgraciadas ? ^Tantos seres humanos 

humillados llenos de terror ? La vida era una cochina trampa .. . una 

14 boca abierta ... . " The ultimate gesture of Jorin's total victimiza

tion is death by his own hand as he ends his wretched existence. His 

death turns out to be cruelly ironic; for, in reality, no one has ever 

1 3 .  Ibid., p. 110. 

14. Ibid., p. 113. 
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been after Jorin. The fear of persecution has been nothing more than 

a psychological aberration; an extended figment of his own tortured 

imagination. In the closing pages of the story we come to find out that 

the party officials had purposely planted the money (which, by the way, 

was really counterfeit) to trap a suspected agent in their midst. 

Everyone remains completely perplexed over the strange disappearance 

15 
of Jorin: " j Como si se lo hubiese tragado la tierra! " 

Invencion a dos voces (1963) is composed of two separate, 

although complementary narratives. "Es .. . un examen frio del 

mundo tecnologico, moderno, una valorizacion de las formas de vida 

de una sociedad fundada sobre bases economicas y un juicio severo 

sobre la experiencia religiosa formal de ciertas agrupaciones 

16 
humanas. " Both of the narrative actions succeed in presenting a 

vivid picture of individuals clearly caught up in the present-day 

materialism which appears to dominate contemporary culture. The 

preoccupation with the debilitating effects of materialism on the indi

vidual axiological system is a prominent theme treated by almost all 

of the members of the Generation of 1950. Fernando Alegria has 

stated that: 

1 5 .  Ibid., p. 115. 

1 6 .  E n r i q u e  L a f o u r c a d e ,  Invencion a dos voces (Santiago, 
1963), editorial comment inside front cover. (My emphasis.) 
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De la fascinacion que sobre ellos (los escritores 
de esta generacion) ejerce la vejez se deriva una 
actitud de terror frente al mundo, un mundo hostil, 
grosero, materialista, que amenaza siempre 
invadir el reducto de los valores domesticos y 
arrasar devociones, lealtades, linajes y delicadeza 
de otros tiempos. ̂  

In each narrative Lafourcade has shown his extreme concern with 

modern man's present moral and spiritual decline. Unavoidably in

volved with the commanding influences of their nihilistic environment, 

an environment which is not natural but social, political and religious 

in nature, the main protagonists of these two correlative narratives 

are pictured as inevitable victims. 

Dominating the first narrative action is Moroni, a young 

18 zealous reformist, who has great ideas of creating a new religion. 

At every step, however, his attempts to bring some degree of spiri

tuality to his fellow men are thwarted, and he is steadily transformed 

into a victimized individual, infected with the base values of a 

materialistic clime. His initial efforts to obtain operating funds with 

which to establish his church end in complete failure. He only re

ceives a sarcastic laugh and a mocking derision when he asks help 

1 7 .  F e r n a n d o  A l e g r i a ,  Las fronteras del realismo (Santiago, 
1 9 6 2 ) ,  p p .  1 2 5 - 1 2 6 .  

1 8 .  G u s t a v  D a v i d s o n ,  A  Dictionary of Angels, including the 
Fallen Angels. It is rather ironical that the main personage should be 
named Moroni, for Moroni was in actuality the Mormon angel of God. 
It was from this prophetic angel that Joseph Smith claimed he received 
the gold plates containing the gospel of a new revelation. (New York, 
1 9 6 7 ) ,  p .  1 9 8 .  
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from Denis Brown, a former classmate of his at Yale. In his pietis-

tic fervor, Moroni had nobly pontificated to Denis, explaining his great 

religious inspiration: 

Creo en Dios. Dios no es como te lo imaginas 
tu .. . Dios es una presencia, algo que te acompafia. 
Es como si tu mismo fueses Dios. Algo incorporado 
a tu sustancia, que te acosa, que te separa del mundo, 
que te gobierna. Regocijo, furia, plenitud, exaltada 
plenitud. No podria vivir si no tuviese esa fuente. 
Mi Dios me hizo para ^1. Soy de mi Dios. Soy de el. *9 

Totally disinterested in Moroni's spiritual monomania and projected 

reformations, Denis passes off his religiosity by sternly rebuffing 

him: "Eres un fanatico. Eso eres. Un condenado fanatico. Te hacen 

20 falta mujeres. Una buena puta arregla tus problemas. " Moroni's 

sinful friend attempts without success to lure him into indulging in 

marihuana and illicit sex relations as a means whereby he can thus 

cool his missionary zeal. 

Moroni travels to California, thanks to a bus ticket purchased 

for him by Denis Brown. Within this alien, decadent cosmos, he 

again tries to obtain money to finance his new religion, this time by 

appealing directly to J. Paul Setty, reputedly the world's richest man, 

Moroni believes it only fair that some of this wealthy entrepeneur's 

fortune be put to the service of more spiritual endeavors. Moroni's 

1 9 .  L a f o u r c a d e ,  Invenci6n .. . , p. 26. 

20. Ibid. 
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interior thoughts reflect his indictment of the great emphasis placed 

on material gain: "jGomo podia un ser humano tener tanto poder, ir 

acumulando tanto poder, tanto oro! Era injusto. Cuando con una 

miga de su oro, 61, Moroni, plantaria en la tierra su iglesia terrible, 

21  purificadora. " 

On his way to Setty's residence in Malibu, Moroni is given a 

ride by a distinguished-looking professor, a nuclear physicist at UCLA. 

Merely ridiculed when he reveals his plans to get a monetary contribu

tion from J. Paul Setty, Moroni launches a scathing tirade against the 

capital materialism which has not only victimized him but others as 

well. He states that he is going to confront Setty, 

--Para exigirle lo que me ha robado. ^Entiendes? 
Lo que me ha robado. Lo que le ha robado a usted. 
^No le inquieta saber que a usted tambien le ha 
robado? Lo que nos arranca dia a dia. Para exigirle 
el aire. Tiene mas aire que el que puede respirar en 
una eternidad. ^Le parece justo? Me debe mi parte 
de aire. Y se la voy a exigir. A eso voy, no a pedir, 
sino a exigir. No con humildad, sino con justa colera. 

Paul Setty es algo terrible en este mundo. ^2 

Moroni finally insults the old professor, who, in complete dismay at 

his overtly critical attitude, simply asks the religious fanatic to get 

out of his car. 

2 1 .  

22. 

Ibid., p. 36. 

I b i d . ,  p .  4 2 .  
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Finally arriving at Setty's stately mansion with high hopes of 

receiving a generous donation, Moroni decides that the most logical 

and convincing explanation that he could give would be to say: "Quiero 

23 
fundar una iglesia para purificar el genero humano. " Idealistic ally, 

the funds received from the aging philanthropist would be put to the 

spiritual service of all mankind, as Moroni "... haria fecundo un 

nuevo paraiso, una sociedad de hombres buenos que, sin perder su 

24 
libertad, para las cosas terrenas, estuviesen alados. " All of 

Moroni's efforts to obtain a substantial offering are shattered when 

Setty's private secretary turns him away with the paltry sum of ten 

dollars. His despairing state is such that he attempts suicide by 

throwing himself off a cliff. Even in this futile and somewhat comic 

act he is a failure, for he only winds up with bruises and is left to 

continue his desperate existence. Mentally he complains of not having 

anyone who really sympathizes with his situation: " jQui£n daba algo 

por el, por Moroni! qui£n le importaba su desesperacion, esa que 

lo hizo querer morir, apenas hacia una hora, cuando se arrojo por el 

25 
acantilado arenoso de Malibu?" 

Moroni slowly but consistently falls victim to his surrounding 

malevolent environment. Breaking his vow never to imbibe again 

23. Ibid., p. 48. 

2 4 i — I b i d . ,  p .  5 2 .  

25. Ibid., p. 54. 
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strong alcoholic drink, he uses the soothing effects of liquor to 

alleviate his gnawing agony of defeat. He amuses himself in various 

bars and makes the acquaintance of two other destitute victims of 

society: Anastasio Canales, a transient Mexican national and Ninive, 

a poor crippled Negro. These two unfortunate individuals have been 

made outcasts. "Son ... dos personajes que se encuentran solos y 

2 6 
derrotados, sintiendo un mismo dolor. " Anastasio is a completely 

amoral individual, whose ethical conduct is directed solely toward the 

satiation of his own carnal appetites. He introduces Moroni to the 

effervescent night life of Venice, a sleazy suburb of Los Angeles re

nowned as a haven for all types of perverts. It is difficult for Moroni 

to maintain dignified spiritual values when confronted with the im

perious forces of this unrighteous and nihilistic atmosphere. Accom

panying Anastasio to a notorious hangout for homosexuals and lesbians, 

Moroni reacts violently against such a depraved situation. He brazenly 

attacks an old degenerate lesbian, Maude, with this indicting criticism: 

"--Tu no eres Maude, sino un angel ... . jUno de los angeles de 

Luzbel, de los que tienen cuernos y alas negras, y vuelan hacia 

27 
atras! " He then directs his condemning comments to all the disgust

ing personalities in the bar, addressing them as " ... engendros, 

26. Eduardo Godoy Gallardo, "Enrique Lafourcade, Invencion 
a dos voces, " Revista Iberoamericana, vol. XXX (July-December, 
1964), p. 339. 

27. Lafourcade, Invencion ... , p. 108. 
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ratas de albanales, formas de Satan, manos envenenadas, alientos 

28 
putridos ... . [Todas ustedes, machos cabrios, mandragoras! ... . " 

Only the timely intrusion of Anastasio saves Moroni's sanctimonious 

skin. In a delirious state of mind, Moroni raves on incessantly about 

the evil influences which are attempting to control his life and, thus, 

nullify his higher religious aspirations. His plaint to God is for added 

divine strength to resist base temptations: 

. . . jOh Senor! jOh poderoso y bienaventurado 
Senor! jBarre de mi cerebro estas visiones! 
; Aniquila a las rubias que lanzan humo por el vientre! 
jDame tus palabras! jLa verdadera palabra! jDame 
tu nombre, el sagrado, ese que se pronuncia de un 
modo secreto y que me hace dueno de Ti! jEse nombre 
que es tu puerta, mi integracion a tu recondita subs-
tancia! jDame tu nombre y armame contra los vapores! 
fDame tu nombre y tu poder, para ir por la tierra! 
j Alzame, traeme una nube veloz, traeme tu carro de 
fuego, para huir de esta Reina Maud, Isic] en la cual 
veo a Satan, de este gigante acido, carnivoro! 29 

Pilled with a crusading spirit, Moroni asks Anastasio and 

Ninive to accompany him on his self-assumed evangelical mission to 

redeem mankind. Together, the unlikely trio of misfits travels to Las 

30 
Vegas ("el corazon de Sodoma y Gomorra") where they convert their 

stolen trailer into a miniature chapel. Unaware of what is really 

happening, Moroni gradually falls prey to the degenerate and monetary 

28. Ibid. 

29. Ibid., pp. 110-112. 

30. Ibid., p. 156. 
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gods of his contemporary nihilistic society. With religion serving 

merely as a pretext, Anastasio and Ninive readily manipulate the lofty 

idealism of their zealous companion to carry out a profitable religious 

enterprise. Still clinging tenaciously to his exalted dreams of bringing 

about a spiritual renascence in his fellow man, Moroni is unwittingly 

made a victim, and his noble aspirations become deplorably heretical. 

The scant offerings and small attendance at his.first sermon drive 

Moroni into a chronic state of despondency. He finally had to admit 

that his bland sermons were really uninspiring. To combat his in

creasingly depressant mood, Moroni becomes hopelessly drunk and, 

finally, passes out completely. Anastasio, seizing on this opportunity 

to cash in on Moroni's religiosity, quickly lashes him to a huge wooden 

cross and announces to the passers-by that a new service is about to 

begin. The response is tremendous, as devoted zealots flock to wit

ness the crucifixion scene as an unequaled demonstration of religious 

faith. They give of their money freely as the spiritual symbol of 

Christian salvation is desecrated for purely pecuniary ends. This 

ignominious and heretical spectacle is presented repeatedly, a shocking 

testimony to the low state to which Moroni had finally stooped. 

Moroni's ethical behavior continues to spiral sharply downward 

as he wantonly relinquishes all semblance of morality and humanity. 

He steadily becomes a conditioned creature of the surrounding nihilis

tic Zeitgeist, falling victim to the flagrant depredation which it 
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currently manifests. As their pseudo-religious crusade tours the 

Southern states Moroni is pulled even deeper into the malefic amoral 

maelstrom. In their travels, the materialistic trio uses another sad 

victim of circumstances--Beckie, a young, retarded girl whom they 

happen to find by the side of the highway. Anastasio plans to put her 

shapely and innocent-looking appearance to work as a drawing attrac

tion to their evangelistic escapades. Moroni is physically attracted to 

the half-wit and disregards his once cherished moral code to seduce 

her. He indulges in sex only as a means whereby he obtains relief 

from his strong libidinal impulses; he values the relationship for no 

other reason. "This momentary character of mere bio-sexuality . . . 

exhibits the same discontinuity which. . . we found to be the charac-

31 
teristic mark of nihilism. " 

Continuing to capitalize on his prominence as a crucified 

penitent and religious prophet, Moroni readily prostitutes his high 

ideals in his struggle to become wealthy. When his close colleague, 

the crippled Negro Ninive, is attacked by Southern bigots, Moroni 

remains calmly uncommitted to helping him escape from a brutal 

death. Instead of the Christ, whom he symbolically purports to emulate, 

Moroni is depicted as the devil's infamous disciple, Judas Iscariot. 

31. Helmut Thielicke, Nihilism, its Origin and Nature, with a 
Christian Answer, trans, by John W. Doberstein (London, 1961), 
p. 149. 
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While Ninive is mercilessly being hanged by the enraged mob, Moroni 

openly denies his friend. He simply stands by as a grim witness to 

the horrible scene. As the pitiful Negro is in his final death throes, 

he points an accusing finger at the false prophet: "Mantuvo el brazo 

dirigido contra Moroni, el indice contra el pastor, que seguia retro-

32 cediendo." Tragedy follows tragedy, as Moroni eventually forsakes 

Anastasio in a similar manner, leaving his Mexican companion to die 

at the hands of an irate group of racists. 

Moroni is keenly aware of what he has allowed himself to be

come in his farcical quest as self-appointed redeemer. In reality he 

has degenerated to the position of victim, at first rejecting but later 

embracing, the devalued tenets of his ultra materialistic and 

nihilistic culture. Beset with strong feelings of guilt and anxiety over 

his actions, Moroni seeks in vain a means whereby he can again ex

perience the divine grace of God. His psychological state is indicative 

of the extent to which he felt responsible for his utter failure in life. 

In a self-condemning monologue he readily admits: 

jQue vergiienza todo! jQue verguenza su vida! 
Anastasio le grito, le gritd muy fuerte, cuando 
salla del trailer: 'j Traidor! j Eres un condenado 
traidor!' Muy fuerte grito el mexicano. Traidor, 
eso era. Eso parecia que era. Primero Ninive. 
Despues, Anastasio. ^Qui&i seguia? Su ultima 
traicion, ^Beckie? ^Por que no abandonar a esa 

32. Lafourcade, Invencion ... , p. 210. 
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bolsa humana, esa serie de esponjas tiernas y 
tibias, que era Beckie?33 

Leaving Beckie as he had first found her--standing, forlornly 

beside the highway, Moroni heads toward New York, this time with a 

renewed faith in his abilities to create his longed-for church. Ration

alizing that it was only the evil influence of his companions which led 

him to experience past failures, Moroni now hopes to carry out his 

projected religious plans, unhindered by anyone. However, he cannot 

escape due retribution so easily; he is constantly reminded of his 

recent moral defeat. An even greater awareness of his ethical trans

gressions is brought about when he accidentally runs over a dove. 

This destroyed symbol of peace effects in Moroni an increased sense 

of guilt; a realization that he will never again experience peace of 

mind: "Creyo que su muerte era algo importante para el. Una paloma 

muerta, una paloma asesinada en una gran carretera que lleva a Nueva 

York. Una paloma destruida, simbolo facil para su soledad hecha de 

+ • • ..34 
traiciones ... . 

Moroni's final despairing monologue of introspection is an 

added indication that he will never again be free from the castigating 

voice of his conscience. This ultimate confession clearly illustrates 

to what great extent Moroni believed himself to be the victim, a victim 

33. Ibid., p. 238. 

34. Ibid., p. 240. 
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finally in consonance with the nihilistic principles of his fully cor

rupted culture: 

Era un traidor libre, un traidor independiente 
. . . trataria de remediar sus faltas, sus pecados. 
Ante los ojos de Dios, 61 habia pecado. Pero no 
fueron sus intenciones. Las circunstancias, Senor. 
No vio, no vio a Anastasio. No vio a Ninive. (Era 
verdad! ^Era verdad? Moroni trago saliva mientras 
recorrian adentro de su cabeza esas imagenes y 
pensamientos, caras, voces, colores. Claro que vio 
a Anastasio. Por supuesto que vio cuando se 
arrodillaba y le pedia que hablara. Habia sentido unas 
ganas irreprimibles de rexr. De reir, retorciendose 
en la cruz. Todo era tan divertido. Le seguian aiin 
el recuerdo de sus amigos abandonados. ̂  

The innate carnality which Moroni has repeatedly manifested, in league 

with the environmental iniquities which surround him, victimize his 

religious aspirations and ultimately bring about his absolute ethical 

death. 

S^ren Lundsvaar, the main protagonist in the second narration 

of Invencion a dos voces is also depicted as a victim. He is victimized 

by the same materialistic forces which destroyed Moroni's:idealistic 

quest to bring salvation to mankind. Professor Lundsvaar is a Swedish 

scientist who has labored for many years to perfect a cybernetic 

woman; a beautiful electronic marvel capable of functioning exactly like 

a real human being. While he stands to profit substantially from the 

invention, his main interest is primarily scientific, for he hopes that 

35. Ibid., pp. 240-242. (My emphasis.) 
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his automated achievement can be adapted and placed at the service 

of all humanity. It is indeed unfortunate that the professor's partner, 

Pat Flanagan, should have other ideas about the future of the robot. 

Pat has played a significant role in the creation of the female humanoid 

by fashioning her external features. Having failed in the past to attain 

any real success from his artistic abilities, Pat now schemes to reap 

an easy fortune from the photogenic qualities of the alluring robot. 

These two distinct, opposing personalities, Professor Lundsvaar, who 

best represents the scientific ideal, and Pat, who embodies the base 

materialism seen in contemporary society, carry on an extended strug

gle for predominance throughout the novel. 

The old professor is at first highly idealistic in nature and 

allows his idealism to blind him to the harsh realities of life. He 

becomes fanatically dedicated to perfecting and modifying the robot 

(whom he affectionately regards as his own daughter and calls "Joyce"). 

He is slow to realize just what Pat intends to do with his life's work. 

Constantly rebuffed by his impetuous colleague because he is somewhat 

hesitant to capitalize on the beauty of the machine, Lundsvaar repeat

edly states his proud position: "jSoy un hombre de ciencia, antes que 

3 6 
nada! Mi proyecto no vera la luz hasta que no tenga fallas. " Unde- ' 

terred by the old man's constant warnings that a premature exposition 

36. Ibid., p. 35. 
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of the robot may result in a catastrophe, Pat secretly contracts 

negotiations with several commercial enterprises to professionally 

engage the robot. To test the extent to which the robot is able to con

vince, both the professor and Pat decide to keep the female's mechaniza

tion a secret. 

Finally, allowing Joyce to make occasional appearances so as 

to provide them with a source of income, the professor continues to 

be highly apprehensive of the strain placed on the robot's delicate 

electronic gear, lest a sudden overload short circuit and ruin the entire 

electronic system. Pat completely disregards the possible consequences 

and places increased pressure on the old man to commit the robot to 

more public appearances. In an attempt to bring Pat to his senses and 

help curb his insane lust for more and more money, the professor 

again reminds him of what can happen if the robot is allowed to con

tinue at such an accelerated pace. He explains the potential danger: 

Cada noche paso tres o mas horas revisandola. 
Pero, si exageramos, de pronto la nifia va a estallar, 
va a desintegrarse como un cohete, va a subir echando 
chispas. Joyce es lo unico que tengo en el mundo. 
^Como es posible que no comprendas? El dinero te ha 
vuelto loco ... . Tenemos mas que nunca, mas de lo 
que nunca soriamos tener. ^7 

Lundsvaar's repeated warnings go unheeded, as Pat brings about the 

robot's involvement in an exhausting score of commercial ventures, 

37. Ibid., p. 91. 
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from advertising various name products to guest appearances on 

television shows. The entire business world scrambles to capitalize 

on the beauty of the automaton. Pat takes control of the economics 

and signs a long term contract for "Joyce" to star in her own syndicated 

television program, "The Joyce Show. " The pressures mount, as the 

professor pleads with Pat for moderation in having the robot engage in 

so many strenuous activities. He tries to convince his materialistic 

friend that he is actually "killing" the mechanical woman by such sus

tained strain. Finding the robot in a state of utter exhaustion, babbling 

on in unintelligible phrases, the professor becomes enraged over the 

rapidly deteriorating condition of his precious invention. He confronts 

Pat and blames him for Joyce's pitiful state: "La encontr6 ... ^Sabes 

como la encontr€? ^Sabes cuanta temperatura tenia? j Estaba que 

reventaba! ^Entiendes? j Consegui detenerla! Un minuto mas y 

38 
estal la  . . . .  j Mi  Joyce estal la  como un globo!  "  Pat  remains  uncon

cerned with the old man's problems; he candidly confesses that he left 

the robot turned on. 

Quite content over the money which they have earned thus far, 

the professor wants to terminate the career of his creation before it 

is too late. Pat is adamant about wanting to continue their good fortune 

by exploiting the sensual charms of the robot. The inevitable finally 

38. Ibid., p. 135. 
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occurs when the robot, under continual stress, goes completely ber

serk during an important segment of the Joyce Show. Now realizing 

that his only love has been irremediably corrupted by the malicious 

machinations of his materialistic and nihilistic environment, Lundsvaar 

paternally admits to his robot "daughter": 

--[Joyce, hijita! Te han arruinado. Te han 
muerto. No podr£ mejorarte ya. Te .tienen despeda-
zada los miserables. Flanagan te ha muerto. Ya no 
seras la misma. No podras ser la misma hasta que 
volvamos a Suecia y alii, en mi laboratorio, te de 
la nueva vida. Habia que huir. Habia que escapar 
de esos Flanagan y Simmonovitch, de esos negociantes, 
de esos enganadores. Huir a otro sitio. Esconder a 
Joyce, lo primero. jEscapar con ella, cuanto antes! 

The professor is thoroughly disillusioned with the material forces which 

have brought about total ruination of his idyllic creation. The only solu

tion is to escape from such a pernicious atmosphere. When Pat Flana

gan is temporarily committed to an alcoholic ward for treatment, 

Lundsvaar sees his chance to flee. In desperate flight, the professor 

ponders his course of action. The description of his interior thoughts 

reveals something of the embittered attitude which he has concerning 

modern society, with its debauched mores: 

: A buscar un taxi, y a meter en el a su hijita, 
para ir a algun sitio donde los rabinos, donde esa 
jauria de circuncisos con sus vientres de oro no le 
descubrieran ni en cien anos. Huir de los argonautas 
tenebrosos. Escapar de esa gran isla circuncidada. 
Ciudad de asesinos, prostitutas, negociantes, 

39. Ibid., p. 161. 
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vendedores de mirra, llena de camellos sepultados. 
j A escapar de alii, de esos edificios de acero y 
cristal, llenos de hombres de acero y cristal, 
edificados sobre las Calaveras de los camellos!^® 

Lafourcade condemns in this scathing diatribe the really valueless 

nature of contemporary society which remains essentially dehumanized 

and, therefore, uncommitted to the spiritual sensitivities of the 

individual. A further indication of the rather inhuman aspect of his 

surrounding milieu is evidenced when Lundsvaar is fleeing with Joyce 

through Central Park. Stopping at a park bench to rest, the two vic

tims are suddenly set upon by a malicious bunch of young hoodlums 

who discover that Joyce is nothing more than a mechanical woman. 

Unknown to the professor, who has since fallen sound asleep, the boys 

proceed to tear apart the delicate electronic system of the robot: 

Trabajaron en silencio, interesados, como un grupo 
de hormigas devorando una abeja. A la media hora ya 
habian casi vaciado el cuerpo de Joyce. En una glorieta 
en la cual, los dias de verano, hacian musica, encontra-
ron aserrin. Trajeron en baldes un.buen poco, y rellena-
rona Joyce. Balde tras balde de aserrin. 

Se dispersaron, cada uno con algo de la mujer ciber-
netica: un rifion, parte del estomago, un gran higado de 
plata, pancreas de aluminio, pulmones de seda, un gran 
corazon.41 

Awakening after several hours of deep sleep, the professor is aston

ished to find that all that remains of his beautiful invention is the outer 

40. Ibid., pp. 185-187. 

41. Ibid., p. 193. 
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body; all of the interior components have been stolen by the young 

defilers. Lundsvaar now decides to disassemble the remaining parts, 

pack them in a trunk, and get away as quickly as possible "... de esa 

ciudad, de esa isla terrible, donde habia traido a Joyce para que le 

42 
sacrificaran. " The only problem remaining is how to escape with

out causing undue suspicion, for the authorities have been alerted to 

Joyce's disappearance. 

The two complementary narrative voces; the first, which was 

comprised of Moroni's zealous attempts to create a new religion; and 

the second, which was concerned with professor Lundsvaar's plight in 

New York City, both coalesce in the closing pages of the novel. The 

two unfortunate individuals meet by chance on a deserted wharf in 

Manhattan. They are both characterized as victims, brought to a 

final stage of complete despair and failure as a result of their unsuc

cessful confrontation vis-a-vis contemporary American society, a 

society which, as described by Lafourcade, is thoroughly dominated 

by the amoral and material idols of nihilism. Influenced by debilitating 

forces against which their noble struggles have been nothing more than 

frail gestures, these two protagonists are ultimately controlled by the 

negative aspects of their cultural surroundings. The utter disillusion

ment which they have both been made to suffer causes Moroni to 

ponder, as he watches the old professor weep incessantly: 

42. Ibid., p. 241. 
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jQue soledad la de 61, y la de ese viejo! En esa 
ciudad sola. jQue solos estaban los dos, los dos 
locos! El y el viejo. Los dos traidores. El y el 
viejo .  jQue solos ,  y  qu6 ant iguos  sus  suenos . .  .  1^3 

Novela de Navidad (1965) is a stark disclosure of the destitute 

conditions existent in present day Santiago. This somewhat neonatural-

istic novel of the capital city is replete with tremendista scenes; 

shocking episodes recorded in the stormy lives of certain defeated in

dividuals in modern society. While child victims are present through

out Lafourcade's prose fiction, they occupy a position of prominence 

in this particular novel. All of these orphaned children, abandoned 

and promptly forgotten by an essentially complacent society, fall easy 

prey to the negativistic influences which emanate from their nihilistic 

environment. These young outsiders feel little real affinity with the 

affluence which surrounds them. As a result, they turn to other simi

lar social exiles such as prostitutes, criminals and tramps for guidance. 

Forced to exist within a cultural milieu which shows little concern for 

their impoverishment, these children struggle for survival. Their 

characterization as victims becomes increasingly evident as their 

lives are made subservient to a wholly nihilistic orb;, one in which 

hostility and social injustice reign, in abundance. 

Within this negative environment Lafourcade has portrayed in 

detail the ravaged life of Juanito, a young orphan of about ten years of 

43. Ibid., p. 244. 
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age. He had been abandoned by his mother and for some time now has 

been obliged to take care of himself. His constant companions, 

Cocoliso, Carlitos, Aleli and Rubi, are unfortunate victims also, un

wanted products of an impassive society. Juanito becomes the self-

appointed leader of this wretched band, assuming full responsibility 

for their welfare. He feels a particular need to care for Rubi, a tiny 

three-year old who, at such a tender age, is unable to earn his own 

way. 

The lives of these deprived individuals are based on a strong 

sense of fatalism. Fully cognizant of their despised position in a 

society too involved to care for their well-being, they maintain a basic 

attitude of stoicism in the face of death. Infected by an acute awareness 

of the utter futility of their existence, these incautious youngsters show 

their fatalistic tendencies by occasionally playing with death. Led by 

Juanito, they leap unexpectedly in front of various speeding vehicles, 

daring the angry drivers to hit them. In one mischievous instance 

"  . . .  A l e l i  ' t o r e o '  u n  a u t o m o v i l ,  e s c u r r i e n d o  c o n  u n  a g i l  m o v i m i e n t o ,  

en el ultimo instante. El conductor freno su auto y comenzo a gritar 

44 
algo. Pero el Aleli, el Juanito y el Cocoliso iban ya lejos. " In 

their despicable, sub-human existence their daily living is a constant 

companion of death, for it encircles them on all sides. Death becomes 

44. Enrique Lafourcade, Novela de Navidad (Santiago, 1965), 
p. 23. 
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very real for them when one evening they witness the horrifying 

electrocution of El Capitan, an old itinerant tramp. As they all snuggle 

close to some electric transformers to keep warm, the aged transient 

accidentally makes contact with a high voltage wire. The matter-of-

fact manner in which they observe this terrible death scene illustrates 

the degree to which they had become accustomed to the presence of 

death. Lafourcade describes in great detail the ghastly sight: 

. . .  e l  C a p i t a n  s e  m e t i o  n o  s e  d o n d e ,  e n  u n  h u e c o  
mas al fondo, y toco unos cables de los transformadores, 
y empezo la fiesta que era un gusto, unos chisporroteos 
mas grandes .... Ni para el Afio Nuevo habian visto 
algo asi .... Y el Capitan alcanzo apenas a lanzar un 
grito, y no podia salir de abajo, y saltaban- chispas, y 
humo y un olor a carne asada, y tuvieron que salir 
corriendo, tosiendo . . . y cuando fueron a ver, en la 
tarde . . . vieron que sacaban los restos .. . una especie 
de asado negro,  un carbon con forma de p e r r o . ^ 5  

They seem to remain rather unemotional over the bizarre demise of 

their one-time friend. 

Since these children have nothing to really look forward to, 

they embrace a pessimistic fatalism, a sort of Weltschmerz as a 

result of their victimized situation in life. They exist continually 

under the threatening shadow of death. To seek shelter they had fre

quently huddled together in sewers subject to sudden flash floods. As 

a result of this dangerous act, 

45. Ibid., p. 100. 
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. .. un dia, todos pensaban, todos. los nifios que 
dormian alii, apretados unos junto a los otros, 
envueltos, entre los sacos y los perros, y los papeles, 
humedos, y los andrajos de color, un dia entre los 

.dias, iban a saltar atterrados, iban a despertar como 
con una gigantesca, terrible explosion, cuando el 
ruido del agua se trocase en sileneio. Todos abririan 
los ojos .. . para espantarse frente a este inmenso 
vacio, ante la perdida de sangre, ante el pulso 
paralizado, ante el corazon roto, ante el sileneio de 
las  aguas,  e l  s i leneio  . . .  .  ̂ 6  

While society is fully aware that deplorable conditions do exist in the 

midst of plenty, it simply attempts to ignore the destitute situation of 

these underprivileged orphans. In this novel and indeed in all of his 

prose works, Lafourcade shows his deep; interest in the oppressed 

underdog, the weak individual whose whole existence is one of suffering 

and degradation. 

In a world populated by seemingly dispassionate people, these 

children become as animals, fighting to survive within an antagonistic 

atmosphere. Led by Juanito, these small boys engage in various 

criminal activities to get money for food. Their specialties are burg

lary and picking pockets. Part of their ill-gotten gain goes to Don 

Jaime Vasquez Palermo, an avaricious and cunning old man who has 

been duping them out of their money. He has promised to negotiate 

for a fishing boat so they can all earn a respectable living. Of course, 

Don Jaime has no such intentions; he has simply been victimizing the 

46. Ibid., p. 210. 
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youngsters for over a year with his unreasonable demands for cash. 

Eventually discovering that they have been made fools by the unscrupu

lous old fake, the enraged band of thieves surround the terrified cul

prit on a high sea wall. The animal-like children frighten Don Jaime 

to such an extent that he loses his footing and plunges to his death: 

"Los nifios vieron las piernas que se alzaban contra el cielo, y el 

cuerpo del obeso que iba desapareciendo, poco a poco, lento, rapido, 

47 los zapatos, las piernas largas del obeso, junto a las almenas. " 

With the brutal death of Don Jaime disappear their idealistic dreams 

for ever owning a fishing boat of their own. The desperate efforts of 

these young have-nots to rise above their poverty seem inevitably 

doomed to failure from the very beginning. 

Even though the great majority of people remain quite oblivious 

to the plight of these orphans, they are still not wholly forsaken, for 

other similar social misfits occasionally come to their aid. Their best 

friends turn out to be prostitutes who, taking pity on these poor unfor

tunates, often help them find a place to sleep. Rapuncel, a middle-

aged prostitute with a heart of gold, feels a certain commitment to 

watch over and protect these helpless children. On Christmas Eve, 

when these ragamuffins feel their loneliness and rejection the most, 

this slightly tarnished lady visits their camping ground, bringing with 

her all sorts of festive gifts: 

47. Ibid., p. 200. 
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De los bolsones surgian botellas, latas, juguetes, 
objetos dorados, dulces, pasteles. 

: -- ̂ Para todos, Rapuncel?--interrog6 el Juanito. 
' --Claro. 
La nifia le miraba sonriente, un poco orgullosa. Habia 
ganado su dinero y esa noche, sola como ellos, venia a 
compartirlo. 48 

As the holiday season approaches, these underprivileged child

ren realize even more the extent to which they have been victimized 

within an opulent society. Each child maintains his negative point of 

view as he observes others more fortunate than he, individuals who 

remain essentially uncommitted to a recognition of the great social 

injustice being perpetrated in today's world. Lafourcade draws a stun

ning contrast between the spiritual and material impoverishment of 

Juanito's small gang and the happiness of those who possess more 

material wealth than they. He describes the affluence which is present 

as Juanito and the others search for their infant ward, Rubi: 

Las horas pasaban. Multitudes en la ciudad. 
Luces, campanas. Familias con regalos envueltos 
en papeles de colores. Arboles de Pascua, altos 
de ramas de pino, en las esquinas. Fiesta en la 
noche. Cornetas, estrellitas. Y una sensacion 
extendida en el aire de que los minutos eran pre-
ciosos. Felicidad para iniciados, para las madres 
y padres, para los hijos con madres y padres, 
abuelos y abuelas, casas, hermanos. 49 

48.  Ibid. ,  p .  216.  

49. Ibid., p. 211. 
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The pessimistic stance of Juanito, and indeed of all of these 

destitute victims, reaches a cul de sac of negativity when they spon

taneously begin to weep over their despondent condition. Thoroughly 

defeated at each attempt to transcend their extreme indigency, these 

innocuous individuals are left in the end with nothing save an abject 

attitude of futility. While sitting around the open campfire, Juanito 

impulsively begins to cry. The description of his lachrymose state is 

an implied criticism of the injustice of contemporary society, which 

has effected in no small way the victimization of these ragged children: 

El Juanito de pronto sintid la cara llorando, in-
dependiente  de  su voluntad.  Sint io  sus  ojos  l lorando . . . .  
Sintio que no podia detener eso, que lo acosaban las 
imagenes ... la del Carlitos ... y la de don Jaime, y la 
del Rubi; sintio que la injusticia era de este mundo, 
que era para ellos. Que la Navidad habia llegado, que 
estaba alii, y que la iban a pasar alii, debajo del 
puente. Gritaban todos entre lagrimas, unidos, juntos 
bajo el puente. Y los perros lloraban. Era el 'todo 
es dolor,1 la griteria del panico y la desesperanza, 
Demasiado puros, con su capacidad de deslumbramiento 
intacta, establecian el orden secreto de las cosas, 
incorporandose en la sociedad clandestina del dolor, 
cuando este orden se advertia roto, exterminado. Era 
el orden de unos cuantos suenos de ninos, el orden de 
lo inasible, de la felicidad amenazada, de-la.felici-
dad puesta a prueba. Desposeidos, junto al agua, en 
la tarde de dolor, entraban en una nueva comunion, la 
del dolor que se reparte como panes y vinos y peces. 
Un nuevo canto para los de coraz6n limpio. Bienaven-
turados los nitios que lloran, porque ellos veran a 
Dios. Bienaventurados los nifios cantores de Santiago, 
la noche de Navidad, porque ellos veran a Dios. Por
que ellos veran a Dios.5® 

50, Ibid., p. 207. (My emphasis.) 



CHAPTER 9 

NIHILISTIC CHARACTERIZATION: SECONDARY CHARACTERS 

Critical attention should also be focused on Lafourcade's por

trayal of secondary character creations, individuals who strongly 

manifest nihilistic traits. The minor personages in his prose fiction 

are indeed multitudinous and serve, in their profusion and diversity, 

to augment the nihilistic characterization of the main protagonists. 

Their credibility is stunning as they help create a novelistic atmosphere 

of total negativity, one in which the contemporary condition humaine is 

shown to be in deplorable decline. 

In many regards, the secondary characters are a reflection of 

their counterparts, the main protagonists. Their similarities are 

poignantly revealed, as each individual is caught up in the present 

chaos of ethical fluctuations. Many of these characters are shown to 

be unavoidably alienated either from self or society as a result of their 

total psychological incomprehension; the existential situation in which 

they find themselves causes extreme mental trepidation and anguish. 

Others openly rebel against the higher ethical standards of their 

society, blatantly opposing any restraints or moral moderations. 

While demonstrating their voluntary disaffiliation from contemporary 

184 
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social standards of behavior, these rebellious individuals unequivocally 

reject all established mores. More often than not, they openly mani

fest their violent reaction through unmitigated acts of hostility and 

criminality. Various secondary characters unavoidably succumb to 

the amoral intrigues of their debased cultural environment. They are 

cast as hopelessly defeated individuals, victims whose lives and moral 

codes have been irreparably damaged by the present axiological flux. 

In any case, each of the preceding character types is faced with over

whelming critical situations which result in their forcible surrender 

to the canons of nihility. Emphasis is directed by Lafourcade toward 

showing their delineation as hapless creatures, molded by extreme 

nihilistic circumstances. Their frequent pleading monologues of intro

spection offer a direct protest against the confusion of the contemporary 

social situation, a situation in which they are forced to exist as lonely 

strangers. 

One of the better drawn secondary figures created by Lafourcade 

is Don Ezequiel of Para subir al cielo. * He is an individual seriously 

affected by the loss of values evidenced in contemporary society. For 

many years he has labored as a kindly parish priest, ministering to 

the spiritual needs of his people. Outwardly, he plays the exalted role 

of God's devoted servant, content to reconcile the unfaithful with God 

1. Enrique Lafourcade, Para subir al cielo (Santiago, 1958). 
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and redeem the morally fallen. Don Ezequiel's religious zeal is, 

indeed, impressive. His dynamic sermons stir the hearts of the 

spiritually weakened parishioners and give them necessary hope for 

their ignoble lives. As an added expression of his faith, he organizes 

frequent holy processions and plans gala religious festivals, all border

ing on the ostentatious. But this apparent religiosity is only one aspect 

of Don Ezequiel's dual character. 

The role which Don Ezequiel has played as priest has not been 

an easy one for he has come into contact with the very dregs of society 

--criminals, prostitutes, degenerates. Sinners all, their chronic lack 

of morality has been a constant challenge to the ethical position of the 

old priest. Only through his rather strong, imposing nature has he 

been able to endure the tribulations of his profession. He is so 

characterized by Lafourcade: "Era franco, sano, casi agresivo. Solo 

asi podia entenderse el que hubiese permanecido tanto tiempo en 

2 aquella parroquia en donde nadie duraba. " 

Don Ezequiel's life is a perpetually tormented one, as he is 

torn between the faith he vehemently professes and his latent sensuous 

nature. He attempts to satisfy both these strong impulses, the spiri

tual and the carnal, by compromising to a certain degree his ethical 

stand. His somewhat contradictory temper is clearly evident in 

Lafourcade's view: 

2. Ibid., p. 126. 
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Se habia despojado de la sotana. Parecia un 
atleta, un nadador, cualquier cosa antes que siervo 
de Dios. SUB Caprichos, sus actos de misericordia 
levemente ostentosos, todo, en fin, pareexa oscilar 
entre la conducta de un nifto, cruel y torpe, y la de 
un aneiano de dilatada experieneia del mundo y la 
vida. El viejo y el nifto, juntos. ® 

On occasion, the old priest readily participates: in hedonistic 

activities as a means whereby he can satiate his natural carnal instincts. 

Hidden from the all-too censuring eyes of an ethical society, however 

farcical it may be in reality, Don Ezequiel gives himself up to the good 

life and becomes a bon vivant. In private he had.frequently become 

intoxicated. He is also little concerned over his compelling addiction 

to opium, for it offers an easy escape from the harsh realities of life. 

Drugs help alleviate his troubled existence. On one particular occasion, 

while in a deep opium stupor, Don Ezequiel admitted rather licentiously 

that he had once received a thrill from fondling a prostitute. Not 

regretting this despicable confession in the least, he added as a justi-

4 
fication the fact that "... hay que ser justo consigo mismo." 

In his continuing struggle to impose some meaning on his own 

confused life, Don Ezequiel shows little active resistence to the temp

tations of the flesh. While he is hypocritical to a certain extent, he 

still clings steadfastly to his own personal convictions. Religion for 

3. Ibid., pp. 136-137. 

4. Ibid., p. 126. 
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him is: important, quite necessary for modern man floundering under 

the bellicose influences of immorality. Espousing openly the Christian 

triad of faith, hope and charity, the venerable old man, although quite 

divergent in his own moral views, nevertheless helps others to keep 

the faith so necessary for purposeful living. Thus, his stance is 

essentially a noble one. His views on religion are purely traditional 

and extremely pragmatic. When queried about the true nature of God, 

Don Ezequiel dogmatically replies: 

Dios es accion. Amar a Dios es levantarse a media-
noche y correr hacia el lecho del enfermo y . . . ayudarle 
a bien morir, si se trata de morir; o a bien vivir, si 
se trata de vivir ... . Lo otro, la oracion solitaria, los 
ayunos, la abstinencia. ® 

When it comes to any real religious profundity, however, the old man 

can only confess that he is not really "... fuerte en cosas de relig* 

g 
idn. " He merely proclaims that an unquestioning faith in God is all 

that is necessary to enjoy a fulfilling life here on earth. 

The realization by Don Ezequiel that man, the most enigmatic 

creature of all, must formulate a practical code by which to shape his 

daily living, is of prime importance. Don Ezequiel has solved his 

particular problem for, through active commitment, he has given 

meaning to his existence. While fully cognizant of the fact that his 

5. Ibid., p. 139. 

6. Ibid., p. 147. 
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life is far from being pristine, he still has taken the first step toward 

creating meaning, out of the nihilistic chaos which confronts him. In 

his metaphysical arguments with Lucanor Cisneros, the main char

acter', Don Ezequiel takes a firm stand against those individuals who 

are hesitant to make the necessary existential decision; to become 

engage with life itself: "Odio a estos seres que no se deciden. La 

libertad es justamente la capacidad de decidirse de modo terminante, 

7 
unico. " He further indicts people who allow subjection to the ethical 

vicissitudes of society. Again he reiterates: "El que no se decide es 

g 
el mas grande pecador. " 

In Don Ezequiel's quest for a meaningful frame of reference 

amid obvious moral tumult, he has gratuitously compromised himself; 

with freedom of choice must necessarily follow the responsibility for 

having made that choice. Doubtless he is aware of the consequences 

for relaxation of his moral standards. Punishment and due retribution, 

in his manner of thinking, are inevitable. But, nevertheless, he stands 

firm by his decision, ready to suffer for his ethical transgressions. 

When a minor character asks Don Ezequiel what will eventually become 

of him, he stoically replies: 

- -Yo me condenare.  

7. Ibid., p. 191. 

8. Ibid., p. 192. 
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—.Si, es posible. Quiz a me condene, si la bondad 
divina no me favorece. ^Por que no ? Pero habrd 
sido fiel a ml mismo. Siempre. He tratado de 
cumplir este duro ministerio en la mejor forma posible. 
Pero amo la vida, la buena mesa, los vinos, la materia 
.... Ese es mi pecado ... . No puedo luchar contra 
mi propia naturaleza. ® 

The act of faith manifested by Don Ezequiel, that is, the noble 

commitment to show others how, through religion, to live more fully, 

is what makes of him a somewhat exalted individual. His answer to 

the ever present mal metafisico which characterizes a nihilistic, 

meaningless cosmos, is to be found in the decision, in the unqualified 

engagement with life itself. While having encountered his own partic

ular reason for living, Don Ezequiel remains acutely aware of his 

personal moral turpitude. He becomes characterized then as a type 

of ethical rebel, rejecting, in his subjectivity, complete adherence to 

the prevalent moral code. In the context of a nihilistically-saturated 

environment, Don Ezequiel desperately seeks release from a world 

composed of finitudes. Through passive ethical rebellion he leads a 

calm but hypocritical existence, satisfied to proclaim religion as an 

indispensable balm to mitigate human suffering. In his own words, he 

cynically exclaims: "No cumple otra funcion el catolicismo; ayudar a 

vivir en nombre de la muerte. In the end, Don Ezequiel must, 

9. Ibid. (My emphasis.) 

10. Ibid., p. 200. 
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perforce, admit that the universe conforms to no strict moral order, 

even the pattern of divine justice exercises very little restraining 

power over the moral actions of man. Lafourcade seems to imply-

here that religion has attempted but, unfortunately, failed to avert the 

terrible fate of man's moral annihilation, for even Don Ezequiel, in 

his nihilistic moments, embraces a wholly debased system of values. 

One of the most important secondary characters created by 

Lafourcade is Dofia Amalia Morales, also from Para subir al cielo. 

She is by profession a madam who has gained the notorious reputation 

of having one of the largest and best houses of prostitution in 

Valparaiso. Physically ugly and, in addition, quite gross in manner, 

the old woman is a sharp portrait of the individual alienated, both from 

a noble ethic and from satisfying personal relationships. 

There is a close parallel between her depraved existence and 

that of the main • character, Lucanor Cisneros. Both come to dis

cover that they are hopeless disaffiliates, confronted on all sides by an 

unwielding and confusing world. Dofia Amalia's answer to the impending 

threat of total alienation is immersion in all forms of hedonistic 

activities. Alone, she seeks to stifle her awareness of human cruelty 

and sordidness by addiction to strong drugs. Like her confessor, Don 

Ezequiel, escapism comes through narcotization of the spirit. Offering 

Lucanor a smoke of opium, Dona Amalia explains to him how important 

drugs are in her life: 
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Soy sola ... La naturaleza no ha sido buena 
conmigo, basta verlo ... . Esto es todo. lo que 
una pobre yieja como yo puede-esperar de la 
yida. Mi depfisito de suefios, asi es como Uamo 
al opio. Aqul me refuglo. * * 

As far as Dona Amalia is concerned, life has little fixed reality and 

no apparent meaning unless, one act: 

Esta vida ... comer, dormir, emborracharse, 
excitarse, tener miedo, estar alegre ... y, 
ademas, este otro asunto de la conciencia .. .  ESQ 
de saber que uno existe. Yo advierto cada dia este 
hecho absurdo: existir ... Cada acto, hasta los mas 
asquerosos, me aseguran que soy, que soy yo, que 
existo. 

The continuing perplexity of Dona Amalia over the contingency and 

essential absurdity of her existing, coupled with her acting to give 

authenticity to that existence,, is what makes of her a truly existential 

figure* 

No hope awaits Dona Amalia from any divine source, for she 

has repeatedly voiced her firm nay to God and religion. Her negation 

of redemption, through belief in God is clearly shown when she wantonly 

supplants the religion of the absolute with only a temporal form of 

spiritual exaltation. Through the medium of narcotics, she realizes a 

certain satisfaction which comes to be almost mystical. While in a 

deep opium torpor, Dofia Amalia had. laughingly denied God to Lucanor: 

13 
"^Usted cree en Dios? Yo no creo. " 

11.  Ibid., p. 23. (My emphasis.) 

12.  Ibid., pp. 23-24. (My emphasis.) 

13.  Ibid. ,  p .  24.  
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Dona Amalia has experienced a chronic loss of love toward her 

fellow man. Seemingly filled with little more than a growing disdain 

for others, she must again resort to self-indulgences; for the needed 

courage, indeed, for the capacity to love. She confesses to Lucanor: 

Cuando fumo ... experimento la sensacion de que 
el mundo es bello. De que la existencia puede 
continuarse. De que hay seres que se aman, de que 
hay ternura .... - Yo misma, para amar, para 
querer al prqjimo, tengo que estar intoxicada .... 
Tengo que estar borracha para que no me dominen el 
odio, la desconfianza, la envidia ... . 

Liquor, like the exhilarating effects of opium, facilitates her confron

tation with life's bitter realities. 

The element of love becomes all important for Do&a Amalia, 

even if she must be drugged to experience this very basic human emo

tion. Without it, she knows full well that all contact with others will 

be broken. Her need to communicate, to share her anguished life with 

someone else, is quite evident when she pleads to Lucanor: 

El amor, eso es lo unico que importa, ^no crees 
capitan?--volvia a sollozar con mayor violencia--
Si alguien no me ama, estoy perdida. ^Comprendes ? 
... perdida ... .15 

Through the positive power of love, Dofia Amalia only finds a temporary 

release from, the gnawing anxieties, tantamount to her acute sense of 

disaffiliation. But, for her, there still remains a strong disjunction 

14. Ibid., p: 25. 

15. Ibid. 
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between the appeal of agape and that of eros; carnality is the only-

solution which she finds acceptable to satisfy her problem of existence. 

Dona Amalia's total characterization is basically a negative 

one. Throughout the novel, she steadfastly maintains a nihilistic, 

defeatist point of view, one which excludes any ray of hope, either for 

herself or for humanity as a whole. Augmenting her negativity is an 

attitude of complete fatalism; a feeling that death makes existence 

cruelly absurd. If death is inevitable, then life is headed nowhere; 

beyond the grave lingers an unknown nothingness which must be ex

perienced by all. When Dona Amalia learns of the death of one of her 

favorite prostitute friends, she reveals her fatalistic resignation to 

the ever present threat of annihilation: " ... la muerte anda tan 

cerca ... nos ronda. Yo lo noto, cada dia tengo mas familiaridad con 

16 
la muerte ... . " The vision of the unknown, of the menacing noth

ingness (das Nichts) experienced continually by Dona Amalia, is what 

contributes to her eventual reduction to a state of spiritual and moti

vational impotence. Unable to escape her nihilistic destiny, Dona 

Amalia is rendered spiritually prostrate, assailed and defeated by life 

itself. Her self-imposed spiritual etherization only brings her to a 

greater awareness that life itself is inherently futile and meaningless. 

Maria Angela from Para subir al cielo is an. individual clearly 

brought to a state of complete victimization by extenuating 

16. Ibid., p. 121. 
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circumstances. Aristocratic and vain in nature, she seeks desperately 

to discover authentic meaning, in life. The apparent absurdity of her 

daily living, in conjunction with the garish falsity of her social sur

roundings, bring about in Maria Angela a sense of the utter confusion 

and disunity evident in the values of contemporary society. Stricken 

with a frightening awareness that life for her is dependent only upon 

successful temporal engagements, Maria Angela strives to impose 

meaning upon her daily existence. Her swift love affair with Lucanor 

Cisneros offers a ray of hope, a feeling that through this: love she can 

experience a lasting relationship, relief from the impending nihilation 

which threatens to consume her. In a way, she and Lucanor are alike, 

both subjected to the uncertainties of life and death, uncomprehending 

individuals bowed down by a sphere of debilitating influences. 

While Maria Angela seeks to understand the snobbish, upper 

class friends of her overbearing, ultra-conservative mother, she 

finds the task quite an impossible one. She really has nothing in com

mon with them unless it be wealth. Even the affluent attorney which her 

mother has selected to be her suitor is repugnant in his smug demeanor 

and pretentious vanity. His shallow, materialistic goals are evident 

from the very beginning. Maria Angela is clearly ill at ease with those 

of her own social standing. This fact is obvious for she has been 

shunned by her aristocratic peers for her warm voluptuosness and 
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uncommon frankness. Maria Angela is a distant outsider, and no one 

realizes this fact better than she: 

Siempre, en su casa, solia encontrar gentes que 
no conocia ... . Solamente ella no tenia amigos. 
Ni amigas por cierto. Todas las mujeres la odiaban 
... Ninguna muchacha tan hermosa podia tener grandes 
amigos. Angela habia aceptado esa condicion. *' 

Maria Angela is physically attracted to the figure of Lucanor 

Cisneros. No true love is readily apparent, only the potential release 

from the threat of complete estrangement. The serious psychological 

anxieties which constantly beset her come as a direct result of realiz

ing that she is misunderstood by those about her; indeed, she does not 

really understand herself. From her first introduction, into the main 

action until the end, Maria Angela steadfastly maintains her cognizance 

of the essential futility of her life. The unknown chasm of the Nada 

continually looms as a further threat to her already debilitated mental 

state: "Ella siempre sufria vertigo, horror y faseinacion ante el 

18 vacio. " It is no surprise that this vacio or incomprehensible nothing

ness impels Maria to act and, in this way, authenticate her living. The 

menacing liquidation of self, either through personal estrangement or 

death, is always present as a reminder of life's contingencies. Maria 

Angela attempts to force a meaning, in love and, thereby, an affirmation 

17. Ibid., p. 69. 

18. Ibid., p- 67. 
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upon her life. When Lucanor responds, not with true love, but only 

with physical brutality to Maria's communicative gestures, she ex

periences a critical loss of selfhood. She can no longer entertain any 

hope of escaping an empty existence. Psychologically repelled by the 

negative influences of Lucanor's egotistical and satyr-like impositions, 

Maria Angela suffers an irreversible dehumanization of self. In the 

end, she is denied the achievement of an authentic and fulfilling exis

tence and falls victim to the negations which surround her. 

Isolda is a minor character in Para subir al cielo who is driven 

into a state of estrangement by a cruel society. Widowed at an early 

age, Isolda makes a living for her two lovely children by working as a 

barmaid and cleaning woman. She comes to know the main protagon

ist, Lucanor Cisneros, when they meet in Dona Amalia's combination 

cafe and house of ill repute. 

Isolda's whole life crumbles when, while she is at work, a sud

den fire sweeps through her home, burning her two children to death. 

As a result of the disaster, Isolda is rendered mute and, therefore, 

unable to communicate directly with those about her. A victim of 

tragic circumstances, Isolda is taken into the care of Dona Amalia. 

Also, her old friend and sometime companion, Lucanor, defends her 

against the hostilities of the world. 

She finds herself the anathema of her society, repulsed and 

ridiculed for her unfortunate mute condition. The serenity of existence 
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which she had previously enjoyed, now turns into a terrifying, hopeless 

struggle to survive. While working for Dona Amalia, a gross old man 

becomes thoroughly intoxicated. He:insults Isolda by maliciously man

handling her: 

-- jVen aca, muda!--jllama! ... mientras cogia a 
Isolda por el cabello. 

--jVenaca, te digo! jVen! eres sorda tambien? 
Divierteme... Pa'eso te pago ... Anda, divierteme 
... jPerra! jPerra! --grito casi en el rostro de Isolda. 
Y, como envalentonados, el resto empezo a gritar: 
jPerra! jPerra! 

This: is just another instance in. character portrayal where Lafourcade 

underscores the egregious unconcern of individuals for the unfortunate 

and destitute victims of society. 

Isolda is terribly alone in a world populated mainly by com

placent, insensitive people. Maria Angela, Lucanor's:frequent girl

friend, shows nothing but complete antipathy toward the silent girl. 

She describes Isolda in less than.flattering terms: "Era esa mujer 

vulgar, gorda, colorada, de ojos bovinos. . .. Era ella, pues, su 

rival. Esos ojos, esos labios gruesos, casi bestiales, habian sido 

20 
besados por el (Lucanor). Ese cuerpo, recorrido y acariciado. " In 

actuality, Maria Angela's extreme jealousy is unwarranted, for Isolda's 

relationship with Lucanor has been purely platonic. 

19. Ibid., p. 140. 

20. Ibid., pp. 164-165. 
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Isolda is depicted, finally, as a completely dehumanized 

individual, strangely reduced to a state of animalistic proportions. 

When Lucanor clips off the beautiful tresses of Maria Angela to effect 

her psychological submission to his desires, Isolda, now herself 

jealous, snatches up the shorn locks. Her condition is described in 

terms of bestiality: "Respiraba con fuerza, como un animal, botando 

saliva por los labios, entreabiertos. Permanecio unos instantes 

observandolos, con sus cortas y gruesas piernas separadas. Final 

indication of her tragic metamorphosis to the animal is indicated when, 

in a fit of rage, Lucanor smacks her for grabbing the hank of Angela's 

hair. Lafourcade thus describes her: 

La muda se quedo en el suelo, revolcandose gimiente, 
los vestidos levantados, crispada entera, dando corcovos, 
girando sobre si misma entre las charcas de agua 
formadas por el mar. Parecia un pez varado en la 
tierra, que se debate en lenta asfixia. Un hilillo de 

s  9 9  sangre le caia de entre los labios salivosos. * 

The negations which she encounters from all sides make of Isolda the 

epitome of the victimized individual, mercilessly destroyed by a 

nihilistic social group dispossessed of any human conscience for the 

unfortunate. 

23 El principe v las ovejas (1961) presents a myriad collection 

of minor characters who help to create a total atmosphere of 

21. Ibid., p. 180. 

22. Ibid. 

23. Enrique Lafourcade, El principe y las ovejas (Santiago, 
1961). 
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nihilistic decadence. Individuals are shown who are floundering under 

the corrupting, influences of their degenerate society, a society which 

revels in amorality and perversion. This backdrop, of negativity 

serves to complement the main plot, showing the extent to which modern 

civilization has indeed prostituted.its higher ideals;to a loose axiologi-

cal system. The whole novel is a repugnant microcosm which depicts 

nihilistic debauchery at its best; human passions are made subordinate 

to base value systems. While portraying the unmitigated.falsity of 

these individual characters, Lafourcade also presents an important 

commentary-on the loss of personal and, eventually, the loss of collec

tive values so indicated in the present cultural and social situation. 

Outstanding as a secondary character in this novel is Pamela 

Scantlebury, a voluptuous young English woman who uses the lure of 

her body to enjoy material happiness. Disregarding morals altogether, 

she allows herself to be manipulated by decrepit old men, ugly but 

wealthy. In the company of Paul, an aging, entrepreneur, Pamela 

travels the length of the French Riviera, becoming, immersed in; the 

frivolity of the European jet set. For some time Paul has been, on the 

downward path to complete bankruptcy, mainly as a result of unwise 

financial investments and. indiscriminate gambling. Seeking pecuniary 

assistance from Gustave Renaudot, an equally lecherous old man, 

Paul makes arrangements to "lend" Pamela to him for a period of time. 

In return, Paul expects no argument when it comes time for him to 
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ask for money from the lustful old Frenchman. He nonchalantly 

informs Pamela of his.devious plans: "Digamos que se trata de un 

prestamo. jSx, eso es! jUn prestamo! Suena mas decoroso. Por 

24 
unos dias ... . " His conniving ways are intended only for his mat

erial advancement, while Pamela, quite used to this type of sensuous ' 

ploy, must follow her companion's orders. Frequently acting.for her 

own self interests, Pamela hesitates not to prostitute herself to others, 

especially if this means a life of continued ease and luxury. 

Pamela frequents the glittering gambling houses of the Cote 

d'Azur, blending in quite inconspicuously with the apparent falsity of 

the whole atmosphere. It is. in a Monte Carlo casino that she learns 

of the phenomenal luck of Lanzarote Bernales, the main protagonist. 

Seeing in this wealthy foreigner a source of untapped material wealth, 

Pamela loses no little time in making a play for the unsuspecting gam

bler. At an ostentatious party given by some of the local aristocrats, 

Pamela is introduced to Lanzarote. Carefully concealing her ulterior 

motives, Pamela begins to play on his sympathies. She feigns: "Soy 

una pobre inglesa, lo que quiere decir, una inglesa pobre .. . ^Has 

25 conocido algo mas terrible?" Not ashamed of her unabashed for

wardness, Pamela propositions the disbelieving Lanzarote: 

24. Ibid., p. 19. 

25. Ibid., p. 163. 
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Si tu quisieras--susurro la muchacha, suspirando, 
mientras pegaba su vientre contra el de Lanzarote--
nos iriamos juntos. Viviriamos juntos. Estoy sola. 
Eres rico. ^No es cierto?^® 

Pamela is totally insincere about anything. Her only interest lies in 

the attainment of money and the carefree life which it can provide. 

When Lanzarote, sexually excited by Pamela's advances, leads her 

from the party into the nearby woods, she readily gives herself to him, 

hoping, thereby, to win his favor and, eventually, his fortune. She 

conveniently proclaims her love for the shrewd mariner. In a matter-

of-fact way, Lanzarote shows his hidden contempt for her whorish 

27 
ways by replying: "No es necesario. " 

Seeking only temporal thrills, Lanzarote avoids Pamela after 

realizing that she is only after his money. He is visibly repulsed at 

her loose manner. Pamela, the quintessence of material decadence and 

moral laxity, continues to reap money from her aging but rich admir

ers. For her, there exists no such metaphysical sense of guilt evi

denced in previous Lafourcadian characters. She does not experience 

the anguish and feeling of detachment felt by Lanzarote Bernales. The 

disintegration of her moral fibre is complete as she permits her al

most religious allegiance to hedonistic activities to take complete pre

cedence over her ethical behavior. 

26. Ibid. 

27. Ibid., p. 164. 
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Pamela's sometime companion, Gustave Renaudot, is also a 

morally perverted individual. Now a decrepit and hideously ugly old 

man, Gustave depends on his double-dealings and accumulated wealth 

to bring relief from a lonely, depreciating existence. Contemplating 

his deteriorating condition, Gustave stresses the importance which 

money has.in his life: 

j Como podia haber cambiado tanto! Esas bolsas bajo 
los ojos, esas arrugas . . . La nariz carnuda, como la de 
un perro. Y esa asquerosa doble barba colorada .... 
La barriga trataba de salir siempre, a pesar de su 
sastre. Era todo un Don Juan. Ahora no le quedaban sino 
sus millones. jY los tenia! Muchos millones para com-
prar mujeres, hembras de todas clases, ingenuas, 
violentas, voluptuosas, frias. Y de vez en cuando, para 
variar, algun muchacho de trasero pequeno y duro, algun 
estudiante, algun pescador. jOh la vida de los viejos! ̂ 8 

Not only does Gustave center his life around frequent perverse activi

ties, he also uses his commanding financial power to manipulate 

friendships. Interested only in self, he makes even his closest as

sociates grovel at his feet. When he learns of Paul's failing bank 

account, Gustave informs his manservant that he wants to see Paul 

drunk so that he can humiliate his condition even more. Anticipating 

Paul's arrival for dinner, Gustave instructs: "Tengo un especial 

29 
interes en que beba y se emborrache como un condenado. " He 

would delight in making his friend crawl before offering any financial 

help. 

28. Ibid., p. 21. 

29. Ibid., p. 22. 
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Gustave's riotous' life comes to a logical end when, disregard

ing his physician's orders to slow down, he suffers a fatal heart 

attack. It is rather ironic that his paid companion, Pamela, should 

finally enjoy revenge on the old pervert. In the closing pages of the 

novel the reader comes to learn, through malicious gossip, that 

Pamela had abandoned Gustave when he started to have the heart attack, 

leaving him to die alone. She wasted no time in finding and running 

off with another man. Valerie MacDermott explains what happened to 

the unfortunate Gustave: 

Lo llevaron gravisimo a la clinica de Rapallo. La 
tal Pamela dicen que se ubico inmediatamente. En el 
mismo Rapallo encontro al conde de Villaflorida, un 
espanol riquisimo, corredor de automoviles .... 
Parece que salio con el hacia Florencia, y dejo a 
Gustave agonizando ... . ^0 

Valerie MacDermott is a secondary character adversely 

affected by psychopathological problems. The daughter of a well-to-do 

American oilman whose wealth is incalculable, she has given herself 

up completely to the good life. Having over-imbibed in strong drink, 

Valerie is suddenly stricken with violent physical convulsions of an 

unknown nature. Everyone is astonished at her perpetual dancing 

motions, and all types of conjectures drift about as to the probable 

cause. Brigette, a French prostitute, simply passes Valerie's 

bizarre malady off as "... Desequilibrio sexual . . . No como nosotras 

30. Ibid., p. 239. 
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las francesas ... . Hacen vida sexual contenida (los americanos) sin 

31 metodo. O se atragantan o ayunan. " This explanation turns out to 

be unfounded, for Valerie's problem seems to be more mental than 

physical. She remains totally oblivious to what is happening about her. 

Her brother Jim, worried over the eventual fate of his tormented 

sister, describes her condition to an inquiring Lanzarote: 

Esta desconocida. A ratos, da miedo mirarla. 
Se le hielan las piernas. Habla en frances, de repente. 
Dice obscenidades terribles, en frances. 

Era cuestion de vida o muerte o algo peor que la 
muerte. Algo mucho peor que la muerte. Habia 
miles de enfermedades psicopaticas con signos 
exteriores parecidos. ^ 

Dr. Vance Barthelemy, a demented expert on demonology, 

explains Valerie's state as one of demonic possession, resulting in 

acute autism, or withdrawal into self. He concludes that she is hope

lessly possessed by the devil: 

Uno de los rasgos esenciales de la posesion demoniaca, 
uno de sus aspectos caracteristicos, es la perdida 
absoluta de la conciencia, el desvanecimiento de la 
conciencia durante el rapto. Hay una escision total de 
personalidad. 

Valerie is finally cured when Lanzarote Bernales, still retain

ing his previous religious powers, "humanizes" the stricken girl. 

31. Ibid., p. 47. 

32. Ibid., p. 64. 

33. Ibid., p. 111. 
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After a period of prayer, he succeeds, in exorcising the demoniac 

element from her body. To the curious and skeptical, Lanzarote can 

only offer the explanation that Valerie was suffering from an acute 

.1 • j t • ,,34 . . .  n e u r o s i c o s i s  d e  a n g u s t i a .  

Valerie appears to be a highly incongruous personage in this 

ruinous and decadent society depicted by Lafourcade. Strongly 

attracted to Lanzarote, she endeavors throughout the novel to cultivate 

his love and devotion. Surrounded by evil influences on all sides, 

Valerie attempts to stabilize her shaky life through submissive reliance 

on an outwardly strong willed individual, in this particular case, 

Lanzarote Bernales. Brutally assaulted by the depraved Mardus 

Anatolia, Valerie is brought to a greater awareness of her naive situ

ation in life. She seeks protection from her hostile environment 

through association with the imposing figure of Lanzarote. Fearful of 

personal alienation, she surrenders herself physically to Lanzarote. 

In this way, she hopes to reinforce her already weakened psychological 

condition. Really just a disaffiliate of her ethically corrupted social 

world, Valerie experiences real comfort when in Lanzarote's presence. 

She explains: 

Siento que te pertenezco, que estoy bajo tu poder 
... . i Gomo te explicara? Siento que me completo 

34. Ibid., p. 94. 
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contigo ... , que no soy yo misma sola, sino cuando 
estamos juntos, como ahora, los dos .. . . 35 

The schizoid tendencies which, in Valerie's case, have been 

characterized by withdrawal and psychological depression, are only 

abated by Lanzarote's affections. Realizing that she is really a stran

ger caught up in a belligerent social milieu, Valerie seeks escape 

through marriage. She anxiously proposes marriage to the disbelieving 

Lanzarote. The romance is unconsummated for, before they can be 

married, Valerie is killed by Mardus Anatolia. Excited by her sensuous 

nature, Mardus had forcibly raped and then strangled the unwary girl. 

In the final analysis, Valerie can be characterized as a victim of her 

society, destroyed by ineludible nihilistic circumstances. Her per

sonal tragedy, that is, the failure to make her life meaningful, is a 

common fate suffered by no small number of Lafourcadian personal

ities. 

Georges de Tebas, an effeminate ballet dancer, adds to the 

melange of negative people found in El principe las ovej as. He is a 

representative of the affluent element in European society, hiding his 

truly shallow nature behind a cloak of frivolity and sophistication. 

Georges is the director of a dance troupe which is composed mainly of 

abnormal individuals like himself, homosexuals and lesbians who en

joy pleasing their perverted leader. He is an intimate friend of Lord 

35. Ibid., p^ 111. 
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Akenaton, a retired English archaeologist who now makes his home in 

Portofino. Each summer, for the past several years, he came to this 

resort area to entertain the depraved old man. Georges always 

arrived without fail, "... con el equipo de pederastas y bailarinas, 

6stas ultimas tan anormales en su conducta sexual como los pederas-

36 
tas, pero mas discretas, no tan fastidiosas. " 

At best a foppish individual who values external appearances 

most, Georges gives himself up to the inane voluptuosity which life 

offers him. He plays the role of an incorrigible dandy, surrounding 

himself with beautiful things and beautiful people. He takes a great 

delight in receiving praise for his wonderful cultural tastes. An ob

server once remarked: "... no era sino un dandy, pero. jAtencion! 

jEso si! Rodeado siempre de escritores, de pintores, de artistas . . . 

37 
Conocia a los grandes." Nowhere in Lafourcade's fiction is there to 

be found a better example of the garish individual. Georges is really 

just a shadow of a man, a shallow character who uses wealth and in

fluence to impose meaning upon his existence. Interested only in the 

superficiality of things, he worships wealth per se and the power which 

it offers to the possessor. Of humble origin himself, Georges had 

luckily married into a fortune. Intoxicated with his newly acquired 

36. Ibid., p. 115. 

37. Ibid., p. 232. 
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financial power, he had had to show his conservative wife how to spend 

lavishly: "El le ensefto a gastar magicamente el oro, a transformarlo 

en experiencia exaltada, en aventura poetica. Love of money oc

cupies an almost sacrosanct position in Georges' debased system of 

values. 

But Georges de Tebas' effervescent life is also one filled with 

serious psychological anxieties. Swept along by pure sensual drives, 

he soon comes to realize, like so many other Lafourcadian characters, 

that life is really leading him nowhere. He recalls how frivolous his 

past life has been: 

jComo corria el tiempo cumpliendose los suefxosJ 
El tiempo, revelador de sus mas intimos propositos. 
Toda su vida no era otra cosa que un suceder magico 
de hechos. Primero su matrimonio: el, destinado al 
clandestinaje sexual, de pronto de la noche a la 
manana, casado con una riquisima heredera. 

At a rather ostentatious party attended by the blue bloods of 

European society, Georges comes to grips with reality. He admits 

for the first time in his life his self debauchery. In his particular 

case, he has rationalized personal debasement as a means whereby 

life itself has been made more bearable. In a pseudo-sophisticated 

conversation with the Baroness Crimani, another of Lord Akenaton's 

perfidious guests, Georges is asked if gambling had ever interested 

38. Ibid., p. 233. 

39. Ibid., p. 235, 
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him. His honest reply reveals the extent to which he is aware of his 

overtly superficial nature: 

Si, alguna vez. Pero sin la suerte de nuestro 
florentino (Lanzarote Bernales) Perdia y ganaba. 
He vivido jugando. Pero no solo a la ruleta. A 
otras cosas. El arte ludicro, el ballet, la pintura 
actual, la musica, la poesia .... ^No son acaso 
iuegos? ;La misma moral! .-No es el mas cruel 
juego que se ha inventado 

Ethical standards have in reality meant very little to Georges, for he 

has cast them aside in his quest for total personal satisfaction and 

pleasure. His heretofore unconfessed dependence upon sensuality 

comes to the surface in a critical statement of guilt, carrying with it 

his implied contrition. 

Mentally anguished by the admission that his life has only been 

a false charade, Georges experiences the trauma of ethical defeat. 

Reminded by his wife that his past is one of which he can really be 

proud, Georges angrily replies: 

No me hagas acordarme de nada, Georgette. Los 
recuerdos me ponen triste. Tengo demasiados. Y 
eso temo .... De veras, lo temo. Cuando uno no 
puede vivir hacia adelante, debe suicidarse, pegarse 
un tiro o beber un veneno azucarado. ̂  

Georges is aging rapidly, and this frightening fact causes him even 

greater despair. Wholly dependent upon an essentially hedonistic 

40. Ibid., p. 246. 

41. Ibid., p. 249. 
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philosophy of life in which acceptable personal values are easily dis

regarded, Georges would rather die than be deprived of life's sensual 

pleasures. Escape through self-annihilation would appear to be the 

only final solution remaining for Georges. In the end, Lafourcade 

depicts him plunged into a state of total futility, a victim, in a sense, 

of his own self-defeating life. 

42 
Invencion a dos voces (1963) contains a melange of criminal 

types, caricaturesque individuals for the most part, but important 

actors who add more nihilistic dimensions to Lafourcade's novelistic 

world. One of these characters is Denis Brown (known in underworld 

circles as El Conde), who is an infamous big-time racketeer. Depen

dent upon the income received from such enterprises as houses of 

prostitution and protection rackets, Denis manages to play the role 

of the bon vivant. He steadfastly maintains that he is not the violent, 

amoral person that people believe him to be. Denis confesses quite 

paradoxically to Harper, one of his hired henchmen: "Quiero decir la 

43 
verdad .... Me conoces, soy un moralista. " Later, he even has 

the audacity to admit that he has no part in murder. He innocently 

proclaims: "Tengo horror a la sangre, positivamente. Veras, yo 

42. Enrique Lafourcade, Invencion a dos voces (Santiago, 
1963). 

43. Ibid., p. 33. 
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44 soy un artista ... . Eso es ... . " But quite the opposite is 

true. 

Denis' greatest concern is for money, and he goes to any 

length to improve his financial situation. The inescapable stench of 

nihility, of moral corruption, is plainly demonstrated through his de

praved and valueless life. At his country home, safe from the prying 

eyes of the law, Denis calls a high level syndicate meeting which brings 

together all of the regional hoodlums over whom he has control. Dis

cussing plans for expanding their criminal activities, Denis announces 

that later on in the evening they can all expect to enjoy themselves with 

"MacGirls, " really just highly paid prostitutes who work, for the under

world organization. His previously announced moral convictions turn 

out, then, to be a real farce, continuing evidence of the base ideals to 

which Denis subscribes. 

A born hypocrite, Denis cannot even be true to himself. When 

"Crazy, " a notorious paid assassin, discusses the possibility of killing 

an enemy of the syndicate, Denis vehemently objects and argues against 

using such drastic means. He chides: "Ves demasiadas peliculas de 

gangsters, Crazy. Yo te he explicado que la violencia no es mi 

45 especialidad ... . " Not long after, however, when approached by 

44. Ibid., p. 101. 

45. Ibid., p. 105. 
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Smokey, a youthful criminal who has repeatedly jeopardized their 

operations, Denis does not hesitate to instruct his men to murder the 

impetuous youth. 

As far as Denis is concerned, the aLL-too rigid ethic established 

and held inviolable by his society only invites desecration. Rejecting 

all ethical restraints on his behavior, Denis, at heart a true nihilist, 

only regards the attainment of life's superficial amenities--power and 

wealth, as being of any real importance. Once he denies the intrinsic 

worth of human life itself, murder, indeed any means at his disposal, 

are quite justified. Stimulated only by his own selfish greed, Denis 

is unscrupulous in dismissing the ethical principles so adopted by his 

society. 

Arthur Joshua Simmonovitch, also of Invencion a dos voces, is 

a genuine representative of the American capitalist system. He is an 

enterprising Jewish entrepreneur and public relations expert who has 

extended his power in many lucrative business ventures. Disregarding 

all else, his only objective in life is acquisition of more power and 

wealth. These are the things which he thrives on; and, when he learns 

of the success which Joyce Lundsvaar (the cybernetic woman) is en

joying, he wastes little time in devising a way to cash in on her tremen

dous economic potentialities. He immediately contacts Pat Flanagan, 

her supposed agent, and strikes up a deal whereby, for a consideration, 

he will make Joyce one of the big attractions of the decade. He 
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impresses Pat Flanagan by bragging about all of his various, interests: 

Te aseguro que yo, Arthur Simmonovitch, no se 
mete en cosas chicas. Y que tengo todos los hilos, 
prensa, television, radio, cine. Hay intereses en el 
juego de las grandes companias, con la propia General 
Motors, la Ford, la United Fruit, la Coca-Cola, y las 
compafilas petroleras, yotras.^6 

In his scheming, Arthur explains to Pat that if Joyce is to become a 

real success, it will be necessary to influence dramatically the view

ing public. He outlines what he has in mind: "Hay que influir politica-

mente en la opinion publica sin que nadie se de cuenta, sin que se note. 

47 
Inocentemente, tocar el coraz6n, te repito. Esa es mi idea." 

When Pat Flanagan realizes that the old man. is only interested 

in lining his own pockets, he informs him that the contract which they 

previously had agreed upon is, henceforth, invalid. Enraged at Pat's 

double dealing, Arthur warns what will happen if he is double-crossed. 

Further arguments with Pat are useless. Arthur finally decides to 

negotiate directly with Joyce's father. Professor S^ren Lundsvaar. No 

longer will he have anything to do with the unpredictable Pat Flanagan. 

When, after a long series of reversals, the professor flees with his 

mechanized "daughter, " Arthur is absolutely at his wit's end. In a fit 

of desperation over the loss of such a great economic potential, 

Arthur agrees to be a party to a cheap publicity stunt which will 

46. Ibid., p. 83. 

47. Ibid. 
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increase public opinion and empathy toward his client. In league with 

Vincent Hart Hughes, another unprincipled businessman, Arthur 

announces that Joyce Lundsvaar has been abducted and sexually as

saulted by an unknown assailant. Vincent outlines his unethical plan: 

Daremos la noticia. Joyce Lundsvaar raptada. 
Insinuaremos que ha sido alguna potencia extranjera. 
Voy a llamar a Mike, que es amigo nuestro y que des-
tacara la informacion en primera plana del New York 
Times 

Hay peligro, es cierto. Pero presenta algunas 
ventajas. Si todo el plan resulta, y si logramos 
alterar la opinion publica ... . Los Dow Jones 
deben bajar veinte puntos. ̂ 8 

In his almost fanatical drive to profit from the personal tragedies 

experienced by Joyce and her father, Joshua resorts to the ultimate in 

materialistic insanity. Disregarding human feelings and all personal 

values, he only holds precious what economic power can bring him. 

Prompted by his own dispassionate selfishness and.further calloused 

by a materialistically centered society, Arthur had chosen to create 

his own set of ignoble values. His inevitable end comes when Pat, an 

immoralist turned psychopathic killer, chokes him to death in retribu

tion for his bungling of the business deal. 

Benjamin Cabrera, a young lad of only sixteen, figures promi-

49 
nently as a nihilistic personage in the fabula, "El marinero Cabrera." 

Forced by circumstances: into leading a somewhat shallow existence in 

48. Ibid., p. 231. 

49. Enrique Lafourcade, Fabulas de Lafourcade (Santiago, 1963). 
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an uneventful provincial seaport, Benjamin constantly yearns for the 

excitement offered by the lure of the outside world. One day he swims 

out to a freighter anchored in the port and hastily signs up with the crew 

as the cook's helper. Time passes, and after a year Benjamin returns 

to his lethargic hometown. The young mariner only meets disappoint

ment and abandon; for his supposedly waiting sweetheart has not only 

borne him a son, but has become the scandal of the town in her frequent 

whorings. Thoroughly disgusted with the barren aspects of his village, 

Benjamin decides to leave for good and cast his fate to the wind. He 

again joins the crew of a passing tramp steamer and sets off for 

America. 

Benjamin arrives in New York City. In vain he searches for 

some permanent type of employment but only encounters odd jobs. 

Hindered mainly by his inability to speak English, Benjamin is refused 

job after job. One evening, on a walk home to his run-down apartment, 

he happens to meet a former adversary of his, Angelo Carroza. 

Angelo is an aged Puerto Rican immigrant who, at one time, had been 

in a similar financial fix. Learning from his friend that easy money 

is to be had by "selling" one's body to various medical institutions, 

Benjamin rushes to Central Hospital in Brooklyn to donate his body. 

After his death, according to the agreement, his cadaver will be 

identified by the tatoo he wears on his heel stating that he belongs to 

the hospital. It will then be used by medical students .for dissection 
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and study. For the contribution Benjamin receives a payment of a 

thousand dollars. With the unexpected windfall, Benjamin embarks on 

a two week sensual orgy: "Se compro ropa nueva. Consiguio una 

mujer. Una distinta cada noche. Bien a lo hombre. Nada de acos-

tarse siempre con la misma. Llegaban en auto con sus pieles, y sus 

propias botellas de whiskey. Cobraban treinta dolares o mas antici-

j  ti50 pados. 

Disregarding morality altogether, Benjamin allows himself to 

be enveloped.in a sensualism which had been denied him previously. 

He finds an easy way to obliterate the obligatory identifying tatoo and, 

in this way, is able to sell his body repeatedly. He becomes a man of 

the world, a constant traveler, funded by the selling of his vital organs 

here and there. The urge to gratify self becomes an obsession, the 

sine qua non of his very being, as Benjamin indulges in purely hedon

istic activities wherever he goes. The temptation is great, and he is 

simply too weak-willed to resist. It was almost as if he suffered from 

a: 

. .. sed irrestible, esa sed que solo conocen los que 
han nacido en Caldera (su pueblo natal) y han tenido 
que esperar, sentados en una duna, la nube de polvo 
que, en la distancia, en medio de la pampa salitrosa, 
anunciaba el camion del agua de don Ceferino Rodriguez.^ 

50. Ibid., p. 175. 

51. Ibid., p. 178. 
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His thirst for the passions of life remains essentially un-

quenched. Benjamin, after an odyssey of three years filled with sen

sual excesses, has still failed to find a release for his. inner anxieties. 

Authentication through sex and alcohol has only brought a type of tem

poral relief and has led to a state of complete anguish. A chance 

meeting with his old companion Angelo causes Benjamin to confess: 

--Sabis qu£ mas Angelo ... . Creo que ya no voy a 
poder volver a Caldera--y sefialaba el sitio donde habia 
estado su oreja. Se habia gastado la plata de esa oreja 
con una hungara, en Estambul. No se sentia bien 
ultimamente. 52 

Physically weakened by such riotous living and morally dead, Benjamin 

is a good example of what complete dependence on materiality can 

make of the individual. Experiencing only a very temporal type of 

engagement, Benjamin, in the end, suddenly realizes what a mockery 

he has made of his life. As a commentary on the dehumanizing effects 

of a civilization so dedicated to monetary and sensual goals, Benjamin 

Cabrera remains a tragically lost individual. Plagued by a personal 

loss of values and condemned by his inability to really authenticate his 

existence, he has sold out, both physically and morally. He is cast 

as a social derelict who, in his quest for self-gratification, has 

mocked the values of his society. In the last instance, a completely 

52. Ibid., p. 179. 
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broken man, Benjamin.is ironically asked by Angelo, "^Estas seguro 

53 de que no te queda nada por vender ? M 

54 Frecuencia modulada (1968) contains quite a mixture of sec

ondary characters who demonstrate essentially nihilistic traits. One 

of these individuals is Pablo Castilla, a doctrinaire revolutionary who 

is interested in altering the face of his society. He is characterized 

as a hard line theoretician who has had a thorough training in subver

sive tactics and guerrilla warfare by the communists. The revolution

ary agents under his immediate command have succeeded in penetrating 

all of the higher echelons of society, from which vantage point they 

hope to spread the seeds of social discontent. In this manner, they can 

hasten the takeover of the new regime. Pablo boasts to doctor German 

Andrade, another conspirator: 

Hemos penetrado en la Universidad como nadie 
tiene una idea. En el Pedagogico hay catorce, 
somos catorce profesores. Yo los estoy formando. 
Cada uno va a constituir una celula. 

The description which Lafourcade presents of Pablo is highly 

indicative of his general offensive nature. He tells us that "... 

Castilla no era popular. Un teorico, severo, frio. Como orador, su 

prestigio tambien era escaso. Metodico, lento, hombre de ideas, con 

53. Ibid. 

54. Enrique Lafourcade, Frecuencia modulada (Mexico, 1968). 

55. Ibid., p. 179. 
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56 
voz plena, sin enfasis. " It is quite apparent that Pablo has alienated 

his colleagues; for they are all repulsed by his extremely cold, cal

culating manner. He simply failed to inspire his followers, that is, 

57 
" . . .  n o  t e n i a  d o n  c a r i s m a t i c o .  "  

Pablo is an extremist rebel of the worst kind, a true nihilist, 

who is fanatical in his pursuit toward the achievement of complete and 

58 
unconditional victory. "Pablo creia en la fuerza, en el terror. " In 

preparation for any unforeseen circumstances, Pablo had dedicated his 

entire life to the rebel cause. In the extreme, he had even prepared 

himself for the tortures he would have to suffer if apprehended. 

Pablo Castilla's whole anarchistic life is directed toward 

fomenting a strong political power controlled by a trained Marxist 

elite, an elite composed "... de hombres puros, idealistas, cultos. 

59 Hombres formados en Hegel y Lenin, en Marx y Mao. " What he en

visions as indispensable to revolutionary success; is a small, compact 

core of disciplined intellectuals capable of effecting a radical change in 

the social and political realm. He wastes little time in his open criti

cism of those individuals who only make half-hearted attempts at 

56. Ibid., p. 181. 

57. Ibid., p. 182. 

58. Ibid., p. 282. 

59. Ibid., p. 297. 
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revolution. What is really needed, according to him, is . menos 

60 romanticismo y mas acci6n. M 

The most important consequence of revolution for Pablo is a 

basic change in the direction of man's human aspirations. No longer 

will the individual be so overwhelmed by an essentially meaningless 

context of social values. Rejecting the Establishment, with its out

moded ethical myths, man will, in Pablo's way of thinking, become 

" . . .  u n  s e r  t r a n s f o r m a d o  p o r  l a  g r a c i a  d e  l a  r e v o l u c i < 5 n ,  u n i c o  m o d o  

61 de evitar el suicidio ... . Darle sentido a un mundo insensible. " 

Unfortunately, Pablo never lives to prove the validity of his nihilistic 

assertions since his life is ended when a homemade terrorist bomb 

explodes prematurely. 

Sigfrido is also a youthful revolutionary who plays no small 

role as a fanatical rebel. Hoping to launch the rebellious Spartaco 

organization into a full scale confrontation with the authorities, Sigfrido 

acts by placing terrorist bombs in strategic locations throughout 

Santiago. By wreaking havoc and death he thus calls more attention to 

the need, in his opinion, for serious renovation in the social realm. 

His actions are always unplanned, sporadic attacks; and, for this 

reason. Doctor German Andrade, the unifying leader of the Spartacos, 

60. Ibid., p. 181. 

61. Ibid., p, 297. 
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is somewhat apprehensive of Sigfrido's reckless zeal. In a moment 

of concern, he rebukes the young man.for his incautious fervor and 

sternly warns.that he is risking the security of the entire group. 

Andrade explains to a cohort that "... lo que pasa es que el muchacho 

62 
(Sigfrido) no tiene disciplina revolucionaria. " 

Essentially an egocentric individual, Sigfrido is not content to 

await patiently a planned method of clandestine action. Instead, he is 

determined to bring about revolution on his own terms. His real goal, 

like that of Andrade, is simply the seizing of complete political power. 

In this manner he can easily enhance his own position. Sigfrido had 

informally been offered an important cabinet post after the upheaval. 

His revolutionary impetuosity reaches a critical moment when, while 

in a discussion over the progress of the insurrection, he excitedly 

shouts to his comrades: " j Queremos accion! ^Hasta cuando vamos a 

„ ,,63 esperar? 

Sigfrido brings about the Doctor's unmitigated criticism due to 

his rash actions. His imprudent and almost amateurish bombing of the 

American Consulate in Santiago helps him decide in favor of more 

swift, unilateral attacks; 11Y ahora iba a actuar solo. Un objetivo 

importante era que estremeciera la ciudad. Eso era. Algo en grande. 

62. Ibid., p. 62. 

63. Ibid., p. 83. 
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64 
Menos boca y mas aceion. " Sigfrido places an. insignificant value 

on human life. His insane fanaticism does not admit any humanistic 

temperance. He proudly suggests the way to initiate the revolt: 

"Matemos a alguien. Empecemos matando a alguien. Creamos el 

terror. 

Sigfrido is an extremely amoral individual who openly voices 

rejection of any established mode of ethical conduct. He had simply 

embraced a base value system and, therefore, "... abandono la 

6 6 
Etica. " Allowing release of his sensual desires, he proceeds to 

engage in all types of debauchery and sexual excesses. In so doing, 

he manifests an overt condemnation of the Establishment, with its 

professed moral canons. 

Physically attracted to a sensuous revolutionary beauty, Maria 

Piedad (the name is significant), Sigfrido attempts to win her affec

tions by proving his revolutionary ability. He plants a plastic explosive 

in the printing presses of the Santiago daily newspaper only to discover 

later that it had been successfully disarmed. When the plot fails, 

Maria Piedad, anxious only to be on the winning side, arrogantly spurns 

Sigfrido's advances. She mocks him by taunting: " jSolo ando con 

64. Ibid., p. 110. 

65. Ibid., p. 209. 

66. Ibid., p. 35. 
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67 
triunfadores! ;Adi6s, tontito!" Unable to experience love, even 

on a superficial plane, Sigfrido is suddenly beset with dire feelings of 

inadequacy and despair. But. this loss does not bother him for long. 

He soon finds other fallen women to satisfy his carnal appetites. 

In conclusion, Sigfrido's ethical rebellion is directed toward 

altering the whole status quo of his society, although his anarchical 

attempts are continually doomed to failure. His personal life is 

characterized as fundamentally a desperate conflict in which he demon

strates a total disregard for established values. Love, friendship, 

respect for others—all these values suffer debasement in Sigfrido's 

formidable struggle for personal satisfaction. 

Each of the aforementioned secondary personages has shown 

himself to be, in one way or another, essentially a nihilistic character. 

Molded to a great extent by submission to nihilistic circumstances, 

these character creations have served to reinforce and augment the 

portrayal of the main characters. 

Some individuals, such as Don Ezequiel, Dofia Amalia Morales 

and Maria Angela, all from Para subir al cielo, attempt to authenti

cate their sad existence by unconditional surrender to the sensual 

aspects of life. Each is well aware of his own personal shortcomings; 

alienation hangs as a threat over the heads of each. Only through 

67. Ibid., p. 123. 
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active engagement with others can total estrangement be avoided. As 

an escape, they all surrender themselves body and soul to purely 

hedonistic activities as a means of temporarily avoiding responsible 

actions. This form of temporal escapism brings for each nothing 

save the psychological trauma of guilt and the final realization that 

they have forfeited their spiritual selves. Each relinquishes gratu

itously his-ethical values in an attempt to establish contact with his 

already nihilistic-ridden society. Highly skeptical of any value judg

ments, these individuals flagrantly disregard morality altogether. 

The existential decision professed by all results in self dehumanization. 

There is a chronic loss of selfhood, of humanity. 

Isolda, the lamentable victim of Para subir al cielo, is assailed 

by a society which refuses to show pity or love for the downtrodden. 

She is the unfortunate anathema of her fellow man, scorned and 

ridiculed because of her psychological muteness. She represents the 

innocent individual completely destroyed and dehumanized by the 

derisory actions of an insensitive society. 

Pamela Scantlebury, Gustave Renaudot, Valerie MacDermott 

and Georges de Tebas all represent different facets of decadent west

ern civilization. Given over to primordial passions, each disregards 

nobler axiologies in his quest for power and material gain. Pamela 

uses sex as a lure to entrap the unwitting; money is of prime im

portance in her scale of values. Gustave Renaudot also worships the 
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power of wealth and subverts personal loyalities to obtain more riches. 

Valerie MacDermott attempts to find a redeeming quality in her tor

mented existence through the medium of sexual extravagances. 

Stabilization of the self through pure sensuality is impossible as she 

is influenced and, eventually, destroyed by the belligerency of individ

uals unwilling to understand her. Georges de Tebas, a perverted 

ballet dancer, is a totally frivolous character motivated only by his 

more base instincts. His constancy to immorality eventually results 

in an awareness that due retribution for his sins is unavoidable. This 

realization, is the constant anguish which he must suffer for his ethical 

transgressions. 

Reliance on the shallow gods of materiality causes certain 

nihilistic individuals to disregard their basic humanity. Denis Brown 

and Arthur Joshua Simmonovitch, both interesting studies in negative 

characterization, are criminal types found in Invencion a dos voces. 

They are capitalistic personages concerned only with the attainment 

of money, even at the expense of ethics. Without any moral commit

ment whatsoever, these two are representative of a culture based not 

on ethical precepts but upon economics. Benjamin Cabrera of "El 

marinero Cabrera" finds through materialism an escape from the 

responsibilities imposed upon him by the conventions of his society. 

Tired of leading a dreary and uneventful existence, Benjamin sells his 

body to science and uses the money to help satiate his carnal desires. 
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The basic nihilistic philosophy is illustrated graphically by 

those individuals who attempt to alter the structure, both political and 

social, of their present society. Pablo Castilla and Sigfrido, youthful 

revolutionaries delineated in Frecuencia modulada, transform their 

general skepticism into active terrorist attacks against the government. 

Blinded by an overt idealism, they would upset the presumed ethical 

balance through revolution. Pablo strikes out at a political structure 

which fails to relate to the individual. In his iconoclasm he would use 

revolution as a vehicle to change man's basic ethical stance. In this 

way he would hope somehow to impose meaning on a now meaningless 

world. Sigfrido is also anti-establishment. Insanely egocentric, he 

is against society, with its professed moral code, simply because he 

recognizes none himself. Like his fellow conspirator Pablo Castilla, 

Sigfrido would eagerly destroy the established social system through 

anarchy and unmitigated acts of violence. For him, the perfect 

society would be one in which the doctrine of laissez faire reigns sup

reme, and the individual is free to act according to the dictates of his 

own will. Anything would, therefore, be permissible, just as long as 

it satisfies the demands of the individual conscience. His own personal 

life is a frightening example of what he would have the whole of society 

be. In his quest for power, Sigfrido flagrantly dismisses such noble 

values as love, friendship and respect. Ethics have no place in his 

personal world. 
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These secondary characters add still another facet to the 

nihilistic world pictured by Lafourcade. In their abject negativity they 

are indicative of the social and moral sickness which is characteristic 

of modern civilization. 



CHAPTER 10 

THE MAIN NIHILISTIC THEMES 

Various nihilistic themes contribute meaning to the prose 

fiction of Enrique Lafourcade. The constant appearance and reap

pearance of these particular themes throughout serves to impart a 

tight coherence to his works; therefore, a more complete understand

ing of them should shed even further critical light on the nihilistic 

mode as it is employed by the novelist. By examining in some detail 

the major themes, one may also arrive at a more definite idea of the 

type of life that the author is attempting to reveal to the reader. 

It is quite clear that Enrique Lafourcade is extremely preoc

cupied with man's present moral dilemma; indeed, this all-encompas

sing theme has seriously provoked many contemporary writers and 

thinkers. The nihilistic inversion or repudiation of values is indubi

tably a central idea affecting the novelistic art of Lafourcade. The 

deterioration of modern society, witnessed in the amorality, crimi

nality, destitution and victimization of man, is aptly portrayed in each 

of his novels. Other important nihilistic themes which will be dealt 

with in detail are: the search for personal identity (with the attendant 

metaphysical despair), the materialistic quest, and revolution. 
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The Deterioration of Society 

Lafourcade expresses throughout his novelistic prose a deep 

concern for the present deteriorating state of society. Modern society 

is shown to be basically nihilistic in nature; that is to say, there now 

exists a general rejection of all established laws and institutions which 

have heretofore supported the necessary .ethos required of civilized 

existence. This theme is certainly not unique, for practically all of 

the modern novelists draw attention to the moral laxity of Twentieth-

Century man. Lewis Mumford, the noted humorist, has noted the 

tendency of this ordered universe to gravitate inevitably toward even

tual ethical chaos: "The sudden evaporation of meaning and value in a 

civilization, often at the moment when it seems at its height, has long 

been one of the enigmas of history. It is this serious forfeiture of 

morality, acting under the aegis of nihilism, which pervades all as

pects of Lafourcade's prose. 

Society, as it is portrayed by the author, is basically decadent; 

amorality and criminality are accepted institutions. There is also 

present a deep skepticism and a concomitant feeling that all spiritual 

undertakings are only attempted in vain. The malevolent powers of 

contemporary society are clearly in control, and the hopeless individ

ual is made to conform to an ever-vacillating code of debauched 

1. Lewis Mumford, The Transformations of Man (New York, 
1956), p. 70. 
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ethical values. There is also desperation, an all-pervading, sense of 

pessimism. Indeed, there would appear to be an inability on the part 

of the personages themselves to formulate any positive statement 

about the stature of man in the world. 

2 In two important novels of Lafourcade, Para subir al cielo 

3 
and EL principe £ las ovejas, one witnesses the slow but unmistakable 

corruption of society. In the first, Lucanor Cisneros, at heart a very 

lonely individual, finds that there is really no humanity left in anyone 

he meets. People act and react only as hollow automatons, and those 

who do respond do so only in their own self-interests. Decadence would 

appear to permeate every aspect of this heartless society. Lafourcade 

gives us a glimpse of this negative cosmos in the chapter ironically 

entitled "La vida alegre. " He describes the arrival of merchant ships 

in the Valparaiso harbor: 

Aquel dia llegaron innumerables barcos al puerto. 
Tantos, que muchos quedaron surtos en la bahia, a 
la espera de sitio en los malecones. Valparaiso, 
apretado de gentes, se internacionalizo muy pronto. 
Mulatos, contrabandist as, traficantes de drogas, 
japoneses, prostitutas, invalidos, ancianas, arrapiezos, 
homosexuales, tahures y bellacos de todas las calanas 
se concentraban en bares y cabarets buscando modo de 
recoger 'por la razon o por la fuerza, ' algun dinero de 
los navegantes .... Habia razon para temer desmanes 
de esos tripulantes ansiosos, febriles, llenos de 

2 .  

3. 
1961). 

Enrique Lafourcade, Para subir al cielo (Santiago, 1958). 

Enrique Lafourcade, El principe y las ovejas (Santiago, 
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potentes fuerzas sexuales. Sus mir^idas lubricas, 
calenturientas, hacian abrirse puertas y ventanas, 
prostituian a las mujeres casi sin que ellas lo notaran. 

De los cerros, multitudes de muchachas recien 
lavadas y restregadas, con un perfume fuerte en el 
cuello, en los brazos, descendian con sus enaguas 
nuevas. Iban a los bares. Esperaban. Aun no 
empezaba la fiesta sexual, pero ya una neblina 
protectora, tibia, incitante, se extendia por las 
calles. Valparaiso volvia a vivir en su estilo duro, 
violento, en donde la felicidad y la muerte solian 
parecerse tanto. ^ 

Lucanor Cisneros, in his insatiable lust for life, encounters 

all types of characters who would seem to retain little of what we 

would call humanity; their spirits have been corroded away by their 

willingness for self-debauchery. Antinous Eguirreizaga, the apparent 

nemesis of Lucanor, is the epitome of social degeneracy. He regards 

morality as something to be purchased and, then, exploited. Maria 

Angela, who, like Lucanor, searches for meaning and companionship 

where there is none to be found, is also acutely cognizant of the 

demoralization and insensitivity of those about her. At a lavish party 

given by her snobbish mother, she seems to be aware that the individ

uals there are guided by the forces of darkness: 

Se dejaba ir, apegada a su compafiero, con los ojos 
muy abiertos. Giraba una vez y otra, envuelta. El 
champagne, bebido quiza, en exceso, le confundia los 
rostros de sus amigos. Todos parecian inmovilizados, 

4. Lafourcade, Para subir ... , p. 56. 
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victimas de subita paralisis, blancos, inhumanos. 
Si, no habia dudas. Alguien los manejaba. ® 

In a world cut off from salvation and terribly obsessed with the 

utter gratification of self, there is reflected the gradual decline and 

destruction of purposeful living. Repeatedly, one sees in this novel 

the theme of the fallen society, one in which authentic living is unham

pered by moral obligations. The description which Lafourcade gives 

of Lucanor's shoddy neighborhood is indicative of a social clime in 

which life and death are inexorably bound together. There were 

. .. botellas lanzadas por manos ocultas, sonidos de 
destruccion persistente, ratas, muchachas virgenes 
sometidas a crueles tratos, invalidos secos en los 
subterraneos; un pilar que ya cedia, que estaba al 
borde del salto, llevandose la casa y muchas otras, 
vecinas. Letrinas y retretes, cocinas y lechos, 
ruidos de fornicaciones, regiieldos, plegarias. A 
veces, las palabras eran nitidas. Prometian el oro 
y el moro. Llanto de pequenuelos, entre los malva-
viscos. Hambre, lujuria, suenos, muerte, todas las 
casas se unian para sobrellevarse. Terminarian por 
destrozarse unas con otras. ® 

This is the confused society which confronts Lucanor and from which 

he receives very little reason to continue living. Nihilism, manifested 

in the moral turbulence of his society, has destroyed completely his 

dreams of a fulfilling future. 

El principe y las ovejas, one of Lafourcade's more pessimistic 

novels, raises nihilism to a place of supreme importance. This novel 

5. Ibid., p. 43. 

6. Ibid., p. 133. 
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is infused with moral sickness; there is no direction to the lives of the 

characters therein. They act on impulse alone, mainly in response 

to their own hedonistic urges. The author shows western civilization 

at its satanic worst and, through the examination of diverse decadents, 

thus characterizes the present social situation. 

Mardus Anatolia, already discussed in detail in a previous 

chapter, is the very acme of the depraved individual and a represen

tative of the inherent baseness of civilization. His whoring and 

indiscriminate killing have a direct influence on the main protagonist, 

Lanzarote Bernales. Lanzarote can little cope with the social outcasts 

whom he encounters; little affinity is apparent. Representatives of all 

levels of society are shown in moral decline: Pamela Scantlebury, the 

degenerate prostitute who sells her self-respect; Gustave Renaudot, the 

depraved French businessman who enjoys indulging in lewd acts; Lord 

and Lady Ascott-Fitzgerald, two dipsomaniacal English socialites; 

Mister MacDermott, the now-retired American oil magnate who has 

readily abused his economic power to reach the materialistic top; the 

Marques de Tebas, a homosexual ballet dancer; the previously men

tioned Mardus Anatolia, a demented psychopath; these and others 

succeed in creating a general aura of spiritual decline. Their inter

actions one upon the other serve further to reinforce the underlying 

leitmotif of the entire novel; that is, these people are simply unable or 

unwilling to formulate any positive ethical code. They are likened to 
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submissive ovejas, under the inescapable power of Satan, the Prince 

of Darkness. Vance Barth£lemy, a physician and true believer in 

diabolic spirits, characterizes the final state to which everyone in the 

novel had fallen. He explains the powers of evil as they have affected 

those individuals around him: 

No debemos luchar contra la carne y la sangre, sino 
contra los Principes, contra los poderosos, contra 
los Dominadores de este mundo de tinieblas, contra 
los Espiritus malos extendidos en el aire. El Gran 
Principe, frente a sus tropas, sigue sus batallas. 
Todo hace pensar que, hasta ahora, hasta nuestros 
dias, ha ganado muchas. ^ 

This is precisely what has happened to the tragic characters in the 

novel; they have succumbed to the enticing lure of the forbidden and 

have, thus, prostrated all semblance of ethical behavior. 

g 
In the penetrating novel Invencion a dos voces one is also wit

ness to a world of total depravity and decadence, particularly in the 

narration having to do with the search by Moroni for a meaningful 

religious experience. Throughout his life, he is constantly confronted 

with the very dregs of society. Lafourcade seems to delight in show

ing the negative effects of a totally corrupt ambient on his main 

characters. Thus it is with Moroni; he is slowly brought into harmony 

with the rampant amorality shown by those whom he meets in life. 

7. Lafourcade, El principe ... , p. 193. 

8. Enrique Lafourcade, Invenci6n ados voces (Santiago, 1963). 
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It is through the eyes of Moroni that we observe American society, a 

society which has rejected adherence to any moral convictions or 

social precepts. 

Moroni travels to California to seek financial backing for his 

religious crusade. While there, he is exposed to the raucous decadence 

found in abundance in the homosexual and lesbian haunts along the 

West Coast. In Venice, a mecca for perverts, Moroni meets Anastasio 

Canales, a down-and-out Mexican who is eager to find a get-rich-

quick scheme. 

Later, as Moroni travels to Las Vegas to continue his evangelis

tic work, he is overwhelmed by the flagrant falsity and. incorrigible 

profligacy of his present civilization, a civilization obviously interested 

only in sensual gratification. Lafourcade describes in striking detail 

this present-day "Sodomm and Gomorrah" as it is observed by Moroni: 

El cielo estaba rojo y violeta, con los avisos 
luminosos. Mujeres desnudas que chisporroteaban, 
bailando en lo alto de los edificios. Fuentes de 
neon lanzaban agua ne6n. Grandes indices azules 
mostraban el acceso a los sagrados lugares. Una 
palabra, una palabra en el cielo, cambiaba de posi-
cion, tan pronto a la derecha como a la izquierda, 
tan luego gorda como delgada, como amarilla: 
"Placer, placer, placer. " Have a lot of fun .... 
Entonces las mujeres desnudas comenzaban de nuevo 
a incendiarse. "Toda la felicidad del mundo por 
cincuenta dolares, " aseguraba otro gran aviso, sobre 
las torres de television ... . ® 

9. Ibid., p. 154. 
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Other novels which demonstrate to a great degree this "value

less" society which is slowly going to ruin are Novela de Navidad*^ 

and Pronombres personales. * * In Novela de Navidad, Lafourcade 

exposes the life pulse of the city of Santiago, concentrating on the 

despicable elements of society. Aside from the collection of prosti

tutes, cheap hoodlums and degenerates who prevail throughout the 

novel, the novelist pictures the entire city as essentially wanting in 

morals. General decadence is thus described: 

(Habia) .. . los pederastas nacionales, o aprendices, 
o 'machitos' como sfe conocian entre los ninos, los 
•machitos' y 'perras,' que daban a la ciudad su atmos-
fera, uni^ndose a las luces neon, al olor a vomitos, 
al perfume de los ciruelos.12 

An idea of the amorality and perversion so common in today's 

society is to be seen, in one of Lafourcade"s shorter novels, Pronom

bres personales. While not the main theme of this particular novel, 

the depiction of a deteriorating society is clearly important, for it 

affects the ultimate motivations of each of the various individual 

characters. 

The action takes place on the beach in Santa Monica, California. 

Here,, Lafourcade describes a group of hostile individuals who blatantly 

10. Enrique Lafourcade, Novela de Navidad (Santiago, 1965). 

11. Enrique Lafourcade, Pronombres personales (Santiago, 
1967). 

12. Lafourcade, Novela ... , p. 125. 
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reject morality and give themselves up to all types of sensual indul

gences. Mr. Arthur Bowen, a vacationing college instructor, along 

with his shrewish wife and provocative sister-in-law, Mary Anne, 

carry on a three-way battle of the sexes. The alluring young girl con

tinually taunts Arthur with her physical charms, and then mocks him 

when he reacts with only clumsy sexual advances. He comes to be 

nothing but a victimized individual, controlled and pushed about by 

everyone. 

Mary Anne is a spoiled teenager who delights in employing her 

body to frustrate others. When she finally gives in to the wishes of an 

invalid soldier, she does so only for her own benefit. Later, she 

resents having made love to the young man. Without any compunction 

whatsoever, she strikes out at him by pushing him and his wheelchair 

over the edge of a high balcony. She remains cool and collected, not 

regretting in the least having murdered this young man. 

Other minor characters contribute to give the novel an atmos

phere of decadence and moral depravity. Samuel Bronson, an apart

ment house owner, is a confirmed child molester. (" ... habia estado 

13 varias temporadas en la carcel por seduccion de menores. ") The 

worst of the lot, he is psychologically affected by indignities suffered 

by his imprisonment in a German concentration camp during World 

13. Lafourcade, Pronombres ... , p. 44. 
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War II. Lafourcade explains that his position there on the beach is 

forever suspect, for the police are on the constant vigil for perverts 

such as he: 

Hacian ondas (las autoridades) para recoger a per-
vertidos, homosexuales y lesbianas poblres, que se -
iban a sus ejercicios ia la playa, o a teens drogados, 
o a los borrachos, negros y mexicanos. Alii dormlan 
delincuentes, locos, homicidas ... 

15 Frecuencia modulada, Lafourcade1 s multi-faceted portrayal 

of modern civilization in decline, among other important temas al dia, 

directs attention in general to the theme of moral flux in contemporary 

society. The shock value of the novel is quite effective, as man is 

depicted in various amoral attitudes. Lafourcade cannot resist a 

startling expose of the real unethical sentiments of modern man, the 

skeptic who is only interested in self. Prostitutes and perverts of all 

kinds are ubiquitous. Even those individuals whom society considers 

rather incorruptible invariably fall under the nihilistic influences of a 

society dedicated first and foremost to the sensual. No better ex

ample of this decadence is to be found than when Lafourcade describes 

the visit of a respected priest to the apartment of a filthy old Santiago 

prostitute: 

14. Ibid., p. 98. 

15. Enrique Lafourcade, Frecuencia modulada (Mexico, D. F., 
1968). 
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Era un mal sacerdote, un fornicador .. . . Y la 
Magaly, una harpia, una condenada harpia que 
nunca se iba a fijar en £L sino en sus billetes, en su 
dinero del culto. 

Y despu^s, se lavo con mucho cuidado, se vistio 
lentamente, pag6 en forma religiosa, y abrio la puerta 
de la pieza. 

In order to satisfy self first, the old priest relaxes his commitment to 

Christian ethics. Although a skeptic and a hypocrite, he still manages 

to lead his congregation in the ways of righteousness. 

Still another main facet contributing to the theme of the deteri

oration of society is manifest in Lafourcade's insistence upon depicting 

individual proponents of criminality. His novelistic realm is one 

populated with all types of criminal elements: individuals who, by 

their actions, completely disregard public welfare and morals. In 

this sense they can be considered as active nihilists who demonstrate 

an utter disdain for established laws and civil decency. 

The first narrative of Invencion a dos voces presents a whole 

cross section of the underworld, ranging from the petty street hood

lum to the big-time racketeer. These characters and their criminal 

activities are inserted throughout the novel to achieve an effect of 

overwhelming decadent social forces at work. 

In this novel we are introduced to Johnny, a young tough who is 

involved in the protection racket for a big city syndicate. It is his job 

16. Ibid., p. 63. 
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to terrorize Chinese laundries so that the crime organization can con

tinue to collect protection money. He and his youthful cronies are 

indicative of the loss of personal values among the young generation. 

With his companions, he mutilates a young Chinese girl's face, simply 

because her father, a laundryman, had refused to be intimidated by the 

17 threats of the underworld. 

Denis Brown and Harper, two ruthless gangsters, are also 

delineated throughout the pages of the novel. In their criminal 

schemings, they cast covetous eyes upon the economic potential of the 

remarkable invention (the cybernetic woman) of Dr. S^ren Lundsvaar. 

In the end, their malevolent influence is a determining factor in bring

ing total ruination to the altruistic goals of the aged professor. 

Throughout Lafourcade's novels parades an assortment of 

people who live outside the law. For the most part, they are usually 

minor criminal types who are essentially passive; that is, they do not 

resort to any overt acts of violence against others. The ubiquity of 

prostitutes, pimps, dope addicts and the like, serves to augment the 

portrayal of a society which is suffering from an increasing moral 

decadence. 

One of the best drawn characters representative of the criminal 

element is Gregorio Vasquez of Frecuencia modulada, already 

17. Lafourcade, Inveneion . .. , p. 23. 
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discussed in detail in the chapter on the ethical rebel. He is a social 

misfit of the worst kind who resorts to desperate means to achieve his 

egocentric goals. Not merely satisfied with the cold-blooded murder 

of both his aunt and uncle, Gregorio goes on to ruin the lives of friends 

whom he once had cherished. He forgets loyalties and turns into a 

pathological killer, actually reveling in his own personal depredation. 

Unabashed, he readily flaunts the moral code established by his 

society. 

Still another negative aspect to point out the deterioration of 

modern society is seen in the tragic picture of human affliction and 

destitution so ever-present in Lafourcade's prose fiction. The present 

age is, from Lafourcade's point of view, essentially pessimistic in 

nature; individuals are defeated before they have a chance to thrive. 

His choice of theme underscores the definite need for social reform if 

there is to be a gratifying existence liberated from the nefarious 

effects of nihilism. In this way he is in ideological harmony with other 

novelists of the contemporary period. Leslie Paul, in his timely 

article "The Writer and The Human Condition, " has commented on this 

particular preoccupation of the modern writer: 

If there is one constant theme in the works of 
modern novelists and playwrights, it is the depth 
and persistance of human affliction, and indeed, this 
affliction scourges most heavily the sensitive, the 
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loving, the compassionate, so that not to be affected 
is to be less than human. 18 

In no other novel of Lafoyrcade's does destitution play such an 

important role as in Para subir al cielo. Its impact as a main theme 

is obvious. In Lucanor Cisneros's search for self, he encounters 

many individuals from the very depths of society. Throughout the 

novel he comments on the deplorable situation of those unfortunates 

who surround him. One sees in this concentration on the indigent an 

implied social protest, for organized society simply seems to turn its 

back on the less fortunate. While observing some Chilean fishermen 

returning after long months at sea, Lucanor becomes aware of the 

incomparable stoicism manifested by poor individuals such as these, 

overwhelmed by the general hostility of life itself: 

Lucanor iba, poco a poco, entendiendo algo de este 
pueblo sudamericano, frio, ensimismado. En pocas 
gentes habia visto esa capacidad de sufrimiento, de 
soledad profunda, que tenian los chilenos. Se entregaban, 
ciegos, al dolor. Era lo natural; sufrir. Y en silencio. 
La sangre indigena, quichua, aimara, araucana, les 
dio el silencio. 19 

Later on in the novel, he has an opportunity to defend the position of 

the less fortunate. In response to pitying statements made by Maria 

Angela about Elcira, a terribly crippled prostitute, Lucanor comments 

on the tragic condition of poor individuals such as she: 

18. Leslie Paul, "The Writer and the Human Condition, " 
Kenyon Review, XXIX (Jaunary, 1967), p. 37. 

19. Lafourcade, Para subir .. . , p. 45. 
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Ella no es desdichada. Ha sido siempre asi, es 
su estado natural. Los pobres no son nunca muy. des-
graciados--continuo en voz baja-- No tiene extremos 
de comparacion. La miseria, la bebida, el dolor, los 
placeres, la angustia diaria, todo eso no los altera. 
Elcira, a sumodo, es feliz. Tiene varios amantes. 
No va a vivir mucho tiempo. Esta enferma, tuberculosa.20 

In the same novel, Antinous Erguirreizaga laughingly jokes 

about the present state of the poor in Chile and makes specific 

reference to the barrio bajo studding the Valparaiso hillsides. Doria 

Amalia, herself just one step away from the poorhouse, comes to the 

defense of the destitute and rebukes Antinous for thinking that there is 

any poetic side to poverty. She tells him how it really is.for the un

fortunate: 

--^Poesia?--doria Amalia hizo un gesto desdenoso. 
Por alii caen a veces ninos, perros, borrachos. Una 
vez me hundio el techo de esta pieza Basilio que en 
paz descanse. Agarro una mona y se mando guardar 
abajo. Aqui mismo. Hace tres anos. Se hizo peda-
zos. Dejo todo asqueroso. ^Poesla? ^Cree usted, 
joven? Las casas estan muy malas. Vea usted el 
Gobierno. Cada dia pior. ^No le parece? Gobernados 
por un militar viejo .. . ^Que podemos nosotros ? 
Somos pobres .. . .^1 

Other similar prose works by Lafourcade in which human 

affliction and destitution are important as they relate to the emphasis 

on the deterioration of society are Invencion a dos voces, the fabulas 

20. Ibid., p. 64. 

21. Ibid., p. 134. 
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22 23 
"Asedio" and "El marinero Cabrera, " and Frecuencia modulada. 

Each elaborates the theme of a society which remains: impervious to 

the supplications of the poor. In Invencion a dos voces, Anastasio 

Canales, a Mexican immigrant and Ninive, a crippled Negro, are both 

portrayed as beggared individuals, used, abused, and finally 

annihilated by a cruel, Darwinian society. In "Asedio, " Jorin Poliakof 

must resort to degrading revolutionary activities against his better 

judgment because his impoverished family is slowly starving to death. 

"El marinero Cabrera, " one of Laf our cade's better conceived short 

stories, develops the theme of the individual made so prostrate by 

destitution that he must sell his own body to medical institutions in 

order to survive. Frecuencia modulada gives many instances in which 

the poor are exploited by the rich. Illustrative of the deplorable lives 

of the-downtrodden in life is Osvaldo Naranjo, a one-time internationally 

famous trapeze artist who, because of an accident which left him help

lessly crippled, is now without any means of support. His embittered 

protest is directed against the government which remains totally 

indifferent to the plight of its less fortunate citizens: 

22. Enrique Lafourcade, "Asedio, " in Fabulas de Laf our cade 
(Santiago, 1963)* 

23. Enrique Lafourcade, "El marinero Cabrera, " in Fabulas 
de Lafourcade (Santiago, 1963). 
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Prefiero andar cojo .... Aunque no se que diablos 
voy a hacer .... No tengo nada que hacer. [Que 
injusticia, esta, senor! Y el Gobierno, que dice 
que va a ayudar a lospobres .... A los artistas 
... . Yo le pregunto, ^que ha hecho el gobierno por 
nosotros, senor, por los artistas ? Ah, ^que ha 
hecho, senor 

Still another ramification to the general theme of the deteriora

tion of modern society is to be seen in the emphasis which Lafourcade 

places upon the depiction of small destitute children. They are shown 

to be victimized by the malignancies and complacency of their own 

society. Children as victims appear as a frequent topic in almost all 

of Lafourcade's novels, and their importance in augmenting the 

depiction of a totally nihilistic orb is unquestionable. 

In Para subir al cielo, Lafourcade focuses attention on the 

despicable conditions in which impoverished children are forced to 

live. He describes one of the lower class barrios of Valparaiso: 

Los ninos jugaban sobre el muro de contencion, 
en la calle Perdices. Unas mujeres sucias--sus 
madres--los seguian con la vista desde lo alto de 
las casas de maderas y calaminas, de dos o t'res 
pisos. Nunca se sabia, con seguridad, cuantos, en 
esa arquitectura improvisada. Los ratones escarbaban 
con diligencia en el esqueleto. 

Unos muchachillos andrajosos, enfermos, desde una 
ventana que daba hacia el barranco, contemplaban 
entusiasmados la escena. Todas las casas, en 
aquella quebrada, teni an ninos. A veces, uno son ad or, 
se derrumbaba con la ventana y el muro. ̂ 5 

24. Lafourcade, Frecuencia ... , p. 280. 

25. Lafourcade, Para subir ... , p. 118. 
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Life and death are inexorably bound together in this world of poverty. 

In another instance, Lucanor Cisneros, the main;character, 

is walking along the street when he is suddenly confronted by a small 

group of street urchins who beg him for money. Visibly repulsed at 

the filthy appearance of the children, Lucanor responds with a curt 

2 6 
but prophetic: " j No hay ayuda! " He is unmoved by their pitiful 

pleadings for help. 

Novela de Navidad presents in some detail the turbulent lives 

of a number of destitute youngsters who have banded together for 

mutual protection and assistance. They have all been abandoned by 

their parents and must eke out an existence by stealing and begging on 

the streets of Santiago. The self-assumed leader of the group is 

Juanito, himself a recently abandoned youth, who feels somehow that 

he has a personal commitment to look after the less fortunate among 

them. He cares for Rubi, a sickly infant of some three years of age 

who has been left to fend for himself in the world. Along with other 

youngsters, all denied a share in the prosperity of. their society, they 

face the uncertain hostilities of life together. They manage to survive 

by living by their own sharpened wits. Their home is where they hap

pen to be when night overtakes them. To avoid freezing to death in the 

sub-zero weather of winter, they seek refuge, along with various stray 

26. Ibid., p. 13. 
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dogs and derelicts, in the city parks and underground utility tunnels. 

All the while, society recognizes, but fails to respond in general, to 

the needs of these deprived individuals. Life in the big city goes on, 

and people are seemingly unmoved by the forced negligence of this 

segment of society. Lafourcade describes the complacent attitude of 

the crowds which surround these unfortunate children. The youngsters 

dormian de cara al sol, en algun parque, o sobre un 
banco, o apoyados contra el marco de una puerta. 
Dormian mientras la ciudad pasaba junto a ellos, 
mientras los autobuses, camiones, automoviles, 
transeuntes, vendedores ambulantes, colegiales, 
obreros, pasaban juntos a los ninos en extasis.^? 

As a result, the only people who really concern themselves with aiding 

these children are other outcasts of society, prostitutes and bums for 

the most part, who readily share their meager supply of food with the 

starving orphans. 

Beggarly children are also present in Pronombres personales, 

a novel which deals with the personal intrigues of various people 

assembled for a vacation on a California beach. In this novel the 

children are the offspring of lower-class working people (many of 

them Mexican laborers who have entered the country illegally). While 

the parents work at their slavish jobs, the children run free along the 

beach front, foraging in the trash barrels for scraps of food to eat and 

28 bottles which they can sell. 

27, Lafourcade, Novela . . . , pp. 97-98. 

28. Lafourcade, Pronombres ... , p. 93. 
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A concentration on the negative aspects of contemporary'life 

and the attendant nihilistic currents which affect all social levels, are 

favorite topics of Lafourcade used to illustrate the rapid and thorough 

deterioration of modern society. Through the depiction of extreme 

states of being (such as criminality and destitution), the author has 

stripped bare the decadence and endemic immorality characteristic of 

our society, a society which has renounced its claim to humanity by 

allowing the rise of such deplorable conditions. 

The Search for Personal Identity 

Palpita en Lafourcade .. . un sentido metafisico de 
la presencia del hombre, que muchos reconocen como 
una de las grandes aportaciones de la novela actual. ^9 

Another major theme which is treated with prominence in the 

works of Lafourcade is man's search for personal identity. Dissocia

tion of the self is shown as a manifestation of the inherent nihilism of 

our age. In all of his novels, man's actual existence is shown as one 

of chaos, in which he is unable, usually due to psychological reasons, 

to find any real orientation in life. As a consequence, these individuals 

search throughout for some type of personal adaptation amidst an en

vironment which is unwilling to accept them as they are. Charles 

Glicksberg has commented cogently upon man's ontological pursuit as 

29. Ricardo Latcham, "Para subir al cielo por Enrique 
Lafourcade" in Carnet Critico, ed. Ricardo Latcham (Montevideo, 
1962), p. 184. 
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. it is portrayed through the literature of our time. It is, in effect, a 

relevant statement concerning Lafourcade's own choice of the problem 

of personal identity as a novelistic theme: 

Twentieth-century literature. . . reveals the pro
gressive disintegration of the human personality, the 
image of the badly fractured and spiritually homeless 
self. Man is. today aware that his existence is in an 
incomprehensible universe, whether mechanistic or 
simply 'absurd, 1 and mass society leaves no room for 
the affirmation of his identity. ^0 

The loss of personal identity and the simultaneous loss of social identity 

form a very basic problem in almost all of Lafourcade's prose fiction. 

The Lafourcadian protagonist confronts his environment and 

discovers that he cannot effectively integrate himself into it. He either 

remains outside of the mainstream of his society or he becomes 

arbitrarily integrated into it in a type of pseudo-attachment. At any 

rate, in order to align himself with the masses, he must usually for

feit any allegiance which he formerly held to an ethical position. He 

becomes, in effect, ". . . one who makes his own moral code in the 

31 present age of relativism. " He is affected, not only psychologically, 

but also sociologically, by his moral forfeiture. Feelings of guilt over 

his ethical prostitution result in a form of existential anguish and 

30. Charles I. Glicksberg, The Self in Modern Literature 
(University Park, 1963), p. 182. 

31. Reginald Cook, "What Are We Doing to Our Heroes?" 
Saturday Review, XXXIX (April 21, 1956), p. 30. 
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internal conflict between what the individual knows is right and what 

he is actually engaged in doing. Jaime Arellano, a noted Chilean 

axiologist, has commented on the conflict which modern man is forced 

to suffer: 

. . .  e l  h o m b r e  e s ,  p o r  e s e n c i a ,  u n  c o n f l i c t o .  
Conflicto engendrado por su propia constitucion 
intima, la que le hace ocupar ese lugar marginal, 
fronterizo, entre el mundo espiritual y el mundo 
cosmico, que en 61 forman un todo. 32 

The Lafourcadian hero, or "anti-hero, " faced with this basic conflict 

within himself, must, perforce, choose and be prepared to stand by 

the consequences of his decision. Confused as he seems to be by the 

critical absence of positive values in the world, each personage is 

headed unavoidably toward eventual failure. In the end, all fail to dis

cover their authentic selves. 

Modern man, as he is epitomized in these characters, is 

involved in a critical situation, helpless to act productively, and 

tragically confused as to what direction his life should take. Purpose

ful living is denied to each individual as he succumbs heart and soul 

to the immoral emanations of his society. When man is thus unable to 

envision any productive goal or end in life, according to Friedrich 

33 
Nietzsche, "... his existence is ... purposeless and nihilistic. " 

32. Jaime Arellano G., Valores de vida (Santiago, 1957), p. 92. 

33. Stanley Romaine Hopper, Spiritual Problems in Contem
porary Literature (New York, 1957), p. 144. 
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Even though life for these individuals is like a neo-naturalistic 

chaos in which very little real meaning is readily apparent, they still 

struggle, heroically at times, to maintain some semblance of personal 

identity. It is this struggle against the reductio ad absurdum of life 

which affords their tormented lives a fleeting, but nonetheless, mo

mentary authenticity. 

The search for personal identity is the central theme of Pena 

34 
de muerte. In this novel the reader observes the systematic de

struction of the character of Aurelio de Arze, an individual who tries 

desperately to relate to others. 

In the prologue to the first edition, Benjamin Subercaseaux has 

observed that the major theme of the work is the "... querer asumir 

el propio 'yo' a despecho de la realidad y del mundo, tragedia maxima 

35 
y principal leitmotiv de esta obra considerable. " Attempts to com

municate with those about him end only in utter frustration for Aurelio. 

As a result of his inadaptability, he maintains a miserable self-image. 

He candidly confesses: "Ya no soy sino una basura, una escoria 

3 6 
humana. " Adamant in his ultra conservatism, he succeeds in creat

ing an insurmountable barrier between himself and everyone whom he 

34. Enrique Lafourcade, Pena de muerte (Santiago, 1952). 

35. Ibid., p. 15. 

36. Ibid.,  p. 95. 
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meets. He has been described as a " ... prototipo del martir de la 

37 propia personalidad, aceptada y defendida en ardua y penosa lucha. " 

He tries to uphold his idealistic moral position while in the midst of 

those who readily flaunt the moral code. Juan, an occasional com

panion whom he happens to meet in a local pub, is quick to criticize 

Aurelio for maintaining such an outmoded ethical stance: 

Lo que sucede en ti, Aurelio, es que le das demasiada 
importancia a tu angel moral .... La moral no debe 
ser tan fuerte que impida vivir al hombre ... . Cubre 
a tu moral con las plumas de la alegria. ̂  

The choice waiting to be made between morality and immorality 

is what causes Aurelio to suffer. His problem is simply stated: he 

is unable to define himself within a nihilistic world which remains 

acutely calloused to the innermost spiritual needs of the individual. 

Aurelio's ultimate failure to recognize his rightful place in this world 

is not even satisfied when he chooses death as a final answer. He is 

prevented in his suicide attempt by the intervention of some village 

fishermen who rescue him from the sea and force him to go on living. 

The lingering anguish which he is made to suffer justifies fully the 

title of the novel: "Pena de muerte, novela psicologica, donde presenta 

37. Ibid., p. 12. 

38. Ibid.,  p. 71. 
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el panorama de la angustia humana, o sea, la existencia como una 

39 
pena comparable a la de la muerte. " 

Lucanor Cisneros, the nihilistic protagonist of Para subir al 

cielo, is also involved in a struggle to assume his propio yo. His 

approach is basically one founded on daily engagement, however 

puerile that engagement might be. He fills each day with insignificant 

acts which prevent him from total estrangement from the masses; for, 

indeed, identification with the masses is a desirable requisite if one 

is to live authentically. Role playing is one way in which Lucanor seeks 

release from the threat of self-effacement. He is on occasion a 

matador, guardian of a mute girl, and veritable don Juan. Unable, in 

the final analysis, to communicate other than in a very superficial way 

with those who attempt to understand him, Lucanor reverts to his 

animal nature for results. He brutally attempts to rape Maria Angela, 

his girlfriend, and in so dqing finally seals his own fate. He is aware 

40 
of his own detestable state: "Ahora si estaba perdido. " 

Lucanor's ultimate failure to achieve a meaningful identity and 

to relate to those about him brings about his final collapse into abject 

immorality. Dependence, not upon right reason but upon primordial 

passions, effects the disintegration of his personality. For him, moral 

39. Lafourcade, Pena .. . , Editorial comment inside front 
cover. 

40. Lafourcade, Para subir ... , p. 53. 
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values have very little real import since they only tend to frustrate 

man's natural desires. 

Don Ezequiel, a degenerate old priest who has befriended 

Lucanor, has solved his problem of self-definition by allowing relaxa

tion of his own ethical code. His search for personal fulfillment and 

identity is consummated by his permissive mediation of the spiritual 

with the carnal. He offers a fine contrast to the totally tragic per

sonage of Lucanor Cisneros. 

41 
In La.fiesta del Rey Acab, Lafourcade has chosen to present 

the rapid deterioration of a corrupt society as exemplified by its 

leader Cesar Alejandro Carrillo Acab, the ruthless dictator of a 

Caribbean island nation. Acab employs brutal tactics to remain the 

head of state and satiates his thirst for power by destroying or alienat

ing anyone who might pose a threat to his regime. In his flagrant 

immorality, he stands as the prime example of one whose assumption 

of personality is based upon total nihilistic designs. But Acab is 

forced to languish incessantly for his profligacy. He is still an in

dividual who is lacking in a trait required of the successful leader-

charisma. No one trusts or likes Acab save his own mercenary cronies 

and even they are apprehensive of his power over life and death. Fully 

aware of his personal estrangement from others, Acab's psychological 

41. Enrique Lafourcade, La fiesta del Rey Acab (Santiago, 
1959). 
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instability is plunged even farther into a state of utter confusion. Even 

the immediate members of his own family refuse'to empathize with the 

monomania of the unbalanced dictator. In final desperation, Acab falls 

into a pitiful neurasthenic state which is only aggravated by his 

orgiastic sexual interludes and drunken binges. His search for identity 

is based upon the total and unconditional denial of any objective moral 

standards of behavior or of any generally accepted moral convictions. 

The nihilistic dependence upon total hedonistic surrender without re

gard to anything else is what contributes to Acab's final destruction. 

Unable to bear any more effrontery to the values of their culture, the 

common people rise up in revolt and depose Acab. 

El principe y las ovejas reveals exactly how a religious young 

man sets out to discover his true self only to find that life, even out

side the cloistered walls of his abbey, is quite meaningless. Feeling 

that his ecclesiastical life failed in some way to allow assumption of 

his true personality, Lanzarote Bernales forsakes the world of ethical 

values and immerses himself in the sensualities of life, thereby hoping 

to satisfy his ontological quest. Experimenting with illicit sexual 

affairs, alcohol, and wild carousing as a means of purging his body of 

that moral sterility which he felt while still in the ethical realm, 

Lanzarote still experiences frustration and unfulfillment. His choice 

of the nihilistic way affects him psychologically, and his ethical revolt 

causes a terrible haunting anguish: 
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No estaba bien. No estaba bien. Algo terrible andaba 
en su busca. Si, podia pereibirlo. Algo, algo sutil 
... El mundo oculto, cerrado, del ethos, esa pesadumbre 
que de pronto se le echaba encima como una montafia, 
sin saber donde estaba su origen ni qu£ fines perseguia. 
Toda su existencia, que no era larga, toda esa vida cons-
ciente, desde que distinguio entre el yo y el tu, desde 
que separo su propio ser del resto, desde que independi-
zo su vida, reemplazando el reflejo por la opcion racio-
nal, el automatismo por la voluntad dura, le asediaban, 
se le iban encima. Le cubrian con sus exigencias 
terribles. Le acechaban para aniquilarlo ... . Una vida 
de dolor. Desde que comprendio que el dolor era la 
experiencia mas diaria y frecuente, comenzo a vivir en 
su proximidad, huyendole, pero encontrandolo a cada 
vuelta. 

The gratuitous acceptance by Lanzarote of only the sensual 

side of life results in his ultimate realization that his existence has 

been seriously lacking in those moral qualities which give life mean

ing. His willing profanation of the ethical self leads to sterility of 

action and to his eventual total collapse. 

This ever-present theme, on which the protagonist seeks to 

escape from a personal oblivion by the assertion of the subjective 

self, either through the relinquishing of morals or through identifica

tion with the masses, is also seen in the novel Pronombres personales. 

Arthur Bowen is a spineless professor whose attempts at self-

assertion are thwarted by his overbearing wife and her sultry, taunting 

sister. He is cast as a truly blank personality, characterized by 

timidity and austerity, hesitant to assert himself for fear of being 

42. Lafour^ade, El principe . . . , pp. 252-253. 
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castigated. He is brought to a state of irreversible dehumanization 

by his termagant wife,who continually derides him for his many fail

ures in life: 

Habias trabajado tanto, pobre Arthur, tanto, y 
eras tan redomadamente tonto, pobrecito, un hombre 
mediocre, de esos que nunca saldran adelante, un 
hombrecito, destinado a que la gente lo empuje, le 
robe la cartera, o su mujer, o el puesto. Y en la 
Universidad las cosas iban cada vez p e o r . ^ 3  

Mary Anne, his sensuous sister-in-law, takes great delight in 

teasing the poor man. Humiliated and psychologically castrated by 

those who should love and sympathize with him, Arthur is a pitiful 

picture of the individual denied authenticity of character. His futile 

search for identity ends only in frustration. Mary Anne savors the 

type of individual whom he represents, that is, one who can be easily 

manipulated and molded by others: 

(era) como si ella no supiera las cochinadas que la 
Magnolia hace con el pobre Arthur, que es un 
pajaro, que una mujer maneja a voluntad, que trae 
y lleva, y que ella a veces ha softado con tener un 
pajaro asi, para humillarlo y patearlo y hacerle que 
le lama entera, que le pida perdon cada minuto, 
perd6n por tocarla ... . ̂ 4 

Lafourcade shows, through the character of Arthur Bowen, to 

what extent the existence of the creative self is destroyed altogether 

by the dominant forces of inhumanity and amorality. Arthur is so 

43. Lafourcade, Pronombres ... , p. 52. 

44. Ibid.,  p. 34. 
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used to playing the part of the underdog that he accepts his role forth

right, in a spirit of negation. 

In recapitulation, each of these protagonists searches in vain for 

a meaningful personal identity amidst the demoralizing atmosphere of 

his society. Many are confronted by detrimental psychological im

pulses which prevent them from successfully communicating with those 

about them. In order for these individuals to exercise any degree of 

self-realization, they must first experience a harmonious: interaction 

with their social world. When this is rendered impossible, and there 

is an inability to adapt to circumstances, then there is a loss of per

sonal identity, of selfhood. For some, this defeat is translated, into 

the final destruction of self. Surrender by many to their nihilistic 

environment results inevitably in intrinsic moral decline; there is 

voluntary relinquishing by most of all time-honored ethical conventions. 

Trapped and unable to extricate themselves from compelling demoral

izing situations, these characters illustrate to what extent modern man 

needs to transcend his critical moral dilemma. Their-lives are a 

clear indication of the real tragedy of existence in a civilization with 

nihilistic overtones. 

The Materialistic Quest 

In the prose fiction of Lafourcade, the pursuit of materialistic 

goals is an important theme which has an obvious relationship to the 
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topic of this study. There is a flagrant rejection of all established 

values as various protagonists carry on an incessant drive toward the 

attainment of purely material ends. At heart a hedonist, the true 

materialistic individual considers happiness and comfort, just like any 

other commodity, items which can be easily manipulated, bought and 

sold. There is then, in many of Lafourcade's works, a great emphasis 

on money and the supposed personal satisfaction which it is capable of 

purchasing. 

A prime example of the materialistic individual is Andres, an 

official of the government in La fiesta del Rey Acab. Placed in charge 

of the economic purse strings of the island dictatorship, he is just 

like so many other parasitic people who function within the government. 

He thrives only on power and money and allows nothing, not even old 

friendships, to stand in the way of his profiteering. Under the despotic 

rule of the dictator Acab, everyone is suspect; and it is not infrequent 

that loyalties are bought and sold. Andres readily admits to Peter 

Raft, a notorious American gangster now in the employ of the Acab 

regime: 

No conoces el terreno, Peter... . Todos estamos 
dispuestos a traicionarnos por una simple monedita de 
oro, Peter. Este es el juego. Asi es el mundo.^ 

Peter Raft is quite anxious to leave the island, for he is appre

hensive of the absolute power which "el rey Acab" exercises over life 

45. Lafourcade, La fiesta . .. , p. 108. 
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and death. Penniless, he makes the mistake of informing his. long

time "friend, " Andres, that he has secreted over one hundred kilos of 

pure cocaine and is prepared to sell the drug to obtain escape money. 

He tells Andres, without trepidation, believing him the last person 

who would betray his trust: 

--Sin dolares, Andres, estoy perdido. Menos mal que 
tu, el unico que sabe que estoy aqui, no me vas a ven
der. Eres demasiado ambicioso y avaro como para eso. 
Te conozco. Represento un capital. ̂ 6 

Feigning all but a token interest in the prospects of distributing 

the cocaine shipment to the local junkies, Andres dismisses Peter 

after offering to negotiate with him at a later date for the purchase of 

the illicit drug. More interested in the fortune which the cargo will 

bring on the open market than any personal loyalty which he might once 

have had to Peter, Andres immediately calls Kurt von Kelsen, the head 

of the secret police, and turns in his old friend, Knowing full well that 

the tortures von Kelsen has devised will loosen Peter's tongue without 

the expense of actually having to purchase the contraband, Andres 

warns von Kelsen: "jAh, Kurt! jOyeme bien! Peter Raft vale plata 

47 
... , ^entiendes? Lo quiero vivo ... jVivo!" Money, and all the 

worldly pleasures--"La alegria, las mujeres hermosas, los delicados 

46. Ibid., p. 112. 

47. Ibid.,  p. 114. 
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48 
alimentos, los vinos ... . " is for Andres the one and only supreme 

value worthy of his attention. 

In both narratives of the novel Invencion a dos voces, one sees 

the total materiality of the modern world. In the first narrative, 

Joyce Lundsvaar, the cybernetic woman and central ideal of the me

chanical genius of Professor S^ren Lundsvaar, is brought to complete 

ruin after being submitted to materialism, with its propensity to 

destroy that which is good and noble. The high idealism which the 

Professor initially had over the research possibilities of his creation 

is slowly corrupted and finally destroyed when unscrupulous individuals, 

such as Pat Flanagan, seek only to employ the robot for their own 

49 
personal gain. Overworked, the electronic marvel suddenly short 

circuits; and the professor is forced to flee with what is left of his 

invention. Around the hapless professor and his robot swirl the inter

ests of materialistic America at its worst. The beauty of the invention 

becomes a great economic asset, as advertising media entice Pat 

48. Ibid., p. 111. 

49, Arthur Joshua Simmonovitcti is another of these money 
crazed individuals. A big time advertising man, he attempts to monop
olize, through the manipulating of Pat Flanagan, the robot for his own 
personal gain. Vicente Hart Hughes, a scheming.partner of Simmono-
vitch, sinks to the depths of depravity when he suggests, after the dis
appearance of Joyce Lundsvaar, that they let the news spread that she 
has been kidnapped: "Supongamos que ha sido raptada por alguien, o 
por alguna persona . . . Podriamos insinuar algo. Es una idea .. . Apenas 
una idea. Podemos discutirla .. . Ver las ventajas. " Lafourcade, 
Invencion ... , p. 197. 
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Flanagan tp market the photogenic qualities of the professor's 

mechanical woman. Money becomes an uncontrollable obsession with 

Pat and leads the professor to admonish him severely for being such a 

contemptible materialist: "Joyce es lo unico que tengo en el mundo, 

Pat. ^Como es posible que no comprendas? El dinero te ha vuelto 

50 
loco ... . " In the end, Pat loses everything as the professor 

escapes with what is left of his invention. 

Not only in this main narrative action, but also in the several 

intertwining corollary narratives, there is an emphasis placed upon 

the might of the materialistic world. What Lafourcade has evidently 

succeeded in doing in this particular novel is to have portrayed many 

different, though related, facets of a totally decadent and materialistic 

America. Amidst scenes of abject poverty and destitution, the author 

interjects short glimpses into the garish world of total hedonistic 

satiation; pleasures are everywhere to be had, if only one has the 

money to purchase them. 

The Mac girls, an escort service run by a crime syndicate, is 

an organization dedicated solely to quenching man's carnality. 

Lafourcade interpolates into his narrative the following advertisement, 

which, among other materialistic things, concerns the sensuous young 

girls one can hire; 

50. Ibid.,  p. 91. 
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Digalo con Mink. Lance un chorro de saliva 
perfumada. L'heure bleue de Guerlain mata dos 
rubias de un tiro. Invierta sus Ultimos ahorros en 
un Jaguar. Salte al mundo. ,j,Va a pasar su vejez 
jugando golf en Palm Springs ? i,O en Miami ? Hay 
una rubia que lo espera en St. Louis. Y otra en 
Seattle. Llame a nuestro telefono. Goce de la vida 
con una Mac girls. Usted goza ahora y paga despues. 
Comodas cuotas mensuales. Llame a una Mac girls 
cuando va de viaje a Chicago .... Pague en dos anos. 
En tres. Usted empieza a pagar solo dos meses 
despues. Y puede deducir estos gastos de su impuesto 
a la renta. Una Mac girls sabe de todo. Bailar, beber, 
hacer el amor. Sanas, higienicas .... Si viene el 
'instante, 1 ella actuara exactamente corao usted habria 
imaginado .... Una Mac girls sabe de todo. De todo, 
de todo, menos de eso. De eso que usted sabe y quiere 
ensetiarle. jSientase superior! 51 

Moral values, then, are really unimportant; for they, too, according 

to the materialist, have their own price. 

Moroni, the main protagonist in the second narrative of 

Invencion a dos voces, is a keen study in character of the individual 

whose altruistic endeavors and, incidentally, whose values, are 

slowly brought to total ruination by the influences of a materialistic 

world. Initially, Moroni believes that he can make a real contribution 

to his civilization by carrying the message of the gospel to those of 

little faith. What actually happens, however, is that he unwittingly 

allows relaxation of his own ethical behavior to such an extent that, at 

the end, he comes into harmony with the valueless society which he 

had once sought to reform. His values change dramatically as he 

51. Ibid.,  p. 29. 
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becomes more interested in the financial rewards of his evangelism 

than in the number of souls saved. Further indication of his moral 

effacement comes when he wantonly betrays his two companions, 

Anastasio Canales and Ninive, both members of minority groups, to 

the bigots of society. He stands by silently while they are murdered 

in cold blood. In the final analysis, Moroni is a tragically defeated 

individual, unable to rise above the immorality and monetary tempta

tions of his nihilistic situation. 

In the short "fabula" entitled "El marinero Cabrera, " one also 

sees the destruction of the self for the sake of money. Benjamin 

Cabrera, a tired and destitute mariner, seeks escape from his 

impoverished life by selling his body to medical institutions. He 

eagerly prostitutes himself so that he might enjoy a fleeting happiness. 

Forsaking his unfaithful girlfriend, Benjamin embarks on a hedonistic 

quest for fulfillment. Selling out, as it were, he fits perfectly the 

picture of modern man caught up and dehumanized in the blatant 

materialism of our society. 

Lafourcade is of signal importance in depicting man dominated 

by materialism. The inordinate cupidity demonstrated by his charac

ter creations is just another indication of the extent to which nihilism 

is embraced and personal values defaced. When concentration is 

directed toward purely materialistic ends, there results a concomitant 

loss of ethical restraint. For some philosophers, this is considered 
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as one of the major problems facing mankind.today for 

El dinero y los ideales-proyectos se roban hoy el 
tiempo, la mente y el coraz6n de las personas. La 
preocupacion absorbente ies ha llevado a solo pensar, 
vivir y sentir con el ser de las. 'cosas que tienen1 por 
cierto mucho menos valioso que su propio ser 
intrinseco olvidado y atrofiado. ̂  

Revolution 

The theme of revolution is important in the fiction of Lafour-

cade. In itself, it is just another nihilistic manifestation of a discon

tented society. Compounded with elements of anarchy and terrorism, 

this theme appears as a recurring motif, one which helps contribute 

to the general negative view of life found in the author's works. Many 

of these individual revolutionaries described by Lafourcade possess a 

nihilistic attitude; that is, they are highly skeptical of the existing 

values and beliefs embraced by their society. It is through a campaign 

of violence that they attempt to voice their opposition to the present 

status quo of the Establishment. 

La fiesta del Rey Acab is Lafourcade's novel par excellence of 

the revolution. In this novel, a small but competent band of con

spirators, headed by one Cosme San Martin, plots to rid their Carib

bean island of the dictator Acab, a heinous despot. Motivated by a 

spirit of exaggerated patriotism, Cosme is willing to sacrifice both 

52. Arellano, Valores ... , p. 147. 
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himself and his constituents in order to bring about needed change for 

his country. Too long have his people been forced to live in such a 

decadent situation. 

The plan of the revolutionaries is a simple one. First, wide

spread terrorism in the form of firebombings and other clandestine 

attacks against the government. Then, Rosita, a young student, is to 

present Acab with a bouquet of roses for his birthday wherein is hidden 

a time bomb. After the death of the dictator will ensue a period of 

general chaos in which the criminal henchmen of the dictator will be 

eliminated. The complete reconstruction of the nation will follow, 

instigated, it is planned, by Cosme himself. He is a complete idealist, 

as evidenced by his thoughts on the final outcome of the revolution: 

El dia llego. El dia de la liberacion, de la muerte 
de los miserables. Unas horas mas y la historia cam-
biaria. Todo cambiaria. No mas prisiones. Mostraria 
al pueblo la infamia, el terror. A su pueblo tan lleno de 
grandeza en su miseria. Restableceria la libertad de la 
prensa y la isla se llenaria de hombres puros, de es-
tudiantes, de campesinos que amarian la tierra ... . 
Todo eso, la muerte de la casta militar, la desaparicion 
del soborno, del privilegio, la expulsion de los corrom-
pidos; todo eso cuando llegara el dia nuevo, que era este; 
todo cuando adviniera la mafiana, la luz. El hombre, 
cada hombre, tiene derecho a vivir feliz en la tierra en 
que nace. El restituiria ese derecho. ̂  

The only problem faced by the revolutionaries themselves is what to 

do with the reins of government once they are in control. As Cosme 

53. Lafourcade, La fiesta . .. , p. 203. 
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himself had frequently admitted: "El problema, el problema de fondo, 

54 es ver que haremos con el poder. " 

The reader never comes to know the final outcome of the plot 

to assassinate "EIRey Acab. " In the end, it is supposed that the 

revolutionaries triumph over the regime of the dictator, for the closing 

lines of the novel reveal Acab, with the deadly bouquet in his hand, 

feeling quite elated over having been presented with such a lovely gift. 

Revolution has promised an escape from the stark realities of 

life for Jorin Poliakof, the main character in the short story "Asedio." 

Having experienced hard times, he is the perfect example of the 

individual trapped by his negativistic circumstances. Unable to avoid 

impoverishment, Jorin aligns himself with the Communist Party, 

hoping that" one day he might enjoy the fruits of the revolution. Vic

timized to a great extent by the party members themselves, who 

believe wholeheartedly that anyone is dispensable and that "... todos 

55 
los medios son buenos ..." Jorin is forced by economics to support 

the Communists. When he inadvertently betrays the trust placed in 

him by the Party by losing the funds of their treasury, Jorin turns 

fatalistic, aware that life has dealt him a losing hand: 

El no tenia miedo, pero bastaba que su voluntad se 
descuidara, para que surgiera con fuerza inmerecida 

54. Ibid., p. 164. 

55. Lafourcade, Fabulas .. . , p. 25. 
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una sensacion de angustia, de sofocamiento, terrible. 
Un dolor, una evidencia de que estaba perdido, 
condenado.5® 

In flight from the irate Communist agents who Jorin assumes 

are searching for him, he takes up with an ugly old prostitute who 

hides him (for certain favors) in her garret. In a desperate.fit of 

paranoia, Jorin imagines that he is being surrounded by Communists; 

and to avoid capture and perhaps torture, he commits suicide. The 

irony is that no one was really after him. 

Revolution as a nihilistic theme is prominent in Lafourcade's 

latest novel, Frecuencia modulada. One of the several complementary 

narratives has to do with the inept actions of the Spartacos, a revolu

tionary group operating within Chile. Purporting to found their dogma 

on an idealistic base of Marxism-Leninism in which the proletariat 

will prevail, the very raison d'etre of this organization is directed 

toward changing the existing social structure of the country. 

Several individuals are seduced by the exaggerated idealism of 

the Communist conspiracy. German Andrade, a second-rate physician, 

becomes the theoretical force behind the inexperienced Spartacos. 

His total incompetence is apparent. An egomaniac at heart, Andrade 

is not really concerned as much with bringing about needed social re

forms as he is interested in inflating his own self-image. He also 

56. Ibid., pp. 106-107. 
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nurtures an ulterior motive in advocating revolution--he hopes to be

come rich as a result of the overthrow of the government. His in

volvement then, is basically materialistic. 

Andrade's own optimism is grossly exaggerated. Lafourcade 

pictures him as a type of weak Napoleonic character, contemplating 

the city of Santiago and dreaming of what is to soon occur: 

Y alii, ahora, a las cinco de la tarde, German Andrade 
miraba curioso y feliz su ciudad, ese Santiago feo, 
desordenado, lleno de gentes. Alii iba a reinar alguna 
vez, cuando Spartaco derrumbara todo, cuando sus 
huestes, sus hordas, tomaran el control .... Y el, 
de jefe supremo, entrara con el pecho alzado, a La 
Moneda. ̂ ' 

It is German Andrade's total lack of responsibility, coupled with an 

inability to make important policy decisions for the group, which 

hinders him from achieving final success. When the revolution fails 

miserably, he is psychologically destroyed and flees to his mother for 

redeeming consolation. 

While Andrade is hesitant to advocate fanatical acts against the 

establishment, his nihilistic associates are not. Pablo Castilla and 

Sigfrido, among others, are impetuous young men anxious to foment 

dissention and anarchy through open acts of terrorism. Indiscriminate 

in their revolutionary actions, they resort to cold-blooded murder of 

innocent people and other criminal acts in their blind rush for change. 

57. Lafourcade, Frecuencia ... , p. 207. 
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However, their real goals remain rather ill-defined. In one of their 

conversations concerning what directions the revolution should take, 

Sigfrido gives his opinion about what the Spartaco group should do: 

--Matemos a alguien. 

- -El crimen como una de las bellas artes ... . Spartaco, 
el justiciero. Empecemos matando a alguien. Todos 
los meses Spartaco asesina, a justicia, a un hombre 
importante de Chile. 

—Creamos el terror .. . . Primero, muere asesinado 
el Cardenal. Lo envenenan. Una cola de langosta 
envuelta en mayonesa con arsenico. 58 

Initiated into the arrant radicalism of such violence by Doctor Andrade 

who 

probo que todos los caminos llevan a la revolucion^ 
Que la revolucion es la verdad y la vida, la plaza 
a donde conducen los senderos que se bifurcan, la 
senda real que explica y finaliza las perplejidades 
y da sentido y nuevas diastoles y sistoles ... al es-
piritu humano, 59 

Pablo Castilla and Sigfrido readily adhere to the negative aspects of 

the revolution. Professing few, if any, positive values, each seeks to 

impose his confused ideologies on the whole of society. Like Andrade, 

they support the cause solely for their own personal gain. Their 

random attacks against the government lead them absolutely nowhere. 

When a mishap occurs (the accidental detonation of a terrorist bomb), 

58. Ibid., p. 209. 

59. Ibid.,  p. 35. 
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several important members of the Spartacos are killed, among them 

Pablo Castilla. The final collapse of the clandestine organization 

comes when the government initiates a full-scale investigation of the 

group's activities. Sigfrido, deprived of his dreams for personal 

success, flees in desperation from Santiago. 

Revolution has figured as a significant theme in the above men

tioned works of Lafourcade. The attempt by individuals to change the 

entire political and social arrangement by revolutionary means has its 

roots in a basic nihilistic philosophy. While proposing unmitigated 

acts of violence as a means of bringing about a panacea for society's 

ills, the revolutionaries characterized by the author have demon

strated themselves to be highly skeptical of any now-existing values. 

Ethical values, and the human restraints which they imply, have no 

place in the axiological systems of these revolutionaries. As we have 

seen, revolution per se has had a profound demoralizing effect on all 

those whom it has touched. Invariably, it has resulted in the complete 

ruination, either socially or psychologically, of each of the individual 

personages examined. 



CHAPTER 11 

TECHNIQUE 

A discussion of the various stylistic devices which Enrique 

Lafourcade utilizes in his prose fiction is germane to the theme of this 

study. His specific use of such varied particulars as point of view, 

time and space, symbolism and allegory, and other novelistic com

ponents serves to heighten the effects of his portrayal of nihilism. 

Moreover, it is apparent that Lafourcade's total novelistic production 

is conceived on a high aesthetic plane. 

Throughout his prose fiction, Lafourcade has shown his pre

dilection for using the point of view of the third person narration. 

In many cases he has avoided relying solely on the dramatic mode, 

or the novela dialogada, for the exposition of each character. Instead 

of presenting only what people say and do, he has also chosen to ex

plain, often in great detail, just how each individual personage feels 

psychologically. In many instances then, Lafourcade has deemed it 

necessary to supply pertinent information regarding the mental states 

of selected personalities within his novels. In this endeavor, the 

novelist has acknowledged his great debt to novelists such as James 

273 
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Joyce and Virginia Woolf, whose propensity to expose psychological 

states is well known. * 

In his earliest novels, especially in Pena de muerte (1952), 

Para subir al cielo (1958) and El principe y las ovejas (1961), Lafour-

cade sought to reveal the innermost thought processes of his main 

protagonists. Their interior monologues served, in their great sub

jectivity, to reveal the deep-seated psychological problems affecting 

each individual. In the opinion of Charles I. Glicksberg, noted 

authority on nihilism, "This is the subjectivity that prevails in the 

nihilistic fiction of the twentieth century, a subjectivity that has vir-

2 
tually abandoned the possibility of communication." 

The introspective hero observed in each of the aforementioned 

novels pours out his complaint against his own self-alienation from the 

world about him, evoking in the reader a profound empathy. This 

introspection is carried out to such a marked degree by one particular 

protagonist, Aurelio de Arze of Pena de muerte, that his companion 

Juan is prompted to make the comment: "Tu ya ni siquiera conversas, 

monologas. Pero necesitas que escuchen tu monologo. Esa es toda 

3 
la relacion que has sabido establecar con tus semejantes." The 

1. Enrique Lafourcade, private interview held during the meet
ing of the Modern Language Association, Denver, Colorado, December 
28, 1969. 

2. Charles I. Glicksberg, The Self in Modern Literature 
(University Park, 1963), p. xvii. 

3. Enrique Lafourcade, Pena de muerte (Santiago, 1952), p. 92. 
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author thus explores in this way the psychic anguish experienced by 

his novelistic souls. A significant part of Lafourcade's world of fic

tion is populated by those characters who introspect in an attempt to 

define their own being. Very few, if any, of these individuals exist in 

total harmony with their universe. 

Lafourcade has also utilized skillfully the stream-of-

consciousness technique so evident in the modern novel as a means of 

further elucidating personality. One of his most successful uses of 

this device is found in the novel Invencion a dos voces (1963) and pre

sents the dissassociated and somewhat chaotic thought processes of 

4 
the pseudo-zealot Moroni as he is hanging on the cross. This type of 

5 
monodialogue, as Miguel de Unamuno called it, or dialogue with self, 

sheds even more light on the psychological state of the character while, 

at the same time, offering, in the form of a flashback, a glimpse into- ' 

Moroni's tormented childhood. Thus, the reader comes to know more 

intimately the situation of the character. 

To some degree, Lafourcade describes and interprets in each 

of his novels from the point of view of an omniscient creator. "Suele 

asumir el papel omnisciente de un conductor de seres que lo sabe 

4. Enrique Lafourcade, Invencion a dos voces (Santiago, 1963), 
pp. 170-178. 

5. Miguel de Unamuno, The Agony of Christianity, trans, by 
Kurt F. Reinhardt (New York, 1960), p. 13. 
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0 
todo. " He shifts frequently from the exterior world to the very inner 

selves of selected characters. What he comments on from this god

like position is completely corroborated by the eventual actions of the 

characters within the plot. Indeed, Lafourcade has himself remarked 

to the writer of this study of his insistence upon leading and taking 

7 
care of each character throughout the story. In many cases, the 

omniscience of the novelist seems to dominate the whole scene, pro

jecting an unlimited point of view. By expounding the feelings, thoughts 

and perceptions of characters, Lafourcade rounds out his various 

characteriz ations. 

The exercise of the omniscient point of view in such novels as 

Para subir al cielo (1958) and Invencion a dos voces (1963) aids in the 

participation of the reader in the action. When the heroes of these 

novels fail tragically in life, the reader understands and sympathizes, 

for he has had the underlying circumstances and motivations of each 

revealed to him by the omniscient voice of the author. Other charac

ters, viewed mainly from the outside (a good example would be Mardus 

Anatolia of El principe y las ovejas [1961 ]), commit acts which at 

times seem very absurd and meaningless to us. 

6. Ricardo Latcham, "El principe y las ove.jas por Enrique 
Lafourcade" in Carnet critico, ed. Ricardo Latcham (Montevideo, 
1962), p. 187. 

7. Enrique Lafourcade, private interview held in Denver, 
Colorado, December 28, 1969. 
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In the short novel Pronombres personales (1967), Lafourcade 

has produced a work with various shifting points of view. He has 

readily admitted that the novel was an exercise in the use of point of 

view. He sought to determine what it was like to experience the 

g 
"secret sound" (as he explains it) of using "I," "you, " "they, " etc. 

In other words, every pronombre personal. The novel exhibits a wide 

perspectivismo, or varied perspectives, as the reader views the 

action through the eyes of almost all of the characters. Acting as a 

unifying force throughout the novel is the first person narrative of a 

crippled veteran named Eddy who observes, interprets, and comments 

on what is occurring about him on the beach. He is the witness to the 

actions of others while involved himself to some degree in the plot. 

As one who explains exactly what he sees, this character views the 

story mainly from a purely peripheral point of view, hence one is 

cautious to accept in toto his passing comments. 

Lafourcade's tour de force, Frecuencia modulada (1968), also 

illustrates multiple points of view. While narrated mainly from the 

author's third person point of view, there are interpolated narrative 

episodes in which a minor character, Juvencio, relates events in the 

g 
first person singular. Also, there are related actions in which 

8. Ibid. 

9. Enrique Lafourcade, Frecuencia modulada (Mexico, 1968), 
see pp. 19-23. 
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selected individuals find it necessary to soliloquize or indulge in self 

discourses on their own personal problems or the problems of con

temporary society. The entire novel is in actuality a potpourri of 

many varied novelistic devices which serves to describe esthetically 

the life pulse of modern day Santiago, and by extension, contemporary 

civilization. 

The elements of time and space are tightly bound up with 

Lafourcade's esthetic depiction of a nihilistic cosmos which lacks 

order. No longer content with merely showing time as a linear, 

chronological movement, the author now brings about a fragmentation 

of time, in close consonance with man's confused metaphysical exis

tence. Space, or the locale of each of the author's works of fiction, 

becomes increasingly important as he illustrates the utter decadence 

which envelops modern life. He is quite selective in that he develops 

each narrative in a setting which reflects and augments the portrayal 

of a nihilistic milieu. 

In many of Lafourcade's narratives normal clock time is ex

panded. Instead of becoming completely absorbed in linear time flow, 

each character seems to view time from a purely interior dimension. 

Caught up and unable to avoid the inevitable chaos which surrounds 

them, many of the Lafourcadian protagonists are aware of their 

10. Ibid., pp. 157-158. 
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existence within a terribly malefic time and place. Existentially, 

each character finds himself trapped, striving to identify himself as a 

real entity within a time-space continuum. "In such moments time 

ceases to be an extension directed toward a goal; it becomes a sum of 

discontinuous moments which must be endured here and now."^ 

An attempt is made, especially by individuals: like Aurelio de 

Arze of Pena de muerte (1952), Lucanor Cisneros of Para subir al 

cielo (1958) and Lanzarote Bernales of El principe y las ovejas (1961) 

to transcend the outward belligerency of their own time. Their partic

ular answers usually take the form of a temporal escapism in which 

they momentarily relieve their bitter anguish. For many, ". .. . time 

is demonstrated to be indeed the reductio ad absurdum of all human ex

perience. It is useless to look to Jesus or God for any meaningful 

12 
guide to action in a time bound world. " Lanzarote Bernales 

characterizes those individuals who would seek release from the awe

some here and now. He sums up the desire of individuals such as he, 

who must etherize themselves to avoid utter despair. His comments 

to Valerie, his occasional girlfriend, generalize the basic problem of 

other Lafourcadian creations such as he: "Esta noche vamos a 

11. Helmut Thielieke, Nihilism, its Origin and Nature, with a 
Christian Answer, trans, by John W. Doberstein (London, 1961), p. 
32. 

12. J. V. Hagopian, "Nihilism in Faulkner's The Sound and 
the Fury, " Modern Fiction Studies, vol. XIII (Lafayette, n. d.), p. 47. 
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divertirnos. Vamos a ser felices. Con estas musicas. Es como si 

hubiesemos salido del tiempo, Valerie. Aqui ... sentia que escapa-

13 
bamos de este tiempo, de este 'ahora' terrible. " 

Lafourcade manipulates time and shows it in terms of unique, 

often highly subjective experience, that is to say, existentially. The 

superimposition of past upon present so common in modern works of 

fiction is effected by the use of frequent flashbacks which further de

fine the individual characters. These flashbacks also serve in a way 

to interrupt the continuous flow of time in each of the novels. In the 

novel Pena de muerte (1952) the reader is shown, through the 

medium of flashbacks, events in the childhood of Aurelio de Arze, the 

14 
main character, which have a direct effect on his present behavior. 

Other flashbacks offer background mate,rial which embellishes the plot 

of the story. These breaks in the narrative bring about a slowing of 

the movement of time. 

Certain novels, such as La fiesta del Rey Acab (1959) and 

Fronombres personales (1967) have a definite, fixed time limitation. 

La fiesta del Rey Acab takes place within a very narrow, 24 hour period 

of time which extends from eleven o'clock on the morning of the 

13. Enrique Lafourcade, El principe £ las ove.jas (Santiago, 
1961), p. 240. 

14. Enrique Lafourcade, Pena de muerte (Santiago, 1952), 
see pp. 53, 211-215. 
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dictator Acab's birthday, to eleven o'clock the next morning. 

Pronombres personales records events in the lives of various individ

uals brought together during Semana Santa (or Easter Week vacation) 

on the beach in Santa Monica. In both novels there is an emphasis on 

strict linear development of plot, events follow one another logically 

and without frequent interruption. The movement of time in each is 

quite rapid. This depiction of the trajectory of time is aided by the 

utilization of short choppy dialogue throughout. Division of both novels 

into short chapters also gives the feeling of rapid motion. 

The use by the author of the device of spatial montage, that is, 

the rapid shifting of scene from one place to another (often without any 

explanation or logic) also serves to break up the normal sequence of 

time. In El principe y las ovejas (1961) one witnesses the frequent 

shifting of scene from the main narrative action having to do with 

Lucanor Cisneros to miscellaneous corollary scenes which depict a 

15 totally ruinous and decadent society. Invencion a dos voces (1963) 

is the example par excellence of Lafourcade's ability to employ spatial 

montage to give the idea of fleeting time. In the first narrative of this 

novel, the hero (or antihero) Moroni is shown in successive pages to 

go from Salt Lake City to New York to San Juan Capistrano, then to 

Malibu and Venice, from thence to Las Vegas and then to New Mexico, 

15. Lafourcade, El principe ... , p. 112. 
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the southern United States and.finally back to New York. In the second 

narrative having to do with Pat Flanagan and Dr. S^ren Lundsvaar, the 

element of time is expanded by the intromission of small vignettes 

16 
which record the amoral aspects of life in the big city of New York. 

Frecuencia modulada (1968), Lafourcade's latest and most 

complicated novel from a technical point of view, shows time as a 

somewhat chaotic element. There is a juxtaposition of past and pres

ent time with a projection, into the future of the life and death of the 

city of Santiago. In this novel the rather constant shifting of scene, 

coupled with the use of numerous intercalated narratives, conveys the 

idea of an accumulation of time and events. While there are, accord

ing to the novelist himself, at least four main narratives interspersed 

throughout the novel, there are also short, complementary narratives 

and scenes which go to make up the total ambient of the city of 

Santiago. 

Lafourcade's novels are novels of the city. They are meant to 

illustrate the multi-faceted world which exists within the confines of 

the urban community. Furthermore, they show to what extent individ

uals are influenced by the dehumanization and loss of values one 

experiences in any large, modern city. While some novels such as 

Pena de muerte (1952), Para subir al cielo (1958), Novela de Navidad 

16. Ibid., pp. 70-76. 
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(1965) and Frecuencia modulada (1968) find their settings strictly 

within Chile, in the main cities of Santiago and Valparaiso, other 

novels extend their narrative actions to other urban locales. La fiesta 

del Rey Acab (1959), for example, takes place entirely on an unnamed 

island in the Caribbean. One supposes it to be the Dominican Republic. 

Invencion a dos voces (1963) and Pronombres personales (1967) both 

depict North American society at its worst and concentrate on describ

ing urban centers which are renowned for their moral cankers, Los 

Angeles and New York. 

It is quite apparent that Lafourcade shows little concern with 

the element of nature in his works. The environment which surrounds 

and affects man is not a natural one but one created to a large extent 

by modern technological society. It is then, an environment which 

manifests its influence through social, political and materialistic pres

sures. No longer is man in conflict with the elements of nature per 

se, as were the protagonists of the earlier criollista type novels. Now 

the individual is pressured by more intangible forces, many emanating 

from the recesses of his own psychological self. Failing to associate 

in a real sense with his environment, which is definitely not natural, 

the protagonist experiences alienation (usually moral) and withdrawal. 

Lafourcade has not rejected entirely the use of the pathetic 

fallacy to imply man's relationship with his natural environment. 

Indeed, there are several instances in which the author endows nature 
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with human traits. In Para subir al cielo (1958) he has Antinous 

Eguirreizaga explaining botanical facts to Lucanor Cisneros. Antinous 

makes a striking comparison between flowers and the human organism: 

Se aprende mucho acerca de la naturaleza del 
hombre. Es casi lo mismo, ^no? Lo que les pasa 
a las flores, como sufren, viven, mueren, es casi 
lo ihismo que lo que nos sucede, ^no te parece? 

. . . toda la belleza de estas flores consiste en 
mostrar impudicamente sus organos de reproduccion, 
su perfume, su olor genital .... j Imaginate! j Que 
desvergiienza! jPero en ellas es hermoso! --
Declamatorio-- jOh, si yo pudiera tener amores 
con una azucena! Seria un voluptuoso ... . La 
trastornaria. No la dejaria en paz ... 

The relationship is purely physical and sensual. 

The sea plays an important role in the accentuation of both 

character and situation. The sea takes an active part in the novels 

Para subir al cielo (1958) and El principe ^ las ovejas as the embodi

ment of the traditional life and death force. In each of these novels 

the moods of the main protagonists are strangely similar to the cor

responding moods of the sea. In Para subir al cielo (1958) the scene 

wherein Lucanor Cisneros clips off the hair of Maria Angela, thereby 

effecting her symbolic subservience to his wishes, takes place by the 

seashore. After the submissive act is completed, Lafourcade de

scribes the sea: "El oceano, embravecido, saltaba, estrellandose de 

17. Lafourcade, Para subir ... , pp. 97-98. 
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frente, azotandose de espaldas, de costado, escupiendo, dando 

18 
chillidos y toses roncas contra el fuerte. " It is almost as if the sea 

were human and thoroughly disgusted at such a cruel act. In El 

principe y las ovejas (1961) the sea is intimately connected with the 

psychological state of Mardus Anatolia. While yachting with Lanzarote 

Bernales and Valerie, the latter's girlfriend, Mardus is strangely 

affected by the appearance of a sudden squall. The effect of the tur

bulent sea has a profound influence on Mardus, who, thoroughly 

inebriated, attempts to rape Valerie during the height of the storm. 

Later, he confesses that there was a direct relationship between the 

violence of the storm and his sexual awakening: 

Pero, mi amado Lanzarote . .. Comprende, intenta 
comprender-- murmur aba Anatolia, sollozando y 
golpeando la frente blanca contra el suelo--que 
estaba borracho, que estaba enloquecido ... El alcohol, 
la tempestad ... .19 

An interesting item of note in reference to Lafourcade's tech

nique is the manner in which he creates the general atmosphere for 

his novels. Throughout all of his prose fiction, with very few excep

tions, there is an overwhelming sense of negativism. He builds up 

situations by the accumulation of short scenes in which the negative 

aspects of life are laid bare. In El principe £ las ovejas one 

18. Ibid., p. 178. 

19. Lafourcade, El principe .. . , p. 117. 
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encounters short chapters designed to introduce some particular facet 

of a decadent society. To an even greater extent, the novel Invencion 

a dos voces (1963) contains within its framework several short conver

sational interludes in which people discourse on such varied topics as 

2 0  modern art, sex, and the novel. Each dialogue lends more perspec

tive to the novel. Other diverse glimpses into a society which is 

totally decadent show the criminality of youths and the workings of the 

underworld. 

Frecuencia modulada (1968) is a similar novel in that several 

plots and subplots are skillfully woven together to create the idea of 

an ambient of decadence and to portray the national conscience. The 

main narrative actions which dominate the novel are: the life of 

Gregorio Vazquez, the activities of the Spartaco revolutionary group, 

the literary discussions of Lavinio Silva Ventura and his circle of 

friends, and the idealistic, almost fantasy-like dialogues of an un

named narrator with his sweetheart. This latter narrative shows the 

ideas of a personality which appears to be somewhat demented. There 

are also other various complementary narrative descriptions inter

spersed throughout the work which help build up the total atmosphere 

of the novel. ̂  

20. Lafourcade, Invencion ... , pp. 213-221. 

21. Lafourcade, Frecuencia... , pp. 9-12, 141-142. 
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The idea of creating a novel such as Frecuencia modulada, 

which would portray Santiago as a melange of events occurring simul

taneously, describing it as a contemporary microcosm, is set forth 

by Lavinio Silva Ventura, a metaphysical writer within the novel. 

While speaking of his own projected novel, he also characterizes the 

work of which he is an integral part: 

. . . veia . . . su novela, la gran novela chilena ... no 
cualquier relato, no una narracion rectilinea, pro-
gresando capitulo a capitulo, entre jadeos, sino el 
mundo vivo del hombre nacional, Santiago por los 
poros, por los cuatro costados, la ciudad vinagre, con 
sus nieblas, y sus soles, y sus montafias .... El iba 
a escribir una gran novela, con huesos y sangre, 
dentro de la mejor tradicion contemporanea, con algo 
del caos faulkneriano, su destreza artesanal para 
seguir las corrientes subterraneas, sus lmeas de 
accion como cortes de mantos geologicos, y el lenguaje 
fluido, lento, obsesionante hasta la sofocacion .. . 
Furia. Un libro definitivo, que haria contener el 
aliento ... . ^2 

This is exactly the world as set forth in Frecuencia modulada. 

Lafourcade gives added emphasis to the type of novelistic 

world he is revealing through the frequent use of synathroesmus, that 

is, the rapid accumulation of qualities and things by succession or 

enumeration. This literary device is particularly effective in Inven-

cion a dos voces (1963). In this novel the base materialism which so 

characterizes modern living is shown through the enumeration of" ** 

various particulars found in contemporary society. He focuses 

22. Ibid., pp. 240-241. 
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attention on two cities of the United States, Las Vegas and New York 

City, to illustrate the surrender of man to materialism. In the first 

narrative the cybernetic woman, Joyce Lundsvaar, suddenly short 

circuits. Her ceaseless babblings pour out disperse ideas about 

America: 

jToco-toco-toc! jMinipinitu! jEnepinimu! ... 
Chevy, Chevy, si ... Chevy, Chevy, . . . jEn Ame-
ri-catengaun Chevy, chi! No se nada de politica 
. . . Pero creo que las cosas andan mal .. . ^Que 
estan haciendo en Washington para que suba . . . ? 
. . . Chevy, Chevy, si . .. Chevy, Chevy, si. 
Comunismo, no... j Auk-auk-hip-hip-auk-auk! 
jSoyfeliz, soy feliz, soy feliz, soy feliz! ... 
jNadie es comunista, nadie es comunista! En 
America no hay pobres. Solo los pobres son comur 
histas ... ̂ Que hacen en Washington para detener a 
Krushev? ... Kur-shev. jKru-kur-kru-shev! 
j Kru-shi-shev! jKru-shiv-shev! jKru-fi-shiv-xion! 
jKru-xif-fix-xion! j Kru-klux-shev-klani ... jKran! 
jKran! ... jja, ja, ja, ja! jOh, oh, oh, oh, oh! ... 
jParatodos! [America, uno, dos tres! I lift my 
lamp beside the golden door .. . Beside the .. . My 
lamp, lamp .... 23 

In the second narrative, virtually the same procession of items is 

shown, this time concentrating on the utter decadence found in the 

advertising realm of American big business. This enumeration has to 

do with the sensual delights one can obtain through the possession of 

one of the "MacGirls, " an organization of expensive call-girls who 

24 
have gained financial success through effective advertising. At the 

23. Lafourcade, Invencion . . . , pp. 132-133. 

24. Ibid., p. 29. 
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end of the novel, Lafourcade causes the two narratives to coalesce and 

then finalizes his portrayal of American materialism by showing, 

through a long succession of disconnected sentences, the total picture 

of a society built upon economics and filled with tragedy. From his 

point of view the superficial is clearly in control: 

jNueva York! Cae un suicida como un ave de papel, 
desde el Empire State Building .... Depositos de gomas 
de mascar. Una mulata vende hot-dogs, hamburgers, 
cakes. Un viejo gallego desfallece de hambre, afirmado 
contra la pared de azulejos ... . Las campanillas 
llaman al combate. El suicida llama al combate. Los 
restaurantes gritan: la guerra comenzo. El vendedor 
de orquideas, el vendedor de almas, el vendedor de 
perlas, el vendedor de lapices de pasta, el infierno. 
Asegurese contra el infierno. Asegurese para ir al 
infierno. Aqui esta el gran vendedor, solo para calvos. 
Y este, para los de vientre caido. Y este, para las 
morenas. i,Va a pasar toda su vida como morena? 
^Por que no ser feliz como rubia? .... Eche aliento 
perfumado. Hay diez perfumes distintos. Haga 
negocios tremendos con su aliento. Confianza .... 
^Ha probado el 'demoledor de vientres1? Pagadero 
en tres afios. jNo mas vientre! -(Por que gemir 
cuando recoge una moneda! jAfuera las grasas! 
Usted puede ser feliz aun. No reprima sus instintos 
sexuales. Pagadero en dos afios ... . Pruebe nuestras 
pildoras .... Cuidado con esa doble barba. Elimine 
la doble barba y aumentara sus ingresos mensuales 
... . Entreguese, ceda. Vea television veinticuatro 
horas al dia, y alimentese con los 'nutritivos' T. V. 
Dinners .. . . ̂ 5 

This hodge-podge depicting the sensual and material goes on ad nauseam 

for over four pages and is a fitting end for the novel. 

25. Ibid., pp. 247-248. 
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In a similar manner, Lafourcade stresses the destitute plight 

of children. In Novela de Navidad (1965) he accentuates, through the 
- I 

use of an accumulation of adjectives, the desperate existence of an 

impoverished child. Here also, fractured syntax gives the impression 

of chaos: 

Era pobre, sucio, bianco, negro, tierno, duro; 
suave, duro, tierno, negro, bianco, sucio, pobre, 
era. Jamas conocio una tarde entera de risa. Risa 
de entera tarde una conocio jamas. Jamas durmio 
sin despertar temblando de frxo. Frio de temblando 
despertar sin durmio jamas. Soy nino, murmur aba 
entre dientes. Dientes entre murmuraba nino soy 
.... Pobre nino que llora ... . ° 

In another instance he fabricates an atmosphere of sadness and pessim

ism through the selective use pf such words as dolor and llorar: 

Los ninos se susurraban unos a otros ... los nirios 
estaban tristes, tristemente enloquecidos de dolor, 
dolorosos hasta el panico ... llanto, llanterio del 
dolor humano, tristes, tristisimos en su sangre, 
tristisimos en su luz, tristisimos en su vuelo .. . 
humano dolor del llanterio, llanto .. . panico . .. 
doloroso., doloroso, dolor de enloquecidos ... . ̂  

The total effect achieved by constant repetition is striking. In a recent 

interview which the writer of this study had with the novelist, Lafour

cade admitted that he frequently used the idea of reiteration, both of 

26. Lafourcade, Novela de Navidad (Santiago, 1965), p. 64. 

27. Ibid., p. 170. See also Frecuencia modulada, p. 254 ff. 
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words and situations, to underscore his concern with certain existing 

problems. ̂  

It is not the intent of this particular study to provide a lengthy-

discussion of the use of symbol and allegory in the works of Lafourcade; 

however, a brief explanation of certain selected instances of their use 

will aid in determining to what extent they effect the depiction of 

nihilism in his works. 

Lafourcade has a tendency, at least in his earlier works of 

fiction, to employ symbols having to do with Christian religion. His 

particular use of these religious symbols is in the form of a parody, 

in that the higher spiritual ideals for which they stand are debased and 

made profane. The author gives each reference to a religious symbol 

a fundamentally satirical twist, thus negating the inherent holiness of 

the reference in question. 

Aurelio de Arze, the main protagonist of Pena de muerte 

(1952), shows Christ-like qualities as he is described by Lafourcade. 

In a Santiago bar he parodies Christ at the Last Supper: 

Trajeron un enorme queso y una bolsa llena de 
panes. Aurelio tomo uno y lo dejo sobre la mesa. 
En voz baja recito: 'mitad quemado y mitad bianco. 1 

Una violenta angustia empezo a crecer, a 
acumularse en su pecho. Se alzo cuan alto era y 
colocando sus manos sobre la mesa miro los rostros 
de esos hombres, de esos Pescadores, jsus Pescadores! 

28. Enrique Lafourcade, private interview held in Denver, 
Colorado, December 28, 1969. 
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Partio el pan y lo dio a quienes se hallaban a su 
derecha y a su izquierda. Luego habld, inicio un 
discurso con voz grave, melancolica: 
--jDe todo corazon he deseado comer esta pascua 
con vosotros antes de sufrir! Porque, os digo que 
yo no la volvere a comer hasta que ella tenga su 
plena . .. 

Esta mesa--y la sefialo con sus blancas y transparen-
tes manos, gesto que fue seguido humildemente por 
los Pescadores-es la mesa eucarlstica .... La mesa 
de la comunion. 

Haced esto en memoria mia .. . Bebo, porque, por vez 
primera, me habeis hecho experimentar el deslum-
bramiento frente al ser humano .... Me habeis hecho 
sent irme un ser  humano esta  n o c h e . 2 9  

Instead of a solemn, holy communion together, Aurelio presides over 

a bar filled with prostitutes and drunkards. The decadence and loss of 

values of mankind is again made quite graphic. At other various points 

throughout the novel, Aurelio paraphrases the beatitudes, giving them 

a purely sensual cast. He happily tells his friend: "Bienaventurados 

30 los imperfectos ... porque a ellos pertenece el reino del amor." 

And later, when he is on the point of committing suicide, Aurelio ex-

31 claims: "Bienaventurados los de corazon manso ... . " 

A singular religious motif which recurs constantly in Lafour-

cade's next novel. Para subir al cielo, is also directed toward giving 

29. Lafourcade, Pena .. . , pp. 57-58. 

30. Ibid., p. 115. 

31. Ibid., p. 188. 
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a profane connotation to a religious symbol. At various critical 

moments in the life of Lucanor Cisneros, he has a haunting, unexpect

ed vision of a ladder reaching into the sky. This is the ladder of 

Jacob of Biblical fame, but with a stunning reversal: instead of see

ing "... angels going up like prayers of men to God and angels com-

32 ing down like the grace of God to men. . . " Lucanor witnesses a 

total profanation of the symbol as fallen individuals (prostitutes, 

sinners) take the place of angels. Lucanor is similar to Jacob. While 

Jacob was a wistful seeker after God, a ceaseless wanderer until God 

granted him the land on which he lay, so is Lucanor a wanderer, seek

ing his own real identity amidst a totally indifferent and calloused 

world. While Jacob eventually received the vision which he had groped 

for all his life, Lucanor is only perpetually frustrated and confused 

by this awesome apparition. The entire nor?l is constructed around 

the motif of the ladder. "In Hebrew tradidor? ths ladder in the dream 

of Jacob typifies the omnipresent providence of God, an assurance 

that a way always is open from earth to heaven and from heaven to 

33 
earth. " It is then, a communicative medium "para subir al cielo. " 

But for Lucanor, the lonely outsider, no communication, either 

human or divine, is ever successfully brought about. 

32. George Arthur Buttrick, ed., The Interpreter's Bible, 
vol. I (Nashville, 1952), p. 690. 

33. Gertrude Jobes, ed., Dictionary of Mythology, Folklore, 
and Symbols, vol. II (New York, 1961), p. 961. 
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La fiesta delRey Acab depicts the plunge into immorality of 

Cdsar Alejandro Carrillo Acab, the head of an island dictatorship. 

The whole trajectory of the plot parallels closely the Biblical story of 

King Ahab, who was the seventh ruler of Israel. Most famous as the 

depraved and conniving husband of Jezebel, his name is synonymous 

with wickedness. He had murdered Naboth, one of his neighbors, on 

false charges so that he could take over his lands. In the novel, King 

Acab murders a former professor of his (coincidentally, by the name 

of Jesus Galindez). While the Biblical Ahab introduced idolatry into 

Israel with the worship of Ahtoreth and Baal, so does Rey Acab pro

mote the deification of power, glory and materiality among his followers. 

In due retribution, the Lord had wrought three years of drought upon 

Israel for Ahab's sins and had finally caused him to be slain in battle. 

Likewise, King Acab must also face divine vengeance for his trans

gressions; he is finally assassinated. In reference to the use of 

symbolism in the novel, Eduardo Godoy Gallardo has also remarked: 

La similitud de nombres y situaciones se estrecha 
respecto a la Biblia y sirve para caracterizar uno 
de los procedimientos a que siempre recurre el 
autor: los nombres poseen carga semantica, es 
decir, significan algo. 34 

34. Eduardo Godoy Gallardo, "Enrique Lafourcade, Invencion 
a dos voces, " Revista Iberoamericana, vol. XXX (July-December, 
1964), p. 338. 
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El principe y las ovejas is "... un esquema alegorico del 

35 36 
demonio y la p^rdida de la salvacion. " Lanzarote Bernales, the 

antihero of this novel, leaves the divine protection of the Church and 

allows himself to be swept up and influenced by the superficialities and 

licentiousness of European society. The title of the novel would seem 

to indicate that it concerns the "principe" (and one naturally thinks of 

the analogy of Christ as the Prince of Peace) and "las ovejas" (the 

sheep being his devout followers, as in the parable of the lost sheep). 

But quite the reverse is true. Here the prince is the prince of dark

ness, and the sheep are mesmerized individuals whose lack of moral 

principles makes them worthy disciples of the Devil. The whole novel 

becomes, then, the tragic depictidn of a cosmos given over to the 

powers of negation. 

The use of Christian symbols which are given a base connota

tion is evident in Invencion a dos voces. The relationship which one of 

the main protagonists, Moroni, has with the Mormon Church and 

Christianity has already been discussed at length in a previous chap-

37 
ter. He is given almost Christ-like characteristics. Possessed 

35. Latcham,"El principe y las ovejas por Enrique Lafourcade" 
p. 187. 

36. Lanzarote (Lancelot) is the name from the Latin through 
the Germanic meaning land, servant, hence one who serves. Lanzarote 
serves Satan. See Jobes, Dictionary ... , vol. II, p. 969. 

37. See Chapter VIII. 
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with a fanatical urge to create a new religion, Moroni utters a para

phrase of the Biblical, "Upon this rock I will build my Church. " He 

says, "Hare mi iglesia ... sobre este sol edificare mi iglesia. 

Moroni, as a character, is a direct antithesis to Jesus. While Jesus 

was crucified to bring about man's salvation, Moroni is hung upon a 

makeshift cross so that religious zealots will contribute more to his 

self styled crusade. Eduardo Godoy Gallardo has also noticed the 

religious symbology in the two companions of Moroni, Nmive, a Negro 

and Anastasio, a Mexican immigrant: "Los nombres de los acompa-

riantes de Moroni tienen un claro contenido semantico: Ninive (ciudad 

, 3 9  
biblica destruida por su impureza y Anastasio (resurreccion). " 

The use of these religious symbols in reverse adds still another 

proportion to the nihilistic world of fiction created by Lafourcade. 

The transformation of objects and individuals representing spirituality 

into things with a debased and purely carnal aspect further indicates 

the propensity toward total negativity. 

Lafourcade is also interested in portraying the inherent bes

tiality of man. He accomplishes this through frequent references to 

people as animals. Usually, the animals mentioned, either in a meta

phorical sense or directly, represent creatures of a very low form. 

38. Lafourcade, Invencion ... , p. 32. 

39. Gallardo, "Enrique Lafourcade ... , "p. 339. 
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Carl Gustav Jung, the eminent Swiss psychologist has stated that 

. the animal stands for the non-human psyche, for the world of sub

human instincts, and for the unconscious areas of the psyche. The 

more primitive the animal, the deeper the stratum of which it is an 

40 
expression." In El principe y las ovejas, Mardus Anatolia is com-

41 
pared to a lobo to further accentuate his sexual excesses. In 

Frecuencia modulada, men are repeatedly compared to dogs and 

42 
wolves (" ... como un perro joven . . . , el hombre . . . como perro 

43 
de presa; como un lobo" ). Very low life forms are also found in 

abundance. Maria Piedad, a minor character, blatantly says to anoth-

44 
er individual: "eres un gusano. " Juvencio, of the same novel, con-

45 
fesses: "... me iba sintiendo un insecto. " The analogy is clear; 

the recurring reference to animals is an indication of the deshumani-

zacion of man, his reversion to a world of animal instinct and survival. 

Also highly significant is the fact that "... while man is an equivocal, 

'masked' or complex being, the animal is univocal, for its positive or 

40. J. E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, trans, by Jack 
Sage (New York, 1962), p. 13. 

41. Lafourcade, El principe . .. , pp. 104, 110. 

42. Lafourcade, Frecuencia ... , p. 77. 

43. Ibid., p. 229. 

44. Ibid., p. 228. 

45. Ibid., p. 45. 
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46 negative qualities remain ever constant ... . " Thus, the repeated 

emphasis on the animal world expands the portrayal of character, 

imparting to each protagonist, in this case, more negative character

istics. 

A novelistic feature which augments the author's delineation of 

decadence and materiality is the direct allusion through the names 

given to certain individual characters, to actual personalities stereo

typed in our society. In La fiesta delRey Acab a notorious gangster 

in the employ of Acab is Peter Raft, a definite allusion to George Raft, 

the actor who gained fame as the portrayer of underworld characters. 

The American ambassador in the novel is named Cecil T. Raven, an 

obvious reference to a raven, a bird which is known for voraciously 

devouring his prey. Invencion a dos voces introduces us to the Ameri

can magnate J. Paul Setty (evidently >J. Paul Getty, reputedly one of 
r 

the world's richest men, here symbolic of extreme materialism). 

These allusions give added prominence to Lafourcade's negativistic 

Weltanschauung. 

The use of para-realistic phenomena in the form of dreams 

and visions is effective in giving an added dimension to the individual 

characters created by Laf our cade. While there is a paucity of their 

use in Lafourcade's overall production, nevertheless, when they are 

46. Cirlot, p. 10. 
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employed, the end effect is stunning. They have an adverse effect on 

those who experience them. 

Jorin Poliakoff, the mis adventuresome protagonist of fabula 

"Asedio, " has absconded with the money from the local Communist 

treasury and knows that the party members are out to get him. Psy

chologically deranged and afflicted from the beginning wl,th an acute 

persecution complex, he awakes one night in a cold sweat and relates 

to his friend the horrifying nightmare which he has just been through: 

--Me seguian ... . Estaba sonando ... . Yo tenia 
prisa .... La calle . . . era ciega, cerrada por un 
muro de oro puro. Venian los camaradas, lentamente, 
con banderas, sin darme importancia .... Ya Seng y 
el resto se me venian encima, con sus banderas y 
gritos. Traspase el hueco, y cai, cai al vacio. Un 
vacio inmenso, eterno. ̂  

His dream is a revelation of what will eventually befall him. Feeling 

himself completely trapped, surrounded by agents who intend to kill 

him, Jorin hastily commits suicide, not realizing that his pursuers 

were only a fabrication of his tormented mind. 

Lanzarote Bernales of El principe y las ovejas is beset with 

several dreams and visions which shed more light on his negative 

characterization. He is given the initial impetus he needs to flee the 

ethical world of his seminary by an ominous voice which exhorts him 

47. Enrique Lafourcade, Fabulas de Lafourcade (Santiago, 
1963), p. 74. 
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to enter the mainstream of life. He awakes with a start to hear a 

voice from nowhere saying: 

48 
--jOh, huye ahora! j Huye ahora! jHuye ahora! 

The voice continues to tempt him into leaving: 

--Te dare todo ... . jTodo lo que hay en la tierra! 
jTodo lo que tienen los hombres en la tierra! jY 
que tu no conoces! .. . 

- - j A la vida! j A conocer el verano del mundo! 
j Con tu dinero y mi ayuda! jTodo lo que hay en la 
tierra! jEsa es mi gracia! jTe entrego mi gracia! 
jTodo lo que hace felices a los hombres en la tierra! 
jA la vida! jTe dare la sal de la tierra! j Corre, 
Lanz arote! j Levantate! ̂ 9 

Blindly obeying the commanding voice, Lanzarote Bernales is thus 

motivated to join the rest of mankind and be influenced by the sybaritic 

world which surrounds him. Thus begins his downward swing toward 

a corruptibility destined to destroy his ethical self. 

Dreams often reveal a certain duality in man's psychological, 

composition, exposing the more muted ideas of the submerged uncon

scious. While Lanzarote had' outwardly professed religion as the axis 

around which his life revolved, there still remained within him a cer

tain hostility and a desire to destroy others. By thinking of means of 

inflicting pain and by concentrating on violent acts, Lanzarote often 

satisfied that portion of his conscience which aspired to belligerency. 

48. Lafourcade, El principe .. . , p. 10. 

49. Ibid., p. 12. 
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Laf our cade describes a dream which Lanzarote experiences in which 

he plays an active role as a killer: 

Cerro los ojos y trato de dormir. Por la selva 
venian los soldados con las ametralladoras portatiles. 
Hacia sol. Otra imagen. Estaba tendido disparando 
desde una colina hacia un pueblo. Vexa correr la 
gente. Disparaba con precision asombrosa. Un fusil 
con mira telescopica. Oprimia el gatillo y veia caer, 
alii lejos. Mataba diez, treinta enemigos. La guerra 
le calmaba. En el Seminario ya tenia esa costumbre. 
Eran guerras modernas, con armas automaticas, o 
guerras de indios, entre las hojas, arrastrandose sobre 
sus vientres, vestidos con pieles, con el cuchillo entre 
los dientes. O soldados e indios. ̂ 0 

Through the willful fabrication of dreams such as this, Lanzarote helps 

to alleviate the violent side of his nature. 

The importance of the Biblical vision which Lucanor Cisneros 

of Para subir al cielo has of Jacob's ladder has already been discussed 

previously in some detail. This vision takes on a pejorative connotation 

in that Lucanor does not receive inner calm from experiencing this fan

tastic specter; instead, he is only perplexed even more. It acts then 

as a deleterious agent upon his motivations throughout the novel, caus

ing him constant anxiety. Unable to achieve communication with God, 

Lucanor comes to realize the essential tragedy of the humanistic cast 

which is given to his vision of a divine medium. Instead of being a 

communicative means whereby he can thus experience redemption, the 

ladder only serves to mock his attempts to save himself. He is finally 

50. Ibid., p. 97. 
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made aware of this fact at the close of the novel as he protests against 

the recurring vision which offers no promise of personal salvation: 

jElla, la rompedora del suefio! ^Que era sino un camino 
limitado, un acceso en el cual la costumbre del 
transito del pie humano habia desgastado el material 
de que estaba intimamente constituido? Un camino que 
perdia valor, tan pronto era claro, localizable. Ya no 
le quedaban evidentemente, motivos. Habia alcanzado 
el termino de su busqueda. ^Que seria de el ahora?*^ 

Dreams and visions, then, and the subconscious facets of the human 

personality which they help to reveal, are just another device whereby 

the author successfully expands the delineation of character. 

A final word is necessary concerning Lafourcade's use of 

language. For the most part, he focuses his attention on duplicating 

faithfully the colloquial speech of middle and lower class individuals. 

In reference to the theme of this study, one also notices his abundant 

use of scatological terms which give further credence to his depiction 

52 of an essentially sordid environment filled with crude people. The 

nihilistic philosophy is again manifest in the ugly and vitriolic com

ments uttered by his many characters. Their facile reversion to ob

scenity points out the state of demoralization to which they have 

capitulated and serves furthermore to embellish this negative side of 

society. 

51. Lafourcade, Para subir ... , p. 199. 

52. For best examples of Lafourcade's use of coprology, see 
the following pages in Frecuencia modulada: pp. 62, 122, 160, 161, 
253, 269, 271. 
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The various technical devices which have been described all 

contribute to furthering the aim of the novelist, that is, the creation 

of a novelistic world in which nihilism forms a significant part. His 

specific use of these varied literary components imparts a certain 

consistency to the general tone of his works, thus giving them coher1-

ence both in ideology and in form. The atmosphere which results 

accentuates Lafourcade's nihilistic view. 



CHAPTER 12 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study has been concerned with investigating in critical 

detail a most important facet of Lafourcade's novelistic prose, the 

element of nihilism. We have seen in the course of this investigation 

that nihilism embraces many different aspects, all of which are 

represented prominently through the corpus of Lafourcade's works. 

A predominating factor has been the utter pessimistic tone which acts 

as a tight bond, uniting character and theme. This pessimistic cast 

conveys not only the author's disillusionment but the dominant nihilistic 

mood of our time and is evident in some degree in all of Lafourcade's 

works. Nihilism then comes to be a recurring element and forms a 

definite pattern throughout his prose fiction. 

Although various attempts have been made to examine Lafour

cade's literary prowess, no complete study of note has yet appeared 

to point out clearly the core meaning of his total production. In a 

minor chord, many dispersed articles and studies have provided in

sights into limited areas of his novelistic art; none, however, has 

explored in detail the underlying force which establishes the main tone 

and ultimate Weltanschauung of his imaginative prose. 

304 
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In order to approach Lafourcade's fiction from a perspective 

in which the nihilistic mode would be clearly, defined, we examined in 

some detail the social and political implications of nihilism in Chapter 

2. Since literature does not exist in a vacuum (in Lafourcade's own 

words: "Los escritores vienen de escritores. Ampliando el topico, 

los escritores se originan en medios culturales ricos. "*) an endeavor 

was made to view nihilistic works in a perspective, in which a more 

firm approach might be determined by which to examine the particular 

works of Lafourcade. We surveyed then, leading exponents of the 

nihilistic philosophy in order to obtain variant clues to determine the 

extent to which nihilism was a controlling factor in each individual 

work. 

Through this critical study of the various implications of 

nihilism, a broader definition of the term was reached; indeed, it was 

shown that this basic philosophy of life extended into various social 

realms not realized heretofore. The guiding light of the nihilistic 

philosophy was shown to be Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche, that titan of 

negativism whose inspiration has led many contemporary writers to 

emphasize the psychological and therapeutical need for systematic 

doubt, both of values and of self. The existential problem of modern 

man was also shown to be inexorably linked to the nihilistic world view 

1. Enrique Lafourcade, unpublished article entitled "Sobre el 
cuento y la literatura chilena. " (Personal correspondence.) 
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of Lafourcade, inasmuch as the existentialist reacts against the value 

system imposed by his society. In order to exist authentically, to be 

able to make choices and stand by the outcome of those particular 

choices, man is justified in disregarding established value systems. 

Albert Camus, we found, presented the perfect picture of the Lafour-

cadian hero when he examined in his treatise The Rebel the respon

sibility which man assumes when he creates his own value system, 

regardless of whether it is good or bad. Another important ramifica

tion to the nihilistic mode is the-hedonistic surrender of the individual 

to the present moment. Helmut Thielicke, as we have seen, proclaims 

the impact of this segment of the nihilistic personality which supports 

the argument that man flouts his own moral code when authenticity is 

not to be found; temporality replaces the mystical attraction to the in

consequential hereafter. When there is a realization that life has no 

inherent meaning, then any means at one's disposal are quite justified. 

More specific elements of the nihilistic perspective were pre

sented and examined in detail in Chapter 3. Here a pattern was 

established by which to view the works of Lafourcade. Such important 

elements of the nihilistic philosophy as negation of values, alienation 

of the self and the dehumanization of man, along with the comprehension 

of the meaninglessness of existence, contributed to the creation of a 

more firm understanding of just what various facets nihilism embraced. 

Religion in the light of the Nietzschean pronouncement that "God is 
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dead" was also shown to be a cogent statement about certain motiva

tional systems of individual characters in the author's works. As a 

corollary to man's loss of a religious center to life, this chapter was 

also concerned with showing the relationship which this loss has to 

man's awareness of the utter absurdity of his own existence, his 

immersion within an unfathomable nothingness and his eventual con

templation of suicide as an end solution. The definition given by 

William Hubben that it is . . accurate to call a man a nihilist who 

considers life meaningless, without moral law, devoid of values com-

2 
mon to all men and without the prospect of a hereafter" is an excel

lent summation of the nihilistic character described by Lafourcade. 

In each instance, these disperse elements together form a firm sup

port for the interpretive analysis of specific protagonists and themes 

of Lafourcade discussed in subsequent chapters. 

When viewed against the background of the previous fictional 

mode of criollismo, it was found that Lafourcade, and indeed his con

temporaries, sought to examine more in depth man's relationship to 

his society. While not discounting the essential validity of the 

criollista fiction, there is an obvious attempt on the part of Lafourcade 

to present myriad depictions of modern man and his psychological tor

ments. No longer is man's conflict with the forces of nature shown as 

2. William Hubben, Dostoevsky, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche and 
Kafka (New York, 1952), p. 121. 
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the dominant feature in fiction, for now his problems encompass more 

abstract metaphysical realms of reality. For a more complete per

spective of Laf our cade's prose fiction, the vogue of criollismo was 

contrasted with the important Generation of 1950 in Chilean letters, 

of which Lafourcade is the undisputed leader. The innovative 

endeavors set forth by this new generation of Chilean writers are ger

mane to a thorough discussion of the theme of nihilism in Lafourcade's 

works; for this generation, it was found, concentrates on portraying 

man's existential problems in contemporary society. Hence, nihilism 

plays a major role in their works. 

As the ideological leader of this particular literary group, 

Lafourcade's novelistic credo was examined in the light of its contem

porary tone. It was shown that however divergent the views concern

ing the validity of the existence of such an innovative generation, 

certain facts have to be recognized: first, that such a generation did 

exist de facto and second, that one of its motivating attributes was the 

concentration on illuminating the more base side of the human per

sonality. It was shown that many of these writers, again their epitome 

being Lafourcade, evidence the need to probe more deeply into the 

innermost psychological recesses of the psyche of modern man and 

examine in detail his basic flaws. Many of the protagonists treated 

are shown to be crucified by their own self-consciousness. In accord 

with the subject of this thesis, there is a propensity on the part of each 
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of the writers of this generation to amplify through their choice of 

theme and character portrayals, the abject loss of values evident in 

contemporary life. With Lafourcade thus placed within a literary 

perspective, his importance as a leading exponent of nihilism was dis

cussed more specifically in the succeeding chapters. 

Chapter 6 dealt with an examination of main protagonists who 

strongly manifested an important element of the nihilistic vision, that 

is, the alienation of self. It was found that all of these specific in

dividuals were impelled by their own psychological needs to seek com

munication with those about them. These protagonists all experienced 

encounters with basic archetypal problems in their world, problems 

such as identity, death, love, religion and ethics. Each was shown to 

be acutely conscious of a strong discord between his own ethical self 

and the world as a whole. "The nihilist's revulsion. . . confirms that 

the individual, even at bay, stubbornly seeks human identity in an 

3 inhuman world. " To escape total alienation, many sought superficial 

absorption into the dreary everyday existence provided them by a 

wholly complacent and uncomprehending social element. The utter 

disregard which was shown by society as a whole is best capsulated in 

the attitude shown by Aurelio de Arze of Pena de muerte when he is 

3. Frederick R. Karl and Leo Hamalian, editors, The Exis
tential Imagination (Greenwich, 1955), p. 9. 
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confronted with individuals uninterested in hearing his personal 

problems: 

Se hallaba inclinado hacia Juan, con su saliente 
oreja abierta como una concha marina. Un lugar 
en que las cosas ya no se consideraban, si, eso 
era. Un mundo primitivo, brutal, en que nadie 
oiaanadie.^ 

Constant engagement, often only puerile, brought a momentary accord 

between their own values and the values of their society. It was clear, 

prima facie, that a harmony of individual value systems with the 

acknowledged debased systems of their society was effected to avoid 

further alienation. Each character, then, knowingly sacrificed him

self regarding his own values to retain some semblance of personal 

identity, however shallow it might appear. Acceptance of the nihilistic 

situation implied, for many of these characters, instantaneous loss of 

selfhood and relegation to the state of walking shadows. For most, 

identity was impossible when confronted with the overwhelming in

fluences of a totally nihilistic environment. The psychological Angst 

which each was made to suffer was symptomatic of his extreme 

estrangement. In the final analysis, it was shown that the alienated 

individual depicted in Lafourcade's works was a worthy reproduction 

of contemporary man, unable to transcend his aloneness lest he pros

titute in some way his values; hence, he became nihilistic, without 

noble values. 

4. Enrique Lafourcade, Pena de muerte (Santiago, 1952), p. 77. 



In Chapter 7 it was shown that a basic personality type treated 

by Lafourcade is the ethical rebel, the individual who willingly attacks 

the Establishment and its values. Revolutionary fervor was seen, in 

each character's commitment to flaunt his total hedonism and demon

strate a lack of loyalty to any established institution. The nihilistic 

characters examined in detail in this chapter further revealed them

selves to be rebellious in that they refused to honor in even a super

ficial way the ethical system advocated by the majority. The 

egocentric self dictated the goals of each of these protagonists. 

Chronic demoralization or loss of values was seen as the touchstone 

of each individual discussed, each engaged in a sufficient number of 

semi-mystical and self indulgent pursuits to illustrate his scathing 

denial of society's accepted canons. For most, a quest was carried out 

to achieve the complete ecstasy which the erotic instincts imply; self-

gratification became of paramount importance. 

There were two separate reactions noted in this chapter, one a 

personal type of rebellion in which the individual in question was com

pletely subjective about his attack upon the value system and involved 

only the self as center, and another, in which certain types attempted 

to impose their value systems upon the whole of organized society. 

The first type of subjective rebellion entailed reacting in a criminal 

and totally amoral manner to demonstrate their total freedom and lack 

of moral responsibility. The more active rebels were illustrative of 
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the anarchistic side of the nihilistic philosophy and attempted to effect 

a radical and violent transformation of society through active means 

such as terrorism and systematic assassination. For each of these 

individuals, the guiding force was the satisfaction of self, through 

desire to heighten his own hedonistic pursuits. The best example of 

the active rebel was illustrated by the discussion of the revolutionary 

group of Chilean revolutionaries known as the Spartacos described by 

Lafourcade in Frecuencia modulada. Their aim of bringing about 

needed social reform was unmitigated by any consideration of ethics. 

In any case, each of the protagonists discussed in this chapter demon

strated his utter contempt for the established values of society. 

The malefic influences of a morally decrepit atmosphere were 

shown to be a nihilistic causative which destroyed many of the charac

ters examined in Chapter 8. Man was shown to be a victim of circum

stances, circumstances which were formed by the purportedly 

debauched values of his society. Each was bowed down by amoral 

influences from which they were powerless to escape. Dehumanization 

was found to be the inevitable end result of the victimization of these 

pathetic individuals. It was also found that there was a propensity in 

Lafourcade to portray man's creative instinct destroyed when that 

instinct is in conflict with his overtly materialistic society. The 

author pictured then, the spiritual lostness of modern man. As was 

shown in Invencion a dos voces, the idealism which was professed by 
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both Moroni (through his initial extreme religiosity) and by Professor 

S^ren Lundsvaar (through his hope for technological advances) was 

finally ravaged and destroyed altogether by subordination to the values 

established by the technological and materialistic world to which they 

belonged. Failure to submit gratuitously to the value system brought 

about the ethical victimization of these unfortunate individuals. 

Lafourcade's interest in portraying children as victims of society was 

also discussed from a nihilistic point of view in this particular chapter. 

The role which secondary characters play in augmenting 

Lafourcade's nihilistic world was examined at some length in Chapter 

9. It was found that their depictions were complementary and often 

parallel to the dramatic actions of the main protagonists. Each of the 

minor characters was made to suffer the same nihilistic maladies as 

the central characters. Their negative characteristics served, in total, 

to add still another dimension to the novelistic world created by the 

author. Again, as in the other characters, their fluctuations in basic ax-

iologies betrayed some psychological defect. In the case of individuals 

such as the priest Don Ezequiel and the prostitute Dona Amalia Morales, 

both in Para subir al cielo, there was an attempt to seek meaning in life 

through hedonistic satisfactions, even at the expense of prostituting 

their moral values. Others, such as Pamela Scantlebury, Gustave 

Renaudot, Valerie MacDermott and Georges de Tebas, all in El 

principe y las ovejas, showed an unequalled moral degeneracy which 
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reinforced Lafourcade's nihilistic depictions. Other important types 

were shown to illustrate dramatically certain degenerate segments of 

modern American society, such as Pat Flanagan of Invencion a dos 

voces. Active anarchistic rebels found among the minor characters 

were also displayed as they served to create a sense of the urgency 

for violent social reform through rebellion. In this regard, thq minor 

personages of Frecuencia modulada were critically examined. 

After a close examination of the total novelistic production of 

Lafourcade, a definite conclusion can be reached concerning his 

utilization of certain nihilistic themes. Chapter 10 has shown that 

Lafourcade's choice of theme further accentuates his concentration on 

the nihilistic mode to depict man's present dilemma, both from an 

ethical and a metaphysical point of view. It was discovered that a 

major thejne which preoccupies the author constantly is the present 

deteriorating state of society, depicted in his works by the loss of all 

noble values. He had indubitably focused his attention on the more 

problematic sectors of human existence. The tortured modus vivendi 

of individuals in this society is one of repeated decadence; immorality 

r 

was found to be commonplace, and defeatists were numerous. The 

world which he presents in such stark detail is one devoid of morality; 

each member of society acts only in his best self-interests. There is 

a continual reiteration of this theme through the concentration on such 

contributing themes as criminality, depravity, human affliction and 
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child abuse. Another major theme which was found to be illustrative 

of the nihilistic trend is the search for personal identity. It was made 

clear that Lafourcade's alienated characters, set amidst a highly 

technological chaos and fully cognizant of the utter purposelessness of 

life, sought in vain to establish a meaning to their existence. Unable 

to effect a harmonious interaction between their own subjectivised 

system of values and that of their society, each of these "strangers" 

was psychologically destroyed by the nihilism which surrounded them. 

Dominating a significant portion of Lafourcade's fiction is the theme of 

materialism, or, as seen from the viewpoint of the protagonist, the 

materialistic quest. Once material values became supreme, human 

values were disregarded altogether. We found that once the acquisition 

of monetary wealth became central to one's life, other less urgent 

needs, such as ethical or religious values, were inevitably destined to 

fall. The theme of revolution was demonstrated to be a guiding theme 

in our study of nihilism. Its prominence is manifest in Lafourcade's 

works mainly as another sign of ferment in the trajectory of a society 

with fluctuating axiologies. Anarchistic trends are related to the 

social unrest which characterizes our contemporary society. All of 

these themes, it was found, are important in establishing a consistent 

tone of negativity in the author's novelistic prose, a tone which sup

ports his nihilistic Weltanschauung. 
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Chapter 11 discussed technical devices as they were employed 

by Lafourcade to construct an esthetic setting for the presentation of 

character and theme. Again, it was found that his novelistic technique 

plays no small role in his depiction of a nihilistic cosmos. The use by 

the author of the omniscient point of view assisted, as we have wit

nessed, in laying bare the psychological reasons for many character 

motivations. By employing multiple points of view in almost all of his 

novels, the reader came to know intimately and in great perspective, 

almost every individual character. His careful employ of time and 

space was also advantageous to his central purpose--to show the meta

physical dimensions of man's capabilities and to illustrate the contem

porary decadent social milieu. An important observation made in 

reference to Lafourcade !s technique is that most of his novels find 

their setting within a purely urban scene, rarely does one view « 

characters in a rural setting. Man then is not affected by a natural 

environment but by one which has complex social, political and psy

chological implications. He examines fully the relationship between 

the individual and his urban setting. Other various technical devices, 

such as repetition of themes and dramatic words, symbology and 

allegory, dreams and fantasy and scatological language have all rein

forced Lafourcade's tendency toward emphasizing the negative nature 

of life. 
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Specific areas which deserve a more thorough critical exam

ination were uncovered in the course of this particular study. The 

following topics suggest facets of Lafourcade's prose fiction which in

vite more detailed study: (1) an investigation of the elements of fan

tasy as they appear in certain of the author's works, especially in El 

libro de Kareen and in Frecuencia modulada. This important aspect 

of these two novels cannot be underestimated as a dominant feature of 

each; (2) a study of the place of the artistic individual (poets and 

novelists) in modern society as seen in the works of Lafourcade. Cer

tainly, we have seen that the poet, especially in Frecuencia modulada, 

is a person misunderstood and intimidated by society; (3) a more 

thorough analysis is in order for the inherent tragic elements found in 

the works of Enrique Lafourcade. Deep tragedies affect almost all of 

the Lafourcadian characters and bring about in the reader a resultant 

catharsis. Certainly from a tragic point of view one could study each 

individual discussed in a nihilistic light in this thesis. Since, accord

ing to Simon O. Lesser, in his timely study Fiction and the Uncon

scious, 

Tragic heroes are rent by desires the satisfaction 
of which requires the violation of the taboos on 
which human society rests. Parricide, incest, 
the murder of one's wife or one's sovereign, ex
treme cruelty of parent to child or child to parent. . . ® 

5. Simon O. Lesser, Fiction and The Unconscious (New York, 
1962), p. 270. 
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One could shed further critical light on Lafourcade's specific utiliza

tion of the tragic mode in his fiction as still another key to under

standing more completely the present state of man. 

The singular hypothesis which forms a significant part of 

Lafourcade's Weltanschauung, is steady and clearly affirmed by his 

works. This vision, critically documented in the course of this in

vestigation, has been shown to be an essentially nihilistic one. Cer

tain conclusions emerge which have a particularly contemporary 

relevance: First, through/a treatment of man and society and the 

problems facing each, Lafourcade has laid bare for the reader the 

certain moral dilemmas of life in Western Civilization of the Twentieth 

Century. Secondly, he seems to be repeating again and again that man 

is alienated from himself and from others and is ethically doomed in 

his subservience to the value system of the Establishment. Thus, 

the vital force which impels man to act meaningfully is made to suffer. 

Thirdly, the author voices a strong affirmation that man needs to, 

indeed has a duty to, effect a revolt against those factors (and, by ex

tension, values) of life which oppress him. Fourthly, the entire body 

of Lafourcade's prose fiction studies the basic psychology of man, the 

manner in which individuals face the basic problems of human exis

tence. Their critical crises occur when they are forced to choose 

between values established in their social realm and values which are 

a product of their intrinsic psychological makeup. Fifthly, the end 
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effect achieved by the concentration on problematical aspects of the 

choosing of those values by which to shape one's life makes the reader 

acutely aware of the moral conflicts which exist within his own mind. 

Although Lafourcade's conception of the universe is shown to 

be founded to a great extent upon a negativistic philosophy, it is clear 

from the study of his works that there are certain beneficial results to 

be obtained from being negative. Negativism is often a necessary 

precursor of reconstruction, be it moral or otherwise. This particu

lar aspect of the nihilistic vision was cogently proclaimed earlier by 

the Spanish nihilist Pio Baroja when he stated that "Destruir es 

0 cambiar. .. . Destruir es crear. " There is a positive side then to 

the iconoclasm shown by the author. Lafourcade seems to be im

plying that there is a basic need for man to become morally regener

ated if he is to lead an authentic existence. Relevant here is the 

statement by the noted Chilean axiologist Jaime Arellano. He has 

stated that 

. . .  l a  v i s i o n  d e l  h o m b r e  y  l a  s o c i e d a d  c o n t e m p o r a n e a ,  
que nunca hemos perdido de vista, nos hace sentir la 
crisis moral como el problema explicatorio de muchos 
otros; al mismo tiempo que el mas intimo, resulta el 
mas trascendente. ^ 

6. Pio Baroja, Paradox, Rey in Obras Completas, vol. II 
(Madrid, 1947), p. 204. 

7. Jaime G. Arellano, Valores de vida (Santiago, 1957), p. 
125. 
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Morality is a major preoccupation found in Lafourcade's prose fic

tion. 

If Lafourcade's novelistic Weltanschauung is nihilistically 

oriented, it is because it reflects his pessimistic concern for present 

conditions existent in our society. From his inability to form a 

positive statement about man's current stature and ultimate fate in the 

world, both clearly evident in his works, one can sense the apocalyp

tic nature of Lafourcade's nihilistic vision. Peter G. Earle, in his 

study, "Camino oscuro: la novela hispanoamericana contemporanea, " 

sees as a veritable criterion of the contemporary Latin American 

novelist the fact that there exists " ... un fuerte sentido profetico, 

g 
generalmente fatalista. " This is precisely the negative note which 

Lafourcade repeatedly strikes in his works. Indeed, a solution must 

be found, it would appear, for man's deteriorating ethical state if a 

catastrophic Gotterdammerung is to be avoided. 

The particular contemporary relevance of Lafourcade's lit

erary creations cannot be underestimated. When asked why he was 

impelled to write in the first place, he replied simply, "Estoy tratando 

de descifrarme a mi mismo, comprender un poco mas el por que de 

8. Peter G. Earle, "Camino oscuro: la novela hispano
americana contemporanea, " Cuadernos americanos (May-June, 1967), 
p. 204. 



9 
mi existir. " Certainly, this statement is confirmed in the existen

tial overtones projected by his leading protagonists in their conflicts 

with life. As a result, there is evident in his works a sense of 

immediacy; one feels that he is actually living the story, not simply 

reading about it. This is the mark of the successful writer, as 

Alberto Zum Felde has recognized: 

La esencialidad humana del personaje, del con-
flicto, que es decir su universalidad esencial, 
tiene su prueba en la comunion del lector con el 
conflicto y el personaje, en su identificacion 
imaginaria; es menester que cada lector--como 
cada espectador en el drama—sienta como propia 
la ficcion novelesca, asi sea en el mundo de los 
hechos como en el de la conciencia, pero, sobre 
todo en este, que viva la obra. *0 

Enrique Lafourcade has succeeded in creating works dealing 

with individuals and themes which reflect not only a national point of 

view but which are universal in problematic scope. He is an impor

tant member of that group of contemporary writers who have had the 

capacity to see more deeply into the human condition than the average 

man. As a result, they have revealed to all hidden aspects of the 

human personality. Throughout Lafourcade's novelistic art one 

9. Enrique Lafourcade, private interview held during the 
meeting of the Modern Language Association, Denver, Colorado, 
December 28, 1969. 

10. Alberto Zum Felde, Indice critico de la literatura hispano-
americana, vol. II (Mexico, 1959), p. 67. 
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constant has remained, his nihilistic Weltanschauung as an: important 

commentary to describe man and his present relationship to the 

cosmos. Enrique Lafourcade then joins an august league of modern 

writers such as Bellow, Camus, Gide and Sartre as a significant fig

ure in contemporary world fiction, and, therefore, deserves critical 

attention. 
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